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EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

THE winter of 1947-8 saw the resumption by the Society of its long-interrupted ex¬ 
cavations at Amarah West in the Sudan, under the directorship of Professor H. W. 
Fairman, wliose report on the season’s work appears in this volume of the Journal. 
The main result has been to show that Amarah was not only an important centre of the 
Egyptian African Empire, but was probably the capital of the province of Kush. It is 
therefore fortunate that work on the site can be resumed during the season 1948-9, 
though under new directorship. While we most heartily congratulate Professor Fair- 
man on his recent election to the Brunner Chair of Egj^tology in the University of 
Liverpool in succession to Professor A. M. Blackman on the latter’s retirement, and 
wish him every possible success in his new sphere of work, we cannot but regret that 
the Society is thereby deprived of the services of a most able Field Director. But if w'e 
lose Professor Fairman as an excavator we gain him as author or editor of our publica¬ 
tions. He has City of Akkenaten, vol. ill, w'ell in hand, and this will be followed by the 
memoir on Sesebi. We would also like to congratulate Dr. M. F. Laming Macadam on 
his appointment to the new Readership of Egyptology In the University of Durham. 
The coming season’s excavations at Amarah W est will be carried out jointly with the 
Sudan Department of Antiquities, ivho are very generously lending the services of 
Mr. P. L. Shinnie as director of the work. 

In view of the ever-rising costs of both e.xcavation and publication, it is with heartfelt 
gratitude that we are able to announce that the grant from H.M. Treasury to the 
Society’s work is to be increased from ^^3,000 to ^4,000 for the current year. But even 
w'ith this welcome addition, it is still necessary for memliers to accord the Society the 
fullest financial support possible if all the charges upon its funds are to be met. Apart 
from the Joumalt and the work on City of Akbettatmf vol. Ill, already mentioned, we 
are glad to announce that the Society' is about to publish the late N. de G. Davies’s 
Seven Private Tombs at Kurnalu the second memoir of the Mond excavations at Thebes, 
W'hich, owing to the regretted death of its author, has been edited by Sir Alan Gardiner. 
It is hoped that the new volume will be on sale by the end of 1948, at a price of £4. 45. 
(X3 ■ to members), and orders may be sent to the office of the Society. 

An event that has given the greatest pleasure to every'one interested in Egyptology 
is the conferring of the honour of knighthood upon one of the most distinguished of 
the Society’s Vice-Presidents, This public recognition of Sir Alan Gardiner’s services 
both to scholarship in general and to this Society in particular is most timely, and he 
may rest assured that we are all united, not only in congratulating him upon the honour 
accorded him, but also in wishing him many years in which to enjoy it. 

From July 23 to 31 there was held in Paris the 2JSt International Congress of 
Orientalists. The Egyptological Section was well represented by scholars from 
Sweden, Denmark, Holland, Belgium, Switeerland, England, and the United States, 
in addition to our French colleagues, w'ho spared no effort in official and private 

a 
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hospitality to make the Congress a memorable event to the visitors. Apart from a very 
full programme of interesting and important papers read by various membeia of 
Congress, there were visits to museums and exhibitions, among which an evening visit 
to the Louitc to see the new and very effective system of lighting installed in certain 

galleries stands out in the memory. 
Apart from our own excavations at Amarah VV^'est, there has been much archaeological 

activity'' in the Nile Valley during the past year. Excavations under the auspices of the 
Egyptian Government have been carried out by Zaky Saad in the First Dynasty necro¬ 
polis at Helvvan and by Hamada at Kbm el-Hisn in the Delta. M. Lauer has continued 
his work of restoration at the Step Pyramid, while research still progresses in the pyramid- 
field of Dahshur. In Upper Eg\'pt the Cliicago House partj' has pursued its task at 
Kamak, while in the Sudan O. H. Myers has found on ancient sit^ near Wadi Haifa 
many new rock drawings, including the largest collection ever found in one place, which 
shed an interesting light on the ancient fauna of the region. 

It is a matter for thankfulness that the losses by death to the already depleted ranks of 
Egyptologists during the past year have been less severe than recently, but w'e deplore 
the passing, at the age of So, of one of the veterans of our science, M- fimile ChassLnat, 
an erstwhile director of the Institut franfais d'archeologie orientale d’figy'pte, whose 
best-know'n works are bis monumental volumes of the Temple of £dfu, continuing the 
work begun by RochemonteLx in 1898, and the no less important records of the Temple 
of Dendcrah; these two publications are fundamental for the study of the later phases 
of Egyptian religion and ritual. We also regret to announce the death of Mr. Guy 
Brunton, who recently retired for reasons of health from the Cairo Museum. Apart 
from his many years of service to the Museum, Mr. Brunton was well knowTi for his 
excavations in Egypt, of which the most outstanding were those published in his 
volumes on Gatt and Badari, Badarian Cwilisatimj Mosti^edda., and, quite recently, on 
Matmur, We extend our heartfelt sympathy to Mrs, Brunton in her great loss. 

Wc owe to Mr. R. W. Hutchinson some further details of the heroic death in Crete 
of our one-time field-director Capt. J. D. S. Pendleburys w*ho had been given the task 
of organiaing the Cretan guerrillas. After describing how' Petidlebury tried to break 
through the lines of the German parachutists to reach the guerrillas in the foot-hills of 
Mt. Ida, he writes: 'He was w'ounded by machine-gun fire and taken by the Germans 
to a near-by house, where he w'as attended by a German doctor who promised to send 
him to hospital the next day. In the morning, however, other pamtroops came to the 
house, drove aw'ay the w'omen w'ho lived there and forced Pendleburj' to come out. An 
eyewitness has described how the Germans questioned Pendlebury concerning the 
position of the British forces, heard him say “No*’ three times and saw them shoot him. 
The Germans buried Pendlebury in ignorance of his identity", and later paid him the 
very considerable compliment of disinterring his body to verify whether it really ivas 
Capt. Pendlebury whom they had killed. His body w'as later transferred by the Germans 
to the British cemetery' near Herakleion and was finally interred at Suda by the British 
authorities’. 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE EXCAVATIONS AT 
AMARAH WEST, ANGLO-EGYPTIAN SUDAN, 1947-8 

By H. \V. FAIRMAN 

After an interval of eight years necessitated by the war^ work was resumed at Amarah 

West in November 1947. The party w'as composed of Mr. P. G, Fell, Dr. E. Iversen, 
Thabet EfFendi Hassan, Antiquities Officer in the Antiquities Department of the 
Sudan Government, and Mr. H. W. Fairman. 

Once again we are deeply indebted to H.K.H. the Crown Prince of Sweden, the 
Musee du Louvre, and the ISrooklyn Museum of Fine Arts for their financial support 
of our work, but their generous subscriptions alone would not have allowed us even 
to hope for a full season’s work had we not also received a grant-in-aid from the British 
Government. Thanks to this help, we arrived at Amarah on November 17, 1947, 
work commenced a few' days later and continued without interruption until March 7, 

1948. 
It is a great pleasure also to record our thanks to v'arious officials of the Sudan Govern¬ 

ment for their ready and never-failing assistance, and in particular to Mr, A. J. .Arkell, 
Commissioner for Archaeology and Anthropology, Mr, P. L. Shinnie, Assistant 
Commissioner for Archaeology, Mr. A. E. D. Penn, the District Commissioner, Wadi 
Haifa, and Mrs. Penn, and to Mr. E. Wakefield, Director of Surveys, for the loan of a 
level for the whole season, a loan that was of immense value to us since our own level 
and stores did not reach us until a week or two before we closed down. 

Throughout the war considerable concern had been felt over the safety of the 'I’emple, 
which had been left without adequate protection from wind and weather. On our 
return to Amarah it w as a relief to find that the Temple had sustained far less damage 
than we had feared. Nevertheless, it was obvious that further exposure might easily 
lead to serious losses and, after consultation with Mr. Arkell, it was decided to bury- 
the building completely. The temple site served as our dump for the entire season and 
by the end of our work the Temple itself, all the buildings south, east, and west of it 
excavated in 1938-9, and the greater part of the Forecourt (see JEA xxv, pi. 13) had 
been buried more deeply than w'hen we found them. 

The need to bury the Temple largely determined the course of the season’s work. 
In order that the burying might be performed expeditiously and economically we were 
compelled to excavate the unpromising area immediately to the south of the Temple 
and parallel with the east wall of the town (pi. II: Square D.14). It was soon possible, 
however, to divert some of our men and to work an area on the west side of the town. 
This area included the West Gate and a building which appeared to be the most impor* 
tant structure apart from the Temple and which we suspected might prove to be the 
palace of the governor (pi. II), All the work of the season was confined to these two 

areas. 
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It will be recalled that in our first complete season at Amarah^ we had uncovered a 

small temple and two groups of storehouses to east and west of it. This temple had been 

built, and then remodelled and reorientated, by Ramesses II, and a number of Wngs of 

the Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties had made slight additions or had left inscrip¬ 

tions on its walls, the latest being Ramesses IX, who claimed to have completed the 

decoration in his sbith year. In contrast with this story of more or iess continuous 

occupation, evidence was found which led us to suspect the existence of a chapel, or 

perhaps even a temple, and of other buildings previous to the reign of Ramesses II. 

Moreover, our preliminary tests in other parts of the tow'n in 194S had revealed earlier 

walls below the main levels There was at the time no hint as to the date of these 

earlier constructions apart from the occurrence of bricks of Sethos I in the tovTO wall. 

One of the main objects of our recent work, therefore, has been to try' and obtain 

more precise evidence about this earlier occupation of the site. It speedily became 

apparent that not only was this earlier level a fact, but that the history of the site was 

more complicated than we had suspected. Throughout the site we found four distinct 

levels, and in the governor’s palace there were traces even of a fifth level some 60 cm. 

above the floor of Level One."* 
Owing to rebuilding and the damage wrought by natives seeking for fertilizer, who 

had dug deeply into brick walls and floors, the area south of the temple (pi. II: Square 

D.14) is now exceedingly confused, but it is certain that as originaLly planned it was 

intended to be a series of workshops and storerooms, very^ probably attached to the 

temple. The earliest level (Level Four) was well and carefully planned. It falls into 

a northern and a southern division. The northern section is bounded by streets or 

lanes on all sides and consists of two parts: an eastern block of long, narrow rooms 

whose doors, in the west side, open into a narrow north to south lane blocked at its 

southern end ■ and a larger and less regularly' planned western section consisting partly 

of rooms that open into the narrow lane that forms the western boundary^ of this part 

of the site, and partly of a series of inter-communicating rooms. 
There was no precise eridence of the purpose of the rooms in the western section 

of this area, but the rooms of the eastern section seem to have been workshops. Thus, 

on the brick floor of D. 14.6, and even under the walls of Level Three, w'ere numerous 

lumps of red and yellow ochre: this must have been the place in which paint was 

prepared. On the floor of 0,14.4 we found several slabs of wcll-wom stone, Uvo stone 

grinders, and, sunk in the floor below a later wall, a large pot which proved to be filled 

with lumps of rich gold-bearing quartz (pi. Ill, 4): there can be little doubt that in this 

room quartz, extracted from some mine in the neighbourhood which we have not yet 

located, was crushed prior to being smelted. No room or area definitely devoted to the 

operation of smelting has yet been found. 
The southern division of this same portion of I^evel Four is divided from the northern 

bv the cross-street (pi. II: D.14,18) that forms the southern boundary of the latter. 

' yEA jcxv, 139-44. * pi. II, a. ^ yEA XXV, I4i>. 
■* Levek are numbered fnitn the surface downwsida. Thus Let-el One is the most tweai. Level Four the 

earliest, level. 
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EXCAVATIONS AT AAIARAH ^VEST, 1947-8 5 

Our excavation of this area was governed fay the layout of the upper, later levels and 
for this reason the whole of Level Four, whose plan did not correspond with that of the 
later levels, has not yet been cleared, for the most southerly section continues under 
unexcavated buildings of later levels. The original plan consists, however, of a central 
block of small, narrow magazines placed back to back and flanked to east and west by 
other rooms and buildings some of w'hich may have served as dwellings. 

In excavating this level we had hoped to glean some information about the original 
temple approach. In this we were disappointed; there wras no trace of any approach 
at any level. The absence of any cross wall or pylon to the south of the temple would 
appear to indicate that when the orientation of the temple of Ramesses II was changed^ 
the temenos w-all had not yet been completed, although the main fabric of the temple 
was complete. As for the temple of Level Four, it would seem that it must have been 
a small, stone chapel whose foundations are now hidden under the temple of Ramesses 
II. The low'level, early brick wall which surrounds the latter- must have been the 
enclosure wall of the early shrine, a wide open space separating this from the store¬ 
rooms and workshops. .A hint of the existence of this supposed early shrine is afforded 
by the discovery' of a small sandstone block of temple relief bearing the cartouche of 

Sethos I (pi, VI, 2). 
The neat and careful planning of Level Four disappeared in the subsequent periods. 

WTicn Level Three w as built the walls of the preceding level stood on an average only 
from one to three courses high. We w'ere at first inclined to think that this was the 
result of a deliberate razing of the earlier constructions in order to prepare for an 
approach to the temple. This explanation, however, is not satisfactory, for as the work 
progressed we found that this reduction of Level Four was general over the whole site 
and was not peculiar to this section. We are forced to suggest, therefore, that there must 
have been a general collapse of Level Four; such a collapse could hardly have taken 
place if the town had been in continuous occupation. 

As a result of the rebuilding under Period Three the town assumed an entirely differ¬ 
ent appearance. Though the road parallel with the east wall w'as retained, the central 
cross street (pi. II: 0.14.18) was blocked, and the most southerly series of magazines 
were entirely wiped out, D.14.15 and 17 being built over some of them, and a new east 
to west lane being driven over others. Over the earlier rooms, sometimes utilizing 
earlier walls as foundations but often ignoring them entirely, there now arose a series 
of much more solidly built constructions, consisting of blocks of rooms communicating 
one with the other and each block having only one external entrance. These rooms had 
vaulted roofs which were covered with lime plaster and decorated with squares or 
rather poor naturalistic designs in red, yellow, blue, and white paint. In D.14.2 A 
(pi. II) we found the vaulted roof intact, there being two small rooms here at right 
angles to each other. On the west side of this room a well-made brick stair ascended 
south and then took a sharp turn east over the vaulted roof (pi. Ill, i: photo taken in 
the early stages of the clearing). This was clear proof that at this stage in the town’s 
history' the buildings were of tviro stories, 

^ JEA 141, 142. 5 JEA XXV, pL IS, 
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In this section of the town, as a general rule, there is no difference in plan between 
Levels Three and Two; the work of the latter period is to be seen mainly in the repair 
of existing walls and a marked raising of the door-level. 

Bet^veen the period represented by Levels Three and Two and that of Level One 
there must have been a considerable lapse of time. Wherever a clear stratification could 
be obtained we invariably found signs of a layer of wind-blown sand, succeeded by a 
thin layer of squatters* occupation debris and then a second layer of wind-blown 
sand with, in its upper parts, an increasing proportion of fallen brick. The debris 
separadng the Ramesside levels from Level One was never much less than one metre 
thick. Everywhere the Ramesside vaulted roofs and walls had collapsed and even 
large sections of the massive town wall had fallen Into ruin. 

It was in the upper layers of this thick deposit below the intact floor of Level One in 
D.14.7 that w-e found a * Saharan’ sherd. In our previous season other Saharan sherds 
had been found in circumstances that, in our view, rendered it unlikely that they could 
be earlier than the Nineteenth Dynasty.^ Our new discovery makes it quite certain 
that the sherd cannot be earlier than the end of the Twentieth Dynasty and it may be 
later. Mr, O. H. Myers has now admitted to us that sherds of Saharan type can be 
found in all periods in the Sudan and are valueless for dating, but he maintains that in 
Egypt they are early* The first part of this contention is indisputable, but it would be 
rash to accept the second part without further checking. 

In this eastern section of the towm there is no evidence of general and logical town 
planning at Level One, though this may only be due to the extremely ruinous state 
of the level. Occasionally w'c found evidence of planning as in the carefully laid drain¬ 
age system with pottery pipes in West Lane (pi. II), or in the well-built house in the 
north-W(^t comer of the area (pi. II: 0.14.9), general, however, there was no 
consistent plan. Most of the earlier rooms and streets were completely buried and the 
new occupants appear to have laid mud floors over the surface and to have built single- 
story houses. A characteristic feature, however, was the utilization of earlier rooms 
whenever the latter were not completely filled with debris; the filling of such rooms was 
never removed, it was merely levelled, mud floors were laid, and solid brick stairs 
communicated with the new rooms built on the ground-level. These basement rooms 
appear to have been very low and were usually kitchens or stores. The general impres¬ 
sion of the inhabitants of this let'el is of a relatively humble and poor community, 
waging a losing battle against wind and driving sand, who may have gained a living 
primarily by fishing. 

It is less easy to give a coherent picture of the governor’s palace and its dependencies 
(pi, II: E.13.2 and the buildings to the west of it) because it has not yet been com¬ 
pletely excavated . When excavation started no walls were visible and only the stump of 
a column (pi. IV, i) led us to suspect the existence of a considerable and important 
building. In its present state (pi, IV, a) it is impossible to give a final description or a 
satisfactory answer to all the problems that have been raised, but there can be little 
doubt that at all periods this was the house of the governor. 

' JEA xxv, 143. 
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At Level Four the palace and its dependencies consisted of a block of offices or 
storerooms, built against the west wall of the town, and the palace proper which was 
separated from the offices by a narrow lane. The office block contained at least one 
pillared room (E.12.3) and the whole series could only be entered by a winding passage 
leading from the 'postern gate' (E.i^.sn; pi. V, z), or by a door from the little 
square opposite the presumed west door of the palace. This scries of rooms appears 
to have been flat-roofed and there w'as probably only one story. 

In the palace itself, as far as w’e can Judge at present, there ^vere large official rooms 
in the central and southern sections and the private apartments of the governor in the 
nortliem part. Among the latter, for instance, was found a bath-room with stone slab 
and a small jar for waste water let into the floor (pi. VJ, 3}. On the south side of the 
palace a long narrow corridor leads to a door which may have been the main entrance, 
though this cannot be stated with certaint}' until further clearance has been made. We 
suspect a second entrance in the west w'sll, at present hidden by the walls of Levels 
Three and Tw'o, because inscribed door jambs in room U w^ere inscribed on their 
ivestem faces (pi. VI, 4). The ‘postern gate’ (pi. V, 2) was obviously designed as 
the main link between the palace and its dependencies; the gate is so low and narrow 
that nobody could have passed through it erect, and before entering either palace or 
offices as the case might be one would have had to pass a door-keeper in the small 
room between the palace and E.12.5. 

Most of Level Three w'^as swept away either when I.,evel Two was made or in more 
recent digging by the sebakhin. It is evident, how'ever, that all w'alls were rebuilt and 
made considerably thicker, and that the ground-plan w-as completely altered. The w'est 
and south doors were blocked up and the main entrance to the palace will probably be 
found in the unexca^-ated area to the east. The Jane separating the palace and the 
offices was abolished and the office block w'as remodelled and converted into a series of 
east to west rooms filling the entire space between the palace and the w'est wall of the 
town. Apart from E.12.3, which had a separate entrance, all these new rooms com¬ 
municated one with the other (pi. V, 3), the entrance to the whole series being through 
the guard-room of the postern gate where a winding stairway led to the second story of 
the palace, the postern gate itself having been blocked in the course of the rebuilding of 
the interior of the palace. The ground-plan of the palace itself is still uncertain, so 
much haring been destroyed subsequently, but the existing remains hint at an entrance 
somewhere to the east, and one can distinguish a central nucleus of rectangular rooms 
with passages and smaller apartments around them. 

In Period Two the floor-level was raised by approximately a metre. The ground- 
plan appears to have heen substantially unaltered, but the northernmost room of the 
office block (E,i2.3) was now incorporated in the palace by making a door in the original 
west wall of the latter. Many of the walls of Level Three were still standing to a con¬ 
siderable height at this time, but fears tvere apparently entertained for their stability 
and even thicker walls were built against them (pi. V, 4) and must have reduced the 
size of the rooms considerably. 

Whatever may have been the condition of the inhabitants of Level One in the eastern 
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portion of the town, the building erected over the earlier governor’s palace was massive 
and opulent (pi, IV, Many of the side chambers of this building have disappeared, 
but the characteristic features are the doubling of existing walls, very solid foundations, 
and the laying out of a new series of rooms with w alls a metre thick. While the floors 
of tliese rooms were a full metre above the floor of Level Tw'o, the walls themselves 
were sunk deep into the underljing debris (pL IV, 3) and the space between them was 
filled with tightly rammed brick debris which formed a solid basis for the foundations 
of the columns of the central halls. The plan show's clearly, in the centre, three large 
pillared halls (pis. Hr E.13,2 C, e, and f; IV, 4), the westernmost (E.13,2 e) being 
surrounded by a narrow corridor (E.13.2 d) to west and south and probably also to the 
north. As in Levels Three and Two, other rooms and the main entrance lie in the 
unexcavated part to the east. It is possible that at this period the office block was buried 
and disused, for no means of communication with the palace has been discovered, nor any 
indications of work of Level One, apart from traces of squatters in the upper debris. 

Immediately to the south of the palace area lay the West Gate of the town. When 
the excavation began, half the roofing blocks were approximately in position and most 
o the gate is complete except for one course of blocks. Though the eastern approaches 
of the gate have not yet been completely cleared, it is evident that, except perhaps at 

c\el Four, there was no street leading directly to the gate, although It was the main 
entrance to the town, and the centre of the town could only have been reached by 
following a somewhat winding route. W^ithin the gate, on either side, are narrow doors 
leading into the thickness of the town wall (pL VI, i). A similar arrangement was 
found in the West Gate of Sesebi' and was obviously for the manning of the walls. 

Though grievously damaged by gypsum and deeply scarred by the grooves made by 
knife-sharpenmg, the reliefs mside the gate are not without interest. On the south wall 
we have t^he hackneyed scene of Raraesses II charging in his chariot against disorganized 
Nubian hordes. The north wall depicts the Pharaoh’s triumphant return: at the east 
end marching troops precede Ramesses II in his chariot, while behind him (to the west 
of the side door, see pi. VI, i) three of his sons, Merenptah, Setemuia, and a third 
whose name is lost, lead Nubian captives. A short two-Une inscription records that the 
campaign was undertaken against the Nubian land of and lists over 7.000 
prisoners. This brief text has every appearance of being a genuine historical record, 
yet this IS the first record of any campaign of Ramesses 11 in Irm or indeed of any 
genuine Nubian campaign of his. On the other hand, a stela discovered during our 
previous excavations did record a campaign of Sethos I in We have wondered, 
therefore, whether the gate was really the work of Ramesses 11. W'hile certain wue 
points incline us to suspect an original design of Sethos I, the texts, cartouches, and 
reliefs show no signs of reworking. It would appear, therefore, that either the decoration 

^ the work of Ramesses 11, or that reliefs and texts only sketched out by 
bethos I were taken over and completed by Ramesses II. ^ 

On the west side of the gate is a small court with stout brick walls to south, west, 
and north, and with a paving of schist blocks below which is at least one earUer wall. 
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In the south-west and north-west corners of this court are the remains of brick stairs, 
with schist treads, leading approximately to the present ground level. The court, 
paving, and stairs are certainly contemporary' with Level One. It is evident that though 
the rest of the town was heavily silted up at that time, the gate, protected by its stone 
roof, was more or less free and the court must have been built to keep it free and pro¬ 
tected from blow n sand. 

It was only tow-ards the end of the season that we found the evidence that enabled 
us to establish with reasonable certainty the dating of the various levels. The evidence 
was ultimately found in the governor’s palace where a fragmentary doorjamb found in 
position on Level Two, w’ith a cross-wall of Level Three and a stone threshold of 
Level Four below it, bore part of the name of Pesiur {pL V, i). Other inscriptions 
found during the work had already shown that Pesiur was an idfio! n ATi, and by a for¬ 
tunate chance a stela found in 1939 and dated to the nth y^ar of Ramesses III bore 
the name and titles of the same official, Level Two is therefore securely dated to 
within a year or two of Year 11 of Ramesses III. 

That Level Three must be contemporary with Ramesses II was evident from the 
outset, but no contemporary inscriptions were found in siiu. On the other hand, the 
only Viceroy mentioned in any inscriptions of Ramesses II was Hekanakht, and a 
lintel bearing his name was dedicated by the ic/nw n nS if-wy It is possible, 
therefore, that Level Three is to be assigned to Hekanakht’s term of office and that 
Hatiay may have been the local governor. The exact dates of Hekanakht’s term of 
office are uncertain,' but it is established that he was in power in the earlier years of 
Ramesses II. Accordingly, it seems reasonable tentatively to suggest that Level Three 
should be assigned to the first half of the reign of Ramesses II, Such a conclusion 
accords well with the evidence of the temple where we found that the Dream and 
Marriage Stelae,® which could not have been set up before the Year 33, tvere added well 
after the temple had been completed. 

No royal names are definitely associated with Level Four. In the governor’s palace 
this level is associated with the idfjw of whom four door jambs, parts of two 
of them being in sr/u (pi. VI, 4), have been found. We have found nothing to indicate 
any occupation of the site prior to the Nineteenth Dynast}', On the other hand, bricks 
of Sethos I in the town wall, and a fragment of temple relief with his name (pi. VI, 2) 
show' that there was activity on the site during his reign. Provisionally, therefore, we 
assign Level Four to Sethos I, most probably to the early years of the reign. 

Some support for the suggested date w'as found in a sandstone doorjamb which bore 
the name of Ramesses II followed by lord of Nubia, 
residing in the fortress House of Men . . The front O'f eisa is damaged and there is 
room for IJ, giving but this is rather improbable since the proportions of tsm 
are identical with those of the same sign in mnw. We therefore consider that the name 
of the fortress, presumably Amarah itself, was Pr If this argument be 
correct, we have certain proof of the foundation of the towm by Sethos L Later in the 

> was R^isner'a Viceroy No. iz; cf. VJ, 40, 44-^; jSff, trot, xxxix, 407, ao8, 
* jSA X.W. 140, 
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reign of Ramesses II the name was changed to Pr Rf-ms-sut-rnry-imn^ and still later 

(? under Ramesses III) to Hnm-Wiii} This jamb is also of interest for its mention of 

the deified Ramesses 11: the form of the name, which to the best of my knowledge has 

not previously been noted with reference to Ramesses II, is that adopted by the 

deified Amenophis iii.- 
The exact date of Level One is uncertain. The archaeological evidence suggests 

that there was a considerable interval betw'een it and Level Two {see p. 6 above), 

but no distinctive objects and pottery and no inscriptions were found. Mr. A. J, Arkell 

has suggested that some chalcedony arrow-heads found on the surface may perhaps 

indicate an Early Napatan date. The evidence is slender and inconclusive and no 

reliable dating can yet be suggested, but there is a possibility that Level One is to be 

dated approximately to the time of the Twenty-fifth Dynastj'. 
The situation revealed by this preliminary- dating of our levels is somewhat surprising. 

There is, of course, nothing remarkable in the presence of various levels in a site that 

has been occupied for several centuries. But it is remarkable that levels so completely 

different as Levels Four to Two should have arisen in such a relatively short space of 

time, for each of these had been reduced practically to foundation level by the time of its 

successor. 
As far as Level Four is concerned, w-e are on safe grounds in suggesting that the main 

cause of collapse was bad or inadequate building. The walls of this level are thin and 

the good brick floors and lime-plastered tvalls only concealed serious defects in con¬ 

struction. Thus the north wall of D. 14.13 collapsed because the foundations ran over a 

pit that had not been properly filled (pi. HI, 3). In two other rooms (D. 14.10 and 11) 

the entire east wall had tilted sideways and had been patched or buttressed before the 

rooms could be used in Period Three (pi. Ill, 2: D.14.11), 
This explanation, however, cannot apply to Levels Three and Two, the walls of 

which were exceptionally solid and well made. The only explanation we can offer for 

their collapse is climatic conditions. Our own experience at Amarah has given us a 

vivid impression of the ferocity of the local winds and the destructive power of driven 

sand. But it is necessary to sound a note of caution. Conditions to-day are not an exact 

analogy- with those of ancient times, for as long as .\marah was an island the effect of 

sand blast, the principal agent of destruction, must have been greatly reduced. Even 

to-day our experience proves that with regular maintenance a wall will stand indefinitely 

and that a wall a mere three or four feet high will prevent any room from being sanded 

up for years. Since it is certain that war and sack did not cause the collapse of the 

different levels, it appears that the conditions which conduced to the destruction of 

each level could only have arisen in times when there was general lack of maintenance 

or when the tow-n w'as abandoned. Alternate periods of occupation and desertion are 

at present the only explanations of the conditions which we have found, the desertion 

leading to such complete collapse that each occupation had to build w-hat was more or 

less a new- town, though it must be remembered that the town was never forgotten or 

lost and the West Gate was in use at its original level at every period. 

Save-SSdedber^hp urtd Nubier*, 203-5^ ^ JEA xxVj 142* 
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If this theory be correct, the repeated efforts to maintain and rebuild the town must 

indicate that the town had some spectai importance. Amarah in fact, outstanding 

among the Nubian frontier towns built after the pacification of Nubia in the middle of 

the Eighteenth DjTiasty. Sedenga, Soleb, and Sesebt, for instance, are not in any 

strategic position, they have no hinterland, and obviously they Tvere neither designed to 

withstand, nor w'ere in danger of, serious attack. Amarah was equally deficient in 

adequate defences, but its island position and its situation as guardian of desert and 

river routes at once placed it in a more favourable strategic position than ite fellows, and 

this may easily have invested it with political importance. In addition to these strategic 

advantages, the local gold-mining industry must have given Amarah an economic impor¬ 

tance at a time when we know' the Ramessldcs w ere seeking to develop their economic 

r^ources. It was probably this combination of strategic, political, and economic 

factors that made it worth while trying to keep the tow'n in being in spite of conditions 

that can never have been exactly easy. 

It appears, therefore, that Amarah was an important centre of the Egyptian African 

Empire. Our recent w'ork renders it very probable, moreover, that in at least one of 

the four main periods of its history Amarah was the capital of the province of Kush 

and the seat of the provincial governor, the idtiw n KH ‘Deputy of Kush'.' We make 

this suggestion because of the frequent mention of the Idnw ti KS on door-jambs. This 

fact would not in itself prove that the idnw was resident at Amarah, some enterprising 

or ambitious subordinate may have used the name of his superior, but a lintel of Fesiur 

giving also the names of his wife and daughter is such a personal monument that it 

could hardly have been erected if Fesiur himself had not actually lived at Amarah. This 

makes us reasonably confident that at least in the Twentieth Dynasty (Level Two) 

Amarah was the capital of Kush. It cannot yet be proved that the town enjoyed the 

same status in the preceding periods; it is probable but not certain, since onh' the titles 

idnw and idTiw ti nh and not idmo n lU, have been found in the two earlier levels. 

‘ For ihi# tiile stsJEA V[, 84, 85; Rec. trav, xxxix, 229-31; Slve-Stklerbei^Ii. op. dr., 1S3. 



THE FIRST TWO PAGES OF THE WORTERBUCH^ 

By SIR ALAN GARDINER 

I AM a little apprehensive lest the title I have given to this paper may seem to betoken 
a smaller degree of admiration than the great hieroglyphic dictionary of Berlin im¬ 
peratively demands and deserv'es. In the Preface to my Onomastka I have expressed 
my deep disappointment at the long delay in publishing the all-important references 
without which the Worterbitch must remain a mere skeleton. But in those volumes 
w'here the references have already appeared we possess an incomparable mine of in¬ 
dispensable information. A golden harvest has grown where the ground was only 
scratched before. So great a benefit has accrued from this gift that there is a serious 
risk lest the younger generation of Egyptologists may be led to believe that the last 
word has been said in Egy ptian lexicography, and may divert their effons into other 
more easily cultivated fields. It is in order to counteract any such tendency' that this 
paper has been written. In my considered opinion lexicography is among the most 
important tasks still confmnting the student of the Egyptian language in its various 
phases. A splendid beginning has been made, but no more^ and it will require years 
of careful thought, discussion, and perhaps prolonged controversy before the subject 
can be considered to stand on a truly satisfactory basis, ^\^lat I have here to offer is 
based on a reconsideration of the evidence provided by the Worterbuch itself, sup¬ 
plemented by a few bibliographical and other notes. I am hoping to learn much from 
the discussion to follow' this paper, so that I shall cut my remarks as short as possible. 

The WMerbuck starts with the bird-ideogram and it is a matter for rejoicing or 
for regret, according to the point of view, that the explanation in the main text has 
had to be corrected in the references as follows; Nkht der u'eisskopjige Geiet, sondern 
der Aas- oder Schmutzgeier {Neophrfiit perempierttsy^gL Griffith^ HieroglyphSt Seite 19. 
Only examples from the Pyramid Texts are quoted, but there is a well-known passage 
in the stela C14 of the Louvre w'hich ought not to have been overlooked. Here the 
dedicator is describing his skill as a draughtsman and begins with the words T know 
the going of a male figure (/tc/), the coming of a female figure {rpt) and 

mo t ii\ Sottas* emends quite unnecessarily; surely here has the generalized 
sense of 'bird' and we must render ‘the positions of the 11 birds’. Which birds the 
writer had in mind must be left to others to determine. 

The enclitic particle ^ / follow'S, translated by the German dock. This is eminently 
a case where all the evidence needed to be adduced, since there are a number of passages 
where the force of the particle, if it have any at all, remains altogether obscure. Wb. 
rightly quotes Vogelsang’s note in his Commentary on the Eloquent Peasant (p, 170), 
W'hich can now be supplemented by one for Middle Egyptian in my Grammar (p. 184, 
n, 2) and by another in Btdl. de Vinst.fr. xxxii, 58 ff. whose author is M. Weill. lT5.’s 
own choice of evidence is unsatisfactory'. Giving various late references for mk 1 

* A psper rtatl before the Congress of Orientaltsts in Park, July, 1^48. * Jtte, irav. xxxvi, 160, 
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it omits to observe that this combination occurs already in Pyr. 532, a passage of 

importance as showing that ^ i followed by pfit and preceded by the royal name in 

Pyr. 1417 is the same particle; in the latter place the N text omits r, just as apparently 

was done by most variants of the passage Kuentz, Qadech, 312, A particle which can 

thus be inserted or left out at pleasure can hardly have had more than a vague ex^ 

clamatoiy' force, as it clearly had after the particles of wishing hi and kw. The same 

conclusion is suggested by the common exclamation of the Pyramid Texts 

M/mff) r 'how beautiful is , , for which M. Weill gives the references passed over in 

silence by Wb, The chief difficulties in connexion w’ith / occur in Middle Kingdom 

passages to which Wb. makes no reference at all, particularly those in the Story of 

Sinuhe (6 217. 260) and in Griffith’s Kahm Papyri (30, 39; 31, 10;’ 32, 6; 33, 10), 

The last of these I have discussed in the Supplement to my Egyptian Grammar, p. 15. 

There are also a few apparent occurrences in Late Egyptian texts (e.g. A/iasi. Ill, 

3, 13) to w'hich only a passing allusion is here possible. Nor w'ill I dwell upon the two 
following hapax kgometia from the W'estcar papyrus, the interpretation of which seems 

to me impossible in the lack of better evidence. 
Each of the next three items records a feminine substantive ft of which the most 

characteristic and frequent determinative is an animaPs head. In the Eighteenth 

Dynasty^ this head is that of a hippopotamus but in earlier times, for which I 

know' of no accurate representation, it looks uncommonly like the determinative 

ofphty ‘strength*, which appears to be the head of a leopard.^ thus distinguishes 

three words, the meanings given to which are: No. i, ‘head-ornament (a lion’s head 

with snake)*; No, 2, ‘time in general, then a deiimte point of time, moment {Augen- 

biick)\ and then finally, ‘a small division of time, betw'een “hour" and “second”, to 

be rendered “minute*”—this solely of Greek date in a Theban temple, but Brugsch 

quotes another example from Denderah;+ No. 3, 'strength* {Kraft) or the like, parallel 

to pbiy. The second of the three words is attested only from the Middle Kingdom 

onwards, while Nos. 1 and 3 are found already in the Pyramid Texts. A close examina¬ 

tion of the passages quoted by Wb. makes it certain, in my opinion, that No. 1 is to be 

eliminated and the supposed examples of it transferred to No. 3, The only serious 

grounds for tliinking that n ever meant a head-ornament {Kopfschmuck) are three 

sentences in the Pyramid Texts where a god or the deceased king is described as having 

ft ‘upon him’, i.e. upon his head. The most persuasive of these sentences {Pyr. 

1032c) follows up comes, ft upon him’ with 

ochre (if that be the right translation) upon his face’, tempting us to believe that the 

whole description, is visual, We learn nothing definite from Pyr. 973 

* Quoted in the text to Eg. p, 115* n. la., Gunn once suggested to tth; that ^ J might hirm have negative 
meamng^p like ^ fii in certain other pa$sages (f 35^.^). This suggestion docs not, however, appear to be sub¬ 

stantiated elsewhere* 
^ Davies^ 0/pi. 65. The painted facsimile now in the possession of the Ashmokan Museum* 

Oxford* show^ the head as of chocolate colour^ much more clearly the head of a hippopotamus than in the 

published hue drawing. 
3 Examples from D>*n. XVIII* as Mrs. Davies informs me, represent a lioness rather than a leopard* 

+ Bmgsch, Thesaurust 195. zoo. 
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*Honis conics, his ti upon him, his face confronting his father 

Geb\ However, in the third passage 94^)i read: 'The fi -Pp var. 

of Phiops is upon him, his murderousness ^^*/) ^ sides, his 

magic (i U U U"^ M^*/) at his feet.’ One may question, perhaps, ivhether I have done 

rightly in rendering as 'his murderousness', but kkitc ‘magic* at all events is as 

nearly an abstract word as the very concrete imagery' of the writer allows it to be. 

Since in this passage ti, and hktv; stand in parallelism, it is my belief that it here 

is the quasi-abstract which Wb, renders as Kraft and the exact meaning of w'hich 

remains for us to determine. This conclusion is reinforced by an exactly parallel 

passage which Sethe has overlooked in his remarks‘ upon Pyr. aqy-^a reference w'hich 

1 shall return to in a moment; in Pj'r. 477 we read ‘His might btwf) is upon 

him, his murderousness ifrt-f) is at his sides, his magic {kknu-f) is upon his feet’. Clearly 

ti’f and btivf are alternatives in this context, and the deduction is forced upon us that 

the two xvords are synonjnnous or very' nearly so. 
Curiously enough, the first reference {Pjr. 297c) which li b, gives for )t as Kopf- 

scfmtiik is one where everything speaks against that meaning. Here we find 

*Onnos shall come, his face as this Great one (11^ ptv) lord of tt' . 

In W // is determined with the simple leopard- or lion-head whereas in T the 

determinative is the uraeus or cobra 2^. If then // here means ‘head-ornament’, 

that head-ornament must have been of very Protean character. However, the qualifica¬ 

tion L^enhaupt mii Schlange which Wb, adds in brackets after its rendering Kopf- 
schmtifk recaDs a fact of capital importance w'hich I have not y^et utilised, namely, that 

in the Pyramid Texts the animal determinative of tt sometimes shows a uraeus on 

its brow (253 W; 334 W; 940 N; 1032 P) or over its head {973 N}.~ If the animal head 

here is merely a determinative showing w'hat w'ord w'as meant, and the uraeus in¬ 

dicates the connexion in which it is to be understood, the use of the preposition S tp 
‘upon’ in the three sentences above cited is fully explained, since the uraeus had its 

habitual abode upon the head of the king or king-like god, and the strength or might 

it exerted will have been its readiness to strike at any enemy. I believe, accordingly, 

that the proper meaning of tt is ‘readiness to strike’. That tt in the epithet jib ti is 

an abstract somewhat similar to phty and that tt is the striking power of the cobra 

is made wellnigh certain by a temple-relief (Petrie, Afydos, i, pi. 64) which Wb, 
quotes, but most curiously takes as evidence of the meaning Kopfschmuck {Lwsenbaupt 
mit Scitlat^e), A human-headed male dhinity' is depicted with no sign of any head- 

ornament other than the customary uraeus; the accompanying legend is 

and there can be no doubt that the broken final word is phty; for this reason w'e may 

render ‘lord of striking pow'er, great of strength’. 

As regards the feminine substantive ti determined w'ith the animal head I hope 

thus to have eliminated meaning No. i, and it appears a matter of mere descriptive 

expediency whether meanings Nos. z and 3 should be attributed to two w'ords or to 

only one. The outstanding problem is to explain the development of its signification. 

If the animal head characteristic of its writing be really the same as that in the writing 

‘ Vbersttmrig uad i, 351, * For both fomis see the quouHoiu above. 
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of phiy^ it is reasonable to suppose that it referred in each case to a different attribute 

of the leopard. In phty it will have referred to the leopard’s strength, in ft to the leopard’s 

sudden spring, its rapidity of attack. This is mere conjecture, however, since our texts 

are without any example of the word ft in connexion with leopard or lioness. A former 

generation of Eg^^ptologists seems to have interpreted the presence of an animal's head in 

the word meaning ’moment' as referring to the short space of time that a hippopotamus 

keeps its head above w’ater.^ This guess is, of course, ruled out now that we know that 

the earlier form of the sign represented, not a hippopotamus, but most probably a 

leopard. I have already produced testimony suggesting that the activity" indicated by 

fi became associated more with the uraeus than ^sith the feline, and the only further 

conjecture ivhich it remains to make is that the Egyptians came to think rather of the 

speed of that activit}' than of its quality, thus arriving at the meaning ’moment’. We 

can, I think, detect some stages along the road of this development. The word ft 

‘moment’ is actually found in connexion with the cobra-goddess—Wb. very strangely 

quotes ‘Edjo w'ho is in her moment (of action)’^ under the rubric 

Kopfsc/mmek—and certain passages of the Book of the Dead more or less clearly hint 

at the thought of a cobra in association wdth the same word, e.g. — 

*he shall not be taken away through the fiery breath of thy attack’ (Budge, p, 283, 

11. 13-14, where 'attack’ is clearly a better rendering than ‘moment'); 
through the attack (here too a better render¬ 

ing than ’moment*) of the king, the heat of Ubast’ (op. cit,, p. 295, II. 12-13). 

There exists an abundance of evidence to show that ft 'striking power’ and ft 

'moment’ cannot be kept entirely distinct from one another, but I am still far from the 

end of p, 2 of Wb. and I must hurry on if I am to avoid being called to order by the 

chairman of this session. rt on the famous Sabacon stone in the British Museum 

is undoubtedly a late writing of but this, as Loret pointed out many years 

ago,^ signifies ‘mound’, Arabic kom and telU not Orf, Stdtte as stated by Wb. The 

writings with ft for ‘back* and for ‘standard’, 'support' (Tragstange) are correctly 

explained as later spellings of iVf, and a like explanation is given for ffi 'club'. I do not 

feel happy about H'S.’s treatment of ^i^d ([^,7, ift in the sense 

of ‘ruin’ each of these spellings is attested only once, and to have placed 

w to the left and the other t^vo to the right seems to claim a superiority for the 

former which is without foundation; 1 suspect, though unable to prove it, that all three 

writings are but variants of 1)^^ ift 'mound*, kdm already mentioned.^ Next comes 

the well-known fftf or fftyw, a hapax kgomenon in the biography of 

Ahm6se of El-Kab, stated by Wb. to be the designation of a rebel; it might have been 

worth tvhile to quote the comparison made by Gunn and myself^ with the 'ate of 

Cush’ named in the second demotic story of Khafemwese as having brought a letter 

w'hereby Egypt was to be humiliated; Griffith conjectured® that the tvord meant a 

* [ have been unable to find e&Hy printed authonty for xhls nodon, but Sethe, Zeitre^hnw^ (ri) ^pcsks 
Df the aufimtihender Nilpfirdkapf ^ one of the determinatives of dme. ^ Urk^ iv, 246. 

^ B£Vii£ egyptatijgique, x, S7 ff.; revived by me in Papyrus WiSboar^ Commentary^ p. 
* So too as regards by Loret In the article quoted Ln the Last nore^ ■ JEA v, 50^ n. 3- 
^ Stffries cf ihs High Priests (?/p, 162^ n. on J. 29. 
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‘foreigner’ or ‘negro’* There is no reference at this point to a word which 
Brugsch' found in a bte Book of the Dead, and which may in fact be a vox nthih. 

The discussion of terms in the medical papyri is a matter demanding very specia 

knowledge, and I have nothing to say about except that it seems alw'av^ to 

occur in the dual and ought therefore to have been transliterated nu^y, not as 
regards which follows next but one, Iversen has recently produced grounds^ 

for rendering it as ‘marrow’ {Mark) rather than as ‘brain’ (Gehint). Blame cannot be 

attached to m. for making no reference to divergent vie^^^ on Jyi 
B 278, since Blackman’s notes^ appeared many years later; he thinks this verb signified 

‘blench’ (of the face) and identifies it with the verb of which we have the negatival 
complement written in Shipn/rcck^d Sailor 112 j whether this suggestion is 

right I do not know. Concerning the word wLich appears to be confined to 

the historical or rather adulator^" inscriptions at Medmet Habu, 1 need to ask a question 

rather than to make a statement.* Wh, renders as Kraft 0. a. strength or the like and 

Professors Edgerton and Wilson translate in the same way. if we lop off the initial mono¬ 

gram, which must read /r rather than n, since in the latter case ^ would surely have been 

written, w'e are left with the normal w riting at this period of i'" ‘to wash’, so that I at first 

wondered whether the w'ord might not be an abbreviation of Oi-ib to slake one s 

passion’ on one’s enemiesBut that phrase is found complete at Medinet Habu—for the 

moment I can quote only it, 86,33 'Joyous are his counsels, his plans having been accom¬ 

plished; on with him to his palace, his desire slaked’.^ It seems unlikely that 

an expression which was still in currency' intact should be found simultaneously in 

abbreviated form; but unless that view be taken, how are we to explain the water-deter¬ 

minative ^ in the word under discussion: The following word in Wb. can be dealt 

w ith more confidently; as /rr it is attested only in two passages of the great Harris 

papyrus, and Wb. gives the spelling in one of them as Any student of Late- 

Egj'ptian hieratic must know' that n is impossible here; at that period this determina¬ 

tive is always wTitten ni with a following stroke, and there is no reason whatever, so 

far as 1 can see, why the normal should not have been given in its place. offers 

as the meaning Avsdrttckfilr'bauen’ 0. ii. (‘expression for “build” or the like’) rejeaing 

Brngseh’s guess ‘coated with plaster’.^ Keimer^ has shown that Brugsch was right, 

since the verb is obviously identical with found once only at El-‘.Amamah,’> 

where it is said that the boundary stela on w hich the w'ord is engraved ‘shall not be 

smeared over with gypsum’ and so rendered illegible. 'I'he penultimate word of p. 2 

is one of which the precise meaning cannot, in my opinion, be elicited with the scanty 

evidence we have at our disposal, but Wb. might at least have presented the materials 

in more complete and helpful a manner. It is a verb rendered ^^beschuldigen 

‘accuse* and first found in the Decree of llaremhab, then in the apodosis of tw'o in- 

* P- 11 Bull, di tiffiL/fr xix^ iS. ^ yEA XXXIII, 48 ff. 
^ yEA XVI p 65 £6); xxUp 43 (29), ^ See the Postscript for this word. 

* Jp 39p lip especialiy Mortt in traL\ xiv^ 120. 
^ Tlie editors rtndtredp m my opinion quite wmtifily: 'Happy were his coum^lsj and his plans for his paiaco 

wert effected before him, while his heart wa$ refreshed/ 
7 Diciionrrmr^, V* 4. ® Acta OTirnlalin, vt, 301, ^ Sethe, Unirrsuchungen^ tVp toy. 
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complete oaths of the well-known lawsuit of Mes, and lastly (if the note in my com¬ 

mentary on that lawsuit be correct)' in two sentences of the Twenty-first Dynast)" 

decree in favour of Queen Isiemkheb. In this later decree the verb is determined with 

the eye ^ and w'as, therefore, probably connected in the scribe’s mind with the verb 

2^^®. ernr‘slumber*. Under the latter verb {Wb. i, 16918) no mention is made of the 

exact variant Isiemkheb, though one closely simtlar, namely, 

is given.^ The Wb. text to the word for ‘slumber’ contains no reference 

to a transitive use, but merely says that the verb occurs only in negations. Hence the 

examples in Isiemkheb appear to be ignored by Wb*t though having written the relevant 

Zettel myself I know that this verb was included in the Wb, collections. To return to 

the meaning, I am convinced that the word conveyed something a good deal more 

painful than mere ‘accusation’, but time forbids me to follow up this conviction of 

mine. We now arrive at the last word of the two pages I set out to discuss, namely, 

^ /rr^ said to be eitie Berufsbe^etchnung oder Ersatz jUr ‘designation of a 

calling or the substitute for such’. No hint is given that the word may signify simply 

‘foreigner’, literally ‘one who babbles in a foreign tongue’, the counterpart of Greek 

^dp^apos, I have always interpreted this word in that w'ay, see my original articles 

in PSBA xxxvii, 120 ff. and my recent note in JEA xxvii, 25, 4. 

To sum up, out of the twenty words on the first two pages of Wb., I have found all 

but three urgently calling for further elucidation. 1 am far from maintaining that all my 

own suggestions have hit the nail on the head; the important thing is that I have often 

been able to call attention to valuable treatments of individual words in earlier books 

and articles. If time for discussion remains, others among my colleagues present 

to-day will doubtless be able to supplement or correct my findings. The one plain 

conclusion that emerges is that vastly more bibliographical references ought to have 

been given by Wb. We are dealing with a non-traditional language, where meanings 

can be determined only through careful comparisons of the evidence and by prolonged 
argument; references to such comparisons and such argument are indispensable. 

POSTSCHTFT 

The above paper has been printed exactly as it was read to my Paris audience, if 

only for the reason that the present postscript admirably illustrates my main point, 

namely, that we stand not at the end, but ver)' near the beginning, of serious Egyptian 

lexicographical research. For Vandier was at once able to show' me that in my remarks 

on 1 had been on the wrong tack. In the most interesting Eleventh Dynasty 

tomb at Mo’alla which he has prepared for publication he found the sentence 
Never had it happened since the time of 

Ref through the valour {?) of (my) trusty victorious (troops). The scribe appears to have 

merged two thoughts into one, namely, ‘This happened by the valour of my soldiers 

and never had the like occurred since the time of Ret’; also it is regrettable that the 

* Setbc, Unt^rtu^kungm, JW, Icq. 

* It 19 of course possible that the determinative of the eye m Isiemkheb is a as it certainly is in the 
isolated spelling of the word for ^fordgner^ Peet^ Tomb RvbbrrieSj ph botiom half, L l6. 

D 
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word for ‘troops’ should have to be supplied, but \'andier tells me that other passages 

in the tomb substantiate this emendation. Be this as it may, there seetm but httle 

doubt that is the word 1 had attempted to explain. It begins with fayin, not uUfi 

and if the meaning here be ‘valour’, ‘spirit’, ‘virility’, it is fairly obvious how the 

determinative ^ eame about; cf. 'engender’ and ‘male seed’, Wh. i, i66, 

The other addition I have to make concerns the word /rr‘coat with plaster , 

Of this word there is an excellent example on a hieratic ostracon (Twentieth Dynasty) 

acquired for the Ashmolean Museum a fe\v years ago. A man who was evidently a 

builder is stating his claim against another man for services rendered, and after record¬ 

ing his rebuilding of a fallen wall continues i.,^J ni i 
^ n 1 ^ wf I n ^ tip three places on the top ofhh house, 

as tcell as the staircase of his tomb, I must confess that the determinative ^ i here rather 

shook me with regard to my remarks on the determinative in the Harris papyrus, but 

1 still think that my statement was sound. 



THE FOUNDING OF A NEW DELTA TOWN IN THE 

TWENTIETH DYNASTY 

By SIR ALAN GARDINER 

In Afift. Sen\ xlvii, 15 ff, A» Hamada publishes a squatting statue which (s the twin 

of another inadequately edited by Borchardt in his Statuen und Staiuetten {CCG) 

rv, 116, No. 1221. The new' statue, like that previously known, is now preserv'ed in 

the Cairo Museum. The inscriptions differ in the two cases, except for the name, titles, 

and parentage of the owner, which reveal him to have been one ArnenmSse, the royal 

scribe of the dispatches of the Lord of the Ttco Lands, &verseer of the Treamry of Amfin, 

and great steward in the Western Rher To the names of the parents 

are appended on Hamada’s statue the words which enn only mean 

[behf^ing #0* ike twen of)Na-Amen-Rer in the Western River; the locality where a person 

originated or permanently lived is often indicated in this way,^ and towns or settlements 

with names introduced by [ or Coptic ‘those of. . /, ‘the inhabitants of’, 

are W'ell known.^ The lap of the newly acquired statue is occupied by a description 

of the constructions made by Amenmfise in his capacity of overseer of works of the 

House of Anten-RSf, King of the Gods; his main architectural achievements were thus 

carried out in the temple of Karnak, far from his Delta home. The latter is, however, 

mentioned again in the second of tw'o lines which run leftw^ards from the centre of the 

front of the base. Here we read :^ 

—■ Hamada renders: / was the Dfr^c^or of the work of 

the belongings of Amhn-Rer in Western Rher. Whilst he was in the sacred lake, I said: 

he Will make iehtples and chapels^for establislting the Domain of Amun, There is evidently 

something amiss with the translation here, and I shall endeavour to improve upon it. 

Hamada has rightly noted that is a form that would be abnormal for infinitive 

and suffix, but his version is far from mending matters. In point of fact, at least one 

certain instance of such an infinitive has already been quoted, namely, in Two 

Brothers 18, i, and Cemj^ quotes me a second, in from Pap, 

Mayer A, 2, 12; hence I have no doubt that our text offers another example of this 

exceptional spelling. The passage presents one or t^vo other slight philological diffi¬ 

culties, w'hich I relegate to the footnotes. 1 trust that the following interpretation will 
commend itself to my colleagues : / was o/verseer of works {iriy Na-Amen-R^ in the 

I "llie gL^nitival exponent n is not unnaigratly omiittid before the like-bounding word that folloi^'b. 
* See Gnjpow’s article ZAS Lxxiif, 50 IT+ 
^ See Nos. 577 B sitd 401 of On, Am- In my Andmt Egy'ptian os well as others to be found 

in Gauthierj Diet, des ipow lii, 67 f. 
* 1 have made two small corpcetionb from Hamada''$ excellent photorgxophic plates. 

^ The omission here of the prepobilion by this time pronounced rt^ is just as unobjectionable as that of 
the genidval exponent commented on abovc^ n. e. 
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Western ifiVer, (after) tt‘ had l^en (merety) a pool. I made it (into)" temples and shrtnes^ 

on the foundation* of the House of Amun. AmenmCse thus boasts of having reciaimed 

a piece of ground which wm covered by water, and of having changed this into a 

prominent cult-centre affiliated to the estate of the great Theban god. Since another 

line on the base mentions the funerary temple of Ramesses HI under its usual name 

{though without actually mentioning that king), the date is the Tw’entieth Dynasty, 

at all events not earlier. Even allowing for much exaggeration, so important a con¬ 

structional feat in a remote corner of the country ill accords with our preconceptions 

concerning late Ramesside times. 
Unhappily the location of the new* town remains obscure. The wine-jars of the 

Ramesseum name ^ 1] i) Na-Amiin as the site of some vineyards, and it is possible 

that this Na-Amun may be identical with our Na-Amen-Re<,® what in the reign of 

Ramesses II had been only a wine-bearing district now being transformed into a town. 

The mention of the w'aterlogged condition of a place where, if we can believe it, 

temples and shrines subsequently arose, suggests the extreme north of the Delta, and 

the name Western River, with which I have dealt in my Onomastka under Nos. 405“6, 

points to the north-west. For a more precise determination new evidence must be 

awaited, 
Hamada*s version of the remainder of the texts commands all respect; he acknow*- 

ledges some help from Drioton. It is inevitable that there should be some details on 

which other scholars will be unable to accept his findings. In view of the \’ery con¬ 

siderable interest of the inscription readers of this Journal will probably welcome a 
rendering of my own, accompanied by some explanatory glosses. In giving this, I must 

premise that the divergences from Hamada’s ediito prineeps are relatively small, and 
that for the hieroglyphic text his admirable article must be consulted. 

Main text TRANSLATION 

1 The fan-bearer to the right of the King, the roj"*! scribe of the dispatches of the Lord of the 

Two Lands, the overseer of the Treasury of Amun, the great steward In the Western River, 

2 ivho gave his possessions to Amen-R^, King of the Gods,* Amenmdsc, * son of the worthy 

Puia, bom of Nebiime, of Na-Amen-Rc' in the Western River. He said; 
1 was overseer of works of the House of Amen-Ref, King of the Gods, in all monuments of 

■ In the Old Kirtgdom the names of towns were treated syntactically as mascuUneS, but Middle Egypdan 
changed the gender to the feminine, see the article by Cltre in Cojnptes Ratdfu du Grvupf Linguhtique iT&tidet 
Ctmtnitii^SemtHques, ill, +7 ff. In Late Egyptian, if the present instance can be taken as typical, there was 

a nrtum to the masculine. 
* The omission here of the preposition wi, by this time pronounced it, is just as unobjectionable as that of 

the genitiv'al exponent commented on above, p, tp. n. i. 

* “ “ all probability a writing of the plural of see IPb. v, 107. The connexion with 

m ^ ^ suggested by H. is much more problematic. 

* For the word tdf see my Conunentary^ on Pap, Witbour, pp. 116 ff.; the placing of the / after the deter¬ 
minative is due to an easy confusion with the auRuc-pronoun, and is possibly paralleled by 29, 17 in the 
same papyrus, though the presence of the determinative there is a little doubtful. 

a H. reads 0 in I. x of the main inscription, and I am fairly sure from the photographs that 0, not 0, is 

the reading in both places. 
* The inmision of this epithet between the titles of Amenm5se and his name is probably due to his pride 

in a very exceptional bequest, the nature of which is set forth at greater length in I. 4 on the base. 
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3 his aiid in his ^ house of gold*^ its ceiling' and its being of gold and its pavement 

4^ of pute silver, the doors thereof of beaten (?) gold and the reliefs of good gold. ^ 1 rendered 

service^ to the statues that are upon the Great Seat/ (the&e) likewise of good gold, the fans (both) 

5 round and of single plume and the sacred eyes being of gold. I mdened thy^ * great doors of 

gold at the entrance of thy portable shrine of seven poles.* 
6 I was overseer of works for thy Ogdoad of sun-worshipping baboons,^ * which is in thy Fore¬ 

court. 
I was overseer of works for thy columns® of gold^ tvhich had been (hitherto) painted blue;^ 

j 1 was overseer for thy ^ portable shrine and placed it on five poles, it having been on three 

(previously)* 1 repeated the making (?)... of it^ on seven, established eternally. 
8 * I was overseer of works for thy Ram,** the great champion (?) of Thebes, established in thy Fore¬ 

court for ever and aye. Thou bowedst down to him very greatlyi^ on thy great portable shrine 

9 together with < thy Ennead. Thou praisedst me for it in the presence of the entire land. Thou didst 

cause (?) me to be sated (?)*"* with . . * on account of it elenmlly on the west of Thebes, Mut, 
Chons and Hathor being satisfied at {the sentenceims apparmdy been left unJimsked/aThckef space). 

Inscriptions on the base 
I I was Overseer of works for the noble Staff of Anten-R^,^^ King of the Gods, I placing it on 

* Wh. I, S17. 7 pr and pr n fdm the signification ‘treasury*, but it is just possible that n nbm here 
is a mere epitheion omofis and that the temple of Amen-R^ as a whole was; meant. Howcaer* the dual doors 
suggests a single chamberp and the most probable view seems to be that the sanctuaiy' or holy of holies was 

intended. 
3 ^ is a nolewcfthy writing of the word discussed in my Onamastka under No. 433 of On. Am. 

In Hamfdt’a note (p. 17, n. i) the words Fmstodenpiatien, etc.p have by some oversight heed transferred hither 

from n. 3. 
3 For as read by Hamada of course must be substituted j idw r! as verb, see iv, 39^, 7- 

^ The^ct meaning of St-Kwt requires definition. For the Great Scat of Prah si Memphis see my Com¬ 
mentary on Pap. P- where it i$ seen to have been a separate land-owning institution. Perhaps 

the nosed fioor or dais of the innermost sanctuary was intended. 
* Fmm this point onward Amenmbse addresses Amen-Re^ directly. 
* Fiyt, see my Onmnastka, l* p- 66. i. S74. i3 quote only two examples; the four more on our 

itatue are, accordingly, veiy^ welcome. The number of poles upon which such a portable ihtme \vas earned 
was of importance inasmuch as the greater the number, ihe more priestly officiants were required, with a 
consequent enhancement of die dignity of the god. The great in^ription of Tul^ankhamQn from Kamak 
should be read by way of illustration of the next lines on our statue; see JEA .KXV, 9 L with n. 19 on p. li. 

t Hamada^s proposal to read g as ra- n wjAI U contradicted by the following words, which say 

that these statues (?> stood in the Forecourt, and consequently not in the Broad Hall. The signs stand at 
the end of a hne, and I belic\o that we ha%-e here sJi incomplete writing of htt, the word for the baboons that 
worshipped the rising sun. sec IVb. ll. 504, 4^ for the identification of th^ baboons with the eight piimnival 

gods of Hemiopolis see Sethe, Amun and du aehl Urgottfr von Hermopoftf, § 85- 

* Hamads read | and tendered ‘thy standards’, but nut without noting that the first sign had a very 

small top. Surely | is to be read; ^ as applied to Amen*Ret has. 1 fancy, no sense. The dctemiinatii.'e shows 

that columns of wcfld were meant, and « nbof must be taken to mean that they were gilded. 

® The photographs suggest that j read. 
•0 This appears to be the only known evidence for the colossal statue of o ram standing in the Fontcourt 

of AmQn’s temple at Kamak. The word tPfy elsewhere appears to mean ‘sword-bearer' (IFft. ill, 370, 6 and 
my Commentary on Pap. IViIbouff p. 8z, n. 3)5 here it is perhaps used oitly figuratively, 

»< Hamada reads ^ and the photograph shows this to be not an unreasonable intetpretation of the indistinct 

signs, except that they stand horizontally. I suspect, however, that Oxx ^ i« is the true reading. 

« The photograph suggests . tint a close examination of the original is needed at this 

point. • 
« For the 'noble Staff of .4inefl-Re<\ shown as ram-headed, see the article by Doreux, JfEA vit, 113 ff., as 
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a carrying-platform of z poles for the very first time,* (for) it was (previously carried on) the 
shoulder of a single priest. 

2® I was overseer of w'orks (in) Na^-Amcn-K^ in the Western River^ (after) it had been (merely) 

a pooh I made it (into) temples and shrines on the foundation of the House of Amun. 

3 I was overseer of wor^ for the Mansion of Alillions of Years United ivith Etemi ty in the House 

of AmuJi on the West of Thebes* in his Tabemacte,^ his Ennead resting inside to all etemi tv, 

4 I gave all my possessions to Amen-RS<, King of the Gods, consisring of slaves male and female, 

houses, vineyards and cattle of all that I had made (by way of increment). It is established (on 

documents) in every record-ofEce of the Palace and likewise of the House of Amun. 

weU as the fundamental paper by Spiegelbcis, Ree. ir<w. xxv, 184 ff. Note that, wheteas/;y in U. 3,6 evidently 
aj^ihes a portable shrine, here It can only mean a portable ptatfomi into which the sacred staff was fixed. 
With regard to the fem. collective tf pyt ‘cairicis' of a pormblc shtinr, for w'hich 1, 574, 8 could quote 
only Ostr- Petrie 21, Cetny adds the tcfeicnoes Ostr. B-M. 5625, vs. 7; Ostr. Cairo (ed, Datessy, collated} 

35. 364. 2- 
' Lit. ‘at the beginning of an exanripte of making'. Somewhat similar uses of tp n are known, see K'b. v, 267, 

7-10, as w'eil ^ tp It ftp, see JEA xxv'ir, 23, n. 4. 

* The translation of this line is repeated from earlier in my article, where the footnotes supply the necessary 
cDinments. 

’ For this name of the funetar)> temple of Ramesses HI at Meduiet Habu see my Conunentaiy on Pap, 
fFiISsw', p, 133, under ^ 64, where references are given to the ptevious discussions by Schaedel and Nelson. 

* For the term see my Commentar}- on Pap, Wiliour, p, 16 f., where great use has been made of 
the snide by Dr, Nelson referred to in the last note. 

* 

t. 
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ADVERSARIA GRAMIVIATICA 

By SIR ALAN GARDINER 

In preparing a second edition of my Lgypiuin Gramtuar it has been my dutv, not only 

to read and ponder all the reviews of the first edition, but also to study with the utmost 

care all the relevant articles that have been published since the appearance of mv book. 

It is obvious that the revised work itself will be unable to mention all the views with 

which 1 disagree, but should I fail to discuss at least some of them elsewhere I might 

be reasonably suspected of having ignored the painstaking researches of colleagues, and 

of ret^ning my old opinions out of obstinacy or dislike of innovation. Hence the 

polemical articles of which this is the first. Those against whom I polemize will, 1 

trust, not take my demarche amiss, my only intention having been to convince them 

and ^ose in accord with them that 1 have not rejected their findings without the most 
careful consideration, 

I, The Negative Relative Adjective 

The essay by Mahmoud Hamza entitled La lecture de Vadjeetif rehiHJ negatif ^ et sa 

syutaxe comparde avec celle de Ladjectif relatij ^ (Cairo, 1929) consists of two parts, 
the first (pp. i-ry) discussing the reading of and the second (pp. 19^31) dealing 

\\ith Its syntax* I have failed to find much that is original in the second part, and here 

I shall confine myself to criticizing the new reading itdw-ij proposed by Hamza. In 

advancing this revolutionary hypothesis he rejects the reading iw-tp first indicated by 

Erman on the basis of cenain v-ariants in the Pyramid Texts^ and thenceforw'ard 

generally accepted. Hamza discounts such writings as on the eround that 

they are so much less common than the others in whi^ J stfnds at the head ^ thl 

word. This is indisputably true if the entire djTiastic period be taken into account 

since so far as our present evidence goes the examples with fee; at the beginning are 

peculiar to the Pyramid Texts. In that body of te.xts, however, the two contrasted sorts 

of spelling show nearly equal numbers; instead of the 5 with iw at the head mentioned 

by Hamza, who has taken them from Erman's article, I have counted 13,3 while those 

with ^ at the head certainly fall short of 20. It is, however, a fundamental mistake 

to sMk the determination of a reading along statistical lines, since the value of a hiero¬ 

glyph, as (e.g.) in the cases of (, has often been decided by a very' few variants, if 

net merely by a single one, It is a strong, nay, an irrefutable, argument in favour of 

Erman s reading, that the writings like illustrate a habit of the Old Kingdom 

senbes that was subsequently abandoned, namely the habit of placing the initial con¬ 

sonants of a word m front of the characteristic ideogram or phonogram, cf. for 

' Emian wrote I'wfJ, and tliougK my own usage is die same for the Old Kingdom and Iw/j-forthe Middle I 
hem (he hyphen and the Geman j for y in order lo agree tvith Hantta and lo free the controversy with him 
from irrelevancies as regards uneasentiai points. , ? 

VI ftw'ice) in T; So^ (twice), 1022, 1102, 1144, 1160 in P; iioa in 

(». Z!”" 
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later A, ilf- for later 1P“.S tor later Hama's own explanation of 
il i"" proves, on careful analysis, to consist of two contradictory onra, _ 

,?p:ftiJ;6lJ^wri.;:'L'eeri,ureavec^>ent^ese.n^^^^^ 

sdon nous, par one mitathbe grapUqoe "apparente ; lower down P“g: 

after enumerating a host of different speUings hebnpng to Merent ^ 

•A notre atas. nous sommes id en presence de tentanves van^ adopts P” 

poor disposer les signes d'une fapon syrndtrique.' But Lacau s pnnaple of 
apparentes'. is. as L article on the subjea- abundantly shm«, one of «>t>f°r™'y “ 

very strict rules; it usually involves the transposition of only mo signs, and a g 

those examples where three are concerned,= there is none at all eompmbl 

Xupp-d by HWs eqnation M. Hamaa's «“"<* 
postulates pure aesthetic caprice—in fact, sheer anarchy. It s^ms, in ee , 

conceive ivhy a scribe, plotting out vertical columns, should have found the a g 

merit more attractive than And here we may ask how it comes that Hamaa, 

advocating as he does the reading fails to lay special stress 
in the pyramid of Phiops D where actually follows -; he might easily have claimed 

that the signs in these instances are the phonetic complements of a word which 

started with some different radical consonant or consonants. I have no msh to fall 

into the error above condemned of arguing along statistical Imes. but 
firmaton^ evidence to be adduced below it may, 1 think, be My contended that th^ 

two instances are exceptional and due to some confusion in the scnbe s mmd betwe^ 

the frequent ^nd the other mode of writing, by no means rare m Je 

Texts where \ w alone follows -- as a phonetic complement, e.g. —^^59 ^ J h 
1 loz (N); Cl 524 (T), a mode of writing in perfect harmony with Erman a conclu¬ 

sion that the reading is iw-ij. . , „ . j . 
The confirmatory' evidence in favour of the reading iw-tj above alluded to consists 

of (fl) such variants as {without determinative) and together with the co^e- 

sponding feminines and plurals, in certain Eighteenth Dynasty papyn of the Book of 

the Dead, and (i) the Coptic negative particle or adjective a.x- without, not (being). 

Hamza attempts {p. 10) to account for (o) by deny ing that these writings are foi^ of 

and bv identifying them with a noun according to the Berim 

dictionary m'eaning ‘lack’, ‘need'; and he seeks to explain (6) by supposing that 

the identi^of which with he does as suffered the loss of n 

in the same way that the affirmative relative adjective nij Svho', which has becoi^ 

in Coptic tT- (pp. 11 ff-)* I cannot, of course, deny the existence of aj^. noun 
rneaning'lack’, ‘need’, nor that of an obviously kindred verb var. 

with the same meaning; and the presence in these words of the sign shows that the 

* P>'r'. ^7,1513' Hamza has avcrioolied the second of these, while quoting from Sethe’s article ZJS L, J13 

a spelling not there to be found. ... 
+ Perhaps the most direct evidence ts the equivaJence of Copt, ^taht 'senseless’ with Ramesaide (eely-fc/iy 

■foolish’, lit. 'without heart’, Turin 102 = Rec. trav. 11, 109; isra*! >2- pUUraU , JJ-t. 1™ y -r t 

f P. Lejtl. 370, vs. 3-3 = Ccmi?, Latt RanttiSide Letlm lo, ii. 
» Anast. 11, va. = Latr Egyptian Misfttianies 19, S. g. 

P. Turin IJ6, 12. 
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Egyptians of the Nineteenth Dynasty associated them with the native relative adjec¬ 

tive. However, one point is that they are not that adjective itself, but a noun and a 

verb ;* and what is far more important, the writings in the Book of the Dead mentioned 

above are incontestably direct variants of ^ ^ and consequently mere divergent writings 

thereof and not synonyms from another stem. It follows that in the Eighteenth 

Dynasty the negative relative adjective had a consonantal value sufficiently well repre¬ 

sented by ity, the of the stem having been lost^ and the initial J] (on Erman’s view') 

doubtless having had from the start the a/e/^A-value which was one of the tw'^o values 

possessed by that hieroglyph.^ Since Naville first called attention to the variants 

characteristic of certain manuscripts,"* while the important papyrus of 

Nebseny (Aa) elects to use and the like,^ the reason for these has become clear; 

they are due to the dislike of the sign for negation which wUl have suggested non¬ 

existence and have been deemed dangerous to the tomb-owner.* Particularly interest¬ 

ing are the manuscripts which use <— or ^ for the simple negation, and or the like 

for the negative relative adjective.^ It is evident from these observations that no serious 

importance can be attached to w'ritings of the negative relative adjective with initial — 

if they occur in funerary or religious texts. Moreover, Gunn has shown that there are 

graphic reasons elsewhere for the alternation of and — Obviously, no demonstra¬ 

tive cogency can be attributed to signs so prone to interchange. 
Strangely enough, it is not upon writings like that Hamza mainly depends, 

though he quotes instances of the kind on his p. 15. On the contrary, he seems obsessed 

with the notion that an initial ^ must have the same value n or fn as in the simple 

negation So far as I can see, he makes no real attempt to account for the w found 

in that other common w'riting of the Pyramid Texts, though he does not ignore 

it in his transliteration inkn-tj. As against the arguments already invoked in support of 

Erman’s reading itv-ij I find nothing at all which lends countenance to the new" sugges¬ 

tion inko-tjt so that there seems no need to embark upon the further problem as to 

whether such a reading could have given rise to Coptic a.T-. There remain, however, 

a few outstanding details which require notice. With regard to the form found 

twice in a Twelfth Dynasty tomb at Asyut I adhere to the explanation given in my 

Eg, Gramm. (§ 202); Hamza would be justified in taking the n here as the phonetic 

complement of his inito- (p, 16) only if the portion -fw- had already disappeared and 

only if there were any solid foundation at all for that reading. Another matter is of 

greater interest. It will be remembered that at a given moment Erman deserted his 

own discovery and toyed w'ith a reading nito-tj based on the occurrence of or 

several times in the Pyramid Texts, He returned to his old view, however, after 

* FF&. 35 tcf. also ibid, aj, top) places both these words under the rubric ltd. There arc undeniably words 
written ifd in the New Kingdom whidi have the sfime or m very similar me^aning, but in \iew of the etymological 
doubt It would have been wiser to keep tho$e written fty under a different he^d. 

* Sec Serhe* f 193. This loss is possibly reflected in i!j^+ a v-ery rare spelling in the Coffln 

TeKts, tmv. 223. * Op* dt. i* § 8S^ 1. 
* See Das Todttnhuch, ELnleitung^ pp. 56^ 62, 77+ 84; also the same author's earlier article ZJ(S ^, 26, 
^ Op. cit.p p. S3. * See Lecau's remajks ZAS Ll, 64, 

T Xaville^ op. cit.p pp. 61-2, 77i, ■ Qurmp Studws in Egyptian Syntax^ ch. t3f* 
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Sethe had shown' that these writings consisted of the preposition followed by a 

negative particle iwt ‘that not . . /, the whole expression signifying ‘because , . . 

not..just as n ntt, literally‘because of (the fact) that..was employed simply 

as ‘because’® Ha^a wisely accepts Seihe’s view here, though not without mi^ng 

a trivial misstatement about it (p. 3)j since the tot of n iv!t because . ,. not ... is a 

particle, and not the actual ‘adjectif n^gatif’. Hamza is approximately right in his 

statement, however, Lnasinuch as this particle must be a specialized use of the feminine 

of an extinct negative relative adjective *i8£', just as the affirmative particle 

a specialized use of the feminine of the relative adjective From the same feminine 

of *m was then formed the extended negative relative adjective the subject of 

this article, Sethe himself is responsible for a like misstatement, describing the feminine 

of the superseded adjective with the words ‘fern. ^ “i* itc-t w'elche 

nicht”, “was nicht”, “dafi nicht” In reality, our texts show no examples of this 

feminine with the meanings ‘welche nicht’, ‘was nicht’, only as the particle with the 

meaning‘daB nicht’the meanings'welche nicht’,‘was nicht’ could have been expressed 

in the Pyramid texts only by ^ 1146 (P)> 1160 (P.N.), or 1146 (M) from the 
extended form iw-tj. Nor was Sethe correct in giving the masculine of the superseded 

adjective as* ij-j (statt an error in wffiich I followed him in the first edition 

of my Eg. Gmmm. (§ 202); this will be corrected in the second edition. 1 dwell no 

further on these early negative words, since Gunn long ago analysed them aright, and 

is, I am happy to say, contributing an article concerning the last-named of them to 

the present volume of this Jountal. 

' y.AS L, Ior> ff. . 
* The sense of n iwt 'because—is onct rendered m Middle by fir iw$t 

iSiut fill 11)* sec Eg* Gramm., p. 167^ bottom. 
a Apart from the combination n (see above) this pirtide has been noted only in four passages. In the 

most obscure of ihes* {Pyr. it foUow-s m^r or which, to judge from Cqgm Text$ III, 6* might 
have $ome such meaning as "in spilt oV or "without'. In the other three cases it is followed by and Is the 
cE^ulvdent of what Middle Egyptian would have expressed by Jiff la rp . . . "that never - . .'j in Urh. Ip T19, 3 

and P. Berlin ooio. 3 ( = ^AS, 61, 71) mf . . * is object of ihc verb Urh., I, 138, 17, ^follows 

a strtmgely written which may be verb signifying 'suppose', 'imagined An imiance 

which at first sight might appear to iniroduce a main clause [Urk 1. isSp ?) ecmitily cannot be construed in 

that way, since the normal n srp occurs only a line or two later. Close consideration shows that ^ 

here must be the negative relarive adjective The sentence reads: T returned and brought tribute (J ? ) 

in great abundance -j- ^“o©i a. the like of w^bich had never been brought to this land 

before"; wc miss the rcsiiinplivc pronoun after wjff (at this early date read mrfi ?). hut Gunn quotes from Coffin 
Tffxts [p £ a case of iw-tj . .. miti where iwo ccRins add the resumptive word in or ?K>') ' thereof % wtuie the 

remainder are without it. Sethe jo, 11 z, n* s) interpreted this as the feminine of the supposed 

negative relative adjective fw and rendered in apposition to km 'etwas^ das niemals . . .'; but, as pointed out 
above, the adjective ito does not occur (unless, of course, here) in Old Eg^-ptian, and to assume an apposiiion is 
both unncce&sarv and ow^kward. 
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A NEGATIVE WORD IN OLD EGYPTIAN 

By BATTISCOMBE GUNN 

The word which i$ found before idm-n-f and idint-J^ and also in predi¬ 

cative use, seems to be peculiar to Old Egyptian. I know one example in the Coffin 

Texts, and two others on a Middle Kingdom stela in a text which is probably quite old 

(these are dealt with below), otherwise my latest example is of the Sixth Dynasty, 

Philologists have in general taken the view that it is nominal in character, to be 

translated into other languages with a relative expression; thus; Sethe in ZAS l (1912), 

1^3, *-^([(1 ij-} (stait ka-j) ^‘w'elcher nicht*’*, having as feminine etc,, 'hc-t 

*'welche nicht”, “was nicht", “daB nicht”'; Wb. i, 45, 7 (1926) Hvsjj --([(j “welcher 

nicht, ., . ist", ‘Svelcher nicht”; Gardiner in Eg. Gramm. (1927), § 202, iwty 

"which not derived from the feminine of a more ancient adjective of like 

meaning Hi (for icw), fern. Erman in Ag. Gramm.^ 4th edn. (1928), 1525, 

*ein relativisches Adjektiv: “welchernicht”,,.. im Masc. i)H, im Fern, ’1 

and § 552, 'das negative Seitenstiick zu ntj* (similarly in 3rd edn., 1911, § 529), 

I gave, however, in a review in 1933 {JEA xix, 106), my opinion ^t this word was 

indistinguishable in meaning and function from ; I thought that in all examples 

where the context was intelligible to me it could be replaced by ^—in three cases 

(exx. 7, 12, 17 below) it actuaQy varies with that word. My view that ^([H is not 

adjectival in character was adopted by G. Lefebvre in his Gramm, de V^g. chss.^ p. 376, 

n. I, where it is described as 'un adverbe de negation'. 

1 do not now consider that ij [] is a mere synonym, or variant writing, of 

although it interchanges with it occasionally. Its appearance in the same text with -w 

a number of rimes is against its being a mere variant of this; and it will no doubt be 

agreed that as a general principle words belonging to the same phase of Egyptian 

should not be regarded as synonyms unless all efforts to find a distinction in meaning 
or function have failed-—^and hardly even then. 

Now, in all the examples given below, where an intelligible context remains, 

may be taken as introducing a subordinate sentence; and I suggest that instead 

of being adjectival (relative) in meaning, like or merely ‘not\ like it has 

negative-circumstantial force. At all events passages translated in this way seem to give 

a good sense in all cases; nowhere is it necessary to take as beginning a new 
section, 

I have rendered throughout a frfm/ foliow'ing as past, a following sdm n f^ 

present, in accordance with the general rule covering ^ followed by these forms. 
The follow!ng are examples which I think I understand: 

A. With ^dm-ft 

(i) ‘The King’s son Nika’ewre^, ... he made [testamentary dispositions^ ?] rtilt hr 

* 0^ Sethe’s n. and op. dt. 314* IS- 
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rdwyjy, — (jll mn'f ihi wliilc he was alive upon his feet, not having suffered at all,* 

Urk, I, i6, 17. 
(z) Ndm^n-ff iht nb, — HH mn^f iht nb r/‘he became perfectly well, not having 

suffered anything with regard to it (?)\ Urk. 1, 183, 7. 
(3} 'My Majesty has commanded that no hntitc-S belonging to these nvo pyramid- 

*’“*= shall be taken away by any Egyptians or any "pacific Nubians to those w'ith cities 
whom they have been (i.e. their former masters) — without their (the 

masters) having (i.e. unless they have) had w'ritten title to them. Lrk. i, 21it ■ For 

‘to have written title to’ see Urk. i, 171,2; 278,4; 300,5; 301,6; 302, i; 306,5.6.7; 

Selim Hassan, Excavations at Saqgara, 1930-1931, pi- facing p. 190; Amt, Serv, xxxvi» 36. 

(4) Hm W„ rA W, ‘W. is ignorant, W. not knowing’. P>t. 244, c. The T,-tcxt 

has hmd — rh-f. Sethe, Ob. Komm, F^r., translates ‘indem ich nicht kannte den, 

der nicht zu kennen ist', preferring the T.-version, and compares -- (jq rh j with Mid. 

Egn. itety Ar/-/‘unwiderstehlich’, in accordance with his view that + verb is equi¬ 

valent to a relative clause. But T. probably has hmi. Old Perfective 3* masc, sg. 

(5, 6) ' “ My son P. has come in peace” says she, namely Nut, (1(1 Ar u^hr hr 

ihi dwi hr r-/“without any whip' having fallen upon his back, without 

anything evil having fallen upon his hand”.’ Pyt, 1021, b, c. 
(7) ‘Thou shalt fare to the Great City, ^ (|(1 Wr (t>w ihr^i the Aker-gods not having 

taken hold on thee.’ Two of the five texts have — , the other three ^, followed by 

ndr'ii (var. ndri) izv (var. fn) ^km\ De Buck, Coffin Texts, i, 280, e-f. 

B. With 
(8) *[.\s to] any [man] who shall take a stone away from this my tomb, fkty'fy r f, 

I) (j wrb n f,.(or) w'ho shall enter into it, not purifying himself..,Urk. i, 250,6, 

(9) While Re<wer was beside His Majesty, the sceptre which was in His Majesty’s 

hand was pushed (?) against Retwer's foot. ‘And His Majesty said, mrii n hm^i zvdf j 

WTt, — iA /h? [^sf] hr hm j r rmt nb “My Majesty desires (lit., desired is to 

My Majesty^) that he prosper greatly”, he (the King) not striking (him), for he was more 

[precious] to His Majesty than anyone,’ Urk. 1,232, u. A somewhat difficult example. 

C. With sdmt-f\ 
(10, 11) Ms n('k) N Apri ..., <r>A N snd; ms-n-k N --qi) hprP idb, ^ rk 

N rdt '<Thou> didst beget N, .. . not having yet come into being; N knows not feari 

thou didst beget N, frustration (?) not having yet come into being; N knows not 

slaughter’. Lange-Schafer, Grab- ti. Dmkstsit^ d. mittl. Reiches (CCG), 20328, n, 11-12; 

an old, incorrectly written religious text. 

D. In predicative use: 
(12) ‘Nuu has begonen M (var. N has been begotten by Nuu) upon his left hand, 

nAn M (so M-text); N u/w, (so N-text). Pyr. 1701, b. 

M seems to say *he (M) being a child, M not having intelligence’ (lit., intelligence of 

M being non-existent), and N ‘N is a child, he has not intelligence’, nhn being Old 

» On see op. eit., ftd loc. * 'file t is queried in the publication but is surely correct. 
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Perfective m both cases. Note the variation of with . My interpretation is 

based on the very close parallel m ham, n/i ‘he being a youth, without 

intelligence’, 1 Turin Statue of Haremhab, 1, 3, quoted Gardiner, Adm,, 95. 

The following are examples which, mostly through damage to the context, are obscure 
to me. 

^ + 

A. With idm'f: 

(13) ... tnh‘n‘f hbn htmt, 1)(] ^ mrtt n A/A:] nb dr pit *. . . he 

filled eight alabaster vessels with . . . ebony, sealed, [the like] never having [been done 

for] any [subject] since the beginning of the tvorld.’ Urk. I, 43, 5. The restoration is of 
course not certain.^ 

{14) ... wi iht, -** (j I] Tdi{^i) hpT iht middt-J dt . in the field, without my ever 

having caused anjthing that he disliked to come about.’ Urk, i, 88, 4. 

(15) . . . middt'f dt, Tdi{'l) hpr nb hr nir*, . . anything that he dis¬ 

liked, ever, without my having caused any... of his to come about with the god’. Vrk. 

I, 174, 6. Before middt restore, perhaps, with Sethe, ^ rdi( i) hpr. 

B. With idnim'/: 

(16) . .. sniiw^ mttw nb(w) Sm^sn m wiwt n dr \ ,,, without my finding 

any men who could walk on the roads because of the storm. .. Urk, i, 182, 15. 

(17) Bwt'f d/i irm‘f ‘His abomination is crossing 'without making 

imwt’. Pyr, 1157, c^. Isnzet is not known elsewhere. The N-text has for 
‘he does not make Isitait’, 

C. Withidflit*/; 

(18) . , . ftei, mit hp]T\ .. . . hands, without... having come about’. Urk, 

1,42, 16. For « wnt before idm f cf. Card., Eg. Gramm,, § 188, 2. Sethe’s restoration 

after hpr is the merest guess, and the only value of the example b the presence of zeni. 

D. With ? 

(t9) , , .r amn mrphritet m ii hrw, . . . . . to be like the shadow turning 

after the day, without-’ i, 1S5,4. ForpArifrtseeJE^xxiii, 176, toline23, ti. 

Now that the material b before the reader I will turn back to the views quoted at 

the beginning of this article, namely, that ^[[{| is nominal-adjectival in character, 
usually to be rendered by a relative expression. 

It is, of course, possible so to interpret the word in some examples, otherwise this 

point of view w'ould not have persisted. Thus, w^e can render (i) as ‘he made [testa¬ 

mentary' dispositions?] while he was alive upon hb feet, one who has not suffered at 

all’; (2) ‘he became perfectly well, one who had not suffered anything with regard to 

it (?)’: (3) ‘* * * those with whom they have been, those who have had no written title 

to them’; (4) ‘W. is ignorant, one who does not know is W,’; so also (5, 6), and (8) 

* Sift and sift are obviously the same word, probably tfh. 
* It is Sethe^s except for where he leaves a blank. 
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‘[as to] any [man]_who shall enter it (my tomb), one who does not purify himself ; 

from these examples we can obtain a sense with this interpretation of although 

some of the results are, as specimens of Egyptian syntax, abnormal. But I am quite 

unable to apply this interpretation to ex. (7), where is followed by the second 

person, or (14-16), w'here it is followed by the first person, or (10, 11) wnth 

or (9), where ‘one who does not strike’ would be meaningless. 
In favour of the view that is dependent-circumstantial in character is the fact 

(as I think it) that although examples may be pointed to where the word introduce 

a principal sentence, there are none in which it must have done sod 

Also, for what the observation may be worth, is nowhere followed by an 

enclitic particle, such as if, m'f, gr.^ 
I have no suggestion to offer as to the reading of the word. There is no reason to 

take it as being more closely connected with the particle “ icc/ than with the particle 

H, and the readings fny), {jj given confidently by Wb. and Erman, Ag. Gramm., 

§ 525 respectively rest on no evidence. But if it contains no n it may vvell be cognate 

with Hebrew and Phoenician 'Ijt (as suggested by Erman, loc. cit.) Akkadian at and 

Ethiopic 'i. 

■ As often does; cf. Urk. 1,13, 7. 15; 35, 13 (^): 49» 41 >33. 4i >70i >3; ^34. MI aSi, a; 306, 6. 7. 

^ Cf. CVft. 1,147,3; Letttrt to Dead, pi. 3, 5; * ( = -.«-)o P- Btri. 38^9, 9; ^ i, 264, 

13: B; 3B7, 6; 29», 17! JOS, I7J 306, 6- 
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THE REPORT CONCERNING THE SLAVE-GIRL 
SENBET 

By PAUL C. SMiTHER 

[Editorial Note by A. H. G. Some fifteen or more years ago Professor 11, Grapow 

of Berlin honoured me with the gift of the photographs reproduced in Pis, VII, VIII, at 

the same time inviting me to publish the defective and difficult text. Being at the time 

busy with other tasks and also, if the truth be told, shrinking from an undertaking at 

once so formidable and so little promising, I declined the Battering offer, and the 

material slumbered on in one of my filing-boxes until Paul Smither, avid of all Middle 

Kingdom hieratic, carried it off to see what he could make of it. The result was the 

transcription and translation here printed in almost exactly the incomplete form in 

which he left them. Doubtless he would have improved upon this early effort had I not 

warned him that his essay ought not to be printed without the express consent of the 

authorities of the Berlin Museum; as a consequence he pursued the matter no farther. 

Circumstances have now changed in such a way as to make the publication not merely 

desirable, but also even a duty towards our science and to the memory of an excep¬ 

tionally brilliant young scholar. The question then arose as to whether either Gunn, 

who had interested himself in the text, or myself should introduce modifications into 

Smither’s readings or renderings or wOiether we should refrain from tampering with 

work so well begun. In deciding upon the latter course, we agreed that it would be 

preferable to allow our colleagues to see for themselves w'hat talent we have lost 

through Smither’s untimely death. Moreover, our own suggestions, made without 

intensive study, could have been but tentative* and might, to use the expressive German 

phrase, have been in some cases no more than Verschlimmbessentngen. Accordingly the 

Plates of transcription give Smither's results w'ithout change, words or signs left in 

pencil being underlined with dots. Reference letters to notes have been added, these 

notes incorporating the few observations of our own w'hich w’e thought worth offering 

for the consideration of others. The translation has likewise been left intact, only a few 

footnotes being supplied by us, together with a tail-piece giving some final comments.] 

^ Smither's manuscript shoe's some queries ui Cunn'’s hand^'riliiQ^, chief among which are doubts cast 

upon (0 ligaiujfe for in m i, 6. la. 13; 2, 2. and. (z) the stpn read m 47. T3; 3. As regards (z) I 

am decidedly in of Smither's view; the contcact demands a word for 'leather (document)* and the form 
of the sign, chough strange, is explicable; m the least unconsincing example (Xj 3) the characteristic short tail 
is ™iblc and ihe thick ^‘ertical strolce 10 the right may be a per^'ersion of the stroke at the front of the goat¬ 
skin which h found in some hieratic examples, see Mollcr^ Hier. PaL t^ No. i6|. The problem of (1) is much 

more difhcuU. The initial sign suits [ perfectly, and the supposed ligature for is no more unacceptable than 

the certain ^ of j[ in 1» 4. 12. Howe%'er, the construction of the following word or words is diMcultj and an 

adjectival predicate seems required. The reading would supply ihiSi but the form suits | much less well 

than I, and one would expect 
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Translation 

j, 2^ The Reporter of Elephandne Kekaib..in order to infonn you th^t the w tm 

Itefefsonbj^son of He|^lb> [said to] thcm^ saying: "Senbetj daughter of Senmut, is a slave-girl 

of the tenants of the people of Elephantine^ but she is (also) the slave-girl of yebsy^s son 

1, 5 Se«anthu^ my lord^ and let her estate be given [to me], or to the city^ according as her owners 

agree.' [So he said.] I'he conclusion is that it shall be done as her o^^ners agree. So runs 

tvhai he reported.^ This is sent [to in]form them of it. Then you shaU act.-the 

Governments^,,,, 

Copy of the leather roll which was brought from the Court of the Vizier, which the Arf n fm 

Itefefsonb brought on this day. 

The Overseer of the City, the Vizier, Overseer of the Six Great Courts, Amenemh€t. An 

order to the Reporter of Elephantine Uekaib to this effect: *An order was issued for the 

It 10 Vizier's Court in Year i , first month of summer, day zy of the time of Khu-bak, J.p.h. * The 

order concerns the appeal^ which the hri n tm Itefefsonb son of ffekaib made, saying, ^Senbet, 

daughter of Senmut, is a slave-girl of the tenants of the people of Elephantine, but she is also 

the slave-girl of Hebsy's son Se<ankhu» my lord, aod let her be given to me or to the city, 

according as her owners agree/ So he saidn The conclusion h that it shall be done as her 

oTvners agree. So run the orders.^ Now the leather roll has been brought to you from the 

Vizier*s Court in order that e\^ery___.in it may be known. 

Now they have been questioned about it and have also confirmed^ it. They are to take® the 

15 oath on it, > and what has been ordered shaU be put before the slave-gid SenbeL Now the 

Cotjnt of Elephantine.. has been w'ritten to and informed about it. Thi$ is to inform 

.......Then you shall do all that has been ordered, and you shall....... .(end of page or 
one line missing). 

(Cnknow^n number of lines lost at top.) 

3j 3 ... ’ such is what lias been a$ccrtairied- This is to inform you about it, 

A reply to this leather roll of the ViziePs Court has been brought,^ stating The attome>3 

2, 5 of the people ' about ivhom you wrote have been questioned. They said^ '\Vc agree to the 

giving of the alave-girl Senbet to the citj^ [as her owners] agree, in accordance w-ith the appeal 
w^hich our brother the hri n tm Itefefsonb has made concerning her.* 

Now^ they are to be” made to take the oath upon it, and you ahail put the orders before the 

2, 10 slave-girl Senbet. J Then you shall act accordingly in the Court of the Reporter of Elephantine^ 

The Reporter of Elephantine Hekaib said, "I have read what you have written to me about ftojti 

14 ihe^ bticr's Court, stating *Now orders are to be** put before the slave-girl Senbet......... 

* Sinitiier made no anenifit to divine the sense of the preceding line, of which indeed onJy 3 word or two 
is left. Perhaps it contairicd a heading. A new pareiigraph or section may begin here m !. z, though in that ^e 
mk following the name Hekaib can hardly be correct. 

- In ™w of Grdselo^f^s recent dijcussion of the wtsrd for ’father' Smu XLlll, 311) Itefaonb w^ould be 
a more suitable representaiion of this personal name. 

^ See p, 31, n. i, at end- * A veiy free rendering; Jiteniily 'the King^s Hou^e^ 
5 Perhaps better ^petition*. ^ See above p. 31, n. i, at end. ^ Perhaps rather ^approved of it'. 
* It seems more probable that the two passive forms rdi here and m the next co-ordinated clause are 

to be taken as past tenses j '1 hey w^ere caused to sw'car concerning it ,. . and a charge concerning it w'as given 
to the slave-girl Senbet-' 

® Subadtute: L . . has been brought from the Vizior^s Court." A slip on Smither’s part. 
** Or better petition , see above, n. j. Again probably past tenses, see abovci fin S- 
” Again a past tense, "order has been put". 
” Smither offers no rendering of the much-dama^d lines a, 14^16. and the following vereion adds nothing of 

interest: *--fthe men who came (?) from the.. -. - .[w'ere?] questioned. *.+ .-to cause (?) them to swear, 
prevent (?) them from s^aying....... The word given beneath 3, 16 is on an unplaced fragment. 
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3,3 .....1 district of Eleplmitine.. 

3,5 .hry n tm He^ib’s son Itefefsonb..... J district of Elephantine, Hekaib, son of 

Bebiscnbct, have been addressed, saying 'Are you agreed to the giving of the $lave-giri 

Senbet to the city in accordance with the appeals of your brother the hry n tm Hekaib's son 

Itefefsonb about her?’ They said, *VVe agree to it.’ Then thej' were made to take the oath about 

3, lo it I...... .they,... .about it. Then what had been ordered was put before 

the slavC'girl Senbet also. Names of the councillors, judges, reporters* of Elephantine-... 

[Smither’s manuscript ends at this point; nor have we any further means, beyond some 
vague recollections, of knowing how he interpreted the legal proceedings which occa¬ 
sioned the writing of the Berlin document. However, readers oiJEA could hardly rest 
content without some additional comments, so that these have had to be supplied by 
ourselves- It seems likely that P. Berlin 10470 was acquired only shortly before the 
photographs were sent to me in England, and that it was then straightened and put in 
order by Ibscher, since the photographs afford unmistakable signs of his admirable 
restorati\'e skill. The brittle leather roll had evidently cracked in many places, so that 
the whole became a mass of fragments requiring to be joined together like a jig-saw 
puzzle. As a tiny overlap in our Plates shows, pages i and a emerged as a continuous 
piece; the contours of page 3, which appears to break off unfinished very near the end, 
prove this to have lain on the 'verso of page 2; in PI, VIlI page 3 stands about a line’s 
height too low. Save for the lacunae and one or more lines lost at the top of each column, 
we appear to possess the document complete. Or at least the photographic reproduction 
of it, since the present whereabouts of the original, if still existing, is unknowm. 

The hieratic wTiting betrays at a glance its date midway between the Twelfth and the 
Eighteenth Dynasties. This impression is confirmed by the very curious dating in 1,9, 
for which we have parallels in the well-known stela Louvre C 12 and in the still more 
important Karnak stela Cairo, entree 52453, of which as yet only a brief account has 
been published.2 The Louvre stela is closely related to another in the same museum 
{C I r), both belonging to the same official who tvas commissioned to carry out building 
and cleansing work in the temple of Abydus, and C 11 is dated in the reign of King 
Khcndjer, No. 20 of col. 6 in the Turin list of kings. Louvre C i2 relates how after the 
official Amenysonb had executed his charge by renovating a building formerly erected 
by Sesostris I of the Twelfth Dynasty, the deputy of the Overseer of the Seal chanced 
to visit Abydus and was full of praise at the splendid work that had been done. The 
occasion when this occurred is described in the words 

Now the Kim-bak proceeded to settle down in his place 
in this templef the dep\ity aj the Overseer of the Seal Siankikre accompanying him. The 
identity of the Khu-bak has always been a mystery, though Chabas has already made 
what will probably prove to be the right conjecture, namely, that the Khu-bak was a 
designation of the then reigning klng.^ The way in which the Khu-bak is mentioned 

* Surely the enumeration of ihc membera of the Court begins here, and we must render: 'Names of the 
councillors and judges: the Rcporcer of Eleplianiine, the ^ardian of*' 

^ By Lac&u In BiilL Iml.fr. cnVfltr 5XX, 881 W. Wc 3Wait wiih impatience the full publication, which 
hi we believe, destined to appear in Ann. Sm. 

^ In the article by dt Hortach, the original conomentator of the stelae C ii, C iz, Mtlmigts 
3r<i series, voL ll (1S73). p. 314 — BibL egypt. xvn. So, Dc Horrack himself had thoupht thai the element 
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in the Cairo stela is strildfigly similar to that in the Berlin document. It h recounted 
there that the copy of an ofHcial conveyance of the dignity of mayor of El-Kab was 
brought from the office of the Vizier (f") i of the time of the 

Khu-bak (wiaj he live, be prosperous and be in health /),* and the entire gist of this most 
remarkable legal record shows that the Year i in question must have been that of the 
reign of the King Nebererau, mentioned in the two consecutive lines 5-6 of col. 11 of 
the Turin list of kings* Since the Khu-bak—^the designation possibly signifies 'the 
Bright Protected one’—is thus found (in the txvo stelae) at fairly widely separated 
moments of time, and in two of the three mentions is accompanied by the signs ^J||t 
embodying the auspicious wish usually appended to the name of the stjil living king, 
it seems highly likely that the term Khu-bak was similar to the term Pr-n ‘Pharaoh*, 
but restricted, so far as our information goes, to the Second Intermediate period. 
Unhappily our Berlin document does not mention the name of any particular king. 

If only the long overdue publication of the all-important Cairo stela lay before our 
readers they would see how closely similar is the composition there to that of the docu* 
ment here under consideration. We should note tlte scrupulous care with which all 
relevant official records—all pieces justificatives—are reproduced in extemo\ so too 
the interaction of the Vizier’s court or office and of the local authority vested in the 
or 'Reporter*But whereas the nature of the legal transaction recorded in the Cairo 
stela is clear, that of the Berlin manuscript is far from being so. There it Is at least 
evident that the possession of a slave-girl is at stake, and it would seem that ultimately, 
with the consent of her owners (for these are several times mentioned in the plural) she 
was handed over to ‘the town*, i.e. Elephantine. .411 this was done in response to the 
petition of one Itefsonb, who bore the frequently attested title hry n tm 

‘Master of the . , referring to a function the nature of which is unknown. The 
Reporter of Elephantine, who plaj's a large part in the proceedings, bears the name 

Hekaib so common in his home town.^ If we understand rightly, the role 
exerted by the otherwise unknown Vizier Amenemhet consisted merely in reiterating 
a previous decision of his that the matter should be referred back to the slave-gtrl’s 
owners. In the sequel various people are made to sw'ear oaths and to declare that they 
arc satisEed.^ With which pleasing issue we leave this important accession to our 
meagre store of early Eg^'ptian legal instruments.] 
tvaa liic of official, and a peraonaJ name. Breastedi i* p, 343, nn. i.f. nriade what at the 
tfme, ancl cspedaJly in vjciv qf the cirpreasion iitp mu^t have seemed a itiuch mora plausible suggestion: 
'This 14 dorubi1es$ a naine of the cultus image of the fiod. The image of the god had been removed 
during the work in the pUce^ and now carried back to his plAce,^ 

* Note the dose rtseinblance of the formulation here and Ln the Berlin leather document; the absence of 
the preposition m before Ait^ h most striking. Even more striking is the het that farther on in the Cairo stela 
the first >iear of an earlier King MerbOtep h referred to Jn eiacdy the same v^Tiy, but with the king*s prenomen 
and the epithet feptacing 

* There waa dearly a fr/ifw attached to each of the larger towns; among other functions he attended to 
the taaeca paid by the mayors and the ehieftaim into the Court of the Vizier, see Newberry ^ Lifeof Rekhmar^.pl,^. 

5 See the references in Ranke^ PfT^mtTtmrmerr^ 256^ 3^- 

+ Oadis and dedaratiDn in conjunction, ace particulaTiy Griffith, Kahun Papyri^ pj, 13, IL 114 it, m what the 
Editor described as a claim to inheritance, but also in the Kamak stela referred to ibovc, p. 33, with n. The 
Aiyut contracts Likewise make frequent u$c of the %crb htw as a juristic term for 'be satisfied', or 'agreed' as 
Smither preferred to render in 



THREE HIERATIC PAPYRI IN THE DUKE OF 
NORTHUMBERLAND’S COLLECTION 

By JOHN BARNS 

I am grateful to His Grace the Duke of Northumberland for his permission to publish 
these three hieratic papyri from his rallection. According to Mr. Adam Douglass, 
His Grace s agent, in a letter to Professor Gunn, the coilection of Egyptian antiquities 
at Alnwick Castle was begun early in the last century, but ‘they [the papyri] were 
probably acquired by the then Lord Warkworth during his travels in Asiatic Turkey 
and Egypt in the early iSqo’s’. 1 am indebted to Professor Gunn for his help in reading 
and elucidating the texts. 

I. Letter 

Description 

This well-preser\'ed letter, in a large, U'eiJ'formed and practised hand, is wTitten on 
a sheet of papyrus 24*7 high and rS’7 cm. wide. The writer, who dips his pen 
about once every line, begins on what is according to normal use the wrong (V/H) side 
and on filling up the recto inverts the sheet in turning it over to begin the verso. Com¬ 
pare the t%vo letters from Akhetaten published by Peet, Am, Arch, Anihr. xvii (1930), 
82 ff. The writing on the verso is larger since the scribe realizes that he has more space 
than he needs to complete his message. The letter has been addressed and folded in the 
same way as the second of the two Akhetaten letters. Palaeographic considerations 
apart, it may be dated by certain of its formulae and by the use of the rare and ephemeral 
construction ntf sdm (see n. on rt. 8, below) to the late XVIHth or early XIXth 
dynasty. The arrangement of the address also is characteristic of this date. The sender, 
whom the formulae of address show to have been at least the equal of the addressee, 
is evidently a person of consequence, since his message to a htiy~r is tn peremptory and 
by no means coniplimentary terms. His sty le is lively and the letter contains some 
expressions to w'hich I have not been able to find paralleb elsewhere. 

I am indebted to Dr. A. M. Bakir for permission to use his valuable work on Egy ptian 
epistolographv, whose publication is awaited, and his transcriptions of some unpublished 
letters. 

As to the places of origin and destination of the letter; in the 'complimentary 
preamble’* of Meh’s message, rt, 3 f., he prays for the addressee to ‘Amun, Ptah and 
Re^-Harakhti and the gods, lords of fV-DAzr/y* j; and in the supplementary message of 
the lady musician Nefrese, in effect itself a letter \viihin a letter {rt, ii-oj, 5) ‘Thoth 
and ^e gods, lords of Pr-D^ty' are similarly mentioned. This ‘House of Thoth' will 
certainly be at the place of origin, since in such formulae the writer prays first to the 

> I use Dr. Bakir's tertninology. Only the firet dsusts of our letter follow precisely the teguJaT model of th* 
GompUmentary prtambk noted by hirn. 
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gods of the place where he himself is. In P,-R., Pap. Turin, pi, 19, II. 21 6 we hear of 
a Pr~D^ty at Mempliis; see also P, Bologna 10S6 {ed. Wolf, ZAS ucv, 89 ff.); Boylan, 
Thoth, the Hermes of Egypt, 162, So hy dym Mn~nfr we should no doubt understand 
the place from which Meh is writing. In the translation each underlining stands for 
sp sn once in the original. 
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(fir. lO Translation 

‘The scribe Meb inquires after the scribe Yey the younger—in life, p{rospefity) and h(ealth)l in 

the favour of Aincn(2)rasonther!—and says: WTiat is your conditioa? What is 

your condition? Are you (3) all right? 1 am all right- I say to -\mun, Ptah, PrS*-Harakhti {4) and 

the gods, lords of Pi-Djehuty: May you be well, may you live, may you be in the favour of Ptah, 

your (s) good lord; may you do (things) and may they be successful, and may you get credit for all 

you have done. Fur(6)ther: Give your attention to the officer Meiymose; now see, i am sending 

Mer(7)ymose to the mayor to say: Look for those (?) two boats (3) ts'hich Pharaoh gave him, and 

have them looked for everywhere for him- Also give your attention (9) to Meryitiose while he is 

there with you; don’t let him be (Seated) in the way you treated me(10) when 1 was here in Memphis, 

with half of the provisions being kept by you for their price in cash. (11) Further: the ch^tress 

of Amun, NefrEse, says: How ate you? (12) How much 1 long to see you! My eyes are as big as 

Memphis because (w. t) I’m so hungry’ for the sight of you; but here am 1 praying to Thoth and 

the gods, lords (a) of Pi-Djehuty; May you be welll May you live! May you get credit for all you 

have donel (3) Further; Will you give your attention to Merymose and mark the business {4) about 

which the general wrote to you, and send him (a report) in your name, and (5) write to me all about 

your health; may your health be good! 
Further: the scribe Meh says: (6) Will you get Merymose to bring me a roll of papyrus, (7) also 

pieces of good ink—and don’t let bad be brought—and (8) write to me ^ about your health. May 

your health be goodl’ 
(Addresi) 'The scribe Meh, to/the scribe Yey the younger.’ 

Notes 

{Rt. I.) ly pi Jhi: in the address (see the determinative follows the name Yy, 

before pi iri (‘the younger’): so the latter should not be regarded as forming part of the 
name. Yy is not uncommon, in various spellings; see Ranke, Personemtamen, 55 

(cf, op. cit. 7). 
z. hy hdk, etc.: P. Louvre 3230 A, 4 (ed. Feet, JEA xn, 70 ff.): hy Mk {sp 2) 

in ittf k mi ss; Akhetaten letter i (see above), 1. 2 f. (cf. also letter 2,1. 2): hy kd^k in 

iw'k m lj r-tili titi{i) m Is r-nti mk wf dy hr dd n pi Itn m jA/-7/n imi snb-k, etc,; P. Brit. 
Mns. 10103 4 f* Glamille, JEA xiv, 294 ff.): hy Mk {sp 2) In iwk mi h mk 

tw i mi Ir; Gardiner, L.-Eg. Misc., p. 89, t. 2: hy hd t tm t mi ik sp z; cf. ibid. 90, 2; see 
also P. Leyden 1,365,4. For hy M k see Feet, Amt, Arch. Antkr.x\ii, 89, and literature 

quoted there. 
tw k mi ik: beside the examples just quoted, cf. P. Leyden 1, 364, 8; ibid. 365, vs. i; 

L.-Eg, Misc. g, 14. 
4. tilno nbtv P.: originally ’the gods, lords of; later understood as 'all the gods of, 

but m in vs. i shows that we should take it in the original sense here. 
rMA-A{t£rf) r so again 2; see Erman, Nendg. Gramm., § 66. 
5- iry^k, imi hpr sn: the subject of hpr (used here in the sense of 'succeed’, Wb. iir, 

262 (6) ff.) is the unexpressed object of iryk. 

hr ir-ft k tib : cf- below rt. 9; vs,z\ the use of the construction is another mdication 
of the early date of the letter. 

6. w((n)3'; cf. (e.g,) Doomed Prince 5, 11. 
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Mry-vis: see Ranke, op. cit., under mr-nd^ mrjj-?ns{j -(i}), where exx. are from the 
XVIIlth dynasty and later; see (under Mermes) Petrie, Hist, of Egypt^ vol. 2, p. 200. 

ptri: the ^ which follows, if the reading is correct, is evidently abusive. 
6 f. dif i M, iwt'f: note the confused construction; perhaps for M., dvi iwt fj influenced 

by dvi hot M. 
7. kr 2: on this type of vessel, see Borcux, Navigation {Mem. Inst, fr, l), p. 432, 

n. 7; Brugsch, Wort^bucki p. 1466; it is mentioned in several letters, e,g. P. Cairo 
58054, 4. 6. 7 f.; P. Anast. viii, 2, 4; 3, 13; Cemy, L, Ram, Letters, p. 59, L to. 

r dd: this introduces the message w’hich M. is to deliver to the hiiy-f", I take it that it 
extends to the end of L 10. 

pjy: the determinative seems to have been borrowed from pfiiy\ which the writer 
perhaps intended, 

8. i-dl 7vf Pr-m I take n-J to refer to Merymose rather than to the 
hnr ntk: cf. vs. 7; for this construction see Gardiner, JEA xiv, 86 fF.; it is found also 

in P. Cairo 58053-5; 58060; P. Brit. Mus. iot02. Note that di hrk n X does not enjoin 
subservience to X, but merely attention to him. 

9. dy m-di ki here dy must refer to the place where the letter is to be read. Not so 
elsewhere, however; rt. 10 and vs. i, below'; cf. P, Leyden 365, rt. 7; hn st dy m-di n, 

m di hpr fi the suffix I take to refer to Merymose, although one might perhaps under¬ 
stand it impersonally; 'let it not be (i.e. in his case) like the way in which you treated me,’ 

10. dr {= m-dr) tonn i, ’when I w'as’. 
iw gSy etc,; the provisions here were presumably due to Meh, but were misappro¬ 

priated and sold by the during Meh’s absence in Memphis; or possibly the latter 
means that the hiy-r w'ould let him have only half of them wfithout payment. 

samt'f: note suffix; Gardiner, sxi, 143 (9), 
11. mdd: here and in vs. 5 used after dd. Here m dd seems to mean ’quoting’, a 

sense which r dd could not bear. See Gardiner, Eg. Gramm., § 224. 
12. ib-{ r ptri^k: this and similar expressions are common in letters; e.g. Louvre 

3230 a, 5; L, Ram. Letters, i, 8 f.; 12, 6 f.; 15, i; 40, 3; 66, 13. 
r ih: the Worterbuch (r, 123 (18)) gives only‘wherefore w'hich would not make sense 

here; we should evidently take r as denoting extent. 
irty(}yp mi c/ Mn-'Ti/r: this graphic exaggeration, expressive of the lady’s wide-eyed 

longing, has a proverbial look. Cf. L. Ram. Letters, 30,11 f. For mi rt, ‘as big as’, cf. 
Blinding of Truth, g, 1,5; 10, 2. 3. 

Vs. I: h^‘ktwl) m ptri-ki this figurative sense of hkr seems new; Wb. ill, 175 (i) wfill 
hardly be a parallel and no case of the verb with m is there recorded. 

hr iw‘i dy hr dd, etc.; in the two Akhetaten letters we read r-nti mk wl hr dd n pt 

Itn m }ht~lin iml snh k, etc.; there Peet insists {art. cit,, p, 89 f.) that dy must be taken 
closely with 3ht-ltn if we axe not to credit the writer with a senseless truism. But the 
fact that we have dy without specification of the place is against Feet’s view; so is 
L, Ram. Letters, 23, ii. 

4. hrsn, for hrs. 

* But sec GanUnerj Supplement, p, 17 
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hr TTt'k: cf. the exx. quoted ii, 427 (7) f.; none of these refer to missives, but 
the paraUel is close enough to put the meaning beyond doubt; cf. also L. Ram, LelterSf 
72, i6-73, I. 

4 f.: miw-k bib n-i hr snb-k nh (cf. L 8, below): cf. .Akhetaien letter no. 2, 4 f. 
6. rw dmf', for widely divergent spellings of the former word, see Gardiner, xxil, 

182 f,; our example show^ yet another variant. 
7- nktxc: there can be no doubt about the word, but the reading of the damaged sign 

or signs bet\s'een and the plural strokes (which are damaged also) is puzzling; the 
upper part of what looks like a single, nearly upright stroke must be a deformed 
If) as seems ineii’itable, we must read w'hat lies below as it is strange that there is no 
visible trace of the other cross-stroke; perhaps the scribe forgot to add it. 

hi} m di in-ixv bini cf. Erman, Neuag, Gramm., § 792, 

II. Baking Account 

Description 

A sheet of papyrus of good quality, 21*2 cm, high by 23 5 cm, wide. The recto (H/V) 
bears a finely wTitten account of grain and meal used to make army provisions; the 
hand is like that of some of the contemporary documents published or republished by 
Spiegelberg, RechnttHgeri axis der Z^tl Set is /, but is not identical with any one of them. 
Browm paper has been gummed to the V/H side, except where there is writing; this 
consists of a list of names, against each of which the amount of two he^at of com is 
entered. ^ 1 he total in the last line shows that there w'ere eight names in the list, of which 
the last six and traces of another remain. The H/V text appears to be complete, although 
a strip at the bottom—the top of the V/H text—has been lost. 

Transl.\tion 

{fit. j) ‘Year 3, month 2 of summer, day 29, under the Majesty of the King of Upper and Lower 

^ S®0’-M«f«iptah (kp.h.),given life forever and eternity 

(3) ^oum made out in the h^est of year 2 of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt Menma^rCc 

(Lp^h,), (4) being the amount of provisions for the army. Quantity thereof: emmer, r quadruple 

(5) Delivered therefrom, in wheat: (= U) quadruple bekai; nnm, 5 kins. 
(6) Delivered therefrom, in flour...... 2 hekat. ^ 

(8) ^f .'+i+i+i+A+A (= IB quadrupte 

(9) Delivered therefrom, in meal: making 3S3 deben, m-nat 

{10) Making 31 r^4oa^V3, each (at) 1(2] deben -, making 372 deben; lost at one time ( ?), ii deben 

(I t) Delivered therefrom as coming from the fire, 31 rM-]oaves, each (at) lo+l+f deben‘ 
™king 333i debett, m naf 6.' ^ ^ 

.^OTES 

3. mnt iryt : cf. Spiegelberg, op. dt„ pi. 4 b, I. 13. 

+. htBt dfeuKion Gi.rdim:r, A«cie„l Egyptian 0„om,slica. It, 
5 tt. tnyt lm j \ the suffix apparently agrees with ^mzo. 

ff. 
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5. Before ^ is an apparently meaningless sign in black, over something, in red, 
which has been cancelled. 

rmm: the absence of ^ after is peculiar. This seems to be yet another writing 
of a very variously \\Titten word which must be identical in at least some of the following 
places in the IT’S.: i, 168 (3), (4); 169 (4), (15); 185 (5); 186 {3) f., (8). 

6. ltd: see Gardiner, op. cit. it, 227* f. 
Two damaged and unidentifiable signs follow. The first is a tall sign like |; the second 

seems at first sight to be w but is too short and very' unlike other examples of that sign 
here. We should expect some word qualifying ad. ft evidently stands here for f ^©ft, 

7. The unidentified word, which seems to be an adjective qualUying rid, begins vrith 
a tall sign, broken away on the left, which might be (e.g.) 0. The lower of the two signs 
on the other side of the gap is certainly *=•; the upper might be a, broadened (as it some¬ 
times is) to match a broad letter below. The determinative ^ would lead us to expect 
htiyi, but this reading is impossible, 

8. gmw: a word exactly so written is found in P. Kolier 3, 8, in a list of Nubian pro¬ 
ducts n hfst m rrf n insy. Gardiner, Egn. Hieratic Texts, p.4i> conjecttires from 
the context that a mineral product (‘precious stones' ?) was meant. Cf. Wb. v, 170 {4) ? 

9 ff. In some manuscript notes of his on capacity measures in N.K. hieratic which 
Professor Gunn has kindly allowed me to consult and quote there is a revised interpre¬ 
tation of Spiegclberg, Rechutngea, pi, 3 a, 7. The passage reads: 

Tc ■ Q lim 

which he translates: ‘Flour TJeft 3^. Came from it 168 rJUfenf-Ioaves, each at 13^ dht, 

3^ of X/)^' ^4 P(f)sw is here merely ihea?ei^/if of each loaf, of which one-tenth is 
lost in baking, as Gunn‘s interpretation of the passage shows. Approximately the same 
loss of weight is found in our reckonings, of which the main lines seem clear: after the 
loss (/Aw)- of 11 dbn from an original amount of 3813 dbn of meal the remaining 37a 
have made 31 I'AA-loaves (a large kind, see Spiegclberg, op. cit., refs, in index), each of 
1(2] dbn, these when baked vs’eigh each io§ dbtr (having lost ij dbn by evaporation): 
so the whole baking will now weigh only 3334^^^*' ^*3 fhe example quoted above it is 
nd which has lost one-tenth of its weight in baking, but in ours it is stated to be Mt, 

which we should perhaps translate here ‘meal’ rather than ‘dough’, the latter term 
tmphing a wet, and therefore heavier, mLxture than nd. Gunn notes from the passage 
■which he has discussed that one of flour will weigh about 65'52 kg. 

There remam a few pu2xling features in these lines; I cannot explain 2-?mt (plainly 
written with o in 1.9; less plainly in 11); it appears not to afiect the reckoning. Professor 
Gunn, however, has called my attention to the mysterious Coptic word ceue. discussed 
by Worrell, Texts, 260 f.; Gunn, review of latter, in Bull. School Or. Afr. 
Studies, xn, 265. 

In 1. 10 after et-r I read, very doubtfully, sp 2, and understand the numeral as a sense¬ 
less addition ; m sp, ‘on one occasion’, w’ould make good sense. 

’ ([. is here to be read as P(/}hu, but elsewhere 

read it as see n. on L 11 below, t 
p SpiegelbtTg, op. cit^, pis, 3 iS; 7 a, 15; 19^ we mtiat 

Elscwhe re (l| 21 [:£o)) of loss of weight in cooking. 
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II. m pf m ht: the correct explanation of this expression ia given by Wh. i, 534, 
s.v. prji the Behgstdhn thereto quote, beside P. Ebers 42,7; 76, 13 (where we have the 
full wTiting f [i), Rechnungerif pis, 3 a, 18; 7 a, 15; 19; in 
the latter instances abbreviated to m prt ht. But in [Vb. 

Ill, 218, where reference seems to be to the same passages 
of Rechmingen, a less accurate interpretation is given; 
furthermore, doubt is expressed whether []|, is really to be 
read ht there. This doubt is dispelled by the fuller writiog 
in our text; and the expression means here, as elsewhere, 
simply ‘come out of the fire’, i.e, the oven. 

Vs. 3; 7 f.: the a of the feminine ending of the name 
is omitted. 

4. Jst-htp^ti: not in Ranke, Personennamen. 

5. Sth-m-miw: also new; but cf, MH-Imn, op. cit. 144,2. 
6. : op. cit, 302, 7. 
7. A spelling of the name Nh{y)t, op, cit. 206, 23; 36. 

111. Exercises in Literary Composition 

Description 

A completely preserved rectangle of fine papyrus, 14-9 
cm. high by 32*8 cm. broad. The writing on the V/H side 
is flowing and on the w‘hole well formed and clear, with 
some lapses, however; points in red added high above the 
line divide the text into short clauses.’ The orthography is 
rather negligent. The writing of the H/V side is evidently 
by the same hand, but is smaller, and very careless and irregular. The papyrus is dated 
by a reference, in L 5 of the V/H text, to Sethos I. 

The H/V text (B) is an uninielligible string of words and phrases; we may compare 
the jottings on the versos of some of the texts published by Gardiner in Late-Egyptian 

Miscellames, though for a mere meaningless scribble it k surprisingly long. No con¬ 
tinuous translation has been attempted. The V/H text (A) is composed of intelligible 
and sometimes well-knowm phrases; but whereas IL 1-2 are addressed to a vizier, 
apparently deceased, IL 3-5 consist of adulation of the reigning King, comparable with 
some of the texts in L.-Eg. Misc,, though not like any of them in detail. L. 6, which is 
separated from the last by a space, is less clear and its relevance to the preceding text 
is not apparent. On the whole it seems likely that A, though apparently more lucid 
than B, and more carefully set out, is like it a mere exercise. 

A (Recto) Translation 

(i) ‘May reckoning be made unto thee in the necropolis; mayest thou come forth justified; 

may the moon be favourable (?) to thee (on) the west of Memphis, till thou have arrived in peace; 

* In my transcHpcion these points have been put, for the sake of elaiity, at the enda of the ckusea which they 
were meant to temunatc, aJthoiJgh m some case^ they Were actually placed above the Ust slgHj or even (e.g. 

L 2, end) before this. 

^ OK 

_• L, ^ 

Stef'S sBtiL-? 7 

till 
1111 .p 
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y0:y<^A. 
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varBiffiuuisjf' tei^Sn , 

‘i ■..iSn'.TfniD^i: 'iia.-’fl.i'- ’m.^.S « 
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Cl+ z: b ti ij f A 1.*^ . 

■Ii* ■ P' J i /, «■ rrr ^bii n ^ «, , 

F«i ^P 3J^ 3Ca. -‘- -d. -B .uJL jAdPM- fj^ A---^ £di4 

J. i. 

m. "^s. 

-ir.ii^^iliii»-!.ftl^‘r';lC4?4oll.iM-i'6^'JL...I.S^i*4iir,*lti_l>, 

.»f‘l4^1!f?M’S_A}l>;m«Snii!Tru^,J':-IC».4-.S*'Wr^^4'PT„i,5^' 

PP*a* ©i‘iiflP(-s^ ^ 
! I f 

» «. U Ir, wt. ^ 5^. J. / ^. Aw^/nf, -%^ a* ^ 
1^ J 1* 7J. -^-Lj^L^f T/ - *■ ^ - -^ - - - -- 

^ ^ 3t ^ fn#. J/. a_«: 

^ A. ^ ^ i* * J. +4^ Ac ®. ^ i:^ J| jr-Jt, 

thou art the vizier, revealing (2) truth* the Mouth of the King of Egypt; thou hast filled the fanes 

and temples and cities with the counsels of truth; bearer of the fan on the right of the King/ 

(3) god* lord of joy^ King for evert ruler for etemity* who gtvest victuals to the sun-fotk; 
thou art Shu of the commonalty, and of all people; their victuals (4) are established fourfold {?); 

thou art a savage (?) crocodile which does not missp a Uon which takes hold and from which (the prey) 

cannot be taken; a seizer (?)* fear {5) of whom is in my heart; a lord of reverence In the hearts of 
men. King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Menma^^rec (hp.hd)/ 

(6) 'O Uar-Behdety, Behdet is rejoicing (because) Horus is become (?) justified/ 
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Notes 

A. I. hbst for ksbi here, with «+suffix, used evidently of a reckoning in the favour 
of the deceased in the after-world. For a similar mis-spelling cf. Grij^ih Studies, 54, 
n. 48 (I owe this reference to Professor Gunn). 

wfd {?) n k: if it is so to be read, we may perhaps understand the word in the sense 
of 'fortunate*, 'favourable*; see Wb, 1, 265 (15). But perhaps (as often) for wd: 'has 
been assigned* to thee. In either case the expression is unfamiliar and I do not under¬ 
stand the allusion to the moon. 

It seems necessary to supply 9J before (mnt. 
r pht‘k \ sdmtf form, which may W'ell have relatively past force here; see Gardiner, 

Eg. Gramm.^ § 407. 
top miff, as epithet of the viaier, see Wb. i, 299 (10). 
a. r H nrn,' n K7fit‘. for similar expressions see Grapow, Die bildUchen Ausdriicke des 

Agyptiscken, p. 117 f. 
Uy kw, etc.: the expression occurs frequently in the adulatory' compositions in 

L.-Eg. Misc.f e.g. p. at, I, S: 34, a: 38, 9; 56, 15; 98, 19; 112, 12. Here, appropriately, 
of the vizier; cf. Gardiner, Onomasika, i, 23*. 

3. cnhwi apparently the w'ord cited by Wb. i, 205 (8), At its second occurrence here, 
at the end of the line, the word is very badly wTitten, with a nearly dry pen and in 
insufhcient space, 

Sw ?i rhyt^ etc.: the expression seems not to occur elsewhere. 
bso nb: note that the determinative and plural strokes do duty for the preceding rhyt 

as well. 
4. IV sp'. the numeral preceding, cf. Sethe, Von Zahhn und Zahlworten ... 52 f. I 

cannot explain this addition; as an adverbial expression modif^ng mu it seems to make 
little sense, and as a ritual instruction, '(repeat) four times*, it would seem even more 
pointless. 

: here apparently with the sense ‘froward’, 'fierce*. .4s a royal (and therefore 
complimentary') epithet it seems strange; but cf. the demoticTefenet legend, col.8,1.13 ? 
For the comparison of the victorious King to the crocodile, see Grapow, op. cit., 95 f. 

n tohi‘7i-fi for For the expression see Wb. i, 339 (10); here used, not of marks¬ 
manship, but of the unerring deadliness of the crocodile's attack. 

mii mh, etc.: I can find no parallel to this absolute use of mh] an object is, of course, 
understood, as we see from the next clause. For comparisons of the King or a god to a 
lion jealous of its prey, see Grapow, op. cit. 70 ff,, and cf. Wenamun 2, 34. 

it (?): the group after ^ might be or ^—a confusion of it and t/r, followed by 
their common determinative? 

5. m ib-i\ since and | [| are not always distinguishable in this hand, the latter would 
not be impossible here; but cf. B, 1. r, which is probably ist sing, suffix. 

B. 1. ndri apparently the verb 'seize', ‘take hold*; but I cannot connect it with what 
follows. 
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twiKT tb i hr mkt ji for hr mkt f, ‘Ln its proper position’, describing parts of the body, 

see Wb, n, i6i (8). 
he ft'f m nmsii * he weighs with the nmsf. The latter seems to be a weight; see Wb. ii, 

269 (9) f,; to the BelegsteUen add Homs and Seth^ 5, 2. 
rro, ’let it go’ ? 

mhti I cannot identify this strangely detenmned w'ord. 
r rnktyf, ‘to balance it’ ? 

; perhaps a reference to loss of weight from some cause. 
z- i M etc.: apparently in the sense of 'to result’, 
rdfdti for rfdt ? 

(?) ra {?), 'chamber of his tomb’? The determinative of the latter word 
perhaps a mistake for 

pr{t) hr iuy n pt ‘going up and coming dow'n ( ?) to the keeper of the 
scales’ ? 

3, ttdy'. in view of the determinatives, can this be connected with ndt^ Wb, ii, 
377(ii)f.? 

n etc.: ’.of the hand-balance, seizing the zoo (?) with its arm’? For 
rmn as arm of a balance, see Wb. ii, 418 (10), where an example with item {Peasant, 

B I, 166) is given. 
imi hrhv rf, ‘let a scribe be brought’. 
sSf kr i (?): I do not know which si is intended here; it might even be a phonetic 

writing of sS ‘write’, cf. Sptegelberg, Rechmingen, index, s,v, 

rmt{ ?) hty m hd{ ?) ttygsti f frw Ty{t), ‘a man (?) who is going northward (?), who takes 
his palette, pens (and) ink’ ? 

1 can make no sense of what remains, and, in fact, the whole text is most obscure. The 
only idea which gives it any semblance of coherence is the recurring theme of weighing 
and measurement. 
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WRITING PALETTE OF THE HIGH PRIEST OF 
AMUN, SMENDES 

By WILLIAM C. HAYES 

In 1943 Cairo Maseum acquired by purchase a Jate hieratic papyrus containing a 
Calendar of Lucky and Unlucky Days similar to that of Papyrus Sallier IV, but more 
complete than any version previously known.* According to its former owner—a well- 
known Cairo antiquities dealer—the papyrus was found in western Thebes in 1939 and 
with it were found a pair of bronze tweezers and the wooden writing palette illustrated 
in Plates XIII-XIV, In the summer of 1947 the tweezers and the palette (with 6 rush 
pens) were offered for sale to the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, and in 
October of the same year were purchased by the Museum and added to its Egyptian 
collection under the accession number 47.123 A-H. 

Although completely simple and thoroughly utilitarian in design the palette is rather 
a handsome object—large, nicely made, and with a fine surface finish. Its length 
^8*6 cm., or about 181 in.) may have been one of many local variants of the cubit and 
its width (7-3 cm.) is just under the standard palm. The thickness from one end to the 
o^er varies only slightly, from i to t-r cm. With the exception of the thin ‘slip', or 
sliding cover of the lower seaion of the pen-slot, the palette is carved from a single 
piece of hardwood, light in colour, and prominently grained.^^ Like a very similar 
palette in the British Museum, published some years ago by Professor Glanville.J the 
pr^ent example is not provided with ink-wells, the black and red writing pigments 
being simply encrusted in rtv 0 broad rectangular patches at the upper end of the front 
surface. 

On each of the narrow lateral surfaces of the palette a makeshift scale was at one time 
laid out in black ink (see Plate XIII), In both cases the at main divisions of the scale, 
marked off by vertical lines, range in length from 2*2 to 27 cm., the average being 
about 3-3 cm. Each division was in turn subdivided into 6 parts by two parallel rows of 
5 dots, or ticks, lined up along the edges of the surface. Although rough and con¬ 
forming apparently to no standard system of linear measure, this scale would permit 
eidargements (or reductions) of designs at a ratio of i ;6 to be made easily and with a 
fair degree of accuracy and consistency and would greatly facilitate the laying out of 
the two sets of copying squares employed in such operations.* The scale, 1:6, may 
reflect the ratio which existed between the palm and the short cubit of 6 pal^. It 

• jfountal d entne, no. £6637, Cem^, Ann, Sere. XLlil, 179-80; Gu^niud, ibid, xliv, 243—50. 
' No one I hsn oonsulietl is able definiiely to idendbr the wood, but it is evidently &om a small tree and in 

all probi^btlity from sorne of fruit-tree, 
* JEA xviii, Si, no. 5320, pi. 9, i, 4, See also Winlock, Bidl. MMA is, 182. 

♦ Baud, Desint eiKtuchef (A/dw. Ittst. fr, 63), 51-2. S7-S; Da«es, Tomb of ^en~Amun at Tkeba. 1, 21, 61 ■ 
Tl, pis. gAf 10^4 ’ 
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should not, in any event, puzzle a people like ourselves who have long been content 
with a system of linear measure invoJWng a ratio of r: 13 between its smaller and lareer 
units. 

No ceremonial object, the palette shows copious evidence of long, hard usage. It is 
SOI e and spotted with mk and its surfaces are worn smooth from much handling, the 
lower two’thirds of the scale on either edge being almost entirely rubbed away. The 
tips of two of the six rush pens,i contained in the ink-stained pen-slot, are caked with 
black pigment. 

It was perhaps with one of these two pens that someone, in a bold and stylish hand 
wrote five short lines of late hieratic inscription which appear on the back of the 
palette (Plate XIII) and which give, without much question, the titles and name of 
Its owner (Plate XIV) 

1. The High Priest of A miin, 

2. the Commander-m-Chief of the Armies of Upper and Lower 
3‘ ^gyph the leader^ 

4- Hesy^-Pa-ticb-Didipt')., who is (tzt) the head of 
5. the great army of^ the whole Southern Region.^ 

Interesting as it would be to suppose that Nesy-Ba-neb-DWet, or-to use the familiar 

1? n« inscription with his own hand, there 
i that thB was the case. From the freshness and unrubbed 

aft^r fh k uT'* that the inscription was not added until 
30^ r’f ^ “te-presttnably on the occasion of the death 
the „,l"n 1'™"’ *''' a''“?«her reasonable conclusion that 

Hb* p'“', n a Sul ” hurial-place. of the High Pnest Smendea* in the Theban necropolis^ 

Ruling out King Sraendes, the Tanite founder of the Twentv-fiist Dynasty, whom 

choor' "1 S “ "ftias palette found at Thebes, we stUl have to 
ctoe as Its OWOCT between hvo well-known men of the same name who held the office 

TTi^ tfrcThc ntrp '‘’"l k‘‘ Kingdom. 
Knaat Smendes who was apparently a contemporary of King 

Psusmnes 1 of the Twenty-first Oynasty(roos-964B.c.).i and the High PriertSmendJ 

' of'hcTwenty-second 

In m^ng the choice we have, admittedly, very little to go on. The writing ol the 
name wtth the s«n 5,. instead of with the aomewhat more common CH-lm 

* Lien^lhs 16-5 to ig-3 cTn.; diameters o iS to o-to mi The end« nf th* k it 

opp..r ID hRve b«n ^ aiiS'oXb^ut 4^ “ 
* 1 am indebietl to Professor Cem^ for sev^j~il twii.nki_ - * "oout 45 ♦ 
^ One of the two jg superfluous. tigesniins mcgarding the tmucrlpdon, 

"* *• Sethe, ZJS H’V, 4, 7. 

Twenty-fi^t Dynasty-, Parts i.i and iv, whkh still ap^-r in later volti'es of Chronology of the 
‘ Gauthier, op. e,i. IIJ, 3311; WreszinsJn. 
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st^iftcance for our present problem,' is eertatnly no index of date within the relatively 
brief period with which we are dealing, and appears to have been especially favoured 
by neither of the two men in question.* The inclusion of the element ^ (as here) or 
its omission seems to have been a matter of choice with the individual scribe, both 
variants of the name occurring, apparently interchangeably, all through the late dynastic 
period from the beginning of the Twenty-first Dynasty onwards.* 

The paiaeographical evidence also is inconclusive. Professor Cemy has pointed out 
to me* the close resemblance bet^veen the script of our palette and the hieratic inscrip¬ 
tions of PinQdjem II and Neskhons of the late Twenty-first Dynasty but adds r , of 
course, I do not know what a hieratic inscription should look like if of (the) XXIInd 
Dyn., as I know of no hieratic document safely dated in that dynasty.’ 

Our best clue seems to be tlie expression etc., w^hich appears 
on the palette immediately after the name of the owner. Although variants of this 
epithet occur sporadically in earlier texts,* it is not usual in the titularies of the High 
Priests of Amun before the Twenty-second Dynasty, when it suddenly becomes 
exceedingly common.? We know that it was borne by two sons of Osorkon I—the High 
Priest Sheshonk* and the High Pri^t Yewelot*—and may assume that it was included 
also in the titulary of their younger brother and successor, the High Priest Smendes. 
It is, then, to this Smendes of the Twenty-second Dynasty, rather than to his earlier 
namesake, that I am inclined to assign the ownership of the palette. 

In addition to the palette and the tw'eezers and papyrus found with it the knowm 
monuments of this High Priest appear to comprise only his Nile marks on the quay 
at Kamak and perhaps an inscribed bead in the Hoffman Collection.^* From the quay 
inscriptions we learn that he was a son of Osorkon-mi-Amiin (1)“ and that his ponti¬ 
ficate included the Sth and 14th regnal years of an unnamed king.'* Since Yewelot, the 
elder brother and predecessor of Smendes, is described on a w'cU-known stela from 
Karnak as having been a youth in the 10th year of Osorkon I,'* it is probable that 
Smendes himself held office in the reign of another of his brothers, Osorkon’s son and 

■ IFS. 1.414; Ranke, Fenonen/ufmen, i, 174, no. 17. See also VitnJicr, Religion /gyptiirnne, 225,and the refer- 
encfts dii^d tljert, 

^ See the lefercriM dted on p. notes | 6. 

J See Rsiafce, loc. dt.; Gauthier, op. cit. lu, 2S8; Darcssy, Rat. xxxv, 144; Hayes, Bull. new 
series, v, ^61-3; and the references cited on p+ 2, notes 5 and 6+ 

^ In a letter written from London on October 17^ 1947- 

5 See, for example, the Tablet MacCuHum {British Museum 16672), pubUshed, with photographs, hy 
Bud^e, T/ie GrcenjKld Papyrui, xiv-iix. 

J Pap. Anaamsi I, 15, i (Gardiner, E^ptian flieratie Tejttt, 1. 52, 15); Pap. British Museum I0375. iS 
(Cem^, Late Ramesfide Letteri, 45); Munsj-, Otireim, pi. at, 

t W^aiiwlti, Hoheapriester: compare H with fS 40, 4', and 431 Meyer, Sitsungtb. Berlin, Phii.-hist. 
Kksse, 1938, xxviiip 514, 

* Gauthier, op. cit. Itl, 331, * Legrain, ^AS XXXV, 14; Daressv, loc. clt. 
« Catalog, si, no, S3; Daressy,!«. cit.; Petrie. HUtory, m, 264. 

" Wressinski, op. ctt., § 42; Darcssy, loc. cit.; Gauthier, op. cit. iii, 33-. See tdso Erman, ZAS xxxv, 22. 
Petrie (loc, cit.), Meyer (op. cit. 51^;), and Driotoil-V^andier iL'Rgypte, 511) follow Breasted (Anc. fier, tv, 
§17y4“5) in making Yewelot and Sitiendea sons of Osorkon III—a conclusion for which there seems to be no 
biisis whatsoever 

“ Legrain, ZAS xxxiv. 113. nos. 17^18. ■) Legrain, ZAS 3£x.\v, 14; Erman, ibid., 20, 22. 

n 
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successor. King Takebt I (893-870 b.C-),' That he became High Priest of Amun 
between the 5th and Sth years of this reign (888-885 ®'C-) is indicated by the fact that 
in year 5 of what was probably also the reign of Takebt I Yewebt was still in office * 
How long Smendes served as High Priest we do not know, but three partially erased 
Nile marks, which follow that of year 14,^ suggest that his pontificate was a fairly long 
one. In the absence of evidence to the contrary we may suppose that he was succeeded 
in office, late in the reign of Takebt I, by his nephew, the High Priest Waskes,^ 

The titles of Smendes preserved on the palette reflect the essentially military character 
of the successors of Herihor, an army officer who, as Kees has brilliantly demonstrated, 
assumed the office of High Priest of Amun mainly to provide a theological background 
and lend an air of respectability to his seizure of political power in Upper Egypt,® 

* See DAn^y, loc. cit-; Gauthier, op. cit. lit, 33,1, 333-4. 

* Legrain, ZAS ’xxxiy, 113, no. 16j Daresay, loe, dt.; Gauthier, op, dt. iii, 331. 

* Lej^rojil, loc. cit., nos, 19-^1, Sec Gauthier, op. eit. Ill, 33a, n, 3; Diioton-Vandier, op. dt,, 537. 
* Son of the High Priest Yewelot. Petrie, m, 364-5, ; Amuieu, 24. no. 91 d. pi. x. Followed 

by another nephew, Marsi^sc. son of the High Priest, Sheshonlf, who in the rdgn of Osorhon II assumed royal 
titles (GautbisTp op. cit. ill, 343). 

^ iVar/ir, Gpttingen, neue Folge, Bd. ii, no. i (1936). See also Ed^erton, JfNES vi, 153. Evidence of a 
parallel developTncnt at Tanis has been adduced by Kees (NaAtr. Cottitigen, Phii.-hist. Klasse, 1944, 177-^) 
and Montet (Tdnu, 155; Dram^ d'Avarh, 189-90). 
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THE :;HK05 OF APIS AT MEMPHIS 

A SEASON OF EXCAVATIONS AT MIT RAHINAH IN 1941' 

By MUSTAFA EL AMIR 

Early in 1941. despite all the diiBculties of the War, the Antiquities Department agreed 
to spend a small sum of monej' on excavation at Memphis where I was at the time 

Inspector of Sakkarah, ^ 
Dr, Ahmad Badawi was in charge of the work, w'ith myself as his assistant, ^e 

selected a site at Kom cl-Fakhr)', to the north-west of the colossus of Harnesses II and 
to the south-east of the temple of Ptah, not far from the road leading from Mit Rahlnah to 
Sa^rah (see Map, Petrie, M^tphis /). The site, under the palm-groves of Mit Rahinah 
(pi. XV, i), has been familiar to archaeologists for some time. Sir Flinders Petrie’s 
trial pits had exposed three or four blocks of alabaster inscribed with the cartouches of 
Sheshonk; we started our work on the same spot on the 6th of March and closed dow'n 
at the end of April. Much information was obtained. An important discovery was a 
building'which I hope to show was the oT^fcos of the Apis Bull. In the present article no 
attempt is made to give a full report of the excavation and its results; my aim is to 
offer an interpretation of selected material among the finds, namely, of that material 
which may be considered to support the accounts of classical wTiters. 

I, Finds 

On the second day of our -ivork w’c came across a large offering table in the form of a 
bed (4 m. by a m. with a base of 5-50 m. long)A It is hewn out of a single block of 
alabaster, with lions carved in relief on both sides (pi. XV, 2}. Three veiy shallow steps 
lead from the base up to the bed at its southern end (pi. XV, 3). At the opposite end, a 
circular alabaster vessel 'ivas intended to receive liquid flowing through a spout from 
the sloping surface of the bed (pi. XV, 4). Four alabaster altars were found close to 
the western side (pis. XV, 3.* 6). The one found nearest to the bed^ measures 
90 x50x35 cm. and is inscribed with the name of King Necho of Dyn. XXVI. He 
dedicated this altar to the dead bull Apis and the inscription reads: 'The good god, 
W/im-ib-Rr, the Lord of the Two Lands, Necho, the beloved of Osir-Hap, living forever 
like Ret (pi, XV, 5).* Neither the bed nor the other three altars are inscribed.-* Behind 
the altars the ground was paved with huge blocks of limestone (pi. XV, 6). When these 
were removed we found a large shallow* rectangular basin of limestone with an outflow 
in the centre of one of the shorter sides. It measures 4 m. X 3-35 m. (pi. XVI, 1). Bed, 
altars, and basin are to the south-east of a court extending to an as yet uncertain distance 

< I am tmdt r a ;jreat obiigadnin to Profesaor GlanviHe for reading this article and contributing many lemnrks, 

^ This discovery was reported in xxmIj 
^ Cf. rhe sandstone altar in Mond-Myers, Buch^vm, pL 6?, fig. 14. 

* Cf. Winloek* Ann. Serv. KXXf loz 
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to the north and west, A limestone portal at the south end of this court {pi. XVI, 2) leads 
to another court extending to the west and parallel to the former (pi. XVI, 3). In this 
court w'e found another large bed hewn out of a stng^Ie block of alabaster. It is smaller in 
size {3'50 x 1-60 x 0*60 m.) and placed on a limestone base (pi. XVI, 4). The two courts 
w'ere then cleared to the pavement level and \ve shall refer to them here as the first 
and second court respectively,* 

A number of blocks of stone, fragments of statues, mangers, and alabaster vases 
were found scattered about the site, and most probably it> situ. From these I have 
chosen the following for discussion ; 

PI, XVIt 5. A, A second limestone basin with a spout at its end, and a pile of ox 
bones lying on it. 

B. Asquare block of alabaster (i-8o x i-sS xo*So m.) inscribed with the name of 
King Amasis of Dyn. XXVI, The dedication is made to the living bull Apis. 

Piles of ox bones scattered around {not shown). 

PI. ATF/, 6. A. A rectangular basin of limestone (104X o*47 m,). 
B. A terra-cotta silo. 

C. An alabaster vessel. 

D. Two alabaster pavement-bricks. 
E. Two stands for wooden poles. 

F. Remains of two other terra-cotta silos. 

A rectangular alabaster block in the shape of a brick (not shown). 

PL XVI. The front part of a diorite figure of a bull. 

PL XVlIi 2. It is worth mentioning here that wefound a large alabaster vase inscribed 
with the name of the Persian King Darius I in the 34th year of his reign. It marks 
the capacity 7a hrm {32-4 litres). On account of its weight it is certain that it was 
not a measure for general use, but was most probably kept in the place as a 
standard. It is dedicated to the Ihoing hull Apis. 

PL X VIIf 3. In the second court, close to the eastern side of the second bed and under 
the pavement, was found a deep limestone trough {87 x 67 cm.) with a section of the 
rim intentionally cut away on one side. 

PL XVllf 4. Two fragments of limestone found in the debris, on each of which 
is represented the mummified bull being carried in a kiosk mounted on wheels 
(cf. Mond-Myers, JStwrAww, vol. ill, pi. 109, Leipzig relief, and Petrie, Memphis 
IV, pi. 31). 

To complete the evidence from the excavation, vve should mention the organic and 
other remains found in ajar and those found scatt^ed round the second bed. This was 
submitted to the laboratory of the Cairo Museum to be examined both chemically and 
microscopically. The result of the analysis is given below (pp. 55’6), 

• I am wny I cannot include here a plan of the whole building, a$ it i» not yet compietely excavated and the 
final results of these axcavatJons are to be published cbewherc. The photof^phs are those otily^of the objects 
which concern us in the following discussion. I am indebted to Dr. Ahmad Badawi for his kind permission 10 
reproduce them in the present Article. 



Plate XV 

2. Limestone offering-table in first court t. The site before »ccavation 

3, Steps up to offering-tabic 4. Spout and bowl for draining-table 

5. Inscription of King Necho on altar 6. The first court, ahowing paving, limestone 
offering-table, and ^abaster altar 

EXCAVATIONS AT mIT RAHINAH, 19+1 



Plate XVI 

Limestone basin in first court z. Liuienone port^ 

3- Second court 4. Offering^-table in second court 

5. Second limestone baain, with ox-bones 6. Group of objects found 

EXCAVATIOXS at MIT RAHLSAH. 1941 



Plate XVU 

3* Limestone trough under pavement of second court 

4. Two limestone fragment showing mummified bull in wheeled kiosk 

excavations at Mif RAHiNAH, IWl 

I. Dionte figure of bull 2. Alabaster vase of Darius I 
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II. Ancient end Classical Sources referring to the Bull Apis and His Temple 
at Memphis 

Unfortunately^ there is not much material referring to the living btdl Apis. Informa¬ 
tion about the dead bull Apis is more plentiful. We know that Apis was a prominent 
figure among the gods of the Egj'ptian Pantheon, and that there existed a temple for 
him at Memphis from early dynastic times. We know also that animal worship received 
a special emphasis during Dyn. XXVI. Our information about the living as well 
as the dead bull is derived from Herodotus, Diodorus of Sicily, Strabo, and the Apis 

Papyrus. 

A. Herodotus, Book ri, 153:* 
Tsammetlchus....... having made himself master of all Egypt, he made the southern 

outer court of Hephaestus' Temple at Memphis, and built over against this a court for Apis, where 

.Apis is kept and fed ^vheI«:^'cr he appears; this court has an inner colonnade all round it and many 

carved figures; the roof is held up by great statues twelve cubits high for pillars. Apis is in the 

Greek language Epaphus,* 

B. Diodorus of Sicily, Book i, 84 iP 
‘As for the ceremonies coimected with the Apis of Memphis, the Mnevis of Heliopolis and the 

goat of Mendes, as well as with the crocodile of the Lake of Moeris, the Hon kept in the citj' of 

Lions (Leontopolis), as it is called, and many other ceremonies like them, they could easily be 

described, but the writer would scarcely be beHeved by any who had not actually witnessed them. 

For these av>im!ils are kept in sacred enclosures and are cared for by many men of distinction -who 

offer them the most expensive fare; for thej' provide, with unfailing regularity, the finest wheaten 

flour or wheal-groats seethed in milt, every kind of sweet-meat made with honey, and the meat 

of ducks, either boiled or baked, while for the carnivorous animals birds are caught aaid thrown to 

them in abundance, and, in general, great care is given that they have an expensive fare.They 

are continually bathing the animals in warm water, anointing them with the most precious ointments 

and burning before them every kind of fragrant incense;.furthermore, with evciy animal they 

keep the most beautiful females of the same genus, which they call hi s concubines and attend to at 

the cost of hea^y expense and assiduous service.’ 

C. Strabo, Geography, Book xvii, i, 31 

'It (Memphis) contains temples, one of which is that of Apis, who is the same as Osiris; it is here 

that the bull Apis is kept in a kind of sanctuary, being regarded, as I have said, as god.In 

front of the sanctuary is situated a court, in which there is another sanctuary belonging to the bull’s 

mother. Into this court they set Apis loose at a certain hour, particularly that he may be shown to 

foreigners; for although people can see him through the window in the sanctuary, they wish to 

see him outside also, but w hen he has finished a short bout of skipping in the court they take him 

back again to his familiar stall.’ 

D. The so-called Apis Papyrus \ the Demotic Pap, Vienna No. 27 translated by Spi^el- 
berg in ZAS LVi, Ein Bruchstiick des Bestaitutigsrituals des Apissiiers, gives a complete 
account of the mummification of the bull Apis at the time of Dyn. XXVI. Our 
information here Is mostly taken from the English translation of the papyrus in 

Mond-Myers, op. cit. Vol. I. 

■ Herodatut Book II, with Efiftltsh translation by A. D. Godley, i, 465, 
s Diodorus of Sialy, edited by T. E. Page, E. Capps, W. H. D. Rouse, the Loeb classical library, widi an 

English translation by C. H. Oldfather, London, 1933. 
^ The Gtograpf^ of Stroho, Eng. tnns. by H. L. Jones, London, 1932. 
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P. 6: ‘From the evidence of The Apis Papyrus it is gathered that a complete system of mummifica¬ 
tion was practised at the time of Apries and Amasts and it is highly probable that this was the date 
at which mummification begiuL^ 

Mr, Faulkner suggests that this change may have been due to the increased attention 
to animal worship which began at that time (ibid., note 2). The results of our excava¬ 
tions at Mu Rahinah confirm this suggestion and throw some light on the daily life of 
Apis. From the sources quoted it will be seen that at least as much, if not more, atten¬ 
tion was paid to the living Apis than to the dead. 

How far is it possible to equate the evidence from excavation at Memphis witli that 

I. Our site is situated to the south of the Great Temple of Ptah. The temple of Apis 
acconlmg to Herodotus (Book tl, 153) and Strabo (Book xvii. t, 31) is close to the 
south of the Hephaesteum. It should be possible to confirm this statement by further 
excavations in the area between our site and the southern wall of the temple of Ptah, 
where the temple of Apis should be (the area is now cultivated land belonging to the 
people of Mit Rahinah).i ^ 

It is a reasonable assumption that our building is that which contained the stall of 
Apis and which was attached to his temple; i.e. the place where he was kept and looked 
mer as an animal and as a god. This building mentioned in the Greek text as the 

k also mentioned in the demotic version as tst Hp (the place of Apis) and 
in the hieroglyphic as the ht shn ni Up mh (the dwelling-house of the Living Apis).* 
the tollowmg evidence seems to support this hypothesis: 

A. The alabaster measure (pi. XVil, 2) is dedicated to the liv\ng bull, and those 
responsible for the wdl-bemg of the bull must have adhered strictly to correct quan¬ 
tities m Its food. ^ 

B. Diodorus statement, 'They are continually bathing the animals in warm w^ter, 
anointing them with the most precious ointments, and burning before them every^ kind of 
fragrant incense.' I suggest that the great alabaster bed (pi. XV, 2) was used for washing 
and/or mummifying the bull, the four altars (pi. XV. 6) for anointing him, and that the 
block of alabaster was pt^sibly used as a stand for the censers. 

C. No doubt the rectangular limestone manger fpl. XVI, 6) was used bv the keepers 
to scree the green grass essential for the healrii of the bull. As for the ratim of com, it 
would have been Mrved m just such a vase as that shown in pi. XVI. The terra-cotta 
sdo on the same plate would have been used for keeping extra rations for the day The 
.n emional gap made m the trough (pi. XVH, 3) for the convenience of the animal while 
eating is mterestmg: this is still done in Upper Egypt especially in the case of mangers 

Inscripiicin, i. 33).* wmpk of Apis was much favoured by Ptolemy V (Rosetta 

I □ f ^ The dwdimg-houfic of the living Apis; d. Greek 33. «See .. p. r^. noJ^? 
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built of brick, where a shallow depression is made in the front edge. Such a basin is 

used to serve chopped-straw for the animal. 
D. The stands for wooden poles (pL XVI, 6) were presumably used to support an 

awning to shade the animal. 
E. The statement of Strabo that there was another cnj«or belonging to the cow-mother 

of Apis, or according to Diodorus the bull's concubine, is supported by the existence 
of the alabaster bed in the second court (phXVI, 3-4) (for the mother of Apis see Mond- 

Myers, op, cit. 1, 10 f,), » ■ u 
When we come to consider the mformation about the dead Bull, the Apis Papyrus 

is tlie best guide: quoting again from ibid., 18: 

V... .Thev (i.c. the priests) must open the door on the east wall of the stall. From it, come they 

out as they found it in the 24ih year of Pharaoh Amasis. From the (stone-bmlt) door m the west 

wall of the stall, out of which he went in year la of Pharaoh Apries. They must enter to the 
from the door of the stall, while the two priests stand behind him. They must put up an uiscnpuon 

on tlie west wall of the stall which is in the path. _ , , . l 1. 
‘A kiosk must be made on the first day on the bank of the sea of the King, after his grave has en 

Bued up with cloth.The (Great Ones of the House?) of the Nile God must throw bricks 

before the coffin that he may not go into the Place of Embalming.. - .they must make him r«t in 

the tent. The Lector must loose the stuff of the coffin.and the Ritualist collect all the 

things which they need in the dissecting room.* 

Here again we have evidence from the excavated material to be equated with the 

recorded description. 
A. The first of the alabaster altars close to the bed (pi. XV, 5) is dedicated to llJir 

Hp, i,e, to the dead bull Apis. 
B The Uvo limestone basins with an outflow at the end of each (pi. 1, i. 5J 

together mth the piles of ox bones (pi. XVI, 5) msy justify the theoiy that Apis 
ceremonially eaten bv the King, w'ho wished to gain the strength and fertility of the 
god {see Mond-Myers, op, clt. i, 4 ff-)* It may be supposed that these basins tvere used 
for the process of ‘slaughtering the animal, destroying his flesh, chopping his skeleton 
into small pieces, arranging these pieces into a pile and putting a box over it’ {see 

ibid., brick may be one of those bricks mentioned in the Apis Papyrus 

‘to be thrown by the (Great Ones of the House ?) of the Nile God, before the coffin 
that he (Apis) may not go into the Place of Embalming’ (ibid., ig). 

D, The tw'o reliefs (pL XVII, 4) arc similar to that published in op. cit. iii, pi. 109, 
which represents Apis in a sacred bark on wheels (see op. cit. i, 80 and Petrie, Memphis 

IVi pi. 3i)d 
E The organic material w'hich was found in a jar was submitted to Zaki EfF. Iskander, 

the chemist of the Laboratory of the Cairo Museum. The result of his chemical and 

microscopical examination is the following: 
I. Water-sohtble salts-, these arc present in very small proportion and arc mainly 

^ The latter, a small limestone stele of .Apis, is now in the Fictw illmm Museum, Cambridge. Tht shrine la 
in a sacred bark placed upon wheels. A similar stele is published in MnriettE, Afo«. Ac., pU 35. 
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composed of sodium carbonate, sulphate and chloride, and a little calcium sulphate. 
This suggests the presence of Natron. 

2. ^ Earthy material insoluble in water; this constitutes the greater part of the sample 
and is mainly composed of calcium carbonate, iron and alurmnium silicates, and quartz 
sand, suggesting a mixture of dust, clay, and sand, 

3. YeUow organic particles i these are insoluble in water, benzine, or acetone but are 
partly soluble in hot alcohol. On heating, the material melts and bums with a smoky 
flame, gives a varnish-like smell, and leaves a very small ash. The amount of material 
was too small to allow of further analysis but is most probably of a resinous nature. 

4. Plant-T^insi these were examined microscopically by Griess Eff. Although 
cells were visible, it was not possible to identify them owing to the small amount of 
material available. 

From the above results, it was concluded that the contents of the jar were the debris 
and sweepings from the materials left after mummification. 

Conclusion 

1. Very little is known about the daily life of the bull Apis from the classical authors. 
But at least our excavations have gone some way to confirm their account, and when they 
are resumed may go still farther. 

2. The building excavated probably contained the stall or oTjitor where Apis was 
housed and fed. Preliminary preparation for mummification also may have been carried 
out there before the bull was transported to the Necropolis of Sa^arah, where the full 
ritual of the embalming process was performed. 

These excavations came to an end through lack of funds during the War but it is 
hoped that they will soon be resumed, A great deal yet remains to be done to excavate 
the whole site, and we may hope to find evidence which will settle all these interesting 
problems or at least throw more light upon them, 
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MANETHO’S DATE FOR RAMESSES II 
By M. B. ROWTON 

{With Appendix by Projetsor H. KEES) 

The object of this article is to show that Manetho's king-list,^ together v,^th the Assytiati 
king-list from Khorsabad,* constitutes a second major source for comparative chrono¬ 
logy. The method will be to determine, with the help of the new Mesopotamian 
evidence, the exact date of the accession of Ramesses 11, and then to prove that Manetho 
gave identically the same date. The present article will be strictly confined to establish¬ 
ing this preliminarv' point. To do so. it will be necessary' to cover a fairly wide range: 
the greater part of Dyn. XIX, and the broad outline of the subsequent dynasties. But 
the detailed analysis of Manetho’s New Kingdom chronology and the di^ussion of 
certain important issues which it raises are subjects reserv'ed for a later article. 

I. The Totals for the Dynasties in Book HI 
Two things have to be proved in this section. First that Manetho counted the total 

of Dyn. XXVI from the Assyrian invasion in 671, secondly, that his totals for the six 
preceding dynasties are at least approximately correct. It will become apparent later 
why so considerable a portion of this article has to be devoted to two issues seemingly 

of secondary importance. 
Many scholars will be reluctant to accept Manetho’s king-list as first-class evidence. 

But after all, as a high priest of Egypt, he must have had access to chronological material 
of the utmost importance. It is extremely doubtful whether any among the pnests 
aimed at a really accurate knowledge of Egyptian history. Nevertheless, in view of their 
interest in the calendar, there is every reason to believe that they kept accurate chrono¬ 
logical records. Moreover, recent research and excavation have materially strengthened 
the impression that Manetho’s king-list w'as substantially correct. Manetho’s chronology 
of the obscure period covered by Dyns. XXVIII-XXX is now known to be right.^ 
Albright has reached a date for Sheshonk’s invasion of Palestine which turns out to be 
in full agreement with Manetho’s date for that king,+ Montet’s excavation of Tams 
has confirmed the existence of Nephercheres, a king of Dyn. XX!, hitherto known only 
from Manetho’s king-list.* Winlock has pointed out that the total quoted by Afneanus 
and Eusebius for Dyn. XI, 16 kings and 43 years, almost earthly derives from an 
original 6 kings and 143 given in the Turin Papyrus*^ Finally* recent work on 
the names of the early kings of Egypt would appear to indicate that Manetho had access 
to fairly good, apparently Ramesside, material, even for the period of the Old Kingdom.^ 

I Tht extant of Manetho*s no" ac«s9ibk in Professor W. G a^eU s 

Afowtfc* (W. Heinomann. London, and Harvard Universitj' Pnrsa, 1940). The ahbroManoti WM, 

by the number of the Fragment, ivdl be used throughout in thi* aiticte. . , 
Sec below, p. 67. n. 5. ^ E. Drioton and J. Vandier. L'Egiplf (Pans. igjS), 593 f. 

^ Albright, BuiL ASOR too. 16 f. particularly p. 20. o. 14. 
* P. Montet, U drome d’Avarit (Paris, 1940). 194- inlock, y^ES u, 250. 

f Grdscloff, Aifjf, Sfrv. loiv, 279 f. 
I 
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Wherever it is possible to check, e.g. 20 y. 7 m. for Amenophis I, i y. 4 m. for 
Ramesses Ij and 66 y. 2 m. for Ramesses 11,' we find that the number of full years 
which Manetho quotes for a given reign is in each case one year lower than the king’s 
highest regnal year. The reason is that in Eg?'pt, from the New Kingdom to the 
beginning of the Saitic period, a regnal year began with a king's accession or the 
anniversarii' of it, and not with the calendrical New Year.^ The last regnal year was 
therefore necessarily an incomplete one. It is these year-fractions, as they will be 
termed here, which the months in Manetho's figures stand for, 

Josephus has presented the year-fractions, Africanus and Eusebius have not. But it 
seems probable that the figures in Contra Apion^m were transcribed several times in 
the inter%fal between Manetho and Josephus. When copying out the figures, the scribes 
would have paid comparatively little attention to the year-fractions. It will be safer 
therefore to disregard the values quoted in Contra Apionem, and, instead, to substitute 
for each year-fraction the average value of J year. 

Comparison with Josephus shows that in the Epitome of Africanus and Eusebius the 
year-fractions have been rounded off to the higher or lower full years in about equal 
proportions. The aim was evidently to square the sum of the ‘rounded off’ reigns with 
the stated total for the dynasty. The latter, in tlie original Aegyptiaca, w'ould also 
have given the number of months in excess of the highest full year. In Africanus and 
Eusebius these totals have been rounded off, very probably in such a manner as to 
achieve agreement writh the sum total for the Book,^ 

Book in covers the period from the end of Dyn. XIX to the end of Dyn. XXX.+ 
Manetho, quite understandably, chose to end the Aegyptiaca wuth the last native 
Egj'ptlan king, Nectanebo IL Until fairly recently it was thought that Nectanebo’s 
reign terminated with the Persian amquest in 343; but we now know that this was only 
his i6th year.® Since the 18th year of Nectanebo is attested, he must have been able to 
maintain himself in part of Egypt until 341. Although Manetho ended his account of 
Egyptian history at this point, he would in all probability have concluded his work 
w'ith a few carefully chosen words on the last 9 years of Persian rule, and on the 
subsequent ‘liberation' of Eg>'pt by Alexander the Great. These last three Persian 
reigns were later grouped into an additional dynasty, Dyn. XXXI, vety probably by 

■ rc.l/ 50-3. .Amenophis I divd alimwl certainty in his 21st re^mnl year, cf, Edgerton, AjfSL Llll, 153, 
Rbtticsms [ probably died iji his 2nd regnal year, cf. Hreasted, Am:, Rn. lu, 74 and 157. Ramesacs 11 certainly 
died in his 67th year, cf. Gauthier, Livre df Rots. lu, 41^, No. 49, 

* For n recent discussion see Gardiner, xXxi, it ff.. particularly 28. 

ll follows that in the Epitont^ of .Africanus and l.usebius there iii an inherent element of error in the sum 
of several reigrts or se%'eral dynasties. Rut, owing to the necessity of maintaining agreement with the totals for 
the dj-noBtiw and the total for the Ifook. this error is not cumulative, and remains negligible. 

+ Against the joint testimony of Africanus and Eusebius (WM 55, 56), and the opinion of most modem 
critics, the theory has been advanced that Hook III included Dyn. XtX. Cf. H, Gelzer, SextuspuHut A/ricantis 
(Letptig, 1S983, 204; and VV. S. Sewell in Tite Legaey a/ Egypt (London. 1940), 13. Dyn, XXXI was not 
originally included by Manetho in Book III; cf. H'A/ 74 (a), n. j, and 75 fo>, n. J; foUowing G. F, Unger 
Chrtmoiegie des ^Manti/to (Berlin, i8fi?). 333 f,, and E. Cfttonotugie, 209. 

» E. Drioion and J. Vnndicr, op. di., 594 f, The evidence consists of rao data; the fulhmoon datum from 
the jfilh year of Nectanebo 11, and the age of the Apis bull (17 years) which died in 329, and was bom in the 
i4lh year of IL 
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the compiler of the Epiiome. The object was doubtless to bring the Mng-hst down to 
the Greek conquest of Egypt. Manetho's date for the end of Book III was ^c^lv 
341, not 343. In the first place he gives 18 years, not 16. for Nectanebo. Secondly, the 
compiler of the Epitome allows 9 years, and not i r, for the interval between the end of 

Dyn. XXX and the Greek conquest in 332. , . ^ rn^triTi-i 
Africanus has preserved the following totals for the last five dynasties of Book III. 

Dvn. XXVI 150 years 

XXVII 124 „ 

„ XXVIII 6 .. 

„ XXIX 20 „ 

„ XXX 38 „ 

Vandier has sho»-n that the totala for the last three dynaati^ are almost certainly 

correct.' The total of m f”' Dym. XXVII b wrong Afne^us 
theoretical total duration of the reign of Cambyses, 5 years and several months, w ith the 

duration of his reign in Egypt, a yeara and several montfe.' ™ 
due to Manetho, as Eusehius gives correct figures both for the reign of Cambyses m 

Eev'pt, and for the total of the dynasty/ , . , . • 
fuming now to Dyn. XXVI we must bear in mind the fact that m both versions of 

the Epitome the year-fractions have been rounded off to the full year. W xth this r^erva- 

tion Africanus’ figures are all correct, except for Necho II, who is 
instead of i6 in both veraions of the Epilume. It is extremely improbable that this 
mistake ahould be ascribed to Manetho. For with this one OTgle exception, his chrono¬ 

logy, as preserved by Africanus, is coirect throughout the whole >"“75 .“^3+'I 
aS if Manetho gave corteetly 24 out “f ‘hese 25 reigns, the probability is ttat all 
25 were originally correct. The fact that 6 is the simplest conceivable error for 16 
supports thfs conclusion. Moreover, Herodotus, the for^ost Greek historian, g«e 
the reign of Necho 11 as 16 years,' and Msnetho’s Aegypbaca was ™tten for a Greek 
publicf probably at the king’s command.' Manetho would have olten foimd hims<« 
at variance with the great Greek historian, and. mdeed, we know tlut he sttO“e > 
eriticiaed Herodotus.’ We can therefore be reasonably certain that he "ould have 
taken special care to check even- point on which his chronology differed from that of 
Srodoms Quite apart from any other records he may have had at to disp^. 
Manetho. who was probably the roost influential Egyptian priest of his time. «'“s' 
had easy access to the records of the Apis bulls. And these, as we know, show ed plamly 

the correct duration of Necho IFs reign, ^ sat ni,.-. 
The evidence is therefore overwhelmingly in favour of the vieiv that Manetho 

f \ n* * Br Driotori and Jw Vandier^ op. dtr* 59S 

^ \ ’RUi'wherc flf'Af 70 n i) wc have 7! months for BardiySp 64 yenrs for Cambysea. 

1 Josephus. Cdfii™ Api^mm. t, 73'-4 4*): *1“ inxrou 
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correctly placed the accession of Psatnmetichus I in 663.* For Necho I he quotes S 
years. It follows that his date for the accession of Necho I was 671, that is precisely the 
year of the Assyrian invasion. The intcn^al of unknown length during which the 
Assyrians ruled Eg)pt after the death of Necho I in 663 was assigned to the reign of 
Psamraetichus I in accordance with a fiction which had arisen during the lifetime 
of that king. Manetho, therefore, in assigning the 8 years between 671 and 663 to the 
father of Psammetichus I rather than to the hated Assyrians, was probably also follow¬ 
ing an old tradition.® At the time of the Assyrian invasion, Necho, as the local ruler of 
Sais, would have been a subject of the Fthiopian kings. With the Assyrian invasion of 
671 Manetho promotes Necho to the rank of king of Egypt, not including within his 
reign the period of Necho^s rule in Sais prior to the invasion. It is very difficult to 
believe that Manetho regarded either Necho, prior to the Assyrian invasion, or his 
predecessors in Sais, as kings of Egjpt. 

The ‘kings’ of Dyn. XXVI before Necho I are given as follows in the two extant 
versions of the Epitomes 

Africattus Eusebius 

Ameres, the Ethiopian . 18 years (la) 
Stephinates . . , j years Stephinates . * 7 

Nechepsos . . , 6 „ Nechepsos . , 6 „ 

The monuments have revealed no trace of Stephinates and Nechepsos. Since, prior to 
the Assyrian invasion, Egj-pi was firmly in the hands of the Ethiopians, they can at most 
have been Insignificant local rulers of Sais, Ameres, the Ethiopian, w'ould appear to be 
no other than Tanutamun.* The fact that these kings are included in Dyn. XXVI can 
best be explained as follows. 

Manetho began the story of Dyn. XXVI with the 8-year ‘reign’ of Necho I, He 
would have stated at the very outset that during these 8 years the country was still 
partly under the control of the Ethiopians, and in this connexion the name of Tanuta- 
mun occurred. Going on to discuss the origin of Necho I he would have had occasion 
to mention his two predecessors in Sais, Stephinates and Nechepsos. The compiler of 
the Eptome carelessly copied out the names in the sequence in which they occurred in 
the original text of the Aegyptiaca, and simply entered all three in the Epitome as the 
first three kings of Dyn. XXVI. 

Strong support for this solution is forthcoming from more than one quarter. The 

- For » of the chnmology of Djti. XX\'I Gardiner, loc. dt. ,7 f- The Corract figure* 
compane ai foMovii with those of Afneanus, pven here in bracltecs: 54 (54), 10 (to) or Ai fjj) 1 
A* argued aWe, ihe figu. 6 for N«ho H U o a^bai ernir for 

IS yM« and Mv-erd inond« which h« been roMnded off to the higher foil year. Allowing for this cofrwEion. 
the sum of SIX regns ,» fuU yaa«. This gives 664 for the accession of Psammetichus I where** the 

VT "" " 1 “K^inst Petrie; cf. Gardiner, loc, di. 
zo). But the which go to m^e up this total of 139 y«:i have pnevioualy been munded off, consequently 

‘ *^''*’‘*""* “ and in .^canu*' Epitome can be legitimately 

^ 1. During the lattcris reign Tarha^a was sdU 
mcognized as the nghtfoJ Pharaoh m the j-ears after the .Assyrian invasion. Cf. H. R. Hall in CAH lii 
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hypothesis is that Manetho began Dyn. XXVI with the Assyrian invasion in 67I; The 

litter event occurred in the i gth year of Tarhal^^ Now from the Epitome of _ 
ive see that it was precisely in the igth year of Tarha^ s reign that i^ane 
end Dyn. XXV, The last years of Tarhaka and the short reign of Tanutamun were 
not included, an arrangement which is only explicable if the period after the 19th year 

of Tarhaka was assigned to Dyn. XXVL 
Again, if Manelho reaUy beUeved that those three reigna intervened ba"*™ *e 

■aeeession’ of Neeho I in 57. and the .9* ye^ <rfJa^rh^a. he have dated 
the Assyrian invasion too high. For the faet that he broke off Dyn. m 
year of Tarha^ can be taken to imply that he knew in which yc^ 
the Assyrian invasion occurred. Evidently, with eonsidetable jus^eaBom he eon- 
ridered that the event marked the end of effeedve Effiiopian role '" Egypt- ff w e 
should choose to discount Ameres as a late intrusion, we are stiU left with a total of 3 
years for the reigns of Stephinates and Nechepsos; and there are at least two goo 
Reasons for believing that Manetho could not have dated the Assyrian invasion 13 yea 

first place it has to be remembered that the Assyri^ invasion of 671 was the 

greatest calamity in Egyptian history' since the Hyksos invasion, more than 
bStre The temples to Memphis snd in nearby Heliopolis m^t have been p undered 
^d" esecrated. ManeUin was himself a high-priest of Heliopohs,' and as a histonan he 
devoted particular attention to chronology. His chronology wras correct ib far back as 
661. Isit M all probable that hewould have dated quite wrongly an event which 
only 8 years before 663, an event which constituted one of the grearat dieters m 
Sory of his country and in the history of his temple, and on whrnh we know that he 

well infurmedi sit least in certain respects. - 
Secondly, we must consider Manetho’s statement on the first Olympic Games. The 

Einiome contains a number of comments on matters of interest to a Greek public Two 
oftSZTents are on chronology: one on the fall of Troy- the other on the firs 
Olympic Games.-* As Manetho devoted special interest to chronology, it is only natural 
that he should have wished to specify the exact location in Egyptian chronology of 
mo principal landmarks in Greek chronology. Some of the coi^euts m the 
were^manLtly not gleaned from the Aegyptiaca. But it can be shown that therys 
good reason fo^ assigning at least one of the two comments in question m Manetho 
himself; and this being the case, it would be hypercntical to postulate that the same is 

^'^TheTafi of Troy t^^ated to have occurred during the y^ycar reign of the Is^t ruler 
of Dyn XIX. As w-e shall see later, this locates the event withm je interval 1191. 

Manltho was a contemporary of the great Greek chronologist Tim^os, and Timaios 
date for the fall of Troy was 1193.^ Not long after Manetho, Eratosthenes date fo 

ift ScbennytuSi but became hifih-pnest in HcUopolis. ^ 

* ?i2LS da«d the fall ef Trey 417 l-eoi. before the fif*t Oly-mpic Games (776). CL Censorinua, Dt dh 
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fall of Troy, iiSj, gained almost unix^ersal acceptance. We can be reasonably certain 
that if the comment in question was due to the compiler of the Epitome, it would have 
reflected Eratosthenes’ date, rather than Timaios’. 

No\v Manetho states that the first Ol^inpic Games were celebrated during the reign 
of Pedubaste, the first king of Dyn. XXIII. The accepted Greek date for the first 
Olympic Games was 776, and Manetho assigned to Pedubaste a reign of 40 years. 
Consequently his absolute date for the beginning of Dyn. XXIII cannot have been 
higher than S16. Manetho’s totals for Dyn. XXIII, XXIV, and XXV add up to 135 
years,’ so that his date for the end of Dyn. XXV must have been not higher than 8t6— 

13s = 681. Since we have no reason for believing that he placed the first Olympic 
Games in the last year of Pedubaste, the probability is that his date for the end of 
Dyn, XXV was lower than 681. It follows that Manetho cannot have believed that the 
reigns of Stephinates and Nechepsos intervened between Necho I and the Assyrian 
invasion, for had he done so, his date for the end of Dyn. XXV w'ould have been 
671 +13 " 684. 

All considered, it seems fairly certain that Manetho reckoned Dyn. XXV"I from the 
Assyrian invasion of 671 to the Persian invasion of 525. Consequently his total for the 
dynasty was 146 years, against the total of 150 years quoted by Africanus. We shall see 
later that the importance of this conclusion is out of all proportion to the magnitude of 
the discrepanc}' involved. 

The chronology' of the first six dynasties of Book Ill is very much less certain than 
the chronology of the period after 671. But with the totals preserved by Africanus, and 
671 as the staning-point, the absolute dates obtained for the beginning of each of these 
dynasties are all at least approximately correct. This is so obviously the case that most 
leading Egy'ptologists have made limited use of Manetho’s figures in reconstructing the 
chronology of this period. A notable exception was James Breasted, but the fact that 
the great American scholar had such a low opinion of his remote Egyptian colleague 
will save much discussion here.- For in view of Breasted’s exceptional competence, it 
means that we may safely take Breasted’s figures as a basis for reconstructing the 
approximate chronology indicated by the monuments. And since Breasted made 
virtually no use of Manetho, the result can then be compared with Manetho’s chrono- 
Insy» to prove that the latter is at least approximately correct. Xaturally, where new 
archaeologtcal evidence has come to light since Breasted published his chronology', we 
shall have to amend his figures accordingly. The fact that Breasted’s figures for these 
six dynasties are only approximate is no disadvantage, since our object here is likewise 
only to prove that Africanus’ totals are approximately correct. 

As a first precaution it is necessary' to modify' Breasted’s total for Dyn. XX. This is 
not because Breasted s figure is wrong. But, as we shall see later, Manetho included 

iwf. Zip j. On Timaias chronoJogical work^ and ihr it sec Laqueur^ Paidj"—Wissowa-KjoU 
R.-E. Vip 2p ' 

* Aa preserved by Africanus. CL WM 62, 64, 66. 

For Breasted s cDmiTieTLta on Manetho see Flisiory'i 13-14. and 24. Bieai^tcd made some slight use of 
i lanctho for Dyns. XXI\ and XXV, (Cf. Ant^ i\\ 14^4-5.) We know, howeverp from Assyrian and other 
Sources, thm Afrimnus totals for tht’sdsf two dyna:5’ties are apprcximateEy ooircct. 
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within Dyn. XX the period of anarchy which preceded it, whereas Breasted did not. 
Breasted allows 5 years as a mhiinium for the anarchy.' But this figure must clearly e 
regarded as an absolute minimum, and it cannot e^ily be reconcil^ with the wording 
of the relevant passage in Papyrus Harris.^ A total of some 20 years is far more pro a e, 
and even this may well be too short, The result is to increase Breasted s total ot 110 

vears for Dyn. XX to 130 years. , 
Secondly, later research has proved that Breasted was undoubted^ wrong in 0 

respect He did not allow for an overlap between Dyns. XXII and XXIII,^ where^ 
it is now reasonably certain that the first king of Dyn. XXIIl, Pedubasie. to the 
throne fairly early in the reign of Sheshonk III. The most probable date is 'V ear 7 of 
Sheshonk III,^ a date which must be taken with some slight reser\'e as an exact 
synchronism, but can be confidently accepted as an approximate one. It is consequent y 
uecessarv to replace Breasted’s total of 200 years for Djm. XXJI by his ^timate for the 
inter^albetween the beginning of the dynasty and leaf 7 of Sheshonk 111. This he 
reckoned at 117 years; the difference, S3 years, must be added to Breasted s total of 

27 years for Dyn. XXIII.^ 

Dynaity 

XX 
XXI , 
XXII . 
xxiii. 
XXIV . 
XX\' . 

Total 

AfPinimifwlj Afrkaisus 

110 130 135 

+ ^ I4S 14s ISO 

200 117 120 

27 110 S9 

6 6 & 

42 
40 

- 530 550 520 

This table, together with the 6 totals previously discussed, proves beyond any 
reasonable doubt that Africanus' totals for all the ii dynasties ot Book III are at least 
approximately correct.* The reason why this feature has never previously been em¬ 
phasized is that Manetho’s totals were believed to represent the full duration of ^ch 

We can now clearly see that this w-as not the case. There were overlaps 
£,wcS; ea* XXII. XXIII, XXIV, XXV, and XXVId 

in 68 ' Op. dt. IV, 39S. 

1 Cf o'p* dt IV 794 fot Breasted‘3 eommem on a letter written to him on this iubj^t by Lcgrdn. 

1 E Drioton uJj. Vundier. op. dt., S4=, fdlowing Darttwy, Rec. ir^-. xxxviii. 11 f. ^ 
5 totds for the d^aades we arc conccmrtd with here arc listed in A»e^ Rec. i. SO- The fi^rt 

r nli S r? i. error for 27 yeor. (d. op. dr. 1. 7=). From Bunr^ted's total of 50 

yea™£^D>t- XXv'we tnwti subtract the bst 8 yean which Manetho assigned m Oyn. XXVI, For Breasted s 

XXI. .nd XXIII. In ,=.:n»„n8 

., 1.^^, . ^ iiit-iv to be neater the truth. ‘Monumetits' or Africanus, the decisive faclor is the 

rj:r»»roi >■ ;v“” ■■''tr; 
Co«^ncn,,v*n'Mnn^n~I=^^^^^ 

Dvns*'^^^I *or XXIII. The testimony of Papyrus Hams docs not favour a marked reduotion of the total 
to ^ the figuti for XXI or XXIII is to decide the issue in favour of .Ync^us. 

t The overiap between D>TiS. XXV and XXVI w as an artificial one. As already mentio^d, Jt tesultcd from 

the filtn w^ereSThc year, of the .Assyrian domination were a*tigned .0 Nceho 1 and Psammettchus I, 
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Where XXII is concerned, Manetho’s total of 9 kings implies that he regarded She- 
shcmk III as the ninth king of that dynasty. According to our present knowledge 
Sheshonk III ranks as eighth. But one of these 8 kings has only Just emerged from total 
oblivion,’ and it cannot be deemed improbable that a further king of this obscure period 
still remains to be discovered. We cannot be certain exactly when Dyn. XXIII came 
to an end. But a king of that dynasty, Osorkon, probably the last of his line, was still 
reigning in the Delta when Pifankhi invaded Lower Egypt. He submitted to Pi^ankhi, 
and was not deposed by him, so that Manetho’s low date for the end of Dyn. XXIII, 
717 or 716, is not necessarily wrong.* The whole period of divided rule, from the 
accession of Pedubaste to the Ethiopian conquest by Shabaka, was assigned by Manetho 
to Dyn, XXIII, with the exception of the last 6 years which went to Bocchoris. The 
impression one gains on a closer study of Manetho’s totals is that he made a genuine 
attempt at avoiding confusion, although perhaps at the expense of over-simplifying the 
problem. Where two or more dynasties overlap, his method was to include the period 
of the overlap in the total of only one of the overlapping dynasties. 

IL The Sum Total of Book III 

Manetho's total for Book III is given by Syncellus as 1,050 years,* Now it so happens 
that if a scribal error has occurred, the only plausible alternative is 850 years.+ Between 
these two figures we have to make our choice. Most scholars have accepted the lower 
total, 850 years.^ But it has never been suggested, as we propose to do here, that this 
datum should serve as a basis for the entire chronology of the New Kingdom. For this 
reason the subject has hitherto received rather scanty treatment; it will have to be more 
adequately dealt w'ith here. We have to prove that in Manetho’s opinion the interval 
bet^-een the beginning of Dyn. XX and the end of Dyn. XXX amounted to exactly 
850 years. 

1200 B.c, can safely be taken as the upper limit for the beginning of Dyn. XX. It 
was with this dynasty that Manetho began Book HI, and his date for the end of the 
Book was 34r. Thus, if his total for Book 111 was 1,050 years, the aggregate error for 
the Book amounted to not less than 190 years. On the other hand, we have seen that 
Manetho ended Dyn. XXV with the Assyrian invasion in the 19th year of Tarhaka, and 
that he dated the event correctly, 671. Consequently, if Manetho’s total 1,050 
years, the entire error of 190 years was confined to the first six d^-nasties of the Book, 
Dyns. XX-XXV. But we have seen that the totals which Africanus has preserved for 
these dynasties are at least approximately correct, an aggregate error of 190 years being 
absolutely out of the question. This means that, if we were to assume that Manetho’s 
total for Book III was 1,050 years, the following conclusion would be unavoidable; 

* Monicl. K^mi. ix. 6o f, 

^ Cf. Hissing, apod Weidner, A.^.O. JU V, 40 f., for ihc suggestion that this Osorkon should be identified with 
the king of Mo^ri. Silkanni, who sent horses to SarRon of Assyria in 717 or 716. Further discussion by Ait, 

iJO'ii, lafif, *lFM75(fl), 
* A. Bocekh, .Wnnef/ro wnd dU liundueritpmodt (Berlin, 1845), 167. The error in question is; ,ay* corrupt 

for iWK, t Parttctdarly E. Meyer, Chrmitlogie, 310. 
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Manetho’s chronology of the first six dynasties of Book III was carrfully corrected by 

a later writer, who, nevertheless, forgot to correct the total for the Book. 
The necessiU' to make an absurd assumption rules out the possibility of S 

. TSho’s original arnn total /or Book III. We are therefore «.n.p^od «. 
eineludethat an error hS,lnfaet,occurred. Bntifaacribalerrorhae got tobep«tnlated, 

then we have it on expert opinion that the original figure must have been 8,^ 
Epitomes have pressed unmistakable traces of the ongnral toml. We hm 

seen that Manetho ended Dvn. XXV with the Assynan invasion >» 67>- r*;' “““ 
ItJ^n bj for thoU dynasties of Book III which P'<f^^ymn 

Lasionadd up toi .35+i30+tao+89+6+40 - S“ 
are Manetlio’s original figures, his absolute date for e P 6 . 
671+320 = 1191. Since he ended Book III in 341, lus tntal for the Book must have 

'’'Thesum total of B^k III is missing in Eu^bius'but 
rhronoloeical structure of Eusebius' Canon. The Egyptian chronology m the Canon 

fra^Xof the figures, almost intact, which Eusebios found in hrs ^ 
Fliitome- and as the dates in the Canon are expressed in terms of an era of Abraham, 
there is little room for doubt as to the exact value of the inteni^al between any two 
events ^ Whatever minor adjustments Eusebius saw fit to make, we shouW expec 
find that if the sum total for Book III stood at 850 years in his copy of the Epitome, the 
“ in the ^.0,1 which corresponds to Book III should also am^t m ^« y 
8-0 years Thisitdoes. Eusebius wrongly believed that Book III mclud^ Dyn 
SZ: *e beginning of Dyn. XX in Abr. 833 to the 4.h year of Darius III. Abr. 

forAeSSntg^eachdynasty.Partieulariyusefulistheframetvorkdiosa^^^^ 

L ■ Urtf Tivn. XX-XXIl! hitherto very' iosecure from the chronological point of 
clSe h-rg^.^^ sot adduced have served only to establish the fact 

Sr'thtteTndt hinetho’s original dates; we have yet .0 prove that they are 

'“t™ principal objections can be mised against the interpretation of Mmnho’, 
ch^lt t ieh has been suggested here. First, how can the totaU of Dyns. XX-XXV 

be correct, if the individual reigns upon which these totals are based are m some ca 

the era of Abrabuii IS intended. t71 and 107. See also p. 368 f. fot diacussion of the 

f Eusebius, v, trans. J. .. ty Eusebius. It appeared once as the last year of Dyn. 

year Abr. 835 ■ This year was onjpn y ^ r.v, AtVia>r«untTiea concerned It was then repwated as the 

XIX, win. ernm.1 |jvp',. This pmecdur. is wi.heu. p«»«d .Iwwtww i. .he 
fiist year of Dyn, XX, with referent om> - p^bably that in this particular rase 

CortfHi, and it has pulled m^em ^ ’ maAed both the end of Dyn. XIX and the beginninB of 
Eusebius wished to mako it quite clear . • 35 ^ would have had only 849 years v.'ithin 
Dyn. XX. Had he assigned the bcginnuiB of Dyn XX to Abr. 836. he would have na y 49 > 

the period which in his opinion corresponded to Book^lII, 
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demonstrably wrong? Space not permit a secondary problem, such as this, to be 
discitssed in detail. But several solutions are possible. One obvious one is that in 
a manuscript from which the Epitojtie of Africanus is descended, the part containing 
Book III was in such a poor state of preservation that many items could no longer 
be read. Since in the part of the Epitome devoted to Book HI only about one of every 
ten lines w ould have contained a total, there would be a fairly good chance that all, or 
near!}' all, the totals would have escaped dams^e.^ 

Total Date 

XX ... . 
XXI . 
XXII . . . . ‘ 
XXIII. .... 
XXIV.... 
XXV . 
XXVI .... 
XXVII .... 
XXVIll 
XXIX .... 
XXX ..... 

: '35 
*30 

1 *20 
! 89 

6 
40 

146 
12.0 

6 
20 
38 

1056 
926 
Sq6 
717 
7** 
&71 
525 
405 

379-34' 

Total * . ^ ^ ' 850 

The second objection we have to meet arises from the feet that the chronology of 
Books I and II has clearly been distorted bevond aU recognition. Why did Book HI 
not suffer the same fate? Here, again, only the absolute minimum of space can be 
spared for this problem. 

From the Creation to the Exodus the Septuagint gives 3,817 years. The Exodus was 
vanously dated in ancient times; Africanus placed it 1,020 years before the first 
Olympic Games.2 Thus any scholar who had the same date for the Exodus as Afri- 
ranus, and who followed the orthodox chronology of the Septuagint for the period 
prior to the Exodus, W'ould have dated the Creation; 776+1019+3817 = 5613 The 
Septuagint gives 2,242 years from the Creation to the Flood. But there existed a variant 
2 262 years, which was accepted by such eminent scholars as Africanus and Clemens 
of Alexan^a.J The outline thus emerges of a chronological system which had certain 
veiy specific features. It started with the Creation in 5613, The orthodox chronology 
of the Septu^nt followed down to the Exodus, with an increase at one point 
Of 2ye^. TTre bnth^ Abrahnm oceura in the 3,333rd year counting from the 
Creation,* and from the Creation to the fell of Nineveh there are exactly seTa-hia = 

Cfe Gclzer,. op. ett, 1Afri^nus the Exodus in tVie vear itoJI nf ixi<i i -ivij ■ * 

BO that for chronoloipcAl puipoHj the inteivaJ must be tak*n as r.oiti vtats ' tJtodua. 
* Ibid, 5^-^, " ? ■ 

T Attcanus* system. Toobf m the d«eof the 
birth of Abrahjim in the cngmiil *yst«n, subtract ilw imervd fnsm the birth of ^brsham i 
r..r., md ,.dd .3« ,■«» for .h. ««,„d Coiom wh™ .Afiiono. ^oitlcd 6,?^^ “ ' 
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5,000 years. The date for the Exodus is equally characteristic: 5612—3837 — 1775* 
Thus between the principal landmarks of Jeiirish and Greek chronology> the Exodus 
and the first Olympic Games, there were just 1,000 years.* It will not be necessar)* to 
inquire into the obscure speculations which these figures reflect. Important is only the 
conclusion w'hich can be drawn from them, namely, that tbe date 5^1^ the Creation 
had at one time a certain vogue in Jewish-Hellenistic circles, probably among the 

scholars of Alexandria. 
Now the totals preserved by Africanus and Eusebius for Books I and II of the 

Aegyptiaca are 2,300 and 2,121 years respectively.^ Consequently, the Epitome gave 
for the accession of Menes 341+850+2121 + 2300 ^ 5612, a date which is identical 
with the one we have just determined for the Creation. This can hardlj'" be a coinci¬ 
dence. The simplest explanation is that the author of the Epitome had hit upon the 
following remarkable theory. Since Menes was the first king after the demi-gods,* he 
ijvas the first mortal, and, consequently, he must be identical with Adam. It seems 
probable that the Epitome was compiled primarily to prove this theory. 

To obtain the date required for the accession of Menes, Manetho’s chronology 
had to be ruthlessly distorted. The reason why Book III escaped injury is that it 
was protected by Manetho’s statements concerning those pillars of Greek chronology*, 
the first Olympic games and the fall of Troy. The latter statement in particular pre¬ 
cluded any attempt at expanding the chronology of Book HI, with the result that the 
desired extension of Manetho’s chronology' had to be confined entirely to the two first 

Books. 

III. The Date o( the .^.ccession of Eamesses II 

The discussion of Manetho’s chronology will be resumed later. We must now turn 
to independent evidence for the date of Ramesses II. particularly to the new Assyrian 
king-list from Khorsabad.* We shall be concerned here only with the portion of the 
list from Ashur-uballit I onwards. In that portion figures are given for all the reigns 
except tw'o. These two are defined in terms of the word duppu, the precise meaning of 
which is not certain in this context. I have su^csted that the figures in the Khorsabad 
king-list stand, not for the reigns, but for the eponym-periods of the Assy*rian kings, 
and that duppu in this context means '(eponym-)periad’.* If this is correct, o years 
must be allowed for the two years in question, since they are both comprised within the 
eponym-period of the preceding king. The same value for the dw^pw-reigns had already 
been postulated by Poebel, Albright, and Weidner, although for a different reason.*^ 
Sidney Smith, on the contrary, is of the opinion that duppu in this context stands for 

^ This chronological system was adopted by Africanus with two amendments. Ho the s^ond 
Cainan of the Skptuagint (l^o yeftra)> and he added 30 years to the original figure of i,ooq ycai^ for the inttrv'^l: 
Exodus—Olympic 1+1. In making the first amendment Africanus was simply correcting an obvious eiror in the 
Septuagint. The second one almost certainly introduced in order to obtain precisely 5*500 years between 
the Creation and the birth of Christ. For this total of SjS<» years was the keystone of Africanus’ chronological 

system (cf, Gcbcr* op- cit. 24), 
^ WM 31, 32, ss. 7* Appx. IIL 
^ Poeheh JIS^ES ip 24? 4^ f m ^ w particolarly loo^t. 

* Poebel* JA'EiS 11, 61 f.* accepted by Albright, Buli. ASOE SB, 28 Weidner* A~f.O. xiv, 562 f. 
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a period of indeterminate length.* Now the essential point to bear in mind is that this 
uncertainty about the precise meaning of the duppu phrase has virtually no hearing on. 
the problem we are concerned w’ith here, namely the date of the accession of Ramesses 
It. For there is independent evidence to show that the two duppu-Tcigns cannot have 
lasted more than 6 years in alL^ On the solution suggested by me these two reigns are 
taken as o, whereas [ year each has to be added to three other reigns in the list. The 
resultant date for the accession of Ashur-uballit 1 is 1356. If Sidney Smith’s solution is 
adopted, we must take the mean figure of 3 years for the sum of the tw'o dttppu reigns, 
but the addition of 1 year to each of the other three reigns is not required. The date for 
Ashur-uballit would stilt be 1356. 

Our first step will be to determine, within the narrowest possible limits, the regnal 
year of Ramesses II u'hich coincided with the death of Kadashman-Tuigu in tzyo.^ 

Bertveen the accession of Ramesses II and his treaty with Hattusilis III in Year 21, 
henceforth referred to for the sake of breWty as the Treaty, there are the following 
sub-intervals;+ 

(fl) From acc. Ramesses II to the battle of ^adesh . . . , 5 years 

(i) From IS^desh to the death of Mawatalln , . . . ? 
(c) Reign of Urkhi Teshub . . . . . , _ ■ 7 „ 
(d) From acc. Hattusilis HI to the Treaty . . , . . ? „ 

Total 21 „ 

(6)-Md) = 9 years. 

Since at least a few- years must be allowed for (i),s Hattusilis cannot possibly have come 
to the throne more than a few years before the Treaty, 6 years being the highest prob¬ 
able maximum. But we know that Kadashman-Tutgu was still reigning in Babylon 
at the time of the accession of Hattusilis.*" Consequently, if his death did occur before 
the Treaty, the inten-al between the tw0 events must have amounted to less than 6years, 
Taking a maximum of 5 years, we obtain Year 16 of Ramesses II as the upper probable 
limit for the death of Kadashman-Turgu, 

The inscription of Mes show's that between the accession of Akhenaten and an 
unknown year in the reign of Haremhab there were 58 yeare.^ Abiding by the usual 
assumption that there were 17 years between the accession of Akhenaten and the 
accession of Tut^ankhamun, the intenal between the latter event and the unknown 

" S. Smith, Ay A xlik, 20. a Rimton, Iraq, vm, 95. j Jb-id. 06. 
* Breasted, >Ibc. Ret. ii j, 370, for date of the Treaty; ibid. 317, for the date of the battle of Kadesh. Urkht 

I ethub IS stated to havr reigned 7 years in the .4pologi' of Hattusilis, published by Goet» MVAG XXIX and 

1.document is easily actxssible in English translation in E. II. Smne^-ant and G Bechtel 
HtWf Chrfitomathy (igjs)- For the relevant datum sec p. 77. ' 

1 In the ApoloK' of Hattusilis « much « 5, lines {col. II,'69-Col. IH, 38) are devoted to events in the 
tnterval from the Es>'ptian campaien to the death of Muwatallu. These include: the Amia-“U-aj conspiracy 
the lonK Pfoews which ensued, the marriage of Hattusilis. the birth of some at least of his children and the 
HakpifSai cmn(tatgn. unu me 

J "'JnUn by Luekcnbill, AJSL xsxvu. 200 f. See also 
Weidntr^ MDOG Lviri, 75 f, " 

» Gardiner, apttA S«he, L’ltlmucAanfiew, iv. 127 f.. and L. JJorehatdt. Die Mittel :n:r sAtliehen Fetdmmit 
05p n. 5^ * 
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‘Mes-year’ of Haretnhab was 58—17 “ 4* Since Ashur-uballit I and Akhenaten 
were contemporaries, Tut^ankhamun came to the throne after the accession of Ashur- 
uballit in 1356, whereas Kadashman-Turgu died in 1270, 86 years after the accession 
of Ashur-uballit. Therefore, if Kadashman-Turgu’s death occurred after the Treaty, 

this interval of 86 years can be sub-divided as follows*^ 

(in) From acc. Ashur-uballit 1 to aoc. Tut'anlthamun . , . ? years 
(jj) From acc. Tutfankhamun to‘Mes-year’of Uaremhab . . 41 „ 

(o) From ‘Mes-j'Car' of l^arcmhab to his death • - . . ? „ 

(p) R a messes I 
(j) Minimum for Sethos I. . • ■ • ■ ■ - r* ■, 
(r) Sethos I in excess of 11 years . - . - > . ? „ 
{f) From acc. Ramesses Tl to the Treaty - ■ - > . 21 „ 
(t) From Treaty to death of Kadashman-Turgu . • ■ . ? „ 

= 86—(41-1-1 + 114-21) = li years. 

It is not possible to allow’ less than an average of 3 years each for intervals (ffi), (0), and 
(r). This gives a minimuin of 9 years for (w+o+r) and a maximum of 3 years for (/), 
But allow’ance must be made for the fact that the Mesopotamian dates, upon which this 
result is based, can only be regarded as correct within 2 years. It w'ill be safer therefore 
to increase our maximum for (f) from 3 to 7 W'e thus obtain as the lower probable 
limit for the death of Kadashman-Turgu Year 28 of Ramesses II. The approximate 
location of the death of Kadashman-Turgu is therefore year 22, at the centre of the 
interval vear i6-vear 28. The probable margin of error is 6 years. 

Now we know from the Leyden Papyrus that there was a new moon on the 27th day 
of the 6th month in vear 52 of Rame^es 11.^ If the death of Kadashman-Turgu in 
1270 coincided approximately with year 22, then the approximate date of this new 
moon is: i27o-(S3-zz) = 1240. As the margin of error is 6 years, the new moon m 
question must be located within the interv’al 1246-1234. The only dates in this intep al, 
or w'ithin close range of it, on which a new moon either coincided or nearly coincided 

with 27.6, W. are as follows 

(i) 13.56 hrs. 26.6. W, (24.12. jul.) . . . 125^ 
(ii) 03.37 hrs. 27.6. W. (22.12, jul.) . . . 1239 B.C. 

(iii) 06.t6 hrs. 28.6. W. (20.12, jul.) . . . 12288,0. 

Only (ii) comes within the limits 1246-1234, and, moreover, only in the case of (li) is the 
coincidence with 27.6. W. a perfect one. 1239 represents therefore the only plausible 
solution. The accession of Ramesses II took place 51 years and x months before (ii). 
As the latter event occurred towards the very’ end of 1239, the accession of Ramesses 
II must be placed x months before the end of 1290. The approximate value of .t is 6, 
so that the accession of Ramesses II must be placed In 1290, rather than towards the 

very end of 1291. 

T Cf Breasted, in. 74 and 157 forC^)- The hisheat date for Sethos I (<,) is now kno«Ti to bt Year 11. 

Cf. G. A. Relsncr tmd M. B. Reisner. ZAS Wtix, 76. (I am indebted to Professor H, K«a for d«w,ng my 

attention to this datum.) 
* P. Leiden 350, 6. Cf- Spicgelbergi irav^ xvil^ 144 ^ Borchardlt op. cit. 43, 
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In the preceding caJculations we were operating within probable, and not absolute, 
limits (l.e, margins of error). It follows that solutions (i) and (iii) cannot be completely 
excluded, although the follor\nng considerations will show hoiv improbable they are. 
If (i) was the correct solution, Ramesses II came to the throne in ijor. The relative 
^'alues of (fw-ro-i-r) for (i) and {ii) respectively are: 

(i) w+o-l-rss: 1356-1301—(41+1+II) = % yeais. 

(ii) m+o+T=s 1356-1290—41+1+11) = 13 years. 

It ivill hardly be necessary to enlarge on the relative probability of these two results, 
Turning to {iii), by this solution Ramesses II would have come to the throne in 1^79, 
only 9 years before the death of Kadashman-Turgu, Allowing for an error of 2 years in 
the date for the latter event, we obtain a maximum of ri years for (a+6+^+(/), 
whereas {a+c) alone equals 12 years. 

It might be objected that even 13 years is hardly enough for the sum of the intervals 
(m + 0+r). There is, however, fairly good reason for believing that these three intervals 
were ^ fairly short. The evidence for placing the accession of Ashur-ubalHt I late in 
the reign of Akhenaten will be fully discussed else^vhere. Here rve will merely note 
that this is the opinion of such experts as Sidney Smith and Albright.' Haremhab held 
high rank under Akhenaten;* it is therefore not probable that he survived the accession 
of Tut'ankhamun by very much more than 41 yeans. At Haremhab^s death Ramesses I 
was an old man, and his son, Sethos I, had already attained to a position of the utmost 
importance.^ Consequently, although it is certainly possible that Sethos was w-ell 
under 50 years of age at his accession, it is not on the whole very likely. Since his 
mummy shows that he died at the age of about 60,♦ it is not probable that his reign 
much exceeded the 11 years hitherto attested for it. A relatively short reign for Sethos I 
is further indicated by the fact that none of his major building operations appear to have 
been completed during his lifetime.^ 

IV. Manetho's Date for Ramesses II 

In the two extant versions of the Epitorrie Dyn. XIX is preserved as follows 

Etiifbim 

1. Scth6$ 
Rapsic^ 

Jh Ammenephics 
4r UsantssH 
5- AmmcnemnM 
6- ThuOHs 

- St Y- 
* ^ 7- (66) 
. « 1 20 y. 

■ ^ 
- s 
. 7 7- 

' %, BethiSfl 
2. 
3- Amjiicnepbtia 

5. Ammenemes 
6. Tbu0n9 

■ ssy- 
. 66 y, 
- 40 Y- 

. 26 y. 
^ 71^. 

Stated total . ■ • 1 1 Stated total . 194 y. 

R«endy Cooney, JEA jxx, 21 ’ S. Smith. AJA sux, 32; Albnght, AjfA xLVii, 492, 

; ^ _ * R^«mly .Albright, JfNBS v. 2.. 
Cf. Genrhi^ht^, II (t), 455, For & difiTereot opinion see Monte^ opr dt> 113, 

‘ 55, 56. Afriranus' tot^J of 109 years shows that SynccHus' 61 years for (?) is a scrihd error for 66. 
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We are not concerned in the present article with the period prior to the accession 
of Ramesses 11, so that king (i) will not be discussed. Of the remaining four kings, 
the identity of {2) and (5) is obvious and requires no comment. (4) is certainly intrusive. 
This king is not given by Eusebius, nor is it at all probable that Manetho would have 
been guilty of inserting a purely fictitious king with a reign of as much as 60 years. 
This leaves only (3) between Ramesses 11 and AmenmosS; so that it can be considered 
virtually certain that it is Meneptah whom we have in Amenepht^.* Jos^hus not only 
gives this king, whose name he renders Amenophis, as the successor of Ramesses II, 
he even explicitly slates that the son of Amenophis was the grandson of Harmesses 
Miamoun,* In other words, Amenophis himself was the son of Ramesses II, as we know 
that Meneptah was. Amenmosfi w'as followed by Menepta^ Siptah. The latter was not 
himself of royal descent; his claim to the throne w^as based upon the royal descent of 
his wife, Tausert. Since this lady was quite certainly the successor of AmenmosS, and 
since her name was in all probability pronounced Tauser, there can be little doubt that 
it is she whom we have in Manetho’s ThuorisJ The question as to why Tauser was 
named in the king-list instead of her royal consort, Meneptah Siptah, is one which will 
have to be discussed elsewhere. 

As stated earlier in this article, the figures for year-fractions quoted by Josephus 
cannot be considered reliable, and vilt be taken at the average value of i year, l^gs 
(2) and (3) are given 66 y. 2 m. and 19 y. 6 m. by Josephus, so that we must assign to 
them 66i and iqi years respectively. As regards (5) we know that Amenmos£ had a 
fairly short reign'* compatible with the figure of 5 y. quoted by Africanus. Consequently, 
Eusebius* figure of 26 y. presumably derives from an earlier 6 y. This w'ould imply an 
original figure of 5 y.+^ months, roimded off in Africanus to the lower full year, 
whereas in an earlier Epitome from which the king-list of Eusebius is descended, the 
same figure was rounded off to the higher full year. The figure for Thuoris is rounded 
off to y y. in both versions of the Epitome. There is reason for believing that the original 
figure was y y.+x months, rather than 6 y.+ar months. However, to avoid a long 
digression it will be necessary to relegate this item to a later, detailed discussion of 
Manetho's New' Kingdom chronology. 

We are now in a position to ascertain Manetho’s absolute date for the accession of 
Ramesses 11. The figures he gives for the last 4 kings of Dyn. XIX are: 

Ramesses II . 66 yeais+v months (66J) 
Meneptah . 19 .r (19J) 
Amenmosfe . * 5 tt » ( 54) 
Meneptah Siptah . 7 .. ( 74) 

Total . . 59 years 

* So also Meyers Chrffnoiffgie, f. In Meneptsh^s time the r in Mr-n-^pth woa quite certainly still pro¬ 
nounced (Albright, JNES is). But by the time of Manetho the vocalization was very probably Meneptah. 
This Manetho would have nendemi Menephtaia in Greeks a form which degenemred to Amenepht^-a in 

Africanus^ Amenophis in Josephus. 
^ Conira 245 fR aVl 54); so also in the quotation ftoin Cbaettmon, Contra Apionfm^ i, iSS f. 
5 On the rel^ of Tausert and the vanant see Lefcb^Tc, Le f,, particularly 21S; 

also Emeryj. 1, 35^3 f. 
^ There are almost no monuments from his tcign. Cf. Petrie, Hist^ryj ill {1925), tz6. 
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The date obtained for the accession of Ram esses IT, on evidence entirely independent 
of Manetho, was lago; and this is an exact astronomicaJ date, Manetho’s date for the 
end of Book III was 341, his sum total for the Book was 850 years, and he ended Book 
II with the reign of Meneptah Siptah, Consequently, his date for the accession of 
Ramesses II was 

341+850-1-99 = 1290. 

For the six reigns after Sethos 1 we obtain the dates given in the table below. Sethos 
11 and Ramesses Siptah w'ere not included by Manetho in Dyn. XIX, but the length of 
Sethos II’3 reign is attested elsewhere.’ The figures in col. II indicate the year of a 
king's reign in which his successor came to the throne. The dates in col. Ill are 
accession dates. It should be noted that even if Manetho's chronology is accepted, 
these dates are subject to a margin of error of r year. This is due to the fact that for the 
year-fractions it has been necessary to adopt the average value of J year. 

/ // /// 

Raniesses II . 67 1390 

Meneptah ^ ■ tzz4 

Amennios^ . 6 1204 

Meneptah Siptah . + , 3 1199 
Sethos II . * . . 6 1191 

Rames^ses Siptah - - 
> 11S6 

Against these dates certain objections could be raised. The present writer can only 
think of four w'hich appear to carry enough weight to justily comment^ 

(i) The chronology suggested here entails too low a date for Ramesses III (c. 1170- 
1139). Answer: There is nothing in the archaeological evidence from Egypt, Palestine, 
or Syria to Indicate the absolute date of Ramesses III, even within a margin of error 
of 20 years. Consequently, this objection could only be upheld if the dates suggested 
here ted to compressing within too short an interval the reigns of the 8 kings of Dyn, 
XX who reigned after Ramesses III. But that is not the case. These kings are com¬ 
monly allowed a total of some 80 years.s Allowing an approximate 15 years for the 
inter^'al between the death of Sethos II and the accession of Ramesses III, Manetho’s 
total for Dyn. XX leaves for the last 8 kings of the dynasty 135—6—15—31 = 83 
years, 

(ii) Manetho could hardly have begun a new dynasty with Sethos II who was a son 
of Meneptah,-* Aruteer: We have the plain testimony of Africanus, as well as of Eusebius, 
that Manetho did end Dyn. XIX with Thuoris, i.e. Meneptah Siptali. The end of the 
reign of Thuoris marked not only the end of Dyn. XIX, it also marked the end of 
Book II. It represents therefore a major landmark in Manetho's chronology, and care- 

* BorcKardt, oi>. dt_ 77. 

* The that no dates are kjioxvti from the second decade of Mencptalj'a reign would not deser\'e 
6encpu« considvraHon. Until recently tJie highest date whidi could be atiribtitird with certainty to Amenopkis 
11 was his 5th ytw. Hk ijrd year Js now attegted, cl Gardiner, loc. dt. 57, 

5 c.g. Brefisied 77 years {Anr. Ree. 1, 69), Mtyer 8j yeara ii; p, 608}, Vandier Si years 
601). 

* porter and Mom, Top. Bibl. iv, 30 sitid 167] v, zio (17), 
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lessne&s on the part of later scribes at this particular point is not probable. I hope to 
show in a later, detailed discussion of his New Kingdom chronolc>gy that Manetho had 
a very good reason of his own for terminating Dyn. XIX with Meneptah Siptah. 

(iii) Meneptah was already an old man at his accession; it is therefore not probable 
that he reigned as much as 20 years. Ansteer: Granted Harnesses II was between 80 
and 90 years of age at his death; but Meneptah appears to have been only 13th in 
succession to the throne.* Consequently, Ramesses II may very well have been about 
40 at Meneptah’s birth, and the latter not more than 50 at his father’s death. In support 
of this inference w'e may cite Menepta^’s performance in the militarj’ field. In the 
East, more perhaps than anywhere ebe, the outcome of a major crisis has always 
depended on the personal vigour and capability of the ruler. Now the crisis at the 
onset of Meneptah’s reign was no ordinary one, for the victorious campaigns in his 
first 5 years saved Egypt from the brink of utter ruin. The theory that Menepta^ w'as 
already an old man at the time of these events cannot be said to fit their pattern 

particularly well. 
(iv) There is a theoiy', based upon an ostracon published by Daressy, that Meneptah 

died already in his 8th year. According to Daressy, this ostracon shorved that the 
‘nuteru' of Meneptah and later the embalming materials were brought to Meneptah’s 
tomb already in his 7th year. Daressy concluded that Meneptah was in all probability 
gravely ill at the time, and that his death was expected at any moment.^ 

Against this argument we have the opinion of such experts as Breasted and Erman 
that Papyrus Sallier I was written in the loth year of Meneptah.^ Papyrus Bologna 
1094 is certainly dated in the 8ih year of Meneptah, more than 3 months after the 
supposed embalming materials were dispatched, and apparently more than i year after 
the *nuteru' w-ere moved.^ This evidence is sufficient to cast serious doubt on Daressy’s 
theory, I therefore asked Professor H. Kees to check Daresay’s translation. I am 
greatly indebted to Professor Kees for his kindness in allowing me to publish his new 
translation as an Appendix to this article. It will be seen that embalming materials are 
not mentioned at all. Nor is there any reason for believing that the ‘nuteru' formed part 
of the funeral equipment which was moved to the tomb only just before the king’s 
burial. Work on the tomb seems to be proceeding at a leisurely pace, and there is 
nothing to justify the inference that Meneptah w as ill at the time. 

Appendix by Professor H. Kees 

Cairo Ostracon (Cemy, CCG) No. 25504 
Rectoj col. 2. 

Year 7, third month of the Inundation season, day 11 (ric). On [this] day [came] the Ov'erseer of 
the Treasury Tjai to the enclosure of the royal tomb and supplied the troop (of workers). They 
were given these supplies: 
[details follow, partly destroyed, of various kinds of bread, oil, etc.). 

Day aa. The Overseer of the Treasury came to the... 

' Brtasied, Anc. Rec. in, 483; History, 464. * Daressy, Artn, Smi. xx\'ii, 167 f. 
* Breasted, Ane. Ree. i, 67. n,b., Ertnan, Westcar, u, 37, and Ahh. Berlin (1925), I^l.^Hist, Kl. No. 2, p. 21, 
< For Papyrus Bologna 10P4 see Gardiner, L.-Eg. .’Vfue. la. The date is year 8, month 3, day 29. 
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Year7, [third month of the Inundation dayjaj. On th^ day the‘gods'(a)ofKiQgMenepta^ 
were hauled into their places, at the behest of the Governor of the City and Vizier Penhasi. 

Year 7, fourth month of the Summer season, day 13, On this day the Vizier Penhast came to 
He did not find the troop there. He came to the royal tomb and said; 'Go up to the 

field of alabaster to the inner coffin of pinewood’ {A). He said; 'The notables are to come 
with me/ 

Year 7, fourth month of the Summer season, day 14, On this day the butler Ra(messempire< and 
the scribe Penpi, together with the Vizier Penhasi, came to the field to effect the entry of the inner 
coffins of Pharaoh to their places. On day 14, day 15, day 16, day 17, day i3, they came to the royal 
tomb . . ,,, day 19 they supplied the troop. They were given: 

(here follows in ooL i of the z>erso a list of the rations that were issued), 
[Year 7, fourth] month of the Summer season, day 20. On this day [the Governor of the Ci^ and 

Vizier] Penhasi, the [buder Ra<mes]sempii^ [and the scribe Pcnpji travelled to the north (c), 

VersOf col. 2, 

Year S, second month of the Inundation season, day 13. On this day the scribe Anupemhab, the 
scribe Pesiur, the chief of police Nakhtmin and the chief of police {pidiyw) Hori arrived 
saying: ‘The overseer of workshops Rome came to the enclosure of the royal tomb. The foremen 
were taken to him and he said to them; ‘^Pharaoh has sent the Vizier Pensahhme, the Overseer of the 
Treasury Meriptah and the scribe of the House of Gold Huy," They came to the entrance of the 
V^alley (Biban el-.Moluk) with the copy (of the ordinance) of Pharaoh’ (d). 

Second month of the Inundation season, day 14. The Vizier Peosakhme did not come with them. 
To the foremen they said: 'Pharaoh lets them (i.e. the workmen) be supplied for the task which they 
have executed/ 

He came in the second month of the Inundation season, day 16, with the scribe of the House of 
Gold Huy, and Huy spent two days sitting there hy the work on the inner coffin. 

The overseer of workshops came to the field in the second month of the Inundation season, day 18. 
He took away the inner coffin ..... He came to the enclosure of the royal tomb to supply the troop 
in the second month of the Inundation season, day zo. He supplied the troop, and they were 
given by way of special rations: 

(a detailed list follows). 

Notes 

(a) The ‘gods* of the King are already mentioned on col. t of the recto, but have not 
been noted elsewhere. It is possible that the coffins for the royal mummy are meant, 
but Cern^' suggests that the ntru- may be wooden statues of the gods such as were found 
in the tomb of TuHamkharaun. 

(b) The worsen (anthropoid) inner coffin. Evidently material for it is to be fetched 
from the ‘field*, i.e. from outside the Valley of the Kings. The working ground was 
therefore situated outside the Valley, 

(c) The Theban Vizier Penhasi travels to the royal residence in the North (Tants or 
Memphis), evidently to make his report. 

(if) The Vizier of Lower Egy^jt Pensakhme, accompanied by the Lower Egyptian 
Overseer of the Treasury, evidently brings the King's reply to the report of the Theban 
Vizier. It perhaps concerns materia! for the tomb and the special rations. In this 
connexion the usual friction arises between the various authorities involved. 



THE MACEDONIAN CALENDAR DURING THE REIGN 
OF PTOLEMY EUERGETES I 

By T. C. SKEAT 

The purpose of this note is to draw attention to a synchronism between the Mace¬ 
donian and £g}'ptian calendars which appears to have been overlooked in previous 
discussions of the subject. 

This synchronism occurs in a papyrus in Munich (P, Miinch. 166) published by 
BiJabel in Aegyptm, vi, 1925,107-10^ and subsequently reprinted by him as Sammelbuc/t 

7631. The protocol gives the names of the eponymous Priest of Alexander and the 
K.anephoros, and bears date year 20 of Ptolemy Euergetes I, Peritios emboliraos 
20 = Payni 17. 

The first point to be decided is whether year 20 is the regnal or the financial year, 
the latter being at this date some 11 months in advance of the former. The answer is 
provided by a Demotic papyrus which names the same priest and priestess and is 
dated year 20, Thoth (B.M. Pap. 10240, cf, H. Thompson, Grij^th Sludies^ 25, no. 25); 
as the native Eg}'ptian year was about 6 months in advance of the regnal year, the 
priest and priestess must be those who held office in the 19th regnal year, and year 20 
in Sairjmelbuch 7G31 is therefore identified as the financial year. The equation is there¬ 
fore; 

Regnal year 19, Peritios embolimos 20 — Payni 17 = August r, 228 B.c. 

This information is a complete surprise, for since the discovery of a Hyperberetaios 
embolimos in year 4 of Euergetes (P. Cair. Zen. 59571) it has been generally supposed 
(a) that the intercalary month throughout Euergetes' reign came after Hyperberetaios, 
and (i) that the even regnal years were embolismic and the odd years common. 

Before considering the implications of this synchronism, its relationship %vith the 
moon may be noticed. It will be recalled that Beloch strongly championed the lunar 
character of the Macedonian calendar in Egjpt, contending that for considerable 
periods during the third century B.c. the first day of the month approximated to the 
day following the observation of a new moon. For technical reasons this date may be 
expected to fall a couple of days or so later than the astronomical new moon, i.e. the 
moment of true conjunction. If now we reckon backwards from Peritios embolimos 20 
of regnal year 19, we find that Peritios embolimos i fell on July 13, 228. As there was 
an astronomical new moon at Alexandria at i p.m. on July ro, 228,’^ the symchronism 
is, on Beloch's theory^ in exact agreement with the moon. 

The nearest previously known synchronism is provided by P. Guiob 2. The text is 

’ Tihc times of the new moons given in this article are based on the tsblcs in F. K. Ginael, HmuSsuck der 
mathetmtUchen and ttchniithett Chtvnolfigte,igo6, Ginzel'a tinuea aw given m daj-s and hundredths of 
a day, in Greenwich mean time, using the a3trDnDmii:ai day, which until January i, 1915, began at noon and 
w'as drus 12 houra in art ear of the civil day. I have turned GinzeVs figutea into .Alexandrian mean time, uaing 
the civil day, with hours and minutes rounded up or down to the nearer 15 minutes. 
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preserved m two copies, one ver^' cursively written, the other In a larger and more 
carefully formed hand, presumably a fair copy. In the cursive copy the synchronism 
is given as year 22 (?), Dystros i6 = Payni 19, in the fair copy year 21, Dj^stros 
[16] = Pachons 19. Edgar has convincingly argued, in Recueil Champoilion 127-8, 
that the true date is (regnal) year 21, Dystros 16 = Payni ig, j'ear 22 in the cursive 
copy being the financial year, and Pachons in the fair copy a slip for Payni. The correct 
equation is thus: 

Regnal year 21, Dystros 16 Payni ig = August 3, 226 B.C.’ 

If we reckon forward from the synchronism in Sammelbuch 7631, on the provisional 
assumption that regnal years 20 and 21 were both common, we obtain the equation: 

Regnal year 21, Dystros 16 = Payni 21 = August 5, 226 b.c., 

differing by only 2 daj^ from P. Gurob 2 as interpreted by Edgar, This result depends 
on j'ears 20 and 21 both being commoni if either were embolismic, the discrepancy 
would rise from 2 days to 32; if both were embolismic, to 62. We may thus conclude 
that both years were in fact common. 

Edgar’s contention that Pachons in the fair copy of P, Gurob z is a slip for Payni is 
fully upheld, for if Dystros 16 really coincided with Pachons ig, it would follow not 
merely that years 20 and 2: were non-intercalaiy, but that one of them contained 
11 months only, wliich is incredible. 

From the foregoing data we can deduce that Dystros i of regnal year 21 fell on 
July 19, 226, according to P. Gurob 2, or July 21,226, by calculation from SammeUmch 

7631. An astronomical new moon at .Alexandria at 10.45 on July 18 is reasonably 
consistent with either date. 

There are two synchronisms from Euergetes’ 25th year, viz. Apeliaios 11* = Phar- 
mouthi 6, from P. Petr. n. 2 {2), (3), and Loios 26 = Choiak 13, from the Magdola 
papyri (cf, O. Gudraud, ENTEYSEI^, 251). Calculation shows that these two 

synchronisms are at variance with each other by one day only, provided no intercalation 
took place in the intervening period. As Peritios comes between Apeliaios and Loios, 
there can have been no Peritios embolimos in regnal year 25, which we may therefore 
conclude to have been common. 

We have now reached the position that regnal year 19 was certainly embolismic, and 
years 20, 21, and 25 probably common. We have no direct evidence of the quality of 
years 22-4, but the general trend of the calendar makes it probable that at least two of 
them (presumably 22 and 24) were embolismic. Assuming that this was the case, we 
obtain the following correspondences by working fonvard from Sammelbuch 7631: 

Regnal year 25, Apeliaios lo = Pharmouthi 2 = May 17, 222 B.c. 
Regnal year 25, Loios 26 = Choiak 9 = January 24, 221 b.c. 

' Edgar s suggestion is not noticed bj' Jatcr wfiteis, c.g. E. Mej'Cr, UttiersufhuHgfft sur Ckronidegie dvr mten 
Ptolmaer, 20-1, and W. B, Dinsmoor, Thf AreJtom of Aihens in tkv HtUmutK Agt, 484, n. 7, who, for different 
reasons, adopt year %%, Dystros 16 « Payni 19, and year21, Dystros 16 = Pachons 19, respectively. J. Bcloch, 
GHv^che Gewhiehtc^ iv, 3, 39, leaves the choice open. 

^ ITie date te soroetitnes quoted as ApeUaios lo, as originally printed in P. Petr, ti (a), but the nuroerol it is 
certain in both documents (now P. Lond. 506 and 507 respectively}. 
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These dates differ by 4 days from those in the papyri quoted above. It is also worthy 
of notice that they agree with the moon rather more closely than do the dates in the 
papyri. For instance, Apellaios i fell on May la, 222, according to P. Petr, ii, 2 (2)^ on 
May 8, 222, by calculation from Sammelbuch 7631: the astronomical full moon occurred 
at 7 a.m. on May 6, 222. Loios t fell on January^ 3, 22i, according to the Magdola 
papyri synchronisms, on December 30, 222, by calculation from Sammelhtch 7631: 
the astronomical new moon occurred at 4.30 a.rn, on December 28, 222, 

In the preceding paragraphs it has been assumed that the synchronisms from year 
25 belong to regnal year 25, and not to financial year 25, which would == regnal 
year 24. Edgar, in Recmil C/uimpolIioii, 127, has indeed proposed to refer these dates 
to regnal year 24, but H. Frank, in Archiv jitr Papyrusforschtpigt xi, 39-42, has finally 
demonstrated that the dockets of the Magdola papyri are dated by the regnal year, 
and P, Petr, ii, 2 (z), (3) must follow suit. 

Having thus determined, with more or less certainty, the working of the Macedonian 
calendar from the 19th year of Euergetes up to his 25th and last regnal year, we can 
attempt to make progress in the opposite direction. Here the only landmark is P. Petr. 
Ill, 53 (s), dated year 16, Gorpiaios 4 — Choiak ii. Edgar in Reaieil CJuimpoIIio?! 128 
gave this up as hopeless, suggesting that year 16 might be a clerical error for 26. This, 
however, seems improbable. In the first place, we must decide whether the papyrus 
is dated by the regnal or the financial year. Reckoning back from the synchronism in 
SiiftiTttelbtiAi 7631 we can calculate that Gorpiaios 4 of regnal year 18 fell on Choiak 
4 = January 21, 228 B,c. If P. Petr, iir, 53 (y) is dated by the regnal year, Gorpiaios 4 
of regnal year 16 = Choiak ii = January 28, 230 b,c. From January 28, 230, to 
January 21, 228, is 723 days. Subtraction from this of 2 Macedonian common years 
of 354 days each — 708 days leaves the intractable remainder of 15 dap, which cannot 
be explained by any normal process of intercalation. If, on the other hand, P. Petr, ill, 
53 (y) is dated by the financial year, the equation belongs to the 15th regnal year, and 
Gorpiaios 4 falk a year earlier, on January 28,231. From January 28,231, to January 21, 
228, is 1,088 days, and after subtracting 3 Macedonian common years of 354 days each 
= 1,062 days, we are left with z6 days, which is only 4 days less than the normal 
Macedonian intercalary month of 30 days. The probability is therefore that P. Petr. 
Ill, S3 (if) is dated by the financial year, and that the correct synchronism is: 

Regnal year 15, Gorpiaios 4 = Choiak ii January' 28, 231 b.c. 

From this, Gorpiaios i = Choiak 8 = January 25, 231. 
K we reckon back from Sammefbiich 7631, assuming that one of the intervening years 

contained an intercalary month of 30 days, we obtain: 
Regnal year 15, Gorpiaios i = Choiak 4 — January 21, 231 b.c,, 

differing, as expected, by 4 days from P. Petr, ill, 53 (s). There was an astronomical 
new moon at Aie.vandrk at 9.45 p.m, on January 17, 231, which agrees a good deal 
more closely with the date deduced from Sammelbuch 7631 than with P. Petr, ill, 53 («). 
We must, however, beware, both here and elsewhere, of assuming that this necessarily 
affects the t-alidlty of the equation in P. Petr, iii, 53 (s): the date of the Canopus Decree, 
which is surely unimpeachable, differs from the moon by 5-6 days. 
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If the interpretatton of P. Petr, iii, 53 (r) here put forw^ard is correct, an intercalary 
month was inserted somewhere between Gorpiaios of regnal year 15 and the same month 
in regnal j'ear 18, Since we know from Sapimelhtii:k 7631 that regnal year 19 was 
embolismic, it is natural to suppose that the intercalation took place in year 17, years 
16 ^d 18 being therefore common. We have no means as yet of determining w'hether 
the intercalary month postulated for regnal year 17 foUow'ed Peritios or Hy'pcrberetaios, 

We have now mapped out, in broad outline, the last 10 years of Euergetes' reign; 
and it is a remarkable coincidence, to put it no higher, that the equation from P. Petr. 

53 (^)t which we have assigned to regnal year 15, is In exii£t agreement with the 
synchronisms for regnal year 25 in the Magdola papyri. This can be demonstrated as 
follows: we have deduced from P. Petr, in, 53 (j) that in regnal year 15, Gorpiaios i = 
Choiak 8; we know from the Magdola papyri that in regnal year 25, Loios 26 == Choiak 
i3t and there can therefore be little doubt that the following Gorpiaios 1 fell on 
Choiak iS. The difference between these dates is 10 Egyptian years = 3,650 days, 
plus 10 days (the difference between Choiak S and Choiak 18) = 3,660 days. Deducting 
10 Macedonian common years = 3,540 days leaves exactly 120 days, representing the 
4 intercalary months of 30 days each w^hich w'e have postulated for regnal years 17, rq, 
22, and 24. But it must be admitted that if these synchronisms from the 15th and 25th 
years are correct, Satttmeibuch 7631 is 4 days out (which is quite possible, since it is not 
an official document) and P. Gurob 2 is 6 days out, which is less easy to accept. 

To sum up, it appears, on the evidence at present available, that regnal years 17, 19, 
22, and 24 were embolismic, and 16, 18, 20, 21, 23, and 25 common. That year 19’wai 
embolismic is certain, also that its intercalary month followed Peritios. To the position 
of the intercaJaiy' month in the other embolismic years there is no clue, but at least 
there is no objection to the supposition that it followed Peritios during the whole of the 
penod under review. In any event, the assignment of P. Cair. Zen. 59374, dated year 16, 
Panemos embolimos, to the reign of Euetgetes now seems to be finally excluded. 

It follows from the foregoing that a major alteration (one hesitates to call it a reform) 
of the Macedonian calendar took place at some point between the date of P. Cair. Zen. 
595711 where we find mention of a Hjperberetaios embolimos in year 4, and regnal 
j^r 19, ivhere intercalation occurs after Peritios. Moreover, now that it is established 
t at regnal year 19, i.e. an odd year, was embolismic, it becomes much more plausible 
to assume that P, Cair. Zen. 59571 is dated by the financial year, and that the Hyper- 
beretaios embolimos there mentioned belongs to regnal year 3. (This would, in fact 
be a reversion to Edgar's original scheme in Reateil ChampoIIioti, 130-1, pubhshed 
before the discovery' of P. Cair. Zen. 59571.) 

The alteration of the calendar, involving the transference of the intercalary month 
from a position following Hyperberetaios to a position following Peritios, seems there¬ 
fore to have taken place between regnal year 3 and regnal year 19. There is some 
evidence w’hich helps to fix the terminus ante quern a little more closely. If P. Petr, 
“h 53 (^)t of Gorpiaios 4, is correctly assigned to regnal year 15, as suggested above, a 
Hyperberetaios embolimos in this year is excluded, as this would destroy the relation¬ 
ship with Sammelbttch 7631. But we should expect regnal year 15 to be embolismic, 
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and if so the intercalarj^ month must have been inserted somewhere before Gorpiaios. 
A Peritic» embolimos would fulfij this condition, w'lth the corollary that the calendrical 
change occurred before regnal year 15, 

The Canopus Decree, dated year 9, Apellaios 7 = Tybi 17, gives no assistance in 
determining the date of the change, since the number of months intercalated betw'een 
the accession of Euergetes and the date of the Decree remains the same whether inter¬ 
calation took place in the odd years, i, Jf 5, and 7, or the even years, 3, 4, 6, and 8; 
and as Apellaios comes near the beginning of the regnal year it makes no difference 
whether the intercalary month is inserted after Peritios or after Hyperberetaios, The 
only document which might give a clue to the problem is P. Teb, 814, which contains 
the synchronism year 8 {probably of Euergetes), Gorpiaios 2 = Phaopbi r (or 30), If, 
as I think probable, year 8 is the ffnancia) year, it is possible to deduce, by a long and 
precarious chain of reasoning which I hesitate to reproduce here, that Hyperberetaios 
had ceased to be the intercalary month as early as regnal year 7, But we are now 
straying into the realm of conjecture, and the supreme lesson inculcated by Sammelbuek 

7631 is the danger of theorizing on insufficient evidence. Possibly even the very 
tentative conclusions in the preceding paragraphs have been reached by pressing the 
evidence too far, and no one would be more surprised than the writer if subsequent 
discoveries were to confinn them in every particular. 
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A LETTER FROM PHILONIDES TO KLEON REVISED 
(P. LOND. 593 = CRONERT, RACCOLTA LUMBROSO 

530 = SAMMELBUCH 7183) 

By T. C. SKEAT 

In Raccolta di zcritii in onore di Giat:omo LumbrosOt 1925, pp. 530-533, W. Cronert 
published for the first time the text of P, Lend. 593, a letter from Philonides to his 
father Kleon, the well-known dpxirtKTiDv or superintending civil engineer of the Arsi- 
noite nome in the middle of the third century b.c. Unfortunately Cronert did not notice 
that a large fragment of the papyrus had been misplaced, the amount of the dislocation 
being indicated by the fact that the letters Apiar{ in 1.5 of Cronert’a text are the begin¬ 
ning of the name ApitrTo^ovXo^ of which the second half appears in Crdnert’s 1. 9. It 
therefore seems desirable that a revised text should be printed, on the basis of the 
papyrus as now* remounted. 

While it cannot be claimed that the letter has gained very greatly in intelligibilltv 
by the rearrangement, the general sense of the first six lines is now fairly clear. Philo- 
nides begins by urging his father that a letter (presumably a letter to the King, inter¬ 
ceding for Kleon) should be written by Telestes, ‘for it will not be the same thing', 
he proceeds, ‘if Satyros and Abas and ... sing your praises. For Satyros is in despair 
[at being relegated to] the position of an underling. Aristoboulos conversed w*ith me 
several times, and said he thinks the office of Androitas will be turned over to you. For 
when the King observed that’—and here the papyrus becomes too fragmentar)' for 
connected sense to be obtained. 

In our ignorance of the details of palace life at .Alexandria we cannot hope to follow 
the course of these minor intrigues and manteuvres, and it is doubtful whether we 
should be very much the wiser even if the present letter were less fragmentary. How¬ 
ever, 1 do not think there can be much doubt that the Telestes in 1. 2 is the individual 
mentioned in several papyri of this period in contexts w hich indicate that he was a per¬ 
sonage of considerable importance, though his official position is unknown. He first 
appears in P. Hib. 99, of 271 B.c., and he certainly outlived Philadelphus, since in 241 
we hear of an dwa/jTta or forced sale of his goods (P. Catr. Zen. 59460, P. Lend. inv. 
2308; Rostovtzeff, A f^rge Estate in Egypt in the Third Cmhiry B.C. 176, 180). As 
regards Satyros (II. 2, 4) I would suggest that he is none other than the man whom we 
find holding the great office of Dioiketes in 263 b.c. (ReienmLaws, col. 36, ii; 37, 11), 
and w'ho was shortly aftenvards succeeded, or supplanted, by the more famous Apoilo- 
nicK. If this interpretation is correct, we catch a fleeting glimpse of the ex-Viceroy, 
a few years after his dismission, as a despondent minor official, 
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Verso; KXewyi 
Notes 

3, hfKQifiidCiitff[L]v. I originally read but the space occupied by the sup¬ 
posed final V is far too wide, and the reading in the text, though not wholly satisfactory, 
seems the best obtainable. The w'ord shows several traces of correction: the i is 
almost certainly a later insertion, and there appears to be a o- interpolated betiveen 
ft and £ (though this may be only a set-off). 

5. ^fftTQ^ouAos. In P. Cair. Zen. 59037 (258-357 B,c,) we hear of a certain person 
'in Alexandria, hanging about the house of Aristoboulos, wasting time’ (iv 'AXe^avBp^tait 

{TKTjvMvhfrois ’Apttrro^ovXov 4>&ftp6fj.€voi). Edgar has suggested that he may be identical 
with the Aristoboulos who was eponymous priest of Alexander in the 5 th year of 
Euergetes (343-241 B.C.). 

7-8. I have not found a plausible restoration, despite the small extent of the lacunae. 
ov9€[ in 1.7 may be the beginning of but if so it is difficult to find room for a main 
verb. ^e[ may be some part of &4Xniv but if so the construction is not obvious; is 
too short for the lacuna. In 1. 8 Crdnert read S’ yfirc/tjevo*-. but palaeographically 
Bv{ydp]fvov is equally possible. 

M 
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POPUL.\R RELIGION IN GRAECO-ROJMAN EGYPT ^ 

L THE PAGAN PERIOD 

By SIR HAROLD BELL 

In all ages and in all countries a difFerence can be discerned bet^veen the religion 
officially established and that which forms the actual mental background of the average 
man and woman, which determines their conduct and colours their view' of the world. 
The difference works, if I may so express it, both backwards and fonvards. On the 
one hand, an official cult becomes stereotyped, expressing, in its formularies and its 
ritual, conceptions w'hich the developed popular consciousness has outgrown; on the 
other hand, a new' religion, whether introduced by a conquering people or established 
as the result of a religious reform, never quite obliterates the beliefs and customs 
existing before its appearance. Some of these beliefs and customs linger on under¬ 
ground; and so far from disappearing entirely with the passage of time they may even 
acquire new vitality as the first impulse of the new creed dies away. In modem Egypt 
usages may be observ^cd the origins of which go back centuries, even millemiia, before 
either Christian!tj" or Islam came into existence* Even among ourselves there are 
many popular superstitions, laughed at perhaps by most people when challenged but 
none the less scrupulously observed, which are relics of ancient paganism. 

Where, as with all modem European countries, the population is racially mixed 
the various strata of belief and custom are likely to be particularly diverse. Eg\pt in 
the Graeco-Roman period w'as a notable example of a country in w'hich many races 
were intermingled. There were, first of all, the Egyptians themselves, a people notori^ 
ously conserv'ative and reluctant to discard any old institution. Just as even the most 
developed form of the E^piian script preserved all the stages through w'hich it had 
passed in its evolution, ideograms and syllabic signs side by side with alphabetic 
letters, so the Egyptian religion exhibits in strange combination the most primitive 
notions and conceptions more befitting the developed consciousness of a later day* 
Into this Egyptian populace the Macedonian and, before that, the Persian conquests 
introduced many foreign elements, Macedonians, Greeks, Thracians, Carians, Lydians, 
and other peoples of Asia Minor, Syrians, Jews, Persians, and, even as early aa the 
third century B.C., and still more when Egy pt had become a part of the Roman Empire, 
many w'esterners, Italians, Gauls, Carthaginians, and, later still, Germans, AH these 
peoples^ had their own gods and religious ideas; in all alike, it is fair to assume, there 
was a certain clash between their former cults, as officially practised, and the personal 
religious consciousness of individuals* 

It would be a fascinating and a very useful task to study, so far as our admittedly in¬ 
adequate evidence permits, the resulting amalgam of custom and belief, the various forms 
of worship, the deities worshipped, the intricate mingling of deity with deity and cult 

j\ lecture givM at Oafordp March 4^ I here Dmittcd the concluding portionp in which I dcalt^ 
quite inadequately, with the Christ!itn period. I hope to that, more fully, in a future article. 
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with cult, and the mental attitude of the worshippers. But it w^ould also be an immense 
task; for inadequate as the evidence may be, there is in sum a great deal of it, derived 
from very various sources. For such an undertaking 1 have neither the time nor the 
capacity, nor is a single lecture adequate to so large a theme. My purpose to-day is a 
much more modest one, and, indeed, I confess that my title is misleadingly wide. 1 
have attempted no more than this: on the basis of notes made during a hast}' examina¬ 
tion of the principal collections of papyri to formulate some sort of an answer to such 
questions as; What are the deities chiefly mentioned in non-official connexions? What 
light do the papyri throw on the popular attitude to religion? What part, in fact, did 
religion play in the life of the people, w hat did it really mean to them, up to the intro¬ 
duction of Christianity? And what changes did Christianity bring about in men’s 
minds and conduct? 

The principal source to which 1 have turned for information is Greek private letters. 
It must be emphasized that these inform us chiefly about the Greek or at least the 
Hellenized populace. For an insight into the native Egyptian mind the Demotic and 
later the Coptic records would have to be consulted. Nor have I drawn on the literary' 
evidence, Greek or Coptic, nor, except incidentally, on that of archaeology. Even the 
magical papyri, a valuable source of information on the curious jumble of religious 
beliefs, from many races, which formed the mental background of at least some sections 
of the populace, have been neglected; for magic is a highly specialized field of study 
into which, without a more intimate knowledge than I possess, it w'ould be unsafe to 
enter. Nevertheless, I hope that this summary and, I admit, superficial sketch may 
contribute something to what 1 take to be one of the most important aims that a his¬ 
torian can propose to himself: to penetrate behind the mere events, the wars and 
revolutions and economic or social changes, to the minds and souls of the people con¬ 
cerned in them, and thereby the better to understand the evolution of the human 
consciousness in its relation to the external world. 

To our first question, w'hich of the numerous deities worshipped in Egypt came home 
most nearly to the heart of the common man, the papyri alone return no satisfactory 
answer. We meet in them many gods and goddesses, European, Oriental, and Egyptian, 
as may be seen by a reference to the index devoted to religion in almost any of the 
major collections of papyrus texts. That in vol. n of Preisigke’s Sammelbtich (which 
embraces inscriptions as well as papyri and ostraca) contains the names of over a 
hundred and sixty deities or divine powers. But most of them occur in some official 
connexion; we do not know what appeal they had to the ordinary man. Votive offerings 
and dedications may reveal the gratitude of a w'orshipper for some deliverance or 
favour received or express a petition for a favour to come. Thus, to take one example :* 
‘Andromachus, a Macedonian, came to Amenothes the good god; he was working for 
hire and weakness overcame him, and the god helped him that very day. Farewell, 
Andromachus.’ Or T, Spartacus son of Phaednis, am come to Abydus. Save me, O 
Osiris.’^ Or the striking inscription seen on several tomb-stones: *Be of good cheer. 
May Osiris give you the cold w'ater.’^ But these are records of particular emergencies; 

* SBi, 1060. » E.f. SB [, 3467, ■ SB ]p 3 graffito at Dcr 
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Amenothes was a healing god, to whom a man would naturally turn in sickness, Osiris 
the god of the dead, who gave immortaliw to his worshippers. Such inscriptions give 
us only a limited insight into the part which these and other gods played in the daily 
life of men. It is to private letters and other domestic records that we might reasonably 
look for such information ; but unfortunately it is comparatively rare in a letter to find 
any god mentioned by name; it is of ‘gods’ in the plural that we hear most often. 
Moreover, owing to the Greek habit of identifying native gods w'ith those of other 
peoples, w'e are not always certain whether a Greek name w'hich occurs is that of a 
Greek or an Egyptian deity. Often it is certainly the latter. Thus, when the priests of 
Aphrodite write to Apollonius, the Finance Minister of Ptolemy 11, in 257 B.C.:* 

‘In accordance with the King’s letter to you instructing you to give for the burial of 
the Hesis a hundred talents of myrrh, please order this to be done. For you are aware 
that the Hesis is not brought up to the nome unless we have in readiness all necessaries 
which they require for the burial, because [the embalming is done] on the same day. 
You must know that the Hesis is Isis; may she give you favour before the King’; when, 
I say, w'e read this we know that Aphrodite is the Egyptian T^athor. The letter is an 
official one; but it is of some interest for our present purpose because it showrs us a 
Greek settler in Eg)pt being instructed in a nice point of Egyptian theologj’. Hesis 
w'as the divine cow of Hathor, in some sense merged into Isis after death, just as the 
Apis bull became Osiris-Apis or Oserapis. Such e?cplanations must often have been 
called for in the early days of Macedonian rule. On the other hand, the Astarte men¬ 
tioned in another letter of the Zenon series* is no doubt the Phoenician goddess, though 
with Egyptian attributes, perhaps a combination of Ashtaroth and Isis; the editor 
appositely cites the statement of Herodotus^ concerning a temple at Memphis of 
*A^fKihiTq, ‘the foreign Aphrodite’. The letter is to Zenon from 'the priests of Astarte 
of the Phoenician-Egyptians at Memphis’, and begins, ‘We pray for you to Astarte 
that she may give you favour before the King.’ The priests go on to ask for ohve and 
castor oil to be given them for cult purposes, adding ‘for olive oil and castor oil are 
given for the temples of the Carians and Ilellenomemphites at a price per ckalmaia 

[this is an elsew'here-unrecorded measure] of 2 drachmae, 3 obols for olive oil and 
I drachma, 4^ obols for castor oil; and the temple of Astarte is tike the temples of the 
Carians and Hellenomemphites; as, then, is done for them let it be done for our temple.’ 

This letter illustrates the mixture of races and cults existing at a centre like Memphis 
even in the early days of Ptolemaic rule. Still more significant is a document which is 
probably to be regarded as the earli^t Greek documentary papyrus yet discovered, 
dating from the second half of the fourth century b.c., the famous curse of .Artemisia 
A woman of that Greek name, the daughter of a man with the Egyptian name of Amasis, 
invoking a curse on the father of her daughter, writes in a Greek which is an Ionic 
mixed with Attic and Doric forms, and it is to the local Egyptian god Oserapis that she 
turns. She may w^ell have been, as Wilcken suggests, one of the Caromemphites, those 
Carians mentioned in the letter I have quoted. 

Nevertheless, it is in the earlier Ptolemaic papyri that we are most likely to find 

‘ PSI TV, and £dgar, S^. Pop. n, 411. ^ P5I v, 5^1, * 11, ii«. ♦ UPZ 1. 
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Greek deities in their purer Hellenic forms, and it is interesting to note what evidence 
the Zenon papyri yield. Philadelphia, the Finance Minister’s foundation in the 
Arsinoite nome, was designed as a centre both for Greek and other settlers and for 
Egyptian peasants. Their religious needs had to be provided for, and we find in fact 
references to several temples established in the town. There may well have been others 
not recorded in the surviving papyri, hut those mentioned will give us some idea of 

the cults practised at Philadelphia. 
There was, of course, a temple of Sarapis, the new official deity, designed as a meeting- 

ground for Greeks and Egj'ptians. It was built, as w'as natural, next to that of Isis, 
and near to one of the Dioscuri." Thus we have on a single site shrines of an Egyptian 
goddess, a composite Greek—Egyptian god, and purely Greek deities. There was a 
shrine of the Samothracian gods,® a tribute apparently to Queen Arsinoe, who had 
once found an asylum on Samothrace. There w'as also a temple of Thoeris, a purely 
Egyptian deityShe was the hippopotamus goddess, worshipped specially at Oxy- 
rhynchus. A temple of Zeus Labrandaios mentioned in one account^ and probably 
referred to, though without the epithet, in a letter^ may be assumed to have been at 
Philadelphia. 2^non a native of Caunus in Caria, and it is a plausible hypothesis 
that Apollonius also was a Carian Greek, so that the presence of a temple to the Carian 
Zeus is understandable. The same account speaks of land allotted to Sarapls and to 
Asclepius. A letter written to Zenon in 257 b.c.,® before his settlement at Philadelphia, 
is from a priest of Asclepius, who, introducing a friend, and asking Zenon to do him 
some service, adds ‘in doing so you will gratify me and the god*; but the temple served 
bv this priest may have been anywhere in Egypt. There was at Philadelphia a temple 
of Arsinoe Philadelphos, the sister-wife of Ptolemy II,? as seems indeed obligatory 
in a foundation called after her cult-name. She was identified with Isis, as well as with 
various Greek goddesses, but her cult as Arsinoe Philadelphos was doubtless Hellenic, 
In a letter relating to the construction of a palisade along the canal® is given a rough 
sketch of the position, on which are noted a temple of Poremanres, that is, the deified 
Egyptian King Ammencmes III, and a Hermaion, which may be a shrine of either the 
Greek Hermes or the Egyptian Thoth, more probably the latter, since some of the 
native settlers may well have come from the Hermopolite nome, whose god was Thoth, 
as others probably did from the Oxyrhynchite, the nome of Thoeris. A temple of 
Demeter is also mentioned.'" Thus we find both Greeks and Egyptians catered for in 
the new foundation; but we may be sure that the Greeks quickly adapted themselves 

to the Egyptian cults. 
Some other data may be found in the Zenon papyri. A Greek named Archelaus 

swears irpo? >fat 0€wv, ‘by Zeus and the gods’this is certainly the Hellenic Zeus. 
Nicanor, writing to Apollonius about 257 B.C., says that he has sacrificed for his health 
to Apollo,” who was, of course, the natural patron of any Apollonius. In an account of 

I PCalro Zenon, II, 59168. For Sarapis cf. PMich. ZenOit 31, 5. * PCairo Zenofl. IJ, 59296, 32- 
> PC«ira Zenon, 111, ^ PMich. Zenon 31, 6. * PCairo Zcnofl. m, 594*2- 
* PCol- Zenon, 1, 7. ^ PCol. Zenon, 1, 39, 14, 15; PCairo Zenon, IV, S97+S> 
* PMieh, Zenon 84. * PLond, Inv, No. 2654. “ PCairo Zenon, i, 59035, 6-7', 

*> PCairo Zenon, v, 59806. 
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wheat issued to various persons occurs an entry ‘for the table of the Dioscuri’.' The 
Dioscuri were indeed popular among the Greek settlers. We have seen that they had a 
temple at Philadelphia, and in papyri of a later period vve have several references to 
their cult. A grant of land to Hephaestus mentioned in another account^ probably 
refers, as Edgar suggests, to the Egyptian Ptah, not the Greek god. Various festivals, 
Greek, dynastic, or Egv'ptian, are mentioned. In a letter referring to the alleged theft 
of a pig^ we read: '[Ariston], on being questioned in the presence of the persons 
already mentioned, said that he had not stolen the pig but had saenheed one be 
fattened himself, and he showed the meat from it; and he said the sw’ineherd had come 
during the mourning of Demeter and asked him to have the house searched. He had 
told him to wait till he had removed the women [a strange man would of course not 
be admitted to the women’s quarters while the ivomen were there]; but when he heard 
this from Ariston the swineherd had dropped the matter and gone off.’ The mourning 
of Demeter was the second day of the Athenian Thesmophoria, which we thus find 
celebrated by the Greeks in Egv'pt.-* In another letter \ve find wine given ‘to Aristeus 
for the wife of Amymtas for the Thesmophoria’Other festivals mentioned are the 
Basileia {‘white bread for table for the invited guests at the Basileia’),* which was a 
feast commemorating the establishment of the Ptolemaic dynast}^ festivals of Hermes 
and the Muses,’ which apparently came together or not far apart, since wine is asked 
for both at once, and the Theadelpheia, a festival of Ptolemyr 11 and Arsinoe as ‘the 
Fraternal Gods’, at which pigs w'ere sacrificed.® 

It appears that the Greek settlers did not at once forget their ancestral gods, though 
they showed no reluctance to adopt the Egj'ptian deities also and accepted without 
question the dynastic cult. One man, as we have seen, swears by Zeus, but another, 
in a petition probably addressed to Zenon, adjures the King, the deified Arsinoe 
Philadeiphos, Queen Berenice, and the health of Apollonius, the Finance Minister 
another petitioner invokes King Ptolemy, Queen .Arsinoe, and the daimon of the person 
addressed.'" One correspondent, detailing the misdeeds of a man billeted on him, caiis 
upon Zenon ‘by the Fraternal Gods and the King’, and later uTites ‘1 swear to you by 
the daimon of the King and Queen Berenice’,' * and another invokes ‘the safety of 
Apollonius’.Lastly, one correspondent of Zenon, certainly not a Greek, since he 
complains, ‘they look down on me because I am a barbarian’, ends his letter with the 
w'ords, I pray to all the gods and to the datmoji of the King for your health and that 
you may come to us soon, in order that you may see foryourself that I am not to blame.’'^ 
It is one advantage of polytheism that one has an ample choice of protectors, and the 
Greeks were unusually open-minded in such matters. 

I must now turn to other evidence. In private letters of the pagan period which 

‘ PCaira Zvnon, IV, 59s'^» 23-5, i PCdro Z«non, rv, S97a7, 7. 
* PCaim Zenonp lllp 59350. 

^ See also PCalro Ztinon, 1, 59028 (258 S.C.?), where the Demema are referred to in a letter from .\lox- 
iuldrin. 
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name a particular deity by far the commonest allusion is to Sarapis, Ghedini, writing 
in 19171 states^ that out of forty-tivo examples of a religious invocation in the greeting 
clause of private letters, whether a particular divinity is named or not, no less than twent)'- 
one mention Sarapis; and the number must be larger nuw. This does not mean, however, 
that Sarapis was the most popular god in Egjpt generally. Many of the letters which 
mention him were certainly written at Alexandria; and so much was the Sarapis cult 
localized there or in the great Serapeum at Memphis that a mention of the god in a 
letter can be taken as prima-facie evidence for an Alexandrian connexion. But the 
popularitj' of Sarapis cult-meals (to which I shall have to refer presently) at Oxyrhyn- 
chus and doubtless elsewhere show^ that the cult was by no means confined to Alexan¬ 
dria. Of other deities, I have noted one reference, in a letter of the second or third 
century A,D. written at Pelusium, to Zeus Casius,* one to Thoeris, the goddess of Oxy- 
rhynchus,® three to Hermes, all in the papers of a Hermopolite family and therefore 
to the EgjTtian Thoth,+ one to Isis and Apollo (that is, no doubt, Horus);* one to 
Sarapis and Isis together;* one to Aphrodite,^ who may or may not be Hathor; and 
one, in a letter to the wife of the strategus of Apollonopolis Heptakomias, the ancient 
Sbeht, to Aphrodite Tazbes, who is certainly Hathor, Lady of Sbeht,® 

Letters are not our only source of evidence. Useful information may be found in 
domestic inventories and the like. It is not unusual to find specified in a bride's 
trousseau a statuette of Aphrodite. Thus in one marriage contract^ of a.d. igo, among 
the parapherna or additions to the dowry, are mentioned 'a bronze Aphrodite’ and an 
cVtffijffi) 'AippoUrnis, a case or cover for the statuette. In this instance and in at least 
one other^“ the next article specified is, significantly, a mirror.” Despite the identifica¬ 
tion of Aphrodite with Hathor, we may be sure that in these cases the goddess represen¬ 
ted was the Cyprian goddess, ‘mother of the Loves’, as she is called in an early Ptolemaic 
metrical inscription from the Deltad^® It was natural that the goddess of love and 
increase should accompany a newly married bride. Numerous bronze, terra-cotta, 
and marble representations of Aphrodite have been, found in Egypt.'s A bronze figure 
of Ditaiosyne is mentioned In one papyrus,^ and in another, from Oxyrhynchus, a 
woman complains that a gold statuette of Ees has been stolen from her housc.'s Bes was 
the dwarfish Egyptian god, probably of African origin, associated with birth and with 
the toilet, whose statuettes were also very popular.’* 

Seals are a further source of information. It was customary in wills for the testator 

* *D\ alcuni elemcnti r^ligiosi pagam ncUc epSfilole private greche dci paplri^ ift Sitidl Scuola Fapir^- 
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and his witnesses to append their signatures and seals, and at Oxyrhynchus, as a pre¬ 
caution against fraudulent substitution, a description of the device on the seal was 
incorporated into the document. In the wills I have consulted, out of 39 seals of which 
descriptions survive the statistics work out as follows: Sarapis 8, Athena 6, Harpo- 
crates and Hermes 5 each, Zeus 2 (in one represented sitting on an e^le), Heracles 2, 

Ammon, Helios Ammon, Dionysus, Silenus, Isis, xApoIlo, Tyche, and Thdnis i 
each. To these may be added two seals which show a philosopher's head and one 
representing ‘Dionysoplaton’, that is, a combination of Dionysus and Plato, Plato 
deified as Dionysus.‘ Probably most of these seals would be Greek in style, but they 
include the Egyptian deities Harpocrates, Isis, Thonis, Ammon, Helios Ammon, and 
Sarapis, and of those who bear Greek nam^ several may have an Egyptian reference. 
Athena, for example, was identified with the OxyThynchite goddess 'I’hoeris, Hermes 
may stand for the Thoth of Hermopolis, Heracles for the ram-headed Herishef 
(Arsaphes), the god of Heracleopolis. On the other hand, the Hermes represented on 
an iron signet-ring the theft of which is reported in one of the Zenon papyri is likely to 
be the Greek god A 

There is other incidental evidence. We hear of a ship with the sign of Isis belonging 
to a man with a Greek name,^ another Greek ship with that of Proteus,** of others with 
Thalia and Tyche.* These all have a special appropriateness. A return of temple 
property from Oxyrhynchus, dating from the years 213-17, has an interesting list of 
votive offerings in the temples of Neotera (whoever she may be, possibly the Empress 
identified with a local deity), Zeus, Hera, Ataigatis Bethennynis (a form of As tart e). 
Core, Dionysus, and Apollo.* Besides effigies of members of the Imperial family 
they include statues of'Demeter most great goddess’, Typhon, Core, Zeus, Hera, and 
a shrine of lacchus. 

■ 

We have also many references to festivals, Egy’ptian, Greek, Asiatic, or dynastic. 
Some of these are local, others such as would be celebrated all over Egypt. In an article 
on the subject published in 1929 Bilabel enumerates no less than forty-five in all7 
They include festivals in honour of Asclepius, of Homer, of the Stars of Hera (another 
name of the planet Venus), of Demeter, of Zeus Eleutherios, and of Cronos (but here 
we certainly have some Egyptian god). The Saturnalia are referred to in a letter of a 
Roman veteran,® but were probably not celebrated generally among Graeco-Egyptians. 

We have a good deal of evidence for the cult of Heron, the rider god of Thrace,® which 
is of special interest because it explains for us, and prepared the way for, the popularity 
of Christian rider saints, notably St. Menas and St. Michael. On the wall of a house 
excavated at Karanis was a representation of Heron, which might well be Christian.** 

' The p^yri concerned are; BCU III, 8961 POxy, 105, 489, 491, 493,494, 646,649; PSI SB 7816, 
i PCaifo Zenon, IV, 59659. » PSI ix, 1048 (thiid cent, a.p.), 
-I PGrenf, i, 49 = WCAr. 248 1-e. Proteus). * PTcbt. ii, 486. 
* POity. XII, 1449- 
^ ‘Die grfiko-agyptischen Feste', in New Heidelberger JahrbSeherj 1939. A list of festivals occur in PRoss.- 

Georg. [[, 41. 
* PFay. 119, 
* See PTebt- U, 365 introd.; also SB lit, 6309, 6310; etc. 

** A. E. R, Bosk and E. E. Peierson, Karanit,.. Ann Aibor, 1931, pi. 24, fig. 48. 
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So too, in the same house, is a picture of Isis nursing Harpocrates, which might serve 
as a model for Christian representations of the Virgin and Child.’ 

The conclusion to be drawn from this scanty and haphazard evidence is that the 
Olympian deities in general tended to play less and less part in the life of the Greek or 
Hellenized inhabitants. Those who retained some vitality did so because they were 
identified wth Egyptian deities or, like Aphrodite, because of their special functions, 
or from their connexion with popular festivals. Probably most of them tended, like 
their worshippers, to become Egyptianized; but an interesting pap^Tus of the second- 
third century’ preserves the memon,^ of a religious fraternity practising a foreign cult 
in Egypt even so late as this. It is part of the speech of an advocate, apparently in a 
lawsuit against the association. He declares; ‘These practices were alien from those of 
the native Egyptians, but they were none the 1^ carried on; yes, they are carried on 
even nowr; and hymns are sung in a foreign tongue.., and sacrifices are offered of sheep 
and goats quite opposite to the native rites.' This was at Hermopolis ; the cult w-as of 
ApoUo and associated gods. The ‘foreign tongue' can hardly be Greek, the official 
language of Roman Egypt; have we here the cult of a deity of Asia Minor equated with 

Apollo? 
It is time to turn from the gods and the cults to the worshippers. What was their 

attitude to religion? What did religion mean to them ? Was it a mere conventional sur¬ 
vival or a reality which influenced their lives ? The obvious source of information on 
such matters is the private letters. They have, no doubt, draw'backs in this regard. 
The majority of them, written for some immediate and practical purpose, contain no 
reference to religion; and when such references do occur they are often conventional 
phrases, no more expressing any real religioiK feeling than our *D,V,’ or the phrase of 
the South Notts carrier w'ho in Victorian days used to inform inquirers: ‘I goes to 
Nottingham maritet Wednesdaj'S God willin’, but Saturdays tvhether or no.’ Yet a 
religious formula is at least an indication that men have not lost all sense of a divine 
influence in their lives, and moreover, the use of a conventional cliche sometimes 
indicates not a want of feeling but literary inarticulateness. 

Such a phrase is that ivhich corresponds to our ‘D.V/, It is often merely a piece of 
half-conscious superstition, either prophylactic in a statement about the future or a 
mechanical averting of the divine in an acknowledgement of past success. But 
it -would be a mistake to understand it always in this way; the very variety of phrasing 
suggests that it was by no means always used thoughtlessly, A common form is 6e^v (or 
7tav Oiwv) BekovTOiv. Thus in two letters written on the same sheet of papyrus in the 
second century a .d . -we get the phrase ‘ learning that by the will of the gods Bekovrav) 

you -were saved I rejoiced greatly’.^ Or again, in a letter of the early second century 
AJ}., ‘if the gods will he will come to the festival of Demeter and find you when he 
greets you in good health’ or again, in a letter to a stratcgus serving in the operations 
against the revolted Jew's, ‘if the gods will and especially the invincible Hermes they 
[i.e, the Jews] shall not roast you’,* Or lastly, in another letter of Trajan’s time, ‘I 
wish you to know that another male child has been bom to me whose name, if the gods 

» Op. cir., pi. 23, fig. 49. ^ PGi», 99. ^ BGU il, 613. * PGis*. r8. ’ PGjm. i#* 
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w-ili, Is Agathos Daimon'.^ In the last but one at least of these instances we may be 
sure that there was genuine religious feeling. At times we find instead eav BfXiiiffi 

once cal' oi f^€oi *if the gods keep me safe*.^ At others ptmXofiat is used t 8e^v 

jSouAo/jt^wv I will certainly come to greet you after the festival of Souchos’.'* The writer 
of this first-century letter, Chaeremon, who seems clearly to have been a Greek or a man 
of Hellenic culture, goes on r T swear to you by the Dioscuri, whom we adore in com¬ 
mon There are, however, more recherche expressions: 'QeCtv uvvXa^^avovnuv [with 
the assistance of the gods], our sister has taken a turn for the better, and our brother 
Harpocration is safe and well; for our ancestral gods continually assist us, giving us 
health and safety', says the writer of a third-centuiy letter.* Here again we hear a note 
of genuine piety; and so, too, perhaps in a soldier’s letter of the second century' A.D,; 
' 1 wish you and Soteris and my other brother Saty'rus to know that with the assistance 
of the gods (tcSv BcSiv ffuAAajUiSavoi'TttH') I have had promotion and have been madepniici- 

palis.''^ In a letter of the time of Trajan we have rthv Btwv ^QJiBovirTKnvf in another 
$€wv SiS^^^rrto^' (‘if the gods grant it you will be well; for my friend Serenus says he is 
free from fever. And this gives cause for favourable anticipation’)® and not infre¬ 
quently e7rtTp€7T6vT<tif', ‘if it be the gods' command’.^® Very noticeable is the phrase 
ctiif rfjt r&v Bc&v rtpovalai in a letter of the second-first century B.C.: ‘You will see, if we 
are saved by the providence of the gods ,. So too, in a letter of the fourth century 
A.D.: 'may the providence of God [in the singular] bring you home in safety/'^ The 
writer may be a Christian, but the singular, d Seds-, is not at all uncommon in pagan 
letters, especially at this late period. Ghedini points out‘^ that in a pagan letter the 
singular may often indicate the local god, and this is no doubt true in many cases, but 
I suspect that, as Ghedini himself suggests, not Infrequently, especially in later times, 
when the individual deities w'ere more and more coming to be regarded as particular 
manifestations of one divine power, the reference w'as vaguer and that 6 Bcos should be 
rendered simply ‘God’. 

The simplest formula of this kind is <jvv Bcols or cuv rotr Bcois, sometimes replaced 
by the singular. This is found in the very earliest letters. Thus, in 257 B.C., Hierocles 
w'rites to Zenon about a boy who was being trained for an athletic contest: ‘Now as 
for my being certain, the gods should know best, but it seems to Ptolemaeus, as far as 
a man can tell, that Pyrrhus is much better than those now being trained, though they 
started long before him, and that in a veiy' short time he will be far ahead of them; 
moreover he is pursuing his other studies as w'ell; and to speak with the gods’ leave (trvv 

Se I hope to see you crowned.'^-t In fact Pyrrhus was a future Blue and First 

' PMich, m, 203. * E.b. POxy. lit, 531, 7. * PBremen 20. 14!. 
+ That the Greeks of the Fayyum venerated the crocodile god Souchos is attested by many documents of 

various periods. 
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in Greats. In a petition of 157 b.c. the petitioner writes to the strategns; ‘Since with 
the gods’ help {cnV rots and your Tyche I have been delivered from death.’" 

Another conventional formula is that in which the writer, usually at the beginning of his 
letter, tells his correspondent that he prays (fu^o/tat) or makes supplication (TrpPffKtJj^^a) 
to the gods for him. Here, too, there is sufficient variety to suggest that it ’ivas by no 
means always a mere convention. Sometimes a deit)'' is named, in the vast majority of 
cases Sarapis, alone or nith other gods, for example i ‘I pray for your health and make 
supplication for you before the Lord Sarapis*;* ‘[ pray that you may be in perfect 
health and 1 make supplication for you each day before the Lord God Sarapis*.^ ‘I 
pray for you health with your children, whom may the evil eye not harm, and I make 
supplication for you before the great Sarapis, praying for you and all your household 
the best of things.’* ‘I make supplication for you every day before the Lord Sarapis 
and his associate gods.’® Much more rarely some other deity is invoked, for example, 
in a Hermopolite letter, ‘the Lord Hermes and all the gods’,® or ‘the myriad-named 
goddess Isis and the Lord Apollo and their associate gods’J Most often the formula 
is general, the gods,® or all the gods,® or 'the local gods’ {toif or ‘the 
gods of the country’ (tpIj iirtxatptois " or ‘the ancestral gods’ (rots' Trarpmotv * 
or ‘the gods (of the people) among whom I am staging’ (Trap* ofs- 

In one case at least we find the last two formulae combined: ‘the ancestral gods (of the 
people) among whom I am staying.’’* In one letter of the early second century a.d,, 

instead of the usual phrase, the writer says ‘may the gods keep you safe, unharmed by 
the evil eye, in all dangers’,*® The formula varies, too, in another respect; sometimes 
a writer merely prays for his correspondent, often he prays every day,’® sometimes 
continually,"^ sometimes ‘night and day’."® 

1 have suggested that this diversity is some ground for supposing the formula to be 
at least sometimes more than a mere convention. In one or two cases we have proof 
of this—unless, indeed, we suppose, for which I see no warrant, that the letter-writers 
are lying. Aurelius Herieus, writing in the third century to his brother, says ‘Before 
all things I pray for your health, and I make supplication for you before the ancestral 
gods, as you bade me’.*® ‘Before all things’, writes an architect to his employer on his 
arrival at Alexandria, T will make supplication for you to-morrow in the Serapeum, for 
to-day, owdng to severe hardships and dangers, 1 did not go up there*.*"’‘1 wish you to 
know'*, writes Calma to his wife, whom he calls ‘sister’, ‘that 1 have reached Alexan¬ 
dria. ... I came to Alexandria to pray’r" no doubt in the great Serapeum. Another 

^ UPZ ]p laSj f. A good vJMPipIc of the in the singular Js in an affectionate letter ftoro a son to 
hb mother: err PRciniich, itp ii& (third cent.), 

^ FOxy. XI t, 11 S3 (second cent, ^ POxy. Kiv^ 1670 (third cent, A-u.)* 
4 pOxy, xiv^ 1758 (second cent, ^ BGU i6Sq — Sri. Pap. l* 134 (third cent. A,D0r 
* PGiss. 14. ^ SB ip 4650 (Fayyum). 

^ E.p, BGU loSi; PPetrie^ iij, s, 3 {= ^Vitkoi^skip Ep. pfiv, oo^ 
^ E,g^ POxy, vip 933; LXp 1Z17: PCairo Zenon Pap^ ij 91* 

Erg, BGU Um 63a =a Deissmajinp Ltcht vom Ojfe-n, letter i3iPOxy. s, t29&. 

Erg, PMidi, III, ziz. Heire without *oiir’ which often occurs. 
Sel. Pap. Tp t33, PBaden dp 39* iii (Trajan-Hadriim), 
E.g, UPZ I, 59, Erg, BGU In i+6* PPrinc. tu, 167. 
rrebt, 11, 416 = WC/tr, gS. 

u 
u 
17 

E.g+ POxy, vip 936, 
Erg, PSI III, ao6. 
E.g, BGU 1, i7&. 
PBremen 4E. 
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man, ’writing to his "wife, also called ^sister’, says: ‘The prayer which I previously made 
to all the gods for the preservation of yourself and our child and your brother and your 
father and your mother and ail our circle now goes up with far greater force in the great 
Serapeum; 1 implore the great god Sarapis on behalf of your life and that of all our 
circle and for the good hopes that are allotted to mankind,’* Nearchus, in a well- 
known British Museum papyrus, tells us how he travelled up the Nile to Sycne and 
to Libya, ‘where Ammon gives oracles to all men, and I had a favourable response to 
my enquiries and caiv'ed the names of my friends on the monuments for an everlasting 
supplication’ and we have many examples, graffiti and inscriptions, of such TTpoirKv- 

t^fiara. Clearly, then, the formula was not a mere convention but records an actual 
practice of intercessory prayer. 

1 come now to more individual and less stereotyped phrases. I have already quoted^ 
a letter in which acknowledgement is made of divine inter\"entioo in a case of sickness. 
Such expressions of gratitude are fairly common, from the earliest times. ‘ I give thanks 
to all the gods if you yourself are well and in all other respects things are satisfactory 
with you’, w'rites Dromon to Zenon in the middle of the third century' b,c.^ Just as 
our ‘thank God’ may imply little enough real religious feeling, so the Greek phrase 
early hardened into a formula, or variations, with or without the article,* 

Gratitude is, however, expressed, explicitly or implicitly, In less set terms: ‘Very 
many thanks {•jrXtiarr) both to the gods and to the Tyche of our lord, the in¬ 
vincible Severus Antoninus, which saved you’, writes a correspondent during the reign 
of Caracalla.® ‘I wish you to know’, writes another in a,d, 159, ‘that I arrived at the city 
on the tyth, owning my safety to the gods.’^ In a letter of the late second century b,c, 

one peasant writes to another: ‘You must know about the flooding of our plain, and 
we have not even wherewith to feed our cattle. Please therefore in the first place give 
thanks to the gods and in the second save many lives by seeking for me in the neigh¬ 
bourhood of your village for our maintenance five arourae of land, so that we may get 
our food from them,’* Here the thanks are apparently suggested for the correspon¬ 
dent’s deliverance from a like disaster. 

Apion, a recruit in the Roman army, writing in the second century to his father to 
announce his arrival at Misenum, says: ‘I give thanks to the Lord Scrapis that when I 
was in peril at sea he saved me at once/^ Sarapis was, of course, in a special degree a 
patron of sailors, and it would naturally be to him that supplication would be made in a 
storm. He was also a healer, as w'as Isis, and in a letter of about 158 B.c, we find them 
coupled in this capacity: ‘1 make request for you to Serapis and to Isis, that you may 
be well.’'^ Isis occurs alone in a petition of J14 b,c, which illustrates the practice of 

' POJcy. VJt, 1070. * PLond. in, 854 ^ WCkr. 117; cf. CrOnert, Rate, LwArMe, pp. 481-97. 
* Above, note 6, p. 90. ♦ FCaito Zenon, iiJ, 59426 «■ Sd. Pap. i, 91. 
* Ghedini, op. cit., p. 57; b«c, e.g., PFay. li* (toTp corivxopif, second cent, a.d.); POsIo iu, 155 

second cent. A.D.); PS 1 1, 94 second cent. A.D.); FGiss. 17 (xdpir rots ffeotf 

second oent, j POxy. J, 113 (xdptv ex**' TtSxnv, second cent,); PCairo Zenon 590^ (noAAi}toIs 

Ptois, 257 P,C.). 
* PSI XU, iz6i. f PSI XU, 1241. * PTebt. 1, 56, » BGU 11,423 = Sd. Pap. 1, iia. 

■* SB V, 7618. 
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visiting, often sleeping in, the temples of deities associated with healing i we find here a 
pagan anticipation of the later Christian hospitals* The petitioner complains of an 
assault made on him by a man living in the temple ‘w*hile I w'as in the great temple of 
Isis [at Kerkeosiris] for healing, owing to the sickness from which I was suffering’ 
In a letter of condolence (to be compared with the shorter and more moving letter of 
Irene^ which has been so often quoted) a certain Menesthianus writes to Apollonianus 
and Spartiate in a.d. 235; ‘The gods be my witness that when I beard about my lord, 
your son, 1 was grieved and mourned even as for my owti child, for he w'as indeed worthy 
to be loved; and when I was about to set off to you Pinoution stopped me, sajnng that 
you, my lord Apollonianus, had told him that I was not to come up to you, since you 
were on your way to the Aisinoite nome. But bear your loss with nobilitj’; for this is a 
thing which the gods have in store for us/ And he goes onto express his warm apprecia¬ 
tion of the consideration shown by the bereaved father in forestalling a useless journey 

to Oxjrhynchus.^ . . * , 
A few other instances of religious feeling may be quoted. A father, wntmg m the 

third centun^ to congratulate his son on his marriage, begins his letter thus: ‘Before 
everything I greet you, rejoicing with you in the happy, pious, and fortunate marriage 
which you have made in accordance with our common prayers and supplications, 
■which the gods, hearing, have brought to fulfilment.*'* In 152 b.c. Apollonius, the 
brother of Ptolemy, the well-known recluse in the Serapeum, writing to the super¬ 
intendent of the temple of Anubis, says: ‘Even during my absence I have taken useful 
measures on your behalf, which 1 was unable to recount by letter owing to the infonner 
who dogs your steps; but yet I leave to the gods the care of you; nothing happens 
without the gods’ will’s ‘Before everjlhlng’, writes Eudaimonis to her son, the strate- 
gus ApoUonius, T pray that ! may greet your good self and pay my devotion to your 
sweetest presence, so that now at last as true recompense of my piety 1 may find you 
unharmed by the evil eye and in most cheerful mood. This is all my prayer and 
anxiety ; this too is pleasing to the gods.*® A boy writing to a gymnasiarch who has 
done him a favour says, ‘I am but small to show my gratitude towards you, but the gods 
will repay you’a woman who has lost her son, applying for help to the strategus 
Apollonius, declares: ‘After God I have no one but you.’® And a fourth-century letter- 
writer says: ‘Hearing of little Eudaemon’s victory, we rejoiced greatly and I perceived 
that God is beginning to have pity on us.’^ (The writer appears to be a pagan.) Very 
striking is a passage in a letter of about 255 b.c. from Philonides to his father Cleon, 
then Master of the Works in the Fayjiim; ‘Nothing truly will be dearer to me than to 
protect you for the rest of your life in a manner ■worthy of you and of myself, and if the 
fate of mankind befalls you, to see that you enjoy all due honours; this will be my chief 
desire, honourably to protect you both while you live and when y<m have departed to the 
gods"^^ Similarly, the Serapeum recluse, Ptolemy, in a petition, refers to his father’s 
death as 'when my father went to the gods’." This suggests that even private persons 

* PTebt. 1, 44 — WCAr. iiS. 
= PSl»], 1248. * BGU IV. loSo 
f PBncniMi 49. * PGiss. 68. 

* P.Oiy. 1, iis 

L Wair, 478. 
* PFooad 80. 

: Xyetssmanii, Liicht f?<wt OsttHj letter ii. 

> UPZ I, 651. * PGiss. 22. 
« PPetrie, ii, 13, 19 ^ SeL Pap. J, 94. 

« UPZ I, 4. 
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entertained some hope of a kind of apotheosis after death, similar to that so freely 
accorded to rulers. The popularity of Sarapis in the Graeco-Roman world was in part 
due to his role as a redemptive deity. One of the most striking letters of the Zenon 
archive is from an Aspendian named Zoilus to Apollonius, in which the writer tells 
how, when he was supplicating Sarapis for the Finance Minister’s well-being, the god 
‘several times' enjoined him 'in my dreams’ to sail to Alexandria and ask the Minister 
to build him a shrine near the harbour, and how, when he hesitated to obey the divine 
command, he was visited with sickness.’ It is easy to dismiss this letter as an attempt 
to curry favour with Apollonius. Easy, but dangerous. The heart of man is a strange 
mixture, and it is often hard to disentangle self-interest and genuine feeling, but I can 
see no reason to doubt that, whatever element of the former there may have been in 
Zoilus, there lay behind his letter a true religious experience. 

There are, as I have already said, frequent references to religious festivals, which 
played no small part in the life of Egy'pt. We have also evidence of private worship. 
One testator provides in his will for an allowance to his slaves and freedmen *for a 
feast which they shall hold beside my tomb eveiy^ year on my birthday V and we know 
that such cult-meals in memory of the dead were an established custom. So also was 
the practice of cult-meals in honour of a god and we have many examples of invitations 
for such occasions. Most often the deity in question was Sarapis, for example, ‘Chaere- 
mon requests your company to dinner at the table of the Lord Sarapis in the Serapeum 
to-morrow, the 15th, at the gth hour’.^ Sometimes the meal w'as at a private house;* 
once we find an invitation to a meal in honour of ‘the Lady Isis’,5 once to a meal in the 
temple of Demeter 

I have already referred to wall-paintings of a religious character in houses excavated 
at Karanis. These were doubtless connected with domestic cults and in fact many 
houses have niches, obviously intended for the reception of a statue or other cult 
object. A letter of the Ptolemaic period, which is so charming an example of sisterly 
admonition that I cannot forbear from quoting it in full, refei^ to such household 
worship; 'Apoilonia and Eupous to Rhasion and Demarion their sisters, greeting. If 
you are well it is good; w-e too are well. Please Ught^ a lamp for the shrines and spread^ 
the cushions [apparently for some cult purpose]. Be diligent^ at your lessons, and don’t 
worry’ about Mother; she is getting on fine now. And expect us. Good-bye. P.S. 
.4nd don’t play’ in the courtyard, but keep good’ indoors. And look after’ Tkoa and 
Sphairon.’^ Aline, the wife of the siralegus Apollonius in the time of Trajan, writes 
to her husband: '1 have received an oracle from the Dioscuri on your estate, and their 
shrine has been built, and Arius, the limb-maker [that is, a maker of terra-cotta limbs 
for votive offerings], is serving them, and he said, “If Apollonius writes to me about 
them, I will serve gratis”And the architect Herodes, writing to Apollonius about the 
house he was building for him, mentions wood required ‘for the shrines'.’® 

‘ PCiffn Itiyfton, I, 55034 = Deisstiwnri. IJtht vom Osien, letter 2. » POxy, 494 - SfL Pap. i, 84, 24. 
' POxy. I, I JO, * E.g. POslo, III, 157, ^1' POxy. nr, 523, <V 'rotf 2rapimhi(vDf). 
‘ PFouad 76, s XU, ,,^85. 
’ Thtsc vcfbs art in the sin^ar, no dmbt addressed to the ctderr of die two gids. 

* FAihcna 6o* ^ FGIs^ 20 VVGAr, PlJremen 15. 
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I have quoted one or two references to oracles. It was indeed a regular practice in 
any perplexity to consult the oracles of the gods. Normally a written question was 
handed in, and a fair niimber of such queries have survived; I have counted among 
extant papyri no less than ten addressed to pagan deities,* Here is a Sjpecimen: ‘To 
Zeus Helios, great Serapis, and associate gods. Nike asks: Is it expedient for me to 
buy from Tasarapion the slave Sarapion, also called Gaion, whom she has. Grant me 
this.** The most interesting example is, however, the following : ‘To the most great 
and mighty god Socnopaeus, from Asclepiades son of Arius. Is it granted me to marrj' 
Tapetheus daughter of Marres; will she certainly be none other’s wife? Show me 
and give authoritative answer to this written inquiry.’ And then, fearing lest the 
god, for all his omniscience, might mistake the lady’s identit)'', he adds, ‘Formerly 
Tapetheus was Morion’s wife.’ .A^fter which he adds the date, 35^^ year of Caesar, 
Pachon ist, that is a.d. 6.3 So well estabKshed was the practice that in one papyrus we 
even find a list of specimen questions, each numbered, to serve as a guide to prospec¬ 
tive applicants to an oracic. There were at least ninety-two questions; after the ninety- 

second the fragment breaks olT.'* 
The answers to such inquiries were doubtless given in various ways in different 

temples, but the commonest method, especially in the Sarapis cult, was through dreams, 
and a whole technique of dream interpretation was developed, almost as elaborate as 
that of the modem psychotherapist. It was probably in a dream that Sarapis charged 
his votaries to become recluses in the great Serapeum at Memphis and elsewhere, in 
a dream that he gave them their discharge. Dromon, writing to Zenon, asks him: 
'Instruct one of your people to buy a coiyk of Attic honey; for I need it for my eyes by 
the command of the god.’^ The god was very likely Sarapis, and the temple in which 
the command w'as given seems to have been the Serapeum at Memphis, Ptolemy, the 
Macedonian recluse there in the second century B.C., a pious man and more than a 
little superstitious, w'as a great believer in the significance of dreams and carefully 
recorded them, not only his own but those of other people also. I have time for only 
three examples of such records. In a collection of dreams Ptolemy records the follow¬ 
ing experience of Taues, one of the twin girls whom he befriended so humanely: 
‘The dream \vhich Tag«* the twin saw on Pachnn 17th. She thought in her dream 
that she was going down through the street and counted nine houses. I wanted to turn, 
I said, “All these are pretty well nine”. They say, “Yes, it is betterto depart”. “It is too 
late for me”, (I said).’ This is followed by one of his ow-n: ‘The dream which Ptolemy 
saw at the lunar festival on the 25th Pachon. I think that Tages is in good voice and 
sw'eeter-voiced and in good fettle. And I see Taous’' laughing and her foot large and 
clean.’* In an imperfect letter to a dream-interpreter called Achilles another Ptolemy 
writes: *I thought it well now to give you the details of the vision, that you may know 
even as the gods know* you, and I have subscribed in Egyptian, that you may have 
accurate knowledge.’^ This is interesting because of the reference to the Eg)'ptian 

‘ pOsty- 9*3,»*48, J J49, i*i3;PFay. 137, 138; WGftr. 137; BGU sag, 230; PLond. 12674#in Attkiv, tv, 559. 
i POity, viJi, 1149. ^ WCftf. 122. * PO)ty. xii, 1477. ^ PCairo Z«non, ni, 59426. 
* ' Epenthetic* g; the name was properly Taues. The other ewin. * UPZ i, 77- 

« PGoodsp. ^ =■ Wltkowskij op- cit. 21. 
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subscription. The technique of dream-interpretation was probably, in large measure, 
of Egyptian origin,' 

Ptolemy’s brother Apollonius was equally under the influence of dreams. In one 
letter to his brother he writes: T see bad dreams, I see Menedemus pursuing me. Tell 
me in detail the news of Apollonius and about yourself, that 1 may know, for I am in 
great anxiety about you,’^ It was only to be expected that sometimes the interpreta¬ 
tions given would prove illusory, and another letter of Apollonius to Ptolemy expresses 
his disillusionment. I quote the main part of it: T swear by Sarapis that if I had not a 
little compunction you would never have seen my face again; for all you speak is lies 
and what your gods say likewise, for they have cast us into a deep mire, where we may 
perish, and w’hen you have a vision of our rescue then we sink outright. . . . Never 
again can I hold up my head in Trikomia for shame, seeing we have given ourselves 
aw'ay and been deluded, misled by the gods and trusting in dreams.’ The letter, besides 
the address, has the ironic endorsement 'to those who give true interpretations’No 
doubt Ptolemy, as a recluse of Sarapis, had the reputation of being in specially close 
communication with the god. 

There was, indeed, in the attitude of many people, a very business-like conception of 
religion. The relation between god and w'orshipper was one of mutual benefit, and if 
the god failed in his obligations the worshipper was quit of his, 'Come to me \vithout 
delay to the hamlet because of what has happened to me’, writes a third-century 
correspondent. Mf you neglect this, as the gods have not spared me, so will I not spare 
the gods.’* 'You must know'’, writes Eudaimonis to her daughter Aline, wife of the 
strategus Apollonius, 'that I am not going to pay God any attention unless I first get 
back my son.’^ And writing to the strategus himself at a time of anxiety, she says: 
‘I have already done my part, and I have neither bathed nor worshipped the gods 
because of my fear for your unsettled case, if indeed it is unsettled.’^ According to 
Porphyry this kind of attitude was peculiarly Egyptian,^ but it is not unknown else¬ 
where. The neglect of the person, as a means of bringing pressure to bear on the deity, 
finds a parallel in David's fasting w'hile Bathsheba’s child was sick but eating and 
annointing himself when it was dead: ‘Noiv he is dead, wherefore should 1 fast: Can 
! bring him back again? I shall go to him, but he shall not return to me.’^ And was tt 
not formerly told against the men of Haw’arden in Flintshire that on one occasion when 
their crops had failed, they fiung their image of the Virgin Mary into the Dee by way 
of teaching her to be more attentive to their needs? 

It may perhaps seem that the evidence I have collected does not amount to much. 
Jejune and scrappy it is, no doubt i but 1 venture to think it sufficient to show that in 
the Hellenistic and Roman periods the ancient religion w'as still a good deal more than 

1 For the unerprei^tion of dreaim m FImraoruc tiinta the Dream-book (P. Ch. Beatty iii) ptihlishe^! by 
Gardiner in Hieratic Pap. in Brit. Afin. (Third Series, Chester Beatty Gift)^ pis. 5 fL (Edh) 

’ UPZ 1, 68* ^ UPZ t* 70 Pap^ 1* 100. * FOiy. vfi, 1065. 5 PBremen 63* 
• PFlor. IIT, 331 ^ ScJ. Pap, l* 114- 
^ For thieaxs against the gods In Egyptkn texts see Grapow, xus^ 48; Gardiner, art, ^fagtc (Egyptian} 

in Kastinga, Encycl. Religion and EiMcs (Eo.). 

* 3r Samuel ftii- J5—13» 
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a mere formal survival. The Olympian deities (never, it may be, quite so close to the 
heart of the common man as the local godlet of his native place) may have lost much of 
their prestige, the official cults, of the greater gods, of the ruling monarch, of Rome or 
what not, may have been little more than forms; but it seems clear that religion still 
played a vital part in the daily life of men, that the sense of a divine power shaping 
human destinies was common, that ordinary people of all classes turned to the gods in 
their distresses, felt a spontaneous gratitude to them when deliverance came, and in fact 
were often actuated by what we can only describe as genuine, if sometimes rather 
primitive, piety. 

0 
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A PAPYRUS FROM CONSTANTINOPLE 

(HAMBURG INV. NO, 410) 

By RICHARD G, SALOMON 

In 1929 Professor Victor Martin published, under the title A Letter from Constan¬ 
tinople’, the text of the Papyrus Geneva Inv, 210.* One year later Sir Harold Idris Bell 
published a facsimile of original, with a new transcription and some remarks in 
addition to Professor Martin’s commentary.* It is a letter of a very high official in the 
central government, perhaps praefectiis praetorio Ortentis^ to an almost equally high 
official in Egypt, probably the dux of the Thebaid, The date, according to the editors, 
is about A.D. 551, The letter requires the recipient to give assistance to its bearer, one 
Dioscorus who was identified with the Egy'pto-Greek poet of this name.* The names of 
sender and recipient are not mentioned in the text; the address on the verso which 
could have given full information is so obliterated as to be illegible. 

Formally, the letter is a private communication in polite style. The sender speaks 
of himself in the singular but allows the honorihe plural for the addressee. As Professor 
Martin pointed out, however, a commanding tone is easily perceptible under the 
flourish of friendly words; in fact the letter is a ’directive’, an order to pay special 
attention to an imperial rescript (n/AAo^at), w’hich Dioscorus succeeded in 
obtaining from the Emperor in order to get justice from the local authorities in his 

village. 
The Geneva papyrus belongs to the well-known large group of the Aphrodite 

papyri^ w'hich have been discovered since 1905 at Kom Ishgau on the site of the old 
village of Aphrodite in the nome of Antaiupolis. The largest part of them came into 
the Cairo Museum and were published by Jean Maspero;^ others are in the British 
Museum* and in Florence.’ 

Papyri written in Constantinople are very rare. Before the discovery of Geneva 210 
only two were known, both of them private legal documents from Justinian’s time: the 
two contracts Cairo 67032 and 67126. The Geneva papyrus was especially welcome 
as a sample of the type of script used in the government offices of Constantinople at 
the same time. 

* JEA xVf 96-105; reviewed by U. Wilcken in Ar^hivfQr ES^ aji. 
* The JVfflp Society, Scr. ll (London, 1930)^ pL 183^ Sir Harold Idris BeD w-bs kind enough 

to read the present study in the manuscript, t vvish to txpmB my giatitude for his obsert'ations and suggestions. 
^ See J* Mflspero^ Un dmijfr pocte grec d*£g^ptei fih d*ApoiiSSf in Revue dei Etudes Gmquei^ xxiv 

(lOitL 4^^ \ H. 1. Bell, Egyptmn VHhge in ihe Age ci/in JUS lxtv, 21-36. 
* On tht Aphrodite disoavedes $co Gustave Lcfebvft, Fragnients d*ufi manmeript de Mdnandre, Cairo, 1907 ^ 

Introduction. 
a CCGt vol. XIX: PapyrUi Greex vols. i-lll (Cairo, 191 £-16); comprising the papyri nr- 

67001-359. 
* Greek Papyri in tlit Brifisk Mmeum, V (London, 1917). 
^ Papiri Grec<^-Egmi (R- A^eademia dei Lineet), vol. lii (Milan, 1915). A few Aphrodite papyri are in the 

library of the Universiry of Ghent - see Aegyptia, iv* 43. 
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It is mainly for the same reason that the Hamburg papyrus printed here below and 
shown in the accompanyiiigfacsimile (pL XVIII) may claim some interest. Its contents 
also may contribute one item or another to our knowledge of the complicated history 
of the village of Aphrodite and its long-suffering and vociferous inhabitants.* 

The papyrus, Hamburg, Staats- und Universitatsbibliothek, Inv. nr. 410 
{1*235x0 31 m*, 'carta transversa'), a remarkable specimen of beautiful conservation, 
is kept under glass and frame^ I do not know how it came to the Hamburg Library.^ 
The preparation for the mounting between glass plates was made, if memory serves 
on oral information received sixteen years ago, by Dr* Ibscher with his usual masterly 

technique 
Like Geneva a to, the Hamburg papyrus is not a copy but an original letter* with the 

text on the recto and the address on the verso side. The address, however^ is just well 
enough conserved to create some problems, but not well enough to solve all of them. 
It seems advisable, therefore, first to concentrate on the text of the letter and then to 
make use of the results for a study of the address. 

This is the text on the recto side 
ij otj 

ms ert nurijs: ^ara 

ravT7}t^ ol 

aJToXXm Tov fiaKapimrard qI 

5 d^/joStnj^ rijs 
oplimprevot Kara r^v qvttjv 

^BalfiyQva y€vdfi€yQi woXtv 

BC oj(Xov yeyovauiv 

deoBodiov TQP fi^yaAoTTpcnitTraTov 

I Not in Preiai^lE^’s AppeaMg in clasatc texts. 
z SiayovoTjs^—iTioAiv justifies ftsuiing of Cairo fiyojSp 11. iS^t^p Srt 203. 
3 TTo^iiv: a common name for Constantinople ^ seep for example, Const Tanta § 24* or Maspero's 

Index; Papr /f* 76» 5: Geneva 21Q, 1. 4, Also in Byzantine literary tests; see Oberhummer in Pauly-* 

Wiasowap rv^ 965, 
6 jtaTa Tijv avnjv On this sequence of words set Maitin*9 remark, xv» 97 n. 1, 

and the analogy m Geneva aio, 1. 4: ets Ttiunjv iropcyevero ttoXiu, 
7 Not listed in Pteisifke as epitheton for cities^ but common as suth in classic Greek; also in 

ofhdai Byzantine style : e.g. Nov. Z2, 14; Nov, 139 pn, p. y^gip i. 6 Schocll-Kroll. For Alestandria: c. 24 Ed. 
XIII. /TowuSoi/xarv for Constantinople appears in the Aphrodite pSpjTi. 

7 for cf. Cairo 67003+ it* L 15. 
8 St* o;^Aou not listed in Preisigke, but known from classic texts. 

1 For infoirmation on detail: ]. Maapero, Studet sur les papyrus d't4phrodit^ (BtiiL tmf./r, vt+ 75—120; vi! 
(:9io)j 97^152); M. Gelzcr^ Sttidi^ Fcnwi/^MJ^ Agypfrrjs (Leipzig* 1909)* 33 f.| ozff. t 
M. Gcher* Bas autoprakte Dorf j^rcAro /fir Papyrusfm'sdtung^ v, 370-7; G+ RoulUardj L*Ad- 

civile dr tjSgypfr CPaxia+ 1923)^ 239 (index). 
^ Paul M. Meyer, Griechische PapyrusuThundm drr HaTnburgfr Staats- tmd Vnwernlatshibliothrk (Leipiig- 

Berlin 1924), does not include this papyrus. 
3 I was glad to learn through recent information that the Hamburg papyri have survived the a|r-naid m 

1943 which destroyed two-thirds of the Library. Dr. Tiemann, the Director of the Library^ was good enough 
to grant me permission for the publication of no. 410, 

^ Words which are explained satisfactotily tn Preisigke's fP^fer&kcA der Papynaurkunden arc not discussed 

in the notes which follow here. 
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lo TOur VTT^p rijF dVtJ^cfi/TjcrecasJ 

Brjfiodiov^ dwo7TXT)pw6ivr<L ^pofusr] 

filjSo' VTjkp aVTcSl' iTTl TO Syjfl6<TU>V 

KaTa6€lvat^ rov Bi rrayopx^^ 

^IfjTTpdTT^iv auTous- rd 

15 TtAeVftaTCL, Kal pi} BiMaiov ^Ivai 

Stls^ Kora^ud^iv vTT^p TOjj' au™!^ 

^(pQViop^ TrpoTp^TTQpev rmpuu 

Ti}U OTfV dv&a^OTTfTa^ ToSro pAv 

Sid TO itat TOi^ PopoPj 

zo Towo &£ Kol Sid T9i> iirdXijpJipiv 

rav TTpotipjj^j^Vou fi^yttAoTTp^mordroy 

dkS/sdffj rd? otKeia^ irrayyeXeta^ 

irXrfptucrai /cat fTapa^TK^vatrai 

TO iKaviv fltJroL?^ -TT^pvyeviadai. 

^5 ^ y^P dkcty/oj ^eoSdotok rdv ^eyado[7rp(e7r«iTaTOk)] 

TOUS^ V7T€p avrdjv 7TOlOVp€VOV Adyous^ 

dirofjQ^ijtTai e/c ttJs /car* awrcDk 

ttoTTpd^toir Toy imtl>v6p€yoy 

avToi^ Tj eiri tqvtovs^ maraB^ivai 

30 QTTtp ^Tu^€ ^ap' adrwv ^lAyft^d}9^ 

oicrdk TotkUk pif Koi (?) ets- rdr fas' 

ap^p^)(6£l'ij rairra wap^ adrdiv d/codF# 

cnTOi/Saadrtu <717 eVSo^onjs: 

Todrovj Bt^vXirriduat, touto auTO 

35 Km Biijpd Tw Aa/iirpOTarw x«V^<>yA(apti^) 

■n^S Trap* ^/^div TrpavQovp^VT}^ 

Betordryjs ot/ctaj iir^Tpitfiap^v 

SiOTTpd^aadai. + 

ti d^TOTrAijjpttj^m-aj nTrmrAijpoi^j *to pay a debt*, hitherto known from the papyri only m the active form. 
The passive can be interpreted only aa "having received^ Cf. Pap. Flon zgj (tas receipt}, 11. 3-^; 
K<u €VA[^p]w^v Trap* 6paty. 

11 S^p^KFiav? ^pop$ : cf. the same in Cairo 67034, r, 13; r, 34; 67039^ 4 ; London l676j 4^50. 
la rd ^T^^daiok = Srjpiwtof Adyosi "pubfiic treasury", Hillagc treasury ' (Gel^or, Studim, 94, n. i}j cf. Cairo 

67034, r. lo-i i^ 14 frirffpnTTiCEv with double accusatives cf. Cairo 67024, r. 13. 
14-15 fiWjSi) TifAea^aTa : cf. Cairo 67019, 27. it S«V for Sty. 
26 6n6ky}pLtpiy for vjtqXt^iv h the usual form (Preislfike), Cf Cai ro 67024, 56: TFapoAi^p^^d^cvov^ 

38 d* Pap. Mon, 1,46 ^ 9, So; i4p 9®; translated into "antasten% 'iiisetzen* = *to bother" by the 
editors. 

34 S^euAirroHrcuL: hitherto d-na^ Aeyd^ei^i^^ Tcb. jSi, x8 {a.d, 133); translated into ^to discharge a debt" by the 
editors and into *ein Vertragsvcrhliltnis freiindlich Iflsen; (bei Sehuldvertrag) zahlen* by Prtisigke. Here it 
evidently stands for StaAtHrat, *to reconcile'. See also Wilcken Ln Anhiv/Gr Pupyrus/arirhuagf iv, 1S9. 

36 This verb anti the related nouns often appear in conneKion with ofifoy, E.g. Lond. 234^4! 
Tol? 8ow/«k frpdkotav -mv B^bttqtihov oikov^ Sdc* Ital. 196; + d ^eu>r qIkos, BiKTopt irpo- 

;Theod. Balsamon ad c. i6Conc.Caith-:irpo™fff¥tf oiJ^9^ i^x^vrtKdtviUu Cange, 4.v. KovpaTtupeto). 
The wording of our text reappears almost verbally in Tiberius Il's /, Htpl Taiv oiKmv e. ll 
tKrieeel-Osenbrflggen, ril, 726 ^ Zochariac von LIngcnthal, Jm Gra^i^Ramanum, lit, zt) :dBfrok KGvpu* 
rojpmy r^v Tap* aur^ 7rpovjoov}dvwv Bilmv oikcjv ivdyffT^at mjfiSfuj}* 
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The following translation is meant to render the original text as verbally as possible, 
no regard being taken to correct English style. Words added in the translation are in 

Thy Glory will please remember that at the time when the same (= thou) stUl was staying in this 

royal city, the sons of the late Apolloa originating from the village of Aphrodite came to the same 

flourishing city and made themselvea bothersome by telling us that the most ma^ificent Theodosius 

had received the public taxes for the eleventh indiction, but had deposited nothing on their account 

in the public treasurj', (They further stated) that (now) the pagaich was charging them for the 

(same) imperial levies and that it would not be right to (have to) pay twice for the same term. 

Accordingly we direct thy Glory for the sake of justice and law as well as with regard to the repuW- 

tion of the aforesaid most magnificent man to fulfil thine own professions and to see to ii that equi^ 

be done to them. For it is necessary' either that the most magnificent Theodosius acting on their 

behalf restrain from the collection of taxes from them him who is bothering them (= the pagarch) 

or else deposit on their account whatever he may have received from them. Now, m order that 

these matters be not also brought by them to the imperial hearing (- to the cognizance of the 

emperor) thy Glory is to take quick action to reconcile these (partes). We have also charged 

Thomas, the most illustrious notary of the imperial household administered by us, to cany through 

the same matter. 
Everybody acquainted with the Aphrodite documents of the sixth century will 

recognize at once familiar names and familiar subjects in the letter. The person of the 
‘most magnificent Theodosius', the late Apollbs and his sons and the case discussed are 
know n from the rescripts Cairo 67024 and 67029, both of which show a strong affinity 

with the Hamburg papyrus in their wording.* 
The writer presents himself (1.36) as the chief of the Betordyt atKla. the dmna or 

dottihiica domus as it is called in the Latin sources. The title of this official, the adminis’ 
trator of the imperial ‘household’, is ttovpdrwp Setd? (fleioTd-njs-) or tou 
eti(errdT)oij aiKov, The title was created by Justinian in 531, and at that time the office 
was organized with separate departments for the oIkU of the Emperor and that of the 
Empress.! Some time after the Empress Theodora’s death, which happened about July 1, 
548,^ the departments were consoSidated.-* Under Justinian’s successors the division 
was introduced again,* The position of these ctitutor^s was high, equal in rank with 

' In Diosconjg declares StoSoo-wv ftfyaXmTpt7t€<rTo.rov tous yjit' rijs 
oJS*v 3i ™rdPe(i'(u jraiwAws cVl rw ^iiotnov with the consequence that the local authorities iit 

Toii Uhat Tit oviTsAcuir eiimpa^tu. In the frasmentan- test of Caiiy 67039 the following passages 

coincide with the Hambury: text; (o> ripw opfiSaSm p«v l^aiy itro (6) ^wro 
BtoSomiii Tip fifYnXmtpeTTtaraTM . . , Sfffiomovs . . . uirep dpTwus Scooptqroucnfe evOEifarTjf 

. ..; (c> <3<rre slewpofti', 
1 Cod. VII, 37, 3 (A.D. 531) 18 addressed; A. Flor^ cianiti remm priv&tarum et rwaton domitueat dptt^ et 

Petf0 ttro illmtti atratori diviuaf domiu ffrtttiiimuie AugustiU tt Macedonia viro illustri tur^tor! et ipsi dominteae 
domtis. The separation of the hnmehes appears also in Nov- a8 {a.D. 53s), ch. 5: /ioivvyop ESioi- toC re Bijfio- 

aiov Tdtt> Tt jSaatAiKajk otKwi' «im, r&v te Tip^repatvTbtv tc ttJs iiVFt^ttrroTijF {p. 216. h 3^ Schoell- 

Kroll); almost in the same words in Nov. 29, ch. +; p. 233. 1. 16 ibid. 
1 Precop. vn. 30, 4 (vol. w, p. 406 Loeb edition): ai >xars and 3 months after April 1, 537. 
+ In Cairo 670^4, dated about 351, the Emperor speaks of the former oittin of the Empress as of his otyn: See 

below, p. 103, n. 6- .Also in Cairo 67002 which probably belongs to 567. This would tally with Justin II’s Nov. 
148,0!A.U. 566, eb-1, which knows only onefrt7'£iAij#p<irt(rTaTiot nfmrpaTojpTdii'ciiffwvfp, 722,1.18 Sehoell-KroU). 

s Tiberius tt Nov. 164, of a.d. 574, epil,; of efSisforaTo* KovpaTinper tHiv fe'wi'o'iftinffp. 752,1. 14 .“iehMll- 
Kroll). The same, ilmrofts {a.d, 57S-82): Afio^ornriM ij fityaAmrfrfTrrffnaToi Kovpvroiptt rdii' Belotv ij 
Ti)s ^fiirrraTrts ^omAiSor ofitw;' (Kricgel-OsenbrllgBcn, in, 725; Zachariae, op. cit. m, 26). Nomereua 
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that of the chiefs of the res prioata and the sacrum patrimoniumJ Of the three curatores 
addressed in Cod. vii, 37, 3 one is simultaneously comes rerum privatanmi the two 
others have the honorific epithet of iUustrh which characterizes the highest class of 
administrative officers. Like the praefectus praetorro and the magister o^ctorum these 
high chiefs of departments speak in the name of the emperor; hence the use of the 
plurolis rnaiesiatis in our document.* 

The special connexion of the village of Aphrodite with the ofitof of the Empress is 
already knov-ii from the Cairo papyri: the village in spite of its position as avrowpaKTos^ 

suflfercd under arbitrary treatment by the pagarch of Antaiu. In order to get protec¬ 
tion, the villagers, at an unknown time, made their subjection under the ofxo? of the 
Empress Theodora.+ Shortly before her death (about July 1 54S) they submitted an 
application for help and protection to the office of this ohfo? s After 548 the village was 
taken over by the consolidated office; henceforth it appears in the papyri as being under 
the 0fios oIkos, without any qualifying addition.^ 

One more detail is given: the curator mentions an official of his departmentT to 
whom the matter has been entrusted: Thomas, the AojiiTr^TaToj^aprouAttpioj', who either 
happened to be already in the Thebaid on behalf of the oIkg^ or—less probably  
was sent from Constantinople for the special purpose discussed in the document. The 
man Is already known from the Aphrodite material. In Lond, 1679, li. 3-7* and in 
Cairo 67330, h he appears in the double capacity of tribtinus mtariorum sacripalatii 
and praeses of the Thebaid, the civilian administrative officer next under the dux,^^ 

later quotations up to the temh centurv- in Du Cange's articles 'curator’ and jfoupaTtt>p{cui), Not to be confused 
with these high-ranking itiratores are the supeiintcndcnts of the various imperial palaces who are oocasionallv 
mentioned In thir sources oa Kovpdrwp Mayyi-'u/Vf toI? ere. 

,E- Komemann in Pauly-Wiswwa’s SuppJ. jv(i924), p, ^62. R. His, DU Domd>ffn dtr 
Kassersgit (1896), p. So. In Nov. 69, eh. 4 (a.o. 538; pp. 353,1. 25 and 354, L io Schoell-Ktvll) the 

Siioi olmi Hcome et^cn before 5chi irpiPdra and 6ftav TTarfiifidvwe. 

* I. 8: I. 17 ■■ wporpiiTOiitvi 1. 36; The higWy official character of the tener expresses itself 
also in the dryness of its style, in comnist to the cxuberaiicc of Geneva 210. About die difl^rence of official 
and private sple see W. SchubarT, Ein/Ofmaig i„ die Papyimkunde tBcrlin, 1918), p. 208. 

* Secured in the times of Emperor Leo I, 457-74; Cairo 67019; Rouillard, op. dt.. o, 11 
* Cairo 67019 (548-51), li. u, 12, 

» Cairo 67283. w hich Miispero introduces as a ‘rapport adiesse a I’miperatrice Thfodora’ This is correct 
only in an i/idi rect sense. The Empress is nowhere directly addressed in the fregmentary w ords of the document 
wluch speaks of her in the third person as the The words in 1. 15; 7^ Ssorroiiiy 

KOI ryfi vfi^tfxxs clearly differentiate the recipient from the Empress. The sJgnaturw, aU of them 
repeat the formula; cfliSeSenta Cpiv Tadtijy Si&MwtoA/a.- npdy iEmwivM. 'l*hi» indicated 
somebody who has the right or the duty to report to the Empress, most probably a high official of her oWo 
perhaps the curator himself. A very- small fragment, incomprehensible in itself, of a similar application fron! 
Aphri^ite, evidently to the administration of the dfofoa d«muf Augustae, is Cairo 6735+. Here, too. the word 
dcOTTiHtTjr appeaTG. Th^ topic is the same as in 67^83, 

and S'mTs” H- " ^Si 67024 (r sjj). r. U, 5-8; 67002 (probably 367) praef. 1. a; i. U. 14 

» 'I’HeoiBanization of the oIwDc department is known from Tiberius irsJtdToftj /. quoted above 0 loi n e 
This law, enumerating the officials under the curator, lists the in the second pla«‘ bet^veii 
TTpoverp^ {prturvratoFis} and {camiaciQFfs). ' 

* ^nd 1679. IJ 3;7:d iwVwv t,pairop.Bv(dJvf) to5 Seiov i7oA{ctT«e) ir«i 

with his real name at tire end 
iJ n Maspero restored the title on the basis of Lond. 1670. 

Rouillard, op. cn., pp. 45 ff. Cf, 11, I. Bell m Greek Papyri /« ike Brititk Muieims, v, p, 76. 
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The fact that in the new document he appem as notaxj^ only, not ^ prdeses^ leaves 
various possibilities ^ at the time of the writing Thomas either was no longer^ or not 
yet pTi3£s^s; or he was holding both offices of notary' and pT£i€S£s simuiianconsly as in 
Lond. 1679, but the curator intentionally ignored his position outside of his own depart¬ 
ments A decision between these pK>ssibilities seems impossiblet since neither Lond. 
1679 nor Cairo 67320 can be dated with certainty\=^ The honorific title of Aa^Trporaro^ 
does not decide the question, since it appertains to the notaries as well as to thepm^- 

sides.^ 
The recipient of the letter can hardly be anybody else than the dti^ of the Thebaid* 

The address ^ crij used here in official styk, by a superior of the addressee, 
indicates a man in high position. In contrast to the adjective ei^SofoTaros which 
occasionally appears, at least unofficially as a poHte approach, before the names of 
lesser functionaries,* the abstract noun is reserv'^ed in Justinian's time for a 
small group of high officials: cottsulef praef^^t^is praetofio^ mtlitum^ and some 
others of similar rant.® The dux of the Thebaid is entitled to it,^ but none of his 
subordinate officers of civil administration is7 The next to him in rank, the praes^^t 

is V^^p^aTosT only, as just stated.^ The Augustaiis of Egypt, nominaUy still a superior 
of the dux and also belonging to the group, cannot be the recipient,^ since 
Justinian^s Edict XIII of 53^“9 excluded him from all affairs of the Thebaid-^ 

Of the ‘sons of the late Apollos', mentioned in 1. 3, only one can be identified with 
certainty. It is Dioscorus the *poet^, the best-educated man in Aplirodite, a lawyer who 
had his hand in almost all the legal affairs appearing in the Aphrodite papyri, which 
are, at least for a great part, nothing but the remainders of his files. It is he for whom 
the letter Geneva 210 was written. He was in Constantinople at least once, m 55 

1 On omission of a title indicating nssgnation from m office see H. I- Eelln ibid., p, lai* coL 2, 
5 If tht ‘fifth mdiclioei" in 67320 r«31>^ means A.D. 541, as Maspero assumes, the fim of the three possibilities 

would be the most probable. But I 3m not consHnetd by Maspcro"a ar^icnt. The piece rniiy belong to 
556, a date still compatible ’with the rather vague date which can be given for Lond. 1679 ("first htiJf of the 

sixth century'*). In this case it could be assumed that Thomas^, at the time of Hxmb. 4^®^ ® 

notary only and wafi later on promoted to ibe presidency* 
a Rouillaidp op. dt,, 45; A. 2ehetmair* Di appeiialt<mibus hmorificu (MarburSp tqiz)* 17 ff- 
* O, Homidscl, Ehr^^ imd Raiigpr^dikatf in den Papyruttirkunden (Giessen, 1930^ ^ 
^ P, Kochp Die byztintimichen Me^mteniitel (Jena, 1903), 115 \ with a list of the numerom loci of 

in the NoveHae. There is not a single case in which the title is allowed for an crfficial bclovi' this highest classn 
Only towards the end of the sixth cenmr>' the fonnula began to "deteriorate^ and to be extended to other 
officials^ Kochp op. dt.p p* J 16. Koch*s findings are borne out by Preisigkep Wdrierbiirh, ii!, 1S7. He lists a few 
exceptions only, for each of which there ia a specia] reason. The xal wayapx*? ^bo receives this 
distinction in BGU 305»1* S> is probably a former dux, the wcll-knm\Ti Apion. The lady addressed as 
in a lease paper Oxy. 1038, 1. 20 is a "courtesy Excellency". It stands to reason that an offidat entitled to the 

can be directly addressed as ?v&o|eTaror also; indeed, the formula ^ofomro? 3oof appears^ quite 

often in the papyri and also in Ed. XIIL But it does not work the other way round| not every h^oraro^ 

jg an 
* Cairo 67024 piJrfjin; 67026. U- i3i 26; 67028,11- 19. * t* 
^ Cairo 67321, J. 7 bs the only esse in which a military commander under die dux appears as Being 

without dvil juxisdiction he cannot be the recipient of the letter. 
* For the same reasons Maapero {Bulir imL /r. vi, 105) identified the recipient of Cairo 67024 with the dux. 

^ Gelaer, Studien, 28. 

Cairo 67032. 
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and probably more often, as an agent for the village and for his family. The brothers 
are mentioned also in Cairo 67024.' Whether Senuthes 'son of Apollds’ who was in 
Constantinople wnth him in 551/was a brother of his or not, cannot be decided. The 
name of Apollos is one of the common in the Aphrodite papyri. 

The date of the letter can be found through comparison of the contents with that of 
other Aphrodite papyri, most of which have already been dated more or less exactly. 
Hamb, 410 is most closely related in its contents to two of them; Cairo 67029 and 
Cairo 67024. 

Cairo 67029 (548-9),^ in the form of an imperial rescript, deals with the complaint 
of a representative of the village of Aphrodite. It addresses itself to two {?) high officials 
in the rhebaid—^the dux and theprueses}—ordering them to take action concerning the 
unlawful request for a double payment of ta.xes by the villagers for the ‘just finished' 
nth indiction (= 547-8), since the taxes have already been collected by the most 
magnificent Theodosius but have not been delivered {to the fisc). 

Cairo 67024, to be dated c. 551, is an imperial rescript to a high officer in the Thebaid: 
a man from Aphrodite^ has reported to the Emperor that his father, a wpturoicwftTj'njf, had 
been wont to collect the ta.\es of the village and to hand them over to the officers of the local 
treasury. In order to escape the unbearable chicanery of the local authorities the village 
had subordinated itself to the divina domus. The most magnificent Theodosius, making 
use of the absence of the father, collected the taxes, but delivered nothing to the local 
treasury', so that the local authorities requested a second payment from the villagers. 
Concerning this affair the suppliant had already obtained an imperial rescript addressed 
to the recipient of the present one, but the evasive tricks of Theodosius proved stronger 
than imperial orders; consequently the suppliant had to go on a second journey (to CoH' 
stantinople). I’he Emperor commands that the recipient now at last, in accordance with 
the (former) order, make due end to this affair and see to it that the suppliant and his 
village are not robbed from year to j^ar of what belongs to them. In the follou'ing lines, 
which discuss another problem, the second enforcement of taxes is mentioned once 
more. 

The two texts tell a plain and convincing story^: the villagers have taken action against 
Theodosius in 548-9 and obtained an order against him (67029); but he succeeded in 
holding his stand in spite of this order; so after some years they went to Constantinople 
for the second time and secured a second imperial rescript (67024) which asked the 
competent officials, in a rather strong tone, to do their duty', as ordered in a former 
rescript (67029). 

In contrast to the Hamburg papyrus neither of the two documents is an original 
written in Constantinople. What they and some other pieces from the same group 
really are has been the subject of an unfinished controversy. They have been interpreted 

■ CaiTD 67024. II. 25 and z^. 

* Cairo 67032. A brotKcr-in-law, lischyriai], is mentioned m Cairo 6700®. 

* Maspero give* this date with aquesiion-mark. I believe that the rormula d^ttdj ^f^j^paiiaCirn? fvSt/t^TTis 
can ImrdJy been wriiien after the end of the 15th indiction, i.t. alter Scpl. i, 549. 

* 'J'hc name ia repliidL-Ll htre bv 
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as drafts,* as copies of lost originals,^ and even as translations of Latin textsThe 
present study cannot aim at a definitive solution of this complex^ probtem ; but even if 
Cairo 67024 is nothing but a draft, it proves at least that a rescript, maybe not exactly 
in the wording of Cairo 67029 but at least with the same meaning, had been issued some 

time before.® 
Now Cairo 67029 and Hamb. 410 contradict each other, in spite of certain parallels 

in their wording. The Hamburg papyrus makes it a point that the matter should not 
be brought to the cognizance of the Emperor; Cairo 67029 shows that just this has 
happened. Thus, the two texts represent various stages of the same affair, Hamb, 410 
an earlier one and Cairo 67029. a later one. The interval bet^veen them, how'evcr, may 

have been very short, and it seems to be short indeed. 
Since Cairo 67029 can be dated 548-9, this would be the termima ante qaem for 

Hamb. 410. On the other hand, Hamb. 410 mentions the nth indiction = 547-8, It 
does not call this indict ion StoSpa/ioyoTj , as does Cairo 67029; so the indiction may have 
been still current, although this is not very likely. Even if it were the case, the termbtus 
post quetn would not be later than 547’ Now the curator introduces himself in the text 
of the letter and, as will be seen, in the address, as administrator of ‘the divine house' 
without an indication whether it is the ‘house’ of the Emperor or the Empress. This 
may indicate that at the time of the writing the consolidation of the two departments 
had already been carried through; in other words, it would bring the terminus post 
quern to July 548, after Theodora’s death, I do not want to urge this last point, since 
the argument is not absolutely conclusive, but at any rate the date ‘547 (548 ?)-549‘ 
be justified. The hint at a sUy of the recipient in Constantinople (11. 2-3) is not incom¬ 
patible with this; the time between this stay and the writing of the letter may have been 

very short. 
The Hamburg papyrus as well as the imperial rescript must have been solicited by 

Dioscorus. The poet and provincial lawyer appears in this affair as a shrewd business 
man with good connexions in the high bureaucracy of Constantinople, Faced by a 
powerful adversar}' at home—the suggestion in the curator’s letter to ‘spare the 
reputation’ of the most magnificent Theodosius seems to indicate that this man had 
better be treated gently—Dioscorus prepared himself for various eventualities. First 
he pleaded hb case before the administration of the Seia oluta and elidted the letter 
Hamb. 410. Quite apart from that and, as k would seem, without the curator’s 
knowledge, he found the way to the imperial cabinet and secured the rescript Cairo 
67029. The idea behind this double procedure may have been to try first the friendly 
settlement with Theodosius which the curator’s letter prescribed (StcuAuTwout, 1. 34) 
and to have the rescript in reserve, if the attempt should fail. 

’ E. von DmfTcl, SltJdtett sum byxantmifchm UrkuiuittHiiesen (Munchcn, I9*S)> 74^^- Masptro in Bull. 
VII > 138-52^ coriJtidtfredi two of the Aphrodite pieces (Cairo 67028 and 670*9) *3 mere stylistic exercises 

with no real bLisint'ss inv*olvedr ^ Cuqij in Rev. dr Rhil.j Nr3r K5txv ^57 
* J* Portsch, in Nsthr, Gottingen, 1911, zoi-53; P* M, Meyer^ Eertiner Worhemchrift, 3POcii 

* Especially in the case of 67034 of which there arc no less than three texts, 
i M, GeLzer,, in Archiv fiir F&pyru^arichiing, 370 ff., stated the identit)' of Cairo 67029 with the 

mentioned in Cairo 67024^ IL 13-14- 
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But this was perhaps not all. It seems to me that Geneva 210 fits into this situation 
exactly as well as into the time about 551 to which Professor Martin and Sir Harold Bel) 
assigned it.’ The Geneva letter introduces Dioscorus as carrying an imperial rescript 
(06 tat craAAa^at) which the editors identified with Cairo 67024 of 551; but it is equally 
possible that the document alluded to in Geneva 210 is the earlier rescript Cairo 67029 
of 548-9. In order to strengthen his position Dioscorus may have supplemented the 
letter of the curator (Hamb. 410) and the imperial rescript (Cairo 67029) by securing a 
personal recommendation from one of the highest officials of the Empire (Geneva 210). 

The result, hotvevefj did not pay for all these endeavours. The intrigues of Theodosius 
prevailed even against the imperial rescript and some time later the villagers saw them¬ 
selves constrained to appeal to the emperor once morewhether with belter success 
or not is not known. 

The address is in the upper part of the verso side, corresponding to 11, 7-9 on the 
front page. It consists of t%vo lines of script different from that of the letter itself. I am 
not sure that U. 1 and 2 were written by one and the same hand; there is a difference in 
height, and 1, i has a slant to the right which 1.2 has not. In the second line the second 
half only contains legible script; whether there was script now' obliterated in the first 
half, I cannot decide. A slide which I had made gave the impression that there vrere 
some very weak traces of letters w hich I had not seen on the original.^ 

For the study of the address I had the privilege of the late Ulrich Wilcken’s personal 
help. In 1931 I sent him a copy of the letter in which he showed great interest; in 1932, 
when 1 visited him in Berlin, we discussed the difficult points of the address at great 
length. An extensive correspondence followed, concerning every detail of the address, 
Wilcken, virontm doctonm Iiumantssimus^ w'as most generous in his sacrifice of time and 
energy for the ‘verflLxten Text', as he once called the address in humorous despair. 
The result of our common endeavours, however, did not satisfy him or me.+ Quite 
recently, Sir Harold Idris Bell w'as good enough to scruriniae our results. In the 
following transcription his criticisms have been duly considered: 

(J) [<i7ro]So(r)+/C A . ivtii .... Souk, crTpaT(ijAarjj) ^roSoipcu 

■JTfTpOU 

(2) ..ay 7raTp(iKtou) (kui) ffr/i(uo'raTDu) Kf>vfia(TOipo^ 

Tou ^e(t.QTa‘mu) oti£o+ 

This confirms the conclusions made from the text concerning the curator as sender 
and the dux as recipient. 

As for their names, that of the curator is Theodorus or, if the uncertain reading given 
above is correct, I'heodorus Petrus. In the second case he may be identical with 

* They baied chls date on the asdtiDiption diat Dj(i$E?QnjS did not pay a visit to Constantinople before 551; 
but thi^ cB^nnot be maintuined if 1 date Hamb. 410 i:orrev:tly, 

^ Caiiti 67024. 

1 photoKfaphy with ultra-violet and infra-red rays failed to produce better results. 
4 My Wilcken correspondence file breaks off in January 1933, when political events (sused me to drop this 

study. Many y^ears later t found a chance to take it up^ thanks to the excellent facilities for fescarch in the 
Papyrus CoUecdosr of Columbia University to which Professor William L. ’VV'estermsnn admiitcd me in the 
most liberal w-ay. 
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Petrus, the curator of the divina dotnus Augustae in 531.’ The attribute acfivoTaro^ 

which he receives in 1. 2 is new. Hitherto the word was knowt as attribute for citiM 
only there is only one instance from the second century in which it appears connected 

with jSttfftAets.* . - Kt 
Of the name of the dux too little is conserved to tiy' reconstrurtion. 1 his is regretteble, 

since tlie list of the duces, in spite of the rich-looking material in the Cairo papyn, still 

is an unsolved riddle. The tentative lists presented by Maspero and Bell, the two masters 

in the field, disagree on every date.^ 
A negative statement is possible. None of the three names of duces hitherto known 

for the 540’s and early 550's-Horion. Apion, and Athanasius-would fit into the 

lacunae of the address and tally with the legible letters. So it is likely that we have here 

a new personage to be added to the list.s Since the Hamburg papyrus has been dated 

with a reasonable amount of certainty to 547 (54^ ?)-549. ^ new nanae would fit at Icpt 

into Maspero’s list which states a lacuna between Horton (537-?) and Athan^ii^ 

(about 553). Of this new name, how^ever, no more can be said at present than that it 

probably ends in -n'or. 

The most remarkable feature of the Hamburg papyrus is the script which, with its 
enormous sLze^ and waste of space, brings to mind the famous few existing samples o 
early official chancery script in Latin or Greek: the Kaiserkursive of the Paris-Ley en 
rescripts from the fifth century,’ the giant concluding formulas in some of the Ravenna 
papyri from the sNth,® and the unique letter of a Byzantine emperor to a Carolmgian 
king from the ninth.* A comparison of the script with that of the contemporary papyri 
from Constantinopleshows a close similarity of suie between Hamb. 410 and Geneva 
210, so close that they must be characterized as belonging to one and the same school.” 

, CtKl vii 17, 3. ’ Z«hetmair, op. dt. 59. 
1 Pn:i8igke. s.'v. which would be palatogmphially possible, is unlikely. It is as 

an attribute for ladies Mcluaively (nvo eitamples in Pfeisigko, to which Pap. Beaugi a, 1. 7 be adde ). 
Maspero, BuH. s, 143: repealing his previous attempt {op. di, VJt, 107-9) as prtmaturc. , 

Greek Pabyri bf tke British Musetim, v, tai f. and 31S, 
i A few names, more recently found, ivill have to be added to the Usts, anyhow: (a)Theodoretos, appranng m 

drr6 hovKwv in Cairo 6735 a ; perhaps identical with Beo^ihf^frofo sVSofjTaTos in Cairo 6701 g (54S-S O i 
(6} Dorotheus, mentioned as [crTp]oT!)A(dv,js) only, in Cairo byaSg (undated) and claimed as diw by M^peio: 
(c) Gabrielius, Sowf rijf Biffiauuv -rijr Aiyvrrrfm, in on inscription, 6th-7th century, Lcfcbvre, Inscnp* 

tium ChrAitnnes de I'^gypte, na. . . , -■ ■■ 
The reproduction on pi, ivui is not enlarged. The siae of the letters m the onginal la approximately the 

some as in the Kaiserkurswt. - . , n , ..t- 
7 Often repmduced; e.g. in PalaebgrapkietdSociety, Scr, U. vol. t. pi. 30: Steffens, Latewmehe Palaeograptue 

^****G. Marini, y Diplotnaltci (1805), plS- 3. 7-B, 11; the first one repeated in C. Wesselly, Sckriflta/etn 
suT atlerm lateimscfiett Palaographie (Vienna, iSgS). t. Xl, no. 28, None of these oversiw forniulac la reproduced 

in modem palaeographical publications. 
* Many reproductions after the firai one in Mabillon’s Z>e 7)ipfoiflflrif(t, Suppl., pp. 71-2; the best one in 

Omont, FaetimiUe det plus anciem ms. grees de ta Biblmtfi^e jVu/itrwdfe (Paris, 1892) — Rev. Areli. sir. in, 
vol, xix (1S92), pis. xii and xJii, Sec Brandi. Der Kaiserbtief van SL Denis, in ArthivfOr UrkundmivTSthung, I, i ff. 

>® All available in facsimiles: Cairo 67032 = Maspero, i, pis. xxii-Kxiii; Cairo 67126 = Maspen), ih ph >1 
a specimen in W. Schubart, Qritchische Ptsl&o^epUe (MOnehen, 1925), p. Qi, fig, 591 Geneva 210 = The A™ 

P^aeagrophieol 5<wieiy, Ser. ii. pi. 183. ^ - a v r /«1 t 
'» Both the hands are characterized in detail by the same form ofy (H 1, 3 nfttmfv, 01. i -njvoe); ol p (ll 1. b 
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On the other hand, there is a remarkable difference between these two documents 
and the two other Constantinople papyri Cairo 67032 and 67126. It is the contrast 
between the chancery hand, ‘the formal hand used in the ofHccs of the metropolitan 
high officials’* and the less elaborate stj'le of private business papers, a contrast which 
is, of course, not restricted to the capital but appears equally clearly in the papyri of 
Egj'ptian origin,^ and, for that matter, in all fields of manuscript tradition. 

Taken together, Geneva 210 and Hamb. 410 are enough to give a clear picture of the 
type of script used in the government offices in Constantinople. It does not seem, how¬ 
ever, that we can speak of a special ‘Constantinople type’ or ‘metropolitan school’ of 
script, either in the ‘busine^’ or in the ‘chancery’ class. As to the first one, Schubart 
stated that ‘there Is not a single stroke in the Constantinople papyrus Cairo 67126, 
which could not have been made in Egypt as well’.3 There is no reason, either, to assume 
that the chancery type was restricted to the capital. For an earlier period Preisigke 
has shown that provincial government offices used the same script as the central ones.^ 
In this connexion a private business document, a vaditnoniumj written in Egypt at 
Memphis in a.d. 599, claims our interestIts script, though much smaller, is astonish¬ 
ingly similar in style and in certain individual letters (5, ij. A, <f>) to the Hamburg papyrus, 
At the first glance it looks more like a product of a government office than like a private 
certificate. The writer evidently was a man with office experience, not necessarily 
acquired in Constantinople, 

Whether the type of script seen in the Hamburg and the Geneva papyri was used in 
the cabinet office of the Emperor too, in imperial documents proper, is not known. 
Neither of the two letters comes from this most central of all chanceries. In the fourth 
century a special t)'pe of script* had been rcaen'ed by law for the use of the Emperor’s 
chancery exclusively and forbidden to subordinate offices.^ Since we have no original 
document coming from the Emperor himself between the Paris-Leyden rescripts 
of the fifth century and the letter of St. Denis frorn the ninth, it is not possible to say 
whether this law was still enforced in Justinian’s times, or to form an idea about 
the script used in the documents of Justinian and his successors. 

opltatfimt, G 1.1 wpfnfTai); qf ^ (H 1- S G 1. 6 ^lAavd/Huir^uu;); by the arhitraty' use of two forma for 
A (H 11. 3 fljid 7 wioAitf, G J. 4 slid the t.atiii fbmi (n) for The list could be teng[thciicd very easily, 

^ Martin^ Idc. dt. loi. 

» W. Schubartp op. dt.p stresses this diifcmnce very strongly ('Geschlftsschrift' and 'Kanzleiadiriff), 
^ \V. Schubart, op. dt. 92. Cf. H. L Bell's reinark on the unity of sr^lc throughout the Empires; Tfu Nm 

PulafG^cfphical Stmly, Ser. 11, pL iSj. 

* F. Ptcj^igkc, DU Imchrift von Skapiapar^me m ihrer BtzUhung zur K^nzltl in Rtm ( = Sekri/t^ 
der S^asshurgff Wtsffn^chdiikhfn Cfidhcha/t, xxx, Stnwsburg, 1917), tlans Ger$tinficr, Em ntn^r 
Bfitrag ziir GrtMchl^ dpr griechijchen amtikheft Kanzldsahrr/t (Pap. Vind. 24473), ^ FT'iCTfer 47 
^[929);, i discussea a letter of the ^cond century, which is too early to be considered here. 

^ Pap- BeroJ^ 7047 ^ Schubart, Papyri Graecae Beralm^maf pi. 46+ 

^ According to Preisigke the Kak^kiiTsrv^. It has a Greek counterpart in the script kno^ n from Pap^ 
BetoL 11533 (= W. Schubart, op. dt.# pi, 35) Soc. ltd. 1247 (vol, stuj, 1943^ pi. i). 

^ Cod. Theodos. 19* 3 (vol. i, p. 468 Mommsen-Meyer): Inipp, Valendanus et Volens AA, ad Festujti 
procoAsulem Africae. Serenitas nostra pro^pexit mdc caclesritim litcrarum coepi$«e imitationcm quod hia 
Bpidbus tuae gravitati» olflciiim consul idiiDtic^s rektionesque compkcTitur, quibus scrfnJa nofitrac perennitstis 
utuntur. p . . Praedpimus —, ut nemo stilj huius cscmplum aut privatim sumat aut publicep 
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GREEK INSCRIPTIONS (1945-1947) 

By MARCUS N. TOD 

The present BibHography, which continues that for I94*“S published in this XX3U, 101^4^ gives a 

brief of bcx>ks and articles which came to my knowledge betw'een the beginning of August 1945 

and the close of 1947* Even now 1 fear that it must neoessarily be incomplete, for a number of books and 

periodicals published on the Continent during and after the World War are still inaccessible in Oxford. 

1 have, howe^^er, been able to idcoiporate in the present survey some items whichp though strictly belonging 

to its predecessor, were sdll out of my reach when that was written. As before, I mdicate by an asterisk 

those works which I have been unable to consult personally and of which my knowledge is derived from 

reviews or bibliographies. 
During the period in question J. and L. Robert have issued three further instalments of their invaluable 

^BuUetid Epigraphique^ all of which contain sections relating to Egypt LVl, 34b“7, LVII, 337"®i 

LD£-JJC, 366-70)* 
Among recent contributions to the study of Graeco-^Roman political and social history sev^eral call for 

notice here, since in them cpigraphical evidence plays the leading, or at least an important:, mle. M. Ti 

Lencer^s valuable article on *Les lois et ordonnances des Lagides^ (CAron* 108-^46) includes a 

classified list of Ptolemaic SAnypci^/rMiTa>7rpo{rrd’yjfj:oTa^Stopi^ii^Ta. and tr^>oyp<ijLifiiiTaiContainmg a brief 

description and bibliography of each, but no text; most are preserved in papyri, but twelve are inscriptions, 

for the most part grants of (op. dt. no. 28, 131—6^ nos* 6-16). Continumg the work of T. C. 

Skeat tt, 30-5), H* Hejjke (cf. JEA SAXi, lot; cE Chron. xvi, aSi) and H. KoimsNBEUTEL 

(s.v. in •Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, RealeiKjclop^k, iOC, 97), W. PeremanS draws up a useful table 

of references to the court ritulature in Egypt in the second and first centuries u,c., without commentanes 

or conclusions tun Oeen, 129—39); neither he nor 1 have seen the thesis of Trinul, Ehre^tiiel 

Off PtoUfffQ^reich (Munich, I94?)j Attention should be called to valuable reviews of Wi Otto and H- 

Bengtso?^^ Zur Gesdiichte des Niedergafiges des /^ci/effiiaeiT™:/ies (cf. JEA XXVii, 153, xxxi, 101) by A. D* 

Nocit (Am. Journ. PhiL LXiii, 217-24), E- Seidl (Zeits. Siw^ystiftung^ lx, 243-6), and C* Fr^AVY (Chron. 

d*£g- XVI, 152-^); the last-named scholar has also reviewed W. Otto's (Chron. tTEg. xvi, 157—S)* 

* 1. BlEiUNSRA^s Etudes stir la ct^nJitimjundique et sottale de la femme greeque en Egypte greco-romaine is known 

to me only through a review by P, CiafESsONI {Ailietmeum^ xvin, 206-7). have 1 access to R. Cal- 

derinPs long article on the double personal name in Graeco-Roman Egypt {^Aegyptus^ xxr, 231^-60, XKii, 

3-45)1, for which 1 depend on the summary and comments of J. and L. Robert (Rev, gr. lix-lx, 307, 

no. 50)* To W, Pere?aans and his collaborators ivc owe an interesting investigation into personal names as a 

criterion of nationality in Ptalemaic Egypt (Mus^n, LDC, 341-52), to which are appended tables shovring 

the numbers of Greeks and of Egyptians known to us as holding office in the higher, local and financial 

administration respectively in thE third ccntuiy' and again in the second and first centuries B.C*; here also 

the material, though predominantly derived from papyri, oomes in part from inscriptionSi F. vqn Sghwind’s 

work Zur Frage der Pubtikaiim hn r^mhehen Redit (Munich, 1940) contains a section (pp. 70—127) entitled 

'Die Publikarion des romisohen Rechts in den Provinzen, insb^ndere in Agypten^ and an index (p* 189) 

of inscriptions cited. 

In the sphere of religion I note P. Botticelli’s topographical repertory of the temples and priests of 

Ptolemaic Egj-pt {^Ai^ptus, xxl, 3-54,3acih 177-365; cf. fiec. SLgr. lix-li, 366, no. 331) and C- Bonner^s 

interesting account of Graeco-Egyptian magii^ amulets, in which the author sets forth some of ihe problems 

which he will discuss in a book of studies on magical amulets which will be published shortly (if/iriTHard 

TheoL Rev. xxxix, 25-54). Naketti's artide on ancient veterinary sutgeons (iTrwwtTpoi)^ in which some 

inscriptions are utilised (*Aegyptus^ xxit, 49-54), receives some valuable supplements from J. and L* 

Robert (Rev. dt. gr^ lli-lx, 304-5, no, 38). 
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I now pass to a topographical survey of inscriptions discovercd^ edited^ or dbcussed during the period 

covered by the present bibliography. The very remarkable work of the veteran cpigraphist Adolf Wilhelm 

entitled /Jtyi^TrrtoKd, i (Sit^ungslmfht^ der Akadeinte der Wissfnschaftm in Wien, CCXXIV, Viennip 1946) 

brings a rich and varied contribution to the study of Inscriptions found in £gypt; its contents will be briefly 

noted in the appropriate places. 

Ale}candda has recently been the scene of some exciting discoveries (cf. JEA xxxip 102). Th^ have been 

most fully published and illustrated by A. Rowk, 'Discovery of the famous Temple-Endosure of Serapis 

ai AJexandria^ Serv. Suppl 2p Cairo, 1946)^ who gives a detailed account (pp. i-io) of the finding, 

on August zjf i943h at the SE. angle of the older part of the Scrapeum, often foundation-plaques^ made of 

goldp silverp hronKC, mud, giass^ and faience and bearing inscriptions in hieroglyphs and Greek stating that 

Piolcmy III Euergetesdedicated r^v vaovKoi tq ri^evo^ id Serapis, followed by the discoveryp on Decernbcr^i, 

1944^ of a similar set of ten plaques at the SW. angle. On October aS and 29, 194.51 two deposits, each of ten 

plaques, and the remains of two further similar deposits were brought to light (pp. 51^4), inscribed m Greek 

and in crypto-hieroglyphs (inicrprcicd by E. DrIOtOS, op. dt. 97-1 is) with the dedication of a shrine by 

Ptolemy IV, beUveen 221 and 203 to Harpocratea toiTa Trpoffruy^a Eapdm&o^ ttai In publishing 

these plaques Rowt discusses also (pp. 10-19, ^5) similar objects from Canopus conutiemorating a 

dedication by Ptolemy U1 and Berenice to Osiris, the 'Bourse-Plaques'^ of Ptolemy IV and ArsinoCp now in 

the collection of King Farouk 1, and similar foundation-deposits found elsewhere, in Egypt, Palestine, and 

Greece, and records (pp. 29-35^ 53) masons' marks, inscribed bases^ and a lamp unearthed in the Piolemaic 

precinct, and the epigraphical finds yielded by the Roman Tr/iei o?. A. J. B. Wage gives a succinct account 

of these discoveries in JIfS lsv^ 106-9^ and edits five Greek inscriptions found in the course of the excava¬ 

tion of the Ptolemaic precinct in 1943-4 Fuadiy of Arts, Farouk / Ujiiversity, ii, 17-26); 

one of these records the dedication of a statue to Serapis in the first half of the third century a.C, and its 

repair at a subsequent period, and all of them contain references to that god„ sometimes in conjunction ivith 

Isis or the odwaoi BtoL P. Jouglit also gives a brief account and discussion of the foundadon-deposits of 

the Berapeum {Compies-rfndus Acad. Injcr. 1946, 680—7)- 

A. Wilhelm rejects (op, cit 3375) W- Peekes restoration and interpretation of a third-centuiy grave- 

epigram at Alexandria {SEG vru, 369), which in hia rieiv refers to the death of Stratonice in childbirth [ 

L. Roheht comments (/W/miVfl, ii, 121-2) on along and curious poem first published by him in C^lkciim 

Frf^ekner, j, no. 77^ reinterpreting in particular IL 7-13; P* Homb^RT in the course of an article {Ant. Class, 

XIV, 319-29) on Sarapis tcoapoKparmp qnd Isis KoaptaKparcipa examines (pp. 324-5) the evidence afforded by 

an Alexandrian inscription of a,D, aib (SB 4275 = IGF 1063and M i^CHWASE seeks to interpret a 

Jewish text {SB 2654) from iVlexandria, substituting (Ruth) for and seeing in the epithet 

a variant of ^lAii^oXos (BulL it. hkt.juwes, i, 101-3). Collart has reviewed in Rev. Phii. sv 

(lxvii)^ +9"S°+ Gutter und AW^^ im ptolemj^chin Akxmdrim (cf. JEA xxxi, laz). 

.A. Wilhelm (op, cit, 33) corrects to in 1. 30 of a decree of an association of 

{cf. JEA x.\v, 90, xsvTI, 154) found at Korn Truga in the Delta and now housed in the Alexandria 

Aluseum (no, 24025)- lie also examines (op. cit. 10-13) ^be erasure of the dedicator's name in an inscription 

of Canopus {SEG VJII* 453) in which a priest of the Nile honours Arsinoe, sister and w'Lfe of Ptolemy IV 

Fhilopator, and restores (op. ciL 5) ([mqpfliJffjavTaff in place of in L 27 of the Rosetta Stone 

(OC/i5 90; cf. SEC 463, 784)* which is also briefly discussed in J. Fineoan, Eight from tfte Ancient 

Past (Priticelon U P., 194b), 115-16. 

Wilhelm further subjects to a careful scrutiny (op. cit. 48-54) some passages (especiaUy U, 1, 5, and 9) in 

a metrical epitaph from Naucratis, now in the British Museum {IBM 1084), which had already attracted the 

attention of W, Peek {Hermes, LX\i, 331-3, Lxvii^ 132)^ and offers some valuable readings, restorations^ and 

mterpretations (cf. Rev. ii*gr* LlX-Ut, 366-7, no* 336), A. J* B- Wage records the acquisition by Alexandrian 

collectors of tn^o Late I [cllcuistic gravc-siclae [ each bears a relief and an epigram and is alleged to have been 

found at Naucratis^ but both may perhaps tsome from Alexandria fjfHS Lxv, 109); oue of these Wage has 

himself published {BuiL Soc. R. d'Arch. d'Aiex. xxxvr, 26h-32) while the other has been edited by P. Jouguet 

(*ibid. xsxv*, 85 cJp xxxvi, pi. i, fig, 2). P. Roussel dis^ctisses some questions arising from the trilingual 

decree of the priests passed in honour of Ptolemy IV on the occasion of his victory over Amiochus 111 at 

Raphia on June 22, 217 b.c., found at Tell cl-Maskhuta, the andent Pithom, and now preserved in the 
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Cairo Museum {SEG VlU, 467); he shows its hL^torical and rebuts the suggestion cf Spi£<iEi:.UERG 

that under Ptotcmaic inHucuce sto^ilatry spread to Syria {Rev^ awr. XLllt^ *53"^)- 

In a metrical epitaph from the cemetery of Lcontopolis (Tell cJ-ychudlyah) A. W ilhelm rcstort^ (op. cit. 

54^5) in place of the editor's [acijpjoi^ (H. Lietzmasn, Zeiis.f. neuiest. Wiss. xxil, 282, no. 18)* 

C. Bonneh, on the suggestion of ! I. C, Yotmie, corrects his previous mterpretation of s stele from Terenuthts 

(Korn Abu BiJlu) dating from the fifth or sixth century a.d. {H<jrv&rd 7heoL xxxvu, 337; efi JEA 
xxxi, 102-3). WlLiJEt.M devotes a long discussion (op. cit. 60^70, 75) to an interesting metrical inscription 

{SEG ^111, 528 -= SB 7S06; cf. h and L. Robert. J^. et gr. lix-j.X. 367, no. 23^) of Memphis (Gizah) 

consisting of two fragments, one {CIG 49^1) in Vienna and the second^ found near the Sphinx, in die Cairo 

Museum^ a neiv text is presented, together with a detailed description by O. Gtr^itAUD and a commentary 

by Wilhelm, who adds (pp. 69-70* 75) an unpublished graffito read by Gu^haud on the back of the Cairo 

fragment. 
The hymns of Isidonis in honour of lsis-f!ermuthis engraved at Medinet Madi in the Fayyum {SEG 

VJIi. 548-51 — SB 8138-41) continue 10 evoke interest and speculation (JEA xsiii, 107. xXV. 91, xxvti* 

154-5. XXXI, 103), In SEG Viir, 548.1 iS, A. J. pESTCCliRE (Rev. e/.gr. Lvl* 346. no. 77) and A. D. NOCIC 

{Am.Jojir73. PhiL LXUr. 222, note 31) independently read kAiJCowc AVa/siv in place of MWar; in 

550.1. 14. Wilhelm suggests (op* cit+ 46-7) that mpTrot is a comiption for (for Robtovtzeff's treat¬ 

ment of this passage see R. Gqossens. GAtwl xvi* 284); in 551. h 2, Wilhelm proposes (op. cit 47-St 

cf. eL gr. |_LX-LX, 368^ nOi 242) (tS?) {1?} for irQit and in I. 20 for and L. Bor- 

CHARDT explains the phrase used in 1. 36 of Porramanres, iLs iv optt. K^i as relating to a 

festival mentioned in seven passages of the ILIahun papyn, the earliest of which dat^ from the fifth year of 

Sesofitris III, father and predecessor of *\mmenenie3 111* in the nineteenth century b.c. (..^wb. Serv, XXXiX, 

377-80; cf. gr. Lvi. 346. no. 77). 

WiLHELM further restores (op. cit. 18-22; cf. Rev. it, gr. ldc-lx* 36S1 no. 241) and comments on SB 
4626, probably from Crocodilopoiis* a royal ordinance threatening with severe penalties anyone w ho should 

fell* remove, or otherwise damage the trees in a sacred grove; he also subadtuies (op. dt. 32) [re] for 

in h 32 of SB 7337* the last extant decree of the Lagida* dated April 13* 41 ».C. (cf. Al. T. Lenger. Chrm. 
d'Bg. XJX. 127-0, ^’^'hile in L 34 of the same decree F* vos Schwind writes Kara vo^ov in plsce of 

Kurd {Zvr Frage Puhlik^tiim tm romischen Recktj los; cf, op. cit. 111-2. C. Pr£auX. C/frem, 

xvi, 295). Wilhelm exammea and explains (op, dtn 55^60) a [omb^epigram {SEG \tii, 47 S “ 7S4^) 

of Hermopotis Magna (AshmunSn), restoring in L 5 [ifa]i fly[(ria]^ t€ icaXat Ttoioujuv^ and A. J. B. VVaCE 

edits a dedicatofy inscription engraved on the architrave of a Doric temple discovered at Hermopolis. 

definitely dating the oonstnietton of the temple and its prednet and the adjoining orod by of Tecrwjuev^* 4v 
rw ^^p/i07ToAiT7j vQ^i^ NXETOLKOL firTTCisr in the reign of Ptolemy 111 and Berenice* between 246 and z2i b.c. 

(jFf/5 Lxv» 109^ BuIleEn 0/ iht Faculty of Arts^ Farouk I University^ til. 1-7)* Wilhelm edits with his evented 

skill (op. cit. 3S-46; cf. Rev, it. gr. Ltx-i.X. 368-9* no. 245) a metrical epitaph of foutteen lines from Coptusp 

dating from second or first century b.c.* and H.C. Youtie discusses a dedication of a.d. 105 from the 

same site {IGR1,1170 = SB 999), accepting the reading Tpig^p-aroi in preference 10 the variant 175 

and seeing in it a reference to Isis cutting off her hair (Tpt;^jua) at Coptus upon learning of the death of 

Osiris (*Harvard TkeaL Rev. xxxix. 165-7; Lix-ut. 368^ no. 244). J. H. Oliver's study of the 

Micu-uTT'Cit in the Greek world includes an examinatioii of a graffito from Kamak. SB 3S03. and a mummy- 

label* i8i? 1743 (Trara, Am. Phil. Ass. lXXI* 313-14), which show the wacaviarfiu as a corporation coiuiccted 

with the cult of Scrapis and Augustus, Wilhelm reprises and restores (op. cit. 24-32. 74; cf. Rev. iL gr. 
Lix-LX. 369. no. 246) portions of a decree (OGIS 194), now in Turin, from Diospolis-Thebes. passed in 

42 B.C. In honour of Callimachus; R. O. FiNH. A, S. Uor>% and W, F. Snyder, in the cour^ of their exhaus¬ 

tive treatment of the Feriate Duraniim^ discuss the problem of the dale of IGR I* 1270* found at DebbahTyah, 

opposite to Gebel^n (Fafc Classkat Studies^ vii, 141, note 620), and A. Batmlle appeals to epigtaphicaJ 

as well as other evidence for his location of the Theban Keramcia at Mcdlmud (C/ii'mi. d^Bg- XXt* 237-44; 

cf. Rev. iL gr. LIX-LK, 369, no. 247). 

Wilhelm explains (op, ciL 5—10, 12-13; cf. Rev. ^t.gr. lix-lx, 369. no. 250) the appearance of the words 

Kai inscribed over the erasure of the dedicant's name on a statue-base from Syene (As^wan) 

honouring Ptolemy VI Philometor (OCIS 122) and on another from Hesaeh* south of Philac. honouring 
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the same king and his wife Cleopatra (OGIS 121 )h and dees a number of sbtular crastires {OGlS 103^ 1^3^ 
125-7), L. Robert exainmES an epigram {IGR 1,1310) of the fiist century A.O* from PhiLae and proposes 
the substitution of/Sotj^os (Latin ^diutar) for in 1.4 {Helkmc^f n, j and H. Letwt^ discusses 
a&esh Serv. XLiv, 227-34) the inscription p SM 4127^ relating to the vision of Marvdiilis Aion, painted 
on the wall of the temple of Mandulis at TalrnJs (KaJabshah)^ which was the subject of an exhaustive study 
by A. D. Nock {Harvard Thi&L Rev. xxvTi, 53-104). 

In The Egyptian Deserts: Siwa Oam (CairOp 1944), 66. A. Fakiiry records three Greek inscriptions found 
on a hill some 5 km. south-west of Siwa. To C. Preauk (CA/oii. XXU, 376^7), C- YoirriE 
Joum. PhiL L3Q!p 502-5; cf- Rev. it. gr. LlX-LXp 369, no. 249), and O, W, REismTH {Cims. Phil. xxxt'U, 
445“S) we owe valuable reviews of the work of H. G. Eatlyk White and J. H. OLt%"ER on the Greek inscrip¬ 
tions from the temple of Hibis in the Oasis of El-Khargah (cf. ^EA xs\ii^ 155); one of the documents in 
question^ the edict of the prefect of Egj-pt Tiberius Julius Alexander {OGiS 669)p is re-edited by S* RlCCO- 
BONC in Fontes Juris Romani Anttjustmiam\ X (Florence^ i94t)p 318-21 ^ no. 5S. 

Severn! Eg^^ptian inscriptions of uncertain provenance call for brief menticn. F. W* Househo^oer and 
D+ W* PRAKiCRN edit a Ptolemaic graflito^ perhaps from Rcdcaiyah near Apollonospolis Magna (Edfu)^ now 
in the collection of Professor C. J. in New A^ork; on a fragment of sandstone are nine elegiac 
couplets accompany'ing a votive oifering to Pan etkiypos kcI probably dedicated by the Leader of 
an elephant-hunting expedition after a successful voyage along the Trogodytic coast between 217 and 
203 BXh (Traur, Am^ Phil. As£. Lxxvi* 108-16). C. Bonner publishes {Hesperia, xin, 34) an inscription, 
probably of Egyptian origin, in the collection of C+ Schmidt^ whicli reads Ad 'HA^ SapdwS^ Atmvi 
A/dpoTTaif Kat *Hptijv and Wilhelm discusses (op. dt. 71-3) the w'ords traced on a terra-cotta cat from 
Eg>'pt (O- RUBfiJJSOHNp Anef, 1929, 212-19) and propoaea the substitution of ciWttnJpia for e^/oar^fita* 
P. Hombert publishes five ampullae of S. Mei^^ of which two are ioscribedj bought at Alexandria in 1932 
{Citron. d'£g. XXtj 173-6)^ and five more arc added by E, DE Bruyn (ibid* sxn, 416-1S), while J. LaSSUS 

comments on ampullae of this type {Smiclumrei chriiims de Syrie, 165). G. Daux reads {BCH Lxvi'-Lxvrif 
140-3) NtMia. (= Ncjtau)p in preference to Zitcia^ in an Egyptian inscription in the British Museum 
{BMI 1079)^ and M. N* Too calls attention (JHS LXi. 39) to A. J. Evans's copy of another text {CIG 4962) 
in the same Museum. E. von ^'Iercklin publishes an inscribed wooden stamp from the Fayyam. now in the 
Hamburg Museum (Archn Auz, 1940, 44). 

I do not know U. MONKIOtEt DE VjLLArm's publication of a new Greek inscription from Axum {*Orient0 
modemo^ XJX, 52o)p 

A few words may be added in conclusion aLx)ut some recent epigraphlcal finds which illustrate the exten¬ 
sion of Egyptian political and religious influence to other parts of the Greek world. 

Two letters discovered at Thespiae in Boeotia are interpreted by their editor, M* Feyel {CmtrButim 
d Vip^aphie beottennei 103-11)+ as probably emanating from a Ptolemy and his wife and as referring to the 
pcntetcric festiv'al of the iMova^la.; their date falls apparently after 215 b.c.^ and their w^riters may be tenta¬ 
tively identifled as Ptolemy IV PhiJopator and Arsbioc respectively^ At Chalcis in Euboea a remarkable 
inscriptionp brought to light in 1938^ has been carefully edited by R. Harder (Abh, BerL Akad^ >943» ^45 
cf ]. and L. Robert^ Rev. it. gr^ lIx-lx. 342.-5, no. 171) w ith a full commentaiy^ and index+ together with a 
detailed examination of other evidence of the Isis-pmpaganda which had its centre at Memphis. It b^ns 
KapirtifKfidrj^f ZapdTTi&i., tbcflaiv TdiSoSp 'QacipuSi iirriKaq^, ^Earla KovpaTp6\ijn^ ... and piocccds with an 
dperoADy^ of Caipocratefl (KapjroxpdiTjs^ eydti Zapambos xtA.)+ ending 
y^trirttpa #ffld rpo^* 'fhe source of the document is revealed in the phrase rdSe iypdtpr} ii€ ottJAijj 
ryjs ev lyTij *Hpaiart^ayt, which occurs in the Isie-aretalogy found at Cyme (W* PEEK, 
Z>rr Isishymnus von Andros und veneojidte Texte^ 122)* L. Robert publishes {Heliemea^ i, 66-^7) a dedication 
to Sarapis and Isis copied at Demetrias (Volo) by G. FougIres and calls attendon to the name [i^tpafTtav, 
which occum on another stela seen by that same scholar, and to three published texts (IG IX {2), 1 joi. 1107, 
1133) attesting the existence of a Serapeum at Demetrias. and J. M- R. Cormack gives a revised edition 
{BSA XLT. 105-6) of the dedication of an aJtar at Benoea EUriBi ^ TriXei (DemitsaSp MoKebeyta, 
no. 61]. 

The publication of the inscriptions found in the course of the Danish excavations at Lindus in Rhodes 
(C. Blinkenberg^LiW^^, 11) iocludes references to Ptolemy I, ll, IV, and V(see Index, pp, 1161-2). a dedi- 
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cation to Sainpi^ and Im (no* 185)^ one to Ammoi^ Paramflion, and Hera Ammonia (no. 77)p tECOrda of 
cult-ssodations of ZVpatrtncjTa/ (no3- 391-2). SapaTTiaerm (no. 656), and Z^pawiaoroi^ABo^iOTul 

(no, 300). of a priest of Sarapis and Isis (no. 193), and of numerous priests of Saiapis (see Inde^tp p, 1181), 
and cuit-giillds of Isis and Sarapis anc aTan found elsewhere on the island of Rhodes (G* FtJCL]1£3£ Cahra* 
TELLI, i^fun^ortOp N.S. 1-ir^ iSz, 185), At Termessus in Pisidia also we find a priest of Sarapis {TA^i m (i)p 

144^ 793)‘ 
C. Pr£aux makes a valuable contribution to the study of \ht date and nature of a composite document 

from Cyrene {SEC IX^ consisting of a Cyrcnean decree followed by a letter addressed to the Cyreneans 
by Urc^tpAlos^ KkiOTrarpa and a royal Trp^^orayfui (Orofl. XVn, 133-49; ibidp 

IIX, 123-3 p 

Finally we may notice C. Bokker's interpretation of the inscription Aieuv IpTrira Kvpt^ So? i^wctjv 
(cari TTmv TT^rpav, engraved on a thin plate of gold discovered at Rome {Hesptria, xitip 30-5)^ as a charm 
against reptiles and scorpions, and his criticism of suggestions offered by P. Maas and H, Sey^IO (ibid, 
349“5*)^ L H* Oliver^s dbcussion (Trans, Am, PM. Ais. LXXI, J12-13) of two Roman inseripdons of 
the second and third centuries a.d. (7G zi\\ 1059, 1084) relative m the Upa rmv TTaiafrarrwv toD 

*Pwpn ^ peyriAou ^npdirtSo? ifox in one of which the Roman date ^rp(o) 
Mauitv is interpreted by ^rts ^arlv Kord VlAefai^pct? Tlax^v m'* 

0 
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A FouiKf^tlon Plaque of Ptolemy IV 

f ' & Ac -rfi^ x ehAAroc i 

,KAijAcfAfrfj 
* ^ ■ - * * ' ‘ f - _ . ’ .] 

cfyjANlAl ; 

-- ■* 

i 

ALTHOuaH inscribed plaques In various materials from fgundation deposits of Ftolemy IV Plulopator 

are not rare^* the example showji above is of interest as having come from a $hririe of Hathor in 

Upper Egypt^^—possibly from the well-known Utile temple founded by Piolemy IV at el- 
MedJneh in Western Thebes,^ 

* Rowe, Suppt^m^t atix Ann. Sen\ Cahier No. n-13, tj, 54-8. p|. 16, i ^ Drioton, ibid. ^ ff.; Montet. 

Lfi fcuiih^ de TamX 145-^, pis. 84-6; xxviiip 53-6^ pL 6; etc* 
* The plaque Is said by its fqoncr ov^Tier to have been obtained in Upper Egypt, 

^ Neither Porter-Moss BibL lip 13J-9) nor Barai^c Sm\ xni, 19-42) menhon foundation 

deposits Bi Dcr ehMtdineh; but in dcseiibinj; his work on the [^teway of the temple Baiaize (op, ciTh 23} says: 

'Une esoivation de 3 fn,X3 tn, avail ^te praiiqu^e sous k fondation, probablement par d€s chercheurfi de 

tresors." Possibly these treasure-hunters were successful in Ending the foundation deposits which they were 

obviously seeking. On the other hand, ii should be noted that, whereas our plaque is dedicated to 
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The plaque^ acquired in April 194S by the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York,* measures 

10-6 X 5*4X0^3 cm. It is of opaque the colour of which "is now largely yellovvish-green with 

light green patches and slight iridescence in places^^ The inscriptions, written in black ink on the 

front and back surfaces, appear with sufficient clarity in the plate to make their further reproductioEi 

unnecessaT>^ 

On the recto, in the hieroglyphic text, we read: 
1. The King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Ptolemaios *An.kh-djet Mery^Iset, son of the King of 

Upper and Lower Eg>TL PtolemaioSj 
2. and (of) the Mbtress of the I’wo Lands, Berenike,^ the Benefactor Gods: to Hathor Who-is- 

(in-)Heaven,^ 

and on the verso, in the Greek version of the same test:^ 

1. King Ptokmaios, 

2. (son) of King Ptolemaios 

3. and of Queen Berenike, 

4. The Benefactor Gods t 
5. to Aphrodite Urania, 
The parents of Ptolemy IV (222-203 named in the inscription, are, of course, Ptokmy lH 

Euergetes I (247-222 BX,) and his wife, Berenike IL^ 
Aside from its staled provenance and its dedication to the goddess Hathor, differences in sisse, 

proportions, and style show that this plaque cannot have come from any of the foundation deposits 

of Ptolemy FV cited on p. 114, n. 1, William C. Hayes 

King Wadjkar^ of Dynasty VIII 

In JEA xxxn, 20-j, I suggested that the king's name , u^appearing in a decree of the Horus 

Demedjibtowe from Coptus {Urk. 1, 306), might be a scribal error for and on the basis of his 

position in Dynasty VI11, as indicated by the Coptus decrees, identified this *Wadjkar^^ with King 

'Nefcrkaur^\ No* 54 of the Abydus list. Although I stil! believe the identification to be highly 

probable, it now seems to me much more likely that the error in copying the king's name was made 

by the Nineteenth Dynasty^ draughtsman who drew up the Abydus list rather than by the Eighth 

Dynasty official w^ho posted the Coptus decree* In other words, 'Wadjkare<" vvould be the correct 

writing of the name, and "Neferkaurff" a mistake committed by a New Kingdorn artisan, who had 

already copied the prenoitien *NeferkarC^* ats times from his hieratic manuscript and quite naturally 

supposed that this was a seventh occurrence of the same name* The plural strokes after the LI sign 

are no less superfluous here than they are in the immediately preceding cartouche (No* 53) of King 

Kakarcf Iby* (Si:tyEA xxxit, 21.) 

\Vho-i5-(in->Hcavt"n (= Aphroditi; UnmiaL the goddess ’ivor^hippcd at Der cl-McdTneh was Hathor Who-is- 
m-the-mid5t'of'7^ebes, the Mislress of the West tPkhl* Iriscr. ftidr. l, ells ff.). A block from Cusae with 
H^chor-heads, of the reign of Ptolemy I, is recorded by Porter-Mosa, op. ck. IV, 258. 

* Accession No. 48.45. ^ Lucas, apud Rowe, op, dt. 7, 8358'* 

' (SeE) 
* T Illy im) pi. On r tiiy (for n^y ?) see Ernian, AViidg. Gramm^, § 83^* This expression, which docs not 

ordinarily occuf among the Egyptian epithets of the goddess Hatlidr (Lan^dnc, Drziouario di Tmtidogia' 

875-^®?; Budge* 0/ the Egypfiamu 458’'38), b perhaps a direct translation of the Greek Odpavla. 
^ Cf. Drioton, op. dl. 57, * Gauthier, Litre da roii, tv* 245-62, 263-72. 
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My ill-considered statement that the throne-name, Wadjkart^^ written in the Coptus decree, 

'does not exist on any other extant monument", is of course not true. 1 must confess that it had 

not occurred to me to identify King Wadjkar^ of D>Tiast>^ Ylll w ith the WadjkarE^ w hose cartouche 

appears in the well-known rock-inscription at Khor Dehmit in Nubia (Roeder, Debod bis Bob 

Kaiabsehe, pK to8); but Petrie {History^ 122) and Save-Soderbergh (Agypien und Nubien, 

43 ff,) are quite possibly correct in doing so* Elsewhere the name occurs on a number of scarabs 

in the British Musetun, dated by Hail to the late Middle Kingdom {Catalogue of EgypUdn Scorobs^ 

25 S see also PSBA xxxiv^ 290-2), In the sixth century' B,c. it was adopted as his prenomen by 

the Ethiopian king Amtalka (Gauthier^ Lwre des rots iVp 54^ Reisner, rs, 75). 

William C. Hayes 

Prince Mehy of the Love Songs 

A CHARACTERISTIC of the Lovc Songs which has set them in a class apart in Ancient Egyptian 

Literature has been the apparent absence of all personal allosionj for the lover seems ne%'er to speak 

of the beloved by name. This simplicity in no w^ay detracts from the charm of these poems, but 

gives to them rather a kind of dateless beauty- However^ it can now be seen that there were occa^ 

sioaaUy exceptions to this styde of composition- One song in the Chester Beatty collection^ can only 

he made intelligible by assuming that the word w'ritten is a corruption of a 

projwr name, Mehy. 'He is perhaps'^ suggests Gardiner^ *a royal prince, for he is riding in a 

chariot accompanied by a band of companions/^ Both emendation and suggestion have since 

jeceived excellent confirmation from nvo ostraca recently published in facsimile and transcription 

by M, Posener*^ The texts are very fragmentary' and only hem and there can a complete sentence 
be read: 

'I spend the day waxing. 

Do not deny me, O my mistrras, do not leave me waiting..., 

... .my horse before the wind through love of her* 

* * .drunk, an island is before him, and the asephyr^t cool_ 

. *.. drunk, ^vhile I am beside him and do not leave [him]... - * 

Enough remains to show unmistakably that they are love songs.+ Now on both ostraca occurs the 

royal name (^H] and he can be none other than the Mehy of the Chester Beatty love song. 

It is thus pckssiblc to establish the identity of at least one person who was the inspiration of these 

songs, though it would be useless to speculate as to w ho he really was and the age in w'hich he lived— 

he was certainly unknown to the scribe of P* Chester Beatty I in the Twentieth Dynasty. Something 

perhaps might be said of his character^ for it b clear from the girPs allusion in the song that he had 

something of the reputation of a Don Juan,' "See, I am thine!” I shall say to him, and he will boast 
of my name.^ 

Paul C. Smithes 

^ Alsn H, Otutlincr, The Librar^^ of A* Chesier Beotly\ CheitfT Beany Papyri, No. r, verso C 2, 4 ff- 
* Op, dt., p. 32, note 1. 

J G, Posener, Catah^ue des ostraeo Ittidrmres de Detr A AUdineti, L L fasc. iit, new. 1C7S-9, 
+ One may be a continuation of tl^e other, but they arc cadi written Ln a different hand* 
s No. loySp A's. 4i no. 1079, 7. The tnimediate context is unfortunately IcKt In both coses. 
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The Serpent Hieroglyph 

In the interesting and inforimtive article on t in his Egypiiwi OnQfTmtkit, Dr. Gardiner has 

equated the snake with translated as S'ipeF* Though it is jxissible that in that late period^ 

when Coptic the language of the country, ^ meant the snake now knovim as the viper, it is certain 

that in the hieroglyphs the reptile was an identifiable species of cobra, A/q/fl n^ro/i£r, the black- 

necked cobra. According to Anderson (Reptiiia and Batra^hm) this snake grow's to the length of six 

feet, the neck is diiatable, though not to the extent of Naja the general colour is pale olive- 

bro\^Tt, and on the under side of the neck are three transverse lines of black. In any of the early 

hteroglypha which have preser\'ed the original colour, the snake is painted dark yellow, usually with 

three lines of black on the under side of the neck^ thus clearly showing the species (Fig. i). Some- 

Fic. 1, Fic. 2. Seeticn of of fitting cobi^. Highly 
magfiiikd. Ah Entrance lumen, Venom canal. 
C Discharge ori^ce. Dr Pulp cavity'. Dentine# 
(After C. M. Eogert),^ 

Fio. 3, Section of fang of non-spitting cobra. Fic. 4, Ivor^^ panel of a small box, Petrie, Royal 
Highly magnified. A- Entrance lumen. B. Venom u, pL 7, 12. 
canal. C. Discharge orifice. D. Pulp cavity. 1. Den- 
tine. (After C. M. Bogert.)* 

times, instead of lines of paintp three cuts are made in the appropriate place; and in later examples 

the lines degenerate into a patch of colour, often dark green. 

JV. mgrkotlis is one of the spitting cobras as its fangs show. The difference in the fangs of a spitter 

and a noii-spittcr lies in the angle of the orifice through which the poison b discharged (Figs. 2* 

and 3). In the non-spitter the venom is ejected downwards and only very slightly outwards. In the 

spitter it is directed very definitely outwards; and, according to the angle of the snake^s head^ it 

can be directed horizontally or at an upward angle of as much as 45^. The distance to w'hich the 

^ C. M. Bogert, Dfntitwnal at Cobras. BaiUftn oj the j^MienVrat Musernn of Natural Hislffry^ lxxxe 

(1942-^). p. 34S- 
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venom can be ejected h various-ly stated as from five to ti^clve feet, and the reptile is said to aim 

deliberately at tKe eyes of its victim or enemy- Should the venom enter the eyes, its effect is to 

cause a dreadful burning pain with immediate blindness, In the ease of small animals, such as rats 

or even oatSi the venom in the eyes causes death in a very short time; but in the larger ammals and 

in man, if the eyes are treated at once, the blindness is only temporary and there are no fatal effects. 

When the creature is in the act of ejecting the venom (of w hich It has a copious supply), it puts itself 

in the 'posture of defence*^ the head reared and thrown backward and the neck dilated to form the 

*hood*» It is this backward slope of the head and neck^ mthout any spread of hood, which is seen in 

several examples of the hieroglyphs of the First Dynasty, of which the fine erect snake of the reign of 

Udy-mu (Petrie, Royal Tombs^ ii, pi. 7^ 13) shows the charactenstic attitude of the head of a spitting 

cobra (Fig> 4). 
It seems, then, that it is Naja nigricolfis^ and not .Y. haje, that is the royal uraeus, the basilisk^ 

which killed the enemies of Pharaoh ^ not by a glance of its eyes as the Greeks believ^ed, but by 

spitting venom as the Egyptians were well aw are by actual obsen'ation. The burning sensation in 

the eyes of the victim was also the origin of the belief that the snake spat fire and flame as well as 

venom. The snake-guardians of the gates of the dnaty which emit streams of venom, are also 

explainable by the habits of the spitting cobra. 
Another point emerges from this identification of ^ with the cobra, for it is the name of a king of 

the First Dymasty, hitherto transliterated as Zet; in vie^v of Dr. Gardiner's article this should now 

be read Edjo, with the meaning of the spitting cobra. The name is thus brought into line with the 

other theriophoric names of that early period, the Scorpion and the Cat-fish, all of which are 

creatures of unpleasant and terrifj'ing habits. 
M. A. Mltuiay 

Fy ‘ cerastes^ 

In Dr. Gardiner's Ancient Egyptian Onomaslica, 11, p« 69* is a note on the w ord fy ‘cerastes', and he 

remarks 'It is curious how' often the consonant/appears in words for snake and the like; is it because 

it suggested the hissing of the rep file ? Po^ibly ^'snake”/'worm", might be a compound 

meaning "'which says fff".' This is precisely the sound the cerastes conmius Hasselq. 

Anderson, Zoology of Egypt ^ pp- 330 pi- 4S) emits when at bay, and ever Since 1 first encountered 

vipers (in 1891) i have regarded the name fy as onomatopoeic. In Arabic the viper is in 

Hebrew in Greek cf- (Pyn 491) and Copt. 00-4 = KCpdorijs (Crum, Copt 

Dict,^ p. 470}. J- G. Jackson {An Account of the Empire cf Morocco, and edn. rSii, p. 110) describes 

the homed viper thus; Tl Effah is the name of a serpent remarkable for its quick and penetrating 

poison. It is about two feet long, beautifully spotted with yellow and brown and sprinkled over 

with blackish specks, similar to the horn-nosed snake. They have a wide mouth, by which they 

inhale a great quantity' of air, and when inflated therewith, they eject it with such force as to be 

heard at a considerable distance.* The present writer has often seen this viper in Egypt and other 

parts of North Africa to the Atlantic coast, and the sound it emits is a long-continued eftf-f. Tristram 

{Natural Hut, 0/ the Bibh\ 1911, p. 274) notes that the horns are alw ays developed in the maJe and 

sometimes to a less extent in the adult female. Emery, ^or^Aha, 19391 p. 91, has noted the absence 
of the cerasteses horns on sealings of early Dyn, i at Sakkarah. Pehcy E. Newberry 
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The Hieroglyphs { and J 

Griffeth (1898, IliereS; p. 26) wrote that the j" sign ‘seems to represent the first sprout from a root 

or seed with a bud at the side' and ‘the special form £ (BH. 1, pU S) apparently indicating the 

succession of years by an artificial multiplication of buds upon the shoot*. Gardiner (i9^7t Bg, 

Gramm,, p, 469, M4) describes the sign as a 'budding sprout’. I believe that a better explanation 

was given by R. S. Poole <1851, Horae AegypUacae, pp, 9-10) who said that it represents a palm- 

branch stripped of its leaves and with one notch. Poole wrote ‘it is worthy of remark that the .\rabs 

make use of a palm-branch stripped of its leaves as a tally by which they keep accounts; and they 

use the term ijt j!n jereedeh, the name of such a palm-branch, to signify a register; and the Persians 

and Turks make use of that word in a similar manner’. HorapoUo (edn. Cory., pp. 9-10) refers to 

the palm hieroglyph in connexion with the year. Frey tag {ici. 1830, i, 264) gives 4'jr ‘Ramus 

palmae longus viridis, aut aridus aut foliis nudatus*. Lane has under 'taille, bols pour marquer 

par des entaillcs ce que Pon fournit ou recoit*. See also Dozy, Suppliment aux Diet. Arabes, 2nd 

edn., I, 1S4. NEVVBEimv 

Zeberged: A Correction 

jj; y^A xxxji, 36 a comparison was instituted between the volcamc features which Mr. \ ikentiev 

finds in the story of the Shipwrecked Sailor and the fact that Zeberged is of volcanic origin. 

Mr. G. W. Murray of the Surv-ey of Egypt kindly sends information which shows that such 

a comparison is not valid. He says that the volcano on the island had ceased to be active some mil¬ 

lions of years before the Twelfth Dynasty; in fact, far back in geologic time and long before even the 

Miocene Age^ 
Hence, the catastrophe experienced by the Serpent King could not have been due to the volcano. 

It could not have been red-hot lava which was rained upon the island, and we are left with the simple 

explanation of his words, that the falling star to which he refers would have been a meteorite. 
G. A. WAiifwmGHT 

Zeberged 

With regard to Mr. Wainwright’s most interesting article on the Shipwrecked Sailor’s Island, it is 

possible that a little more light may be shed on the matter from some folk-lore notes collected 

during the war which have now appeared in BuU, inst. fr. XLiv, 177 ff.* 
At the entrance to Aden harbour, on the west side, is a small island known to the Arabs as .^bu 

Ifaban. There is no classical .4rabic root Habana, but there is Haba 'to drag oneself along the ground 

on the belly' (of a child) or ‘to slip along the ground before reaching the target* (of an arrow). The 

word is clearly a South .Arabian one meaning ‘snakes', or perhaps ‘snakiness’, as the island’s legend 

shows. 
The presiding spirit of the island is Sheikh Abu Hahan, and he is said, like St. Patrick, to have 

cleared it of snakes. A local fisherman recounted that during the w'ar a soldier was bitten by a 

snake on the island and the inhabitants of Little Aden told him that this was because the grave of 

the Sheikh had been neglected. The soldiers, so the story continued, brought a new’ flag {bahaq) 

and whitewash for the stones and no snakes were seen subsequently. 
I did not visit the island so cannot say if there is a real grave or, as is more probable, an old shrine 

given that name. 

* Link Aden Foiklore, by O. H. Myera. Monsieur Kuentz has kindly given permission for the material 
to be used. 
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Fuithcri it is said that no snake will stav in a ship at sea, but that it will at the earli^t moment 

dive overboard. If then a revolver be fired into the sea, the bullet wili follow the snake and kill it 

'as a depth charge follows and destroys a submarined 

It will be seen that the legend resembles that of Zeberged, particularly in Strabo’s version, and 

that the positions of the inlands at the entrance to a harbour are the same. A possible conneAion 

with the Ancient Egyptian story may be found in the fact that Aden exhibited traces of volcanic 

activity until the time of the British occupation» and excavations ten miles away on the mainland 

revealed a layer of burned clay presumably formed by an eruption of hot ashes from Sirah island, 
which sceitis to be the latest cone of Aden, 

There are other indications of a common folk-lore for the area Peman Gulf^ Gulf of Aden, 

Southern Red Sea, belonging to a very early substratum of the coastal population. Much of it 

seems to be connected with the transport of the Mesopotamian date harvest to the south-west. 

One of the important figures in it, the Wall al Ghadtr (read QadJr), has shrines at Little Aden, 

Massawar, Basrah, and perhaps Sflr. That near Aden is said to be his tomb and he is now a Moslem 

saint and has a legend connected with the original "Aidarus al 'Aidarus, an historical person. The 

Wall is said to have been bom at Luhayyah, north of Iludaidah. Unfortunately, information 
promised from Basrah and Massaw ar has not been received^ 

It seems possible that the Wall aJ Ghadtr is none other than the Monsoon, though the present 

figure is probably the primitive dcitj^ combined with an historical Moslem personage. 

Oliver H. Myers 

Note on fjuy^pt * Shrine^ 

O. \ the wTiting board at University College, London* recently published by Gardiner in his A?ident 

Egyptian Onomastka, pi. 23, a group occurs (vs. 2) betw een eftr'sanctuary' and riifw'poles* 

on which sacned shnnes or boats w^erc carried. The group in question (on which see Gardinetj op* 

cit., 1,67) is certainly an emoneous transposition of “0 "shrine^ lit. 'doors of heaven', of 

P. Brit. Mus. 10053, 3t *S. For thi^ Feet in his commentary {Great Tomb Robberies, p. 121) 

quotes P, Harris S, 8 and Berlin 3055,4, 3* In the latter example, however, the expression ^ncy-pt 

has still its full original mcamng;^ it occurs there in the formula uttered by the priestly officiant 

ivhilc opening the doors of the shrine at the beginning of the service: ‘The doors of heaven are open 

(tr«), the doors of earth are ajar (w/), etc/ and is taken from the old spells of the Pyramid texts where 

k is found many times in the form ^the doors {fwy or of heaven are open, the doors of the 

sky are ajar' (Pyr. 525-9. ^1-5. ”32-7, 140S-11 and elsewhere with slight modifications). 
The connecting link between Pyr. and P, Berlin 3055 is the form which the formula takes 

at Abydus: 'The doors of heaven are open, the doors of earth are open, the doors of the sky are 

ajar^ (Calverlcy, TAe Tempk 0/ King Setkos I at Aby doi, i, 4.18 ; 11,4.14. zz). There can, of course, 

hardly be any doubt that it W2s precisely its occurrence in the formula that gave the expression 

ciwy-pi its eventual meaning of 'shrine'. The foregoing is perhaps of some interest since the word 

is not recorded by the Berlin Dictionary except in the Theban priestly title wn fmy-pt 'shrine openeri 

{Wk T, 164, 16)* Jaroslav Ceurt 
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Organization of Ushabti-figures 

In his book on ushabtis {l^s figaritsfs futieraires ^gypfiettJtts), pp* 6-7, Spelters draws attention to 

the fact that cases are kno^vn of 365 ushabtis found in one tomb—evidently one for every day of the 

year—or 401, i.e. 365+36, the latter being foremen, one for every ten workmen, Spelects suggests, 

without beingableto adduce a definite p roof, thatthese foremen of ushabtis were My-r jo 'chief 

of ten’. As a matter of fact they were supposed to be ‘great of ten'* as shown by the first line 

of the hieratic inscription on a ushabti from Gurob published in Brunton and Engelbach, Cure A, 

pi. 46, 6. The rest of the inscription presents difficulties, but may perhaps be transcribed as follow's: 

-fe s 't 
'?'T ^ 

"O ^"great of ten** of Ese^ mate thy men (?) work!* This request addressed to the fi^re of the fore¬ 

man can hardly be invalidated by the fact that onJy three other ushabtis (see op. cit.;, p. i&) inscribed 

with the name of the owner (J ^ found with it. 

It is svoith mentioning that another ushabti-figure from Gumb (op. cit.| pi. 46^ 4) bears written 

three times w^hat appears to be ^ g a common Late Egyptian word for 'chief" (WL 

III. 122, 4}. plural in form, but used also with singular meaning. 
Jakoslav Ceux^ 

Thoth as Creator of Languages 

Among the hieratic ostraca which Professor Steindorff bought in Egypt many years ago for the 

Egyptian collection of Leipzig University and kindly lent to me for examination^ there one 

containing a hiinn to Thoth and consisting of 12 lines w ritten on one side only of a piece of lime¬ 

stone. In 1. 6 Thoth is invoked in the following terms: 

*Hail to thee, Moon-Thoth. who made different^ the tongue of one country from another', a remark¬ 

able statement which for a long time I thought unique in Egj-ptian literature, in this I was, how ever, 

mistaken, for P. Boylan^ in his monograph on 'Fhoth, p. 184, has already quoted as an epithet of 

Moon-Thoth from P. Turin» Pkyte-Rossij 25, 10 —The papyrus is, to judge 

from the rather poor published facsimile, not too legible, and we must clearly read instead of 

and translate ‘who distinguished (or separated) ^ the tongue of country from country ^ Boykn 

also quotes (p. 19^7) the siniLlar epithet applied to Thoth, Lord of Heimopolis, 

‘who distinguished^ the tongue of every foreign land* from Brit. Mus. Stela 551^ L 19 (photo in 

Hiercgl. Texts fr&m Egn. Stelae^ vtii, pL xx\'hi)p but, in note x on p. loi* does not sufficiently point 

out that it is, therefore^ Thoth w ho according to the New Kingdom beliefs created foreign languages* 

* Gardiner points out to me that iniy-r 10 and r^-fi 10 may be identical, the former being a Middle, the 

latter 9 Late. Egyptian formation. 

* The superduous is perhaps due to the following n of 
^ P^st participles alluding probably—as Professor Gunn pointed out to me—to some lost myth or legend 

according to which Thoth difTerendated the languages of the various countries. These epithets might wen 
be cited as evidence of an Egyptian pamllel to the Hebrew fable of Yahwch and the Tower of Babel. 
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another proof that by that time Egyptian gods had ceased to be purely national and were believed 

to show some concern about other nations as weU, a change for which Sethe has quoted interesting 

indirect evidence in Gri^tk Studies^ pp. 432-3- Thoth of course, § *Lord of lunut** 

(Borchardt, Grabd^nhnal des Konigs ^athu-rer^ ii, pL 8^ and text p, 83) and -Lord of fore^ 

lands’ {Urk. I, 54 = Gardiner-Peet^ Inscr. of Sinm\ pL vi^ Borchardt, loc* cit.^ pU 12) as early as 

the Fifth Dynasty. In view of this the role of Thoth seems earlier than the idea expressed in the 

hymn to Aton (Davies, Ei vi, pi. 27, Ih 8^).^ There the distinction of tangua^ and of 

the colour of akin is attributed to Aton: "tongues are distinguished in speakingt their character 

fbccause) thou hast diderentiated the peoples.* 

Jasoslav Cer^ 

* Inhabitants of the Sinai peninsula. 
^ It was also Pmfessor Gunn who drew my attention to this passage. 

likewise; their skin is made different 
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Tilt Rise and F<iU a/ ths Middle Kingdom in Thebes, By H. E, Winlock, Nfw York, 1947* 

In this book the author retums to a topic with which he dealt on several previous occasions, and now 

gives us his latest concl tisions regarding the two I ntermediatc Periods of Egy'ptian history in so far as the 

fortunes of the rukrs of Thebes were involved. After a brief summary of what little is known of the city 

during the Old Kingdom^ he goes on to discuss the relations of Thebes w^ith Heracleopolis, and secs clearly 

that during the earlier period of HeracleopoUtan power the nomarchs of Thebes were subject to its rule; he 

might have gone farther and stated that the early Heracleopolitans governed all Upper Egypt^ since the 

frontier with Nubia was under the control of the Theban nomarchs (see the mseriptions quoted on p. 6) so 

that the king whom the rulers of Thebes acknowledged dearly had authority over aB the south down to the 

First Cataract. Confirmation of this may be found in the well-known occurrence of the Heradcopolitan 

roy-al name Mciy'ibr£f at ikswiln (Petrie, History^ i, 131) and in the fact that these northern kings commanded 

the services of Nubian troops (JEA xxx, 62; Save-Soderbergh, Agypien u. Nubkn^ 52). 

In a short discussion of the chronology of X^yn. XI, WLnJock concludes that it lasted for 143 years from 

2134 to 1991 s.C^j commencing with the first Intef who claimed independent royalty. He then proceeds to 

describe the struggle which began when the Theban nomarch Intef III (?) broke with his overlord and 

assumed the royal style as * the Horus Seher-towfi, the Son of Intef (1)'. The general course and ultimate 

outcome of the bitter civil Avar w hich ensued are matters of common knowledge, but as regards the details 

of the earlier stages of the fighting I am not in entire agreement with the author's reconstruction; I hope m 

due course to deal with this topic elsewhere. As regards the shin soldiers Avhom Winlock found buried in 

the royal precinct at Dl^r eUBahri, it is obv-ioua that to have been accorded this unique honour they must 

have fallen in some desperate affray of the utmost importance which may have been, as be very plausibly 

suggests^ the capture of the enemy capitaL Since these dead numbered only about sixty', Avith the consequent 

suggestion that the force engaged was quite small, it is argued that the total contemporary^ population was 

little more than a million. This conclusion may be correct, but it is erected on a somewhat insecure founda¬ 

tion; these sixty men may represent, not the whole of the casualties in a particular action, but only those 

slain in some especially heroic and vital attack, made perhaps by a small company Avhich suffered severely, 

and which therefore received exceptional honours. 

The third chapter of this book is concerned Avith the history' of Dyn, XI subsequently to the collapse of 

the Heradcopolitan kingdom, and Includes an amunt of the funerary' temple of Nebhcpetr£f Menthotpc 

at Der el-Bahri arid of the adjacent private tombs; the temple of his successor S^ankhkar^ Avas hardly begun 

when that king died. As for the end of the dynasty^ Winlock reasserts his view, now gencraBy accepted, that 

after the reign of S^ankhkaret Egvpt was cursed with a dynastic struggle from which there emerged a king 

of non-royal parentage, Neb towers* Menthotpe, and that his vizier, Amcnemhet by name, eventually himself 

seized the throne as Ammencmes I. Chapter IV deals Avith the well-knoAvn relief of Nebhepetr^ at the 

Shatt er-RigSl and the accompanying inscriptions^ and the opportunity is taken to give some account of the 

royal family and of the principal personages of the Court. The Son of Rca Intef Avho stands befor^King 

Ncbhcpetr&^ in the relief, and xvho has been the subject of much speculation, is doubtless rightly regarded 

as a son and heir of the reigning king who predeceased him. Chapter V discusses the M.K. graffiti found 

high on the face of the mountain behind DEr el-Qahri; Wirdock’s study of them leads him to the conclusion 

that they Avere made by priests whose duty it W'as to watch for the start of the procession of Aniun from 

Kamak to the funerary foundations of the kings of Dyn. XI across the river and to signal to those beloAv that 

the procession was on its way; he is also of the opinion tliat this annual V'isit of ikmun to the VA'est bank was 

instituted by Ammencmes I for reasons of prestigep 

Passing briefly over the history' of Dyn. XII, %vhich docs not strictly concern his purpose, the author 

passes on to the problems of the Second Intermediate Period. In his view the Thirteenth and Fourteenth 

Dynasties were contemporary' almost from the fir^t, the latter having Xois as its capitaL In common with 

some other scholars, he equates the King Timaios Avho according to Manetho suffered the shock of the 
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HyksDS invasion with the Dsn- XIII mler Djedncfctrfi^ DedmosS believing Dje^ihetep^c^ DedmoaC It 

to be a later ruler of that line who succeeded in holding out in the south. The Xoite Dyn. XIV is supposed 

to have Tuaintained its independence until sonie t^vcniy yesre or so before the outbreak of the War of 

Liberation. Dyn. XV3, which appiirently had its northern boundary at Abydua, is assumed to have Mowed 

di rectiV on Dytin XI11 and to have ruled at rhebea until the Hyksos captured that cit)'; ^ inlock believes that 

it was Khian who overcame I'hebesi and that it was his successor Apophb w^ho crushed the Xoite kingdom 

before he w'as hiinself attacked by the Theban King Kamos^, With this \iew I find It difficuU to agree. 

In the first place, the fact that in P. Abbott the royal tombs of Dyns, XVI and XVIi appear to follow in 

regular chronological and topographical sequence suggests that Dym XVII followed directly on Dyn* XV^I^ 

and if this be so, the Hyksos conquest and subsequent evacuation of Thebes must have taken place before 

the beginning of Dyn, XVI; but, however this may be, there can be no doubt that in Dyn, XVII the Theban 

kingdom was virtually independent, and we Icam from the Camajv'on Tablet that in the days of King Kamoag 

the frontier with the Hyts^ lay as far north as Cusae. It is hard to believe that the conquest of Thebes, the 

period of Hvksoa dominadon ihcre^ the loK of the souths a peaceful inters al with a stabilized frontier, and the 

War of Liberation, can all be crowded into part of the reign of Khian and the single reign of Apophis, These 

diHicuIdcs arise from the fact ihat In order to reduce the Hyksos names to the traditional number of six* 

Winlock combines the three kings named Apophis, of whom have evidence, into one, 'I’his indeed may 

have been what happened in the 'Purln Papyrus and in Manetho^s sources, but the fact rcmaiiis tliat we have 

three distinct prenomens attached to the name Apophis, and it is hardly likely, despite the author's belief 

to the contrary, that they can all belong to a single king. If, however, w^e accept the view that there were 

three successive kings named Apophis, who in later tradition became merged into one, the chronological 

difficulties become much less - of the three Apophis kings, ^AAvoserre* held Gcbelen, and must therefore be 

Apophis I. ^Aknedr€< Apophis H (?) from the form of his prenomen would appear to be contemporary 

with the earlier part of Dyn, XVII, and he b probably the xApophb named ia the well-known tale of the 

quarrel with King Seknenr^ of Thebes; according to Petrie, i/utorj, i, 3164, all hb surviving monuments 

w^hose provenance is known belong to the Delta, NebkhepeshrE^ Apophis 111 (?) b less easy to place, but, 

since his prenomen b buOt around the word ApJTatchion’ and since a dagger is known bearing this prenomcn 

associated with a figure of a fighting man (op, cit, i, 266), we may reasonably conjecture that he succeeded 

to the Hyksoa throne while the War of Liberation was actually in progress. Another possible reason for the 

limitation of the Hykscs names in the king-lists to the traditional number of six is that the lists may have 

recognized only Apophis J, who, at any rate for a rime, held the Thcbaid, as a real king of Egypt, and that 

his successors were ignored because they were both involved In the losing struggle with the rising ride of 

Eg^^tian nationalism. 

An interesting final chapter deals with the articles of use mtiodiiced into Egypt by the Hyksos and adopted 

by the Egyptians, Apart from the obvious iristance of the horse and chariot, the author Includes the com¬ 

pound bow, metal arrows-heads, the Apf-falchion, modified designs of battle-axe, sw'ordj and dagger, and the 

general use of bronze inst^d of copper. To the Hyksos also he is inclined to attribute the introduction of 

the helmet and body-armour as worn by the later Pharaohs, while among more peaceful importations he 

includes the shidufi improv'cmcnts in Indus trial apparatus, and perhaps the breed of humped cattle, !n 

his discussion of the Egyptian home and its harness he remarks that when first introduced into Egypt the 

anin\al was not strong enough in the back for serious riding, though it could be ridden short distances (see 

his pis, 22 and 24)* While on this topic, however, it might perhaps have been pointed out that in the scenes 

of the battle of I^dcsh under Ramesscs 11 w-e notice a few riders, while at a later date in the stela of Pi^ankhi 

it is expressly stated that when Tefnakhte left Memphis after his Eying visit to encourage the garrison, he 

departed on horeeback and not by chariot {Urk. in, 3a), No doubt the breed had been improved since 

Dyn* XVIU. 
In conclusion, let it be said that this book is a valuable and sdmularing work. If perhaps an unduly huge 

portion of this review has been gi%'en up to criricism, it is because only by discussion and argument can we 

attain to some approximation to the real truth, and the fact remains that the publicarion here examined is an 

important study which no future historian will be able to ignore. 
R, O, Faulkner 
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Andeiii Egyptian Maimsh and Industrtts. By A. Lucas. London^ Edw^ard Arnold^ 351. 3rd cd. revised and 

reset 1943+ Pp, 570, 

As a former Dlrectior of the Chemical Department in Egypt and Honorary Consulting Chemist in the 

Department of Andquldes at Cairn, Mr. Lucas had e^roerptional opportunities of applying Kis expert scien¬ 

tific knowledge to chemical problems in Egy^ptology. He took a large share in the work of restoring the rich 

stores of material from the tomb of Tut^ankhamvin and presenting them for the Museum in Cairo. 

Much fresh knowledge has become aviiiJable since the second edition of this work appeared in 1934- The 

bemk has been largely fcw'rftieni rearranged:^ much cniatged. Three additional chaptci^ on AdhesiveSp 

BeadSp and Inlaid Eyes have been added and other new material deals specially with Dyeing, Glass, Glazed 

Wancp Mummificationp Perfumes, Pottery, Stone Vessels, Sugar, Textile Fibres, and Wood, 

The problems and pitfalls which beset die research worker in this field of chemical investigation ate many 

and varied. In the course of hundreds of years alow chemical changes may take place so that analyses of 

materials may yield results which arc entirely misleading as regards the nature of the original substance. 

The solubility often decreases with age and exposure and therefore solubility in a particular solvent may 

not be an original but an acquired characteristic. 

Even the process of cleaning may introduce mbleading factors. It has been stated, for instance, that 

andmony plating was icnowm in Egj^t in about the Fifth or Sixth Oynast^^ The author shows that the 

chemical, mechmical, and electrolytic methods used in cleaning may have brought about the reduction of 

the oxide of antimony (or other antimony compound present in the corroded surface of the copper) to the 

metallic state, thus producing the appearance d^ribed as plating. Besides, other considerations render it 

most unlikely that the metal was ever produced from the ore at such an early date# 

Improved methods of chemical analysis have yielded valuable results# The author rightly criticizes many 

of Rentier's figures obtained from very small quantities of material^ which did not jwrmit of a duplicate 

check analysiSt were somelimes based merely on a probable idendfication by smell, or from negative 

results upon a process of exclusion. Thus the criticism of results obtained in the past as well as the correc¬ 

tion of erroneous statements which, once in print, have been reputed from book to book, are particularly 

valuable. 
A fenv examples may be quoted here. It has often been stated that egg-albumin (white of egg) was used as 

an adhesive for ancient Eg^'ptian paint, but Mr. Lucas points out that this has not been satisfactorily proved. 

Many ptecise statements, often mere guess-work, have been made regarding the nature of the lesina 

anciently used and few have been identified with certainty. Mummy tissue becomes so changed with age 

that it has the appearance of resin and behaves with solvents in the same vv-ay as resin. 

Despite many statements to the conuarj' (including those of Diodorus and Strabo), natural bitumen 

(pitch) was never employed for mummification until Ptolemaic times at the earliest. Much of the material p 

especially from later mummleSr is black and looks like bitumen. x\galn, it is very improbable that emery 

was used as an abrasive. 

The general idea that the ancient Egyptian eye-paint (other than green malachite) consisted of or con¬ 

tained antimony or any antimony compound, is incorrect and there is no justification for calling it antimony^ 

stibium (an early w^ord for the sulphide of the metal), or other name implj'ing such composition. The mis¬ 

understanding has probably arisen from the use of an antimony compound as an eye medicine by the Greeks 

and Romans. 

Mistranslations have been responsible for much confusion. For instance, the word midmt (cyc-paint) has 

often been mistranslated andmony. Breasted Rec.) makes no mention of turquoise {m/bH) and has 

mistranslated the word wrongly as malachite, which is frequently confused with other green stones (green 

turq, green feldspar, and even beryl). The mineral occurs in Sinai and in the eastern desert and w'as obtained 

anciently from both placid ^ at first probably from surface outcrops, for use as eye-paint, and later by mining 

for the prcMiuction of copper* 'rhe Egyptian name for malachite was ismL 

There has been much confusion, too, between nitre (potassium nitrate or saltpetre) and natron (sodium 

nitrate)# The word ntry meant what is now called natron^ a natural soda. The nitron of Herodotus and Its 

Latin equivalent the nifnim of Pliny arc often wrongly translated as nitre Instead of natron and sodium 

nitrate is frequently referred to as saltpetre. Inhere \s no evidence that nitre w^as either known or used 

anciently in Eg)^pt* It was not used for mummification or glass-making. 
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Mr. Lucd^ Stresses the importajiGc of the comet use of iucchnical terms and deprecates the use of the 

words 'enamerp ^pasted and de verr^ in conne!d:on with glass. The nrtateria! should be called what it is— 

glass. The tumi 'gesso* should be restricted to a particular plaster made of whiting (chalk) and glue and not 

used for plaster made of g>'psum or gypsum and glue. Pens ustd in ancient Egypt were madc^ not of reed, 

but of a parti cukr kind of rush. Reed pens were not used until the Graeco-Roman period. They were 

pointed and split (as the old-fashioned quills) and are related to the adoption of the Greek alphabet for 

writing the Egyptian language in the fourth centur>' a.d. 

The book brings home to the reader the resourcefulness of the ancient Eg^pllans^ the wide range of their 

knowledge of the properties of materials and the varied uses to which they may be put. For instanccp bees¬ 

wax was used as an adhesive for luting lids on vases^ fixing alabaster vases to their pedestals and Hint teeth 

in sickles, for cementing mor handles and for curling and plaiting wigs. Materials were subjected to a 

variety of ireattnents. Silver was sialned—^ strange tastCj as Pliny remarks—'Strange to relate the v'aJue 

of the silver is enhanced when its splendour has been sullied'. His description strongly suggests niello^ of 

which a few examples are known from Egypt, Pink gold was popular in the Eighteenih, Nineteenth* and 

Twentieth Dynasties and wus produced intentionally by dipping In some iron solution which left a very 

thin film after the application of heat. 

Some idea of the enormous scale of ihc activities of the Egyptians may be gained from facts given, for 

example, of the mining output calculated from slag depositsh Stone vessels totalling in weight ninety tons 

were found in one of the passages of the Step Pyramid. 

Gold is found in over a wide area either in alluvial sands and gravels or in veins in quartz nock and 

was worked in pre-dynastic times. Over loo ancient workings are known and some were worked to a dqjth 

of 100 feel. As Hocart sayss ^Tbc EgT, ptiiiJis were very thorough prospectors and no workable deposits 

have been discovered which they overlooked/ Egyptian gold aJw'ays contains silver (often i6% or more) 

and other metals, and this misled Petrie in bis deductions as to foreign sources. The solid gold coffin of 

Tutfankhamun weighs 5^6 lb, troy. 

In a historical summaiy, the author reviews the geographical and climatic conditions in which Egyptian 

civilization devdoped and gives indications of the approximate dates, marking the introduction of the use 

of variDus materials. He shows how different processes originated and developed and also discusses the 

possible influence of exchange of ideas with neighbours. 

The manuscript was revised by the author shortly before his death in 1945 and will long continue to be 

the authoritative and standard work on the subject. 
R. W. Slole:v 

The Pyramidj 0/Egypt. By E E. S. Edwards, with drawings by John CmiUKSiiANK Rose, Pelican Book No. 

A Penguin Books, West Drayton* 1947. 256 pp., 15 plates, 34 drawings. Price ir, (later u. 6rf.) 

Whilst the Penguin publishers have produced several reprints of remarkable books of archaeological 

interest, there arc but few of their books which are original works and this is one of the bestn Small though 

it isp the author has produced a very worthy successor to \'ysc and Perring, which is, as far as the rcvidwcr is 

aw'are, the only previous attempt to deal w'ith all the Pyramids then known. 

In his introductory chapter the chronology and nchgious background are sketched. Next follows a de¬ 

scription of mastahas. The step pyramid of Djoser is then considered, after which comes a chapter on the 

transition to the true pyramid- The fundamental Gizah group comes next and then the pyramids of the 

Fifth and Sixth D^masties, There foliow^s a chapter on later pyramids and hnally a discussion of the con¬ 

struction and purpos-e. Tables, bibliography^ and index complete the work, ft U well printed, the illustra- 

dons arc clearly drawm* and the plates arc as well reproduced as can be expected in so inexpensive a book. 
'Fwo small misprints of a quite unimportant character occur on p, 25, 

This is an objective and clear account of the pyramids from the earliest to the latest times- If it were 

possible to squash a popular fallacy which has once established itself the peculiar religious notions concern¬ 

ing the Great Pyramid and its mj'sdc significance should be annihilated once and for all by the description 

of the pyraiTud complex with its two temples, sun boats, etc- l"hat it bad a mystic meaning for the Egyptians 

is probable but it was utterly diHereint from that of the British Israelitcs. 
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The author very wisely says Utile or nDthmg about the absurd theories that have attached themselves to 

the pyramids and especially to the Great Pyramid^ but he might have made a little more of die astronomical 

features. Proctor^s idea that a pyramid ootild have been an observatory is of course quite out of the question^ 

but Antordadi {UAstror^omit j^gyptknriej Gauthier VillarSp Paris, 1934) devotes a whole chapter to the 

subject and although his data are utterly antiquated some of his matter is not whoUy fantasticp Hogben in 

bis for the Citizeri (p- 225), following Ncuberger^ makes the quite incorrccc statement that Sirius 

could have been obsen'cd at culmination through the air hole which enters the King^s Chamber* in 2400 B-C. 

I fe is apparently unaw^are that the air tunnel has a kink and enters the chamber at floor-level* Also it is not 

square to the face of the pyramid, as Hogben assumes. John I lerschcl of AstFonomy^ 4th ed., 1851* 

p* 19a) lays great stress on the fact that the descending passage points back to the lower culmination of the 

pole star (alpha DraconLs) about 2000 b.c. but neglects to notice that diis passage has an inclination of almost 

exactly t in 2. The excellent orientation of the major pyramids is, however, a fact. Whether it was simply 

a matter of meticulous care or bears a real significance is open to question* 

The analogy with the ziggurais of Babylonia and the teocaliis of the Mayas and Aztecs has often been 

remarked on. The ziggurats are known to have been temples and were built in stages* so that the analogy is 

rather to the step pyramid than to the true pyramid* There is not the slightest indication that the pyramids, 

step or otherwise, were ever temples^ although temples were attached to them. Ziggumts in the older cases 

were orientated hut by the comers and not the faces^ There is no good evidence that ei iher ziggurats or teocallis 

developed from cairns or W'ere at all funereal in origin, whereas pyramids w ere in all cases tombs or cenotaphs. 

On p. 210 the author gis^es a figure of a circular wall by means of w hich the azimuths of equal altitude of 

any star having northern declination can be found. The bisection of these azimuths would provide the true 

north. Is it not, however* rather a strong assumption that the Egyptians used such a method? The centre 

mtrMet must he steady and truly central* the v^-all must be x^ry level, the obsen^er must keep the mtrkfiet 

at a constant level. Simple as the principle seems to be* it involves the whole idea of spherical astronomy 

which was not developed until the lime of the Greek mathematicians. It is much more probable that the 

average position of a closely circumpolar star (possibly alpha Draconis) or the average direction of the 

shortest shadow of the sun on a level surface ^^-as used. 

The author makes an interesting suggestion that the pyramid symbolized a ramp to heaven* perhaps as 

distinguished from a staircase, and remarks on a meteorological phenomenon of diverging ray’s of sunlight 

partially screened by cloud which might have suggested it. This seems rather a tour dt force since there are 

many varieties of such phenomena and we have to consider the pyramids in their cult use as well as the 

funerarvv one. The symbol in NewoseiTe*"a sun temple, in the Ben&cn temples at Heliopolis and Tell 

el-'.Amamah, and on the top of obelisks, is difficult to reconcile with this hj-pothesis. In this connexion it 

is an interesting speculation that the hntm bird (referred to in association with the pyramidlon at fleliopolis 

in Pyr. may have been thought to perch on a pyramid (compare the Phoenix legend), hence perhaps 

the association of the hieroglyph ^ with the bird called bh on the Senennmt celestial diagram, but bnmv 

in the later versions. The identification with the planet Venus is not unnatural since Venus flits about the 

sun. It also has a very exact 243-year period* six of which approximate to the so-called Sothic year. 

Another line of thought on this subject is that the form of the pyramid is purely an aesthetic question. 

The proportions are, it is true, such that, in the best types, the height is seven-elevenths of the base, which 

closely approximates to the ratio of the diameter to the semi-circumference of a circle, or to an equality^ 

betw'een the square of die height and the area of one sloping face. It cannot be both these things since they 

arc independently equivalent on geometric principles. Docs this proportion constitute a Platonic idea which 

pleases the artistic mind ? Other forms look spindly or dumpy but is this because w-e are used to die standard 

type? Or again was it Just an architectural roy'al fashion* which developed after Snofru had experirnemed 

with various types ? 

As to the circular relation there is no reason to suppose that the Egyptians took any real interest in pfi 

Their astronomy shows very litdc concern with circles* which are Pythagorean or Platonic. The 24-hour 

circles in Senenmut's celestial diagram are the first indications of any such interest. The famous dtumai 

star ring of Diodorus in the Ramesscnm w'as probably a circuit, not a circle. Certainly if the proportions 

of a pyramid include this pi relation, it is so succ^^fully hidden, so unpractical to apply* and so very little 

use when so applied, that the ^wdsdom of the Eg^^jdans^ \v3£ sadly lacking if this svas the best they could dol 
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The author supports the suggestion that brick or earth ramps were used Ln the construction of the pyra¬ 

mids. This may of course be partially true but such a ramp, especially if, as he sugg^ts, it covered one whole 

face, would lead to tremendous engineering problems if it extended to the height of 4S0 feet. The slopes 

would need to be very flat if even only |-ton blocks had to be hauled on sledges. The quantities of bricky 

earthp timber for roads, etc., would be prodigious. Probably it w'auld be much easier to build ramps of 

light masonry. Wind eifects alone wouJd be very serious on sand or earth ramps of this height 

It is a very remarkable fact that although the pyramid has a clear relation to the salar religion, the Pyramid 

Texts make but comparadvely fewr references to the deceased Pharaoh as aproti%^, companion , or even sujto- 

gate of the Sun-god. The sun boats w^hich seem to have been an essentia] feature of pyramids are but rarely 

mentioned. This is presumably due to the primitive sanctity of the texts which go bach to a dme when solar 

religion was a minor or perhaps cicn-cxistent feature of Egyptian rchgion, but it is very anomalous. 

Herbert Ciiatliy 

E^^piian Pyramids. By Leslie GrInSEll, F.S.A, John Bellow’S Ltd.^ Gloucestefj 1947. 194 pp.^ i4pUte3^ 
27 line drawings, 0 maps. SmaJl quarto, 35r. 

It is a very remarkable coincidence that two books on the Pyramids should appear in one year. Fortu¬ 

nately they are complementary rather than compeddvc, since Mr. GrinselPs approach to the subject 
difFem from that of Mr. Edwards. 

!n the first part^ after a general introduction, the pyramid complex h described, then follow an account 

of the evolution and decline of the pyrairuds, an excellent description of construcdonal problems, and a 
discussion of the Pyramid Texts* 

In the second part there is a topogmphica] analysis of the p)TamidSj followed by an appendix Listing the 

objccta from pyramids which are to be found in various museums. Then come a chmnologieat table of 

pyramids and their builders and indexes of subjects and Egyptian persona] names. 

Each chapter is followed by a very complete bibliography, 'fhis alone h a valuable hem. 

The discussion of construction k very well done, but the author throws no very useful light on the 

problem of raising the masonry, except that in dg. 7 an attempt is made to shov%^ how temporary' ramps may 

have been used. These are indicated as of rough masonry, a view with w hich the reviewer is in complete 
accord. 

There is a statement on p. 57 as to the Egyptian year which is open to quesdon. It is stated that the three 

seasons 'Inundadon', 'Winter', and ‘Summer’ with the five epagomcnal days made up the year, beginning 

on about July 19. This bald account is misleading, since the year was ’vague’ and consisted of only 365 

daw, so that each year the beginning shifted hack a quarter of a day in the true tropical year. It is by no 

means certain that the first season means 'inundation' and it would in fact be much preferable that the three 

seasons should be given ^eir Egyptian names without attempt to translate them. The ‘19th July* in the 

hypothetical Sothie year is not the July 19 as we undcistand it according to our Gregorian calendar but 

refers to the old JuJkn calendar. For the year 3000 b.c, it was June 33 by our calendar. This is a dangerous 

subject which has led to much misconception and hasty conclusions, as witness Mr. Sewell’s highly 
conlrovcrsial article in The af Egypt, 

The illkifitradon (fig. 9) or* p- 1^4 sJiowb the rtia^nry of Khcops" pyramid as consisting of aLmo^t vertical 
Layers about a central pillar. Surely thk Is not correct? 

Would ii not now be possible to make some investigations in the village of Nazlet es-Samman to discover 

the relics of the \ al ley Temple of this Pyramid ? ^ow that the Egyptian Oovemment is carrying out 

archaeological research there could be no national or religious objections, and as to cost as far as the reviewer 
remcmbcis there ire no important buildings in this village. 

The author very rightly attaches much ittiportanee to the Pyramid Texts and remarks on the appearance 

of these texts when solar temples ceased to be built. It is not very clear what the ftinctlons of these temples 

were. The fact that they are situated in the ccttieicry area may perhaps indicate that they also have some 

funereal significance. The whole subject bristles with diificultics, many of which may never be resolved. 

There are several aerial views of pyramids which give a far better idea of the layout and surmmdings 

than has heretofore been possible. Some notion of the technical difficulties of excavation and still more of 
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onglna] construction are convened by them. Unfortunately they have lost some of the definitiori m the pro¬ 

cess of reproducdoa but they axe still quite good. 

The author gives some attention to the subject of the boats which occur in both pyramids and sun 

temples^ Thic^ boats clearly refer to the sun, although it ought perhaps be indicated in some instances 

that the deceased was to be the sole passenger. On the principle that the Image creates the invisible double 

it is almost certain that these were provided so that the Pharaoh might travel with or even as the Sun^ 

especially in the Afterworld, Their presence at the Great Pyramid is rather a nasty knock for the still very 

numerous believers in the Pyraiiiid as a relic of Melchi^edek! 

lu his introductoiy' remarks the author impli^ that pyramids are comparable with the cairns or turnuU 

of western Europe* Is this really legitimate ? Of course, it has often been put forward^ but there seems no 

reason to suppose that the cairn was a primitive type of tomb In Egypt. Is it not more probable that cairns 

developed from pyramids than the reverse? In China where great mounds serv^ed much the same purpose 

as pyramids it seenris possible that they are a later development rather than the earliest form. Chinese 

traditions refer to surface disposal of the dead as preceding mound burial. The pyramid essentially a 

royal tomb+ whose form and size indicated the royal fate and was assimilated, whether by pride or religion 

(probably a little of both!) to the welfare of the country. Even the late Nubian pyramids, which the author 

dismisses with a few words, were royal tombs. 

The motives that drove the builders of the pyramids to their tremendous tasks were doubtless muted. 

Respect for the dead, grief, desire to enhance the family or dvnastic name, belief in the magic power of 

ritual to benefit the dead and the living, old custom, and ambition or religiosity of the priests, doubtless all 

played their parts, but it still remains a wonder that early man could devote such prodigious efforts to rather 

futile ends. Breasted has emphasized the part which this practice pbyed in the development of thought and 

conscience. On the other hand, the modem Marxian school must have consideiable difficulty in reconciling 

it with the economic theory of history. 
Herbert Cf*ATLE¥ 

The Aiphabet: a Key to the of Mankind. By Davib Dirixger^ D.Litt. Hutch insons. London, etc. 

No date. 607 pp. 

I must say at once that this is a review of only a very small part, about 4 per cent.j, of this large book, published, 

1 believe, in 1948 (the publishers have presumably good reasons for departing from custom so far as to omit 

the date). It alms at being no more than a criticism by an Egyptologist of those pages relating to Egyptian 

writing and the possibility of an Eg^^ptian source of our alphabet.^ 

The present writer believes that no one man could adequately compile thb book^ with its enormous range, 

without obtaining the help of specialists—and good specialists—at every' turn, and that no one man could 

* review it properly without similar help. The work has obtained a very good press, mostly in very general 

terms. It is lime that its quality was tested by someone getting to grips with a part of It the subject-matter 

of which he is more or less familiar with* 

This, then, 1 propose to do+ as regards the Egyptian part, which is contained mostly in pp* 5S“7if 

iSg-gi, 19^5-7, and 467-71. With the rest I am not at all competent to deal; but a cursory glance through 

its pages has rev'eaJcd, on p. 36, that ^the Assyrian cuneiform writing' is said to have been 'In later times 

practically a syllabary'^ the truth being that the later the writing the less it was a syllabary^ and that many 

late Assjrian texts are mostly ideographic; that on p* 41 cuneiform h said to be probably the most ancient 

system of writing, when what b meant b, of course, Sumerian writuig^ quite a different dung; that in 

Fig. tS, 3, Assyrian ^ is said to be the vowel o; that Fig. 3, 4, Fig, 134, i, and Fig* 303, 5 are upside- 

down; that a book swarming wHth specimens of writing and alphabets gives not a single example of any 

modern European handwritings, as though the development of these from medieval ones w^ere a matter of 

no importance in a book dealing with the alphabet; and that there are no specimens of Hebrew vovreL 

pointing, a device of great significance in the histoiy of alphabetic writing. 

1 But I purposely omit any dbeussion of the contro^'ersies as to the origin of our alphabets and the possible 
part played by the 'Suialtic script' therein. 
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Bui to iret to the Egvpiian parts^ which alone really concern me. , -h 
It IS a pity that, in the pages 1 am considering, there are no references to the sourcea of the illustrations, 

although nearly all of them are taken from previous tvorks. ^ i c u t- 
It is also a pity that nearly all the hiemglv'phs are shown in the abnomial direction, i.e. facing left. But 

Dr. Diringer eni here in company with many Egyptologists who ought to know ^ ^ . » 
In Fig 4 2 a series of tablets, half of them bearing quite clear Egy^ptian numerals, 185 ^ 175 * i«41 1^3 ^ 

and belonging to the historic period (Queen Neithoiep). are called Trehistnric ivory labeb iMth 

“nijmeiiGair'( ?) -i 1^ 1 
Chapter II is entitled 'Hieroglyphic Writing , although it deals indilTercntly with kiefOglyp^*^^^ hieratic, 

and demotic writing. Only writing showing the pittorial forms should bo called hieroglyphic. 

P. 5S. It not merely the imimg that the Egyiitians called 'speech of the gods'—why should they 

call w^riting speech ? The term mdtv nir ^speech of the god* rcfeis to the antient language, as it was given to 

mankind by Thoth, together wiih the system of writing which was used to record it. 

Why 'hieroglyphic' and 'hieroglyphs' are less properly applied to Hitthc and Mayan writing than to 

EgTi^ptian is not clear to me. 
We are told that "it b still a moot point which script, the Egyptian hieroglyphic or the cuneiform, 

b the older*. 'I here is no doubt that the Egyptian b the older; but the author unfortunately uses "cunei¬ 

form* when he means 'Sumerian', with its pictorial and linear phases preceding the emergence of cuneiform 

by centurieSi 

Fig. 25* 2 is called "The Plaque of Akha or Akhai'. No Hg) ptologbi renders the aspirate used here as AA* 

but as A or h. 

Fig. 26. The meanings assigned to these ‘determinatives' are in many cases wrong, e.g. ^ h hardly "sky 

slipping down^; * docs not mean 'time fnr prayer^ nor ‘time in general, last year of a king's reign* (1), nor 

\ 'dried up*, nor ^ 'women', 'cities', nor /Q 'incense', nor "mil of papyrus', nor ‘group iogGiher\ 

Tfti- means snake as well 3S worms jlQO is 3 piece of marshland, not a garden. The explanatoiy' matter 

^“aciBates in a most confusing way betw'Cen descriptions of the signs and descriptions of their uses. 

Fig* 27, The entire second row of seven 'hieroglyphic word-signs' is given upside-down, and us inverse 

order, so that a mountain upside-doW'ls is stated to be 'bread*, and so on. The sign —. Inverted, Is meant 

to be described as ‘an:h\ but is really a bow (French arc). Why ideogram for Upper Egypt (not "South') 

should be included among 's™boIs expressing abstract ideas', or why "to find' should be regarded as 

a more abstract idea than *tci hghiy 1 am unable to guess. The hieroglyphs, like most of those given in 

the other tables of Egy^jiian signs (Figs. 26, 29, 32, 1. 2), are wretchedly drawn, and utterly unworthy of 

the noble writing that they arc intended to represent. 

Fig. 28, I, I'he Palermo Stone b not a wcihehosen exampk- of an 'early hieroglyphic inscription*; there 

are scores of earlier ones^ many of which would sho’iv up much better in such a small repraduction. 

Pp. 61, 63^ "In the Egyptian writing there existed different signs for the same sound, which could be 

represented in many wa)'s.' This is true only for the latest period^ about 30a B.c. anw'ards. For the earliest 

period wc know^ of only three sounds which could be represented in more than one way by uniconsonantal 

f alphabetic*) signSt namely, A, g, K each of w’hich could be represented by tivo (not "many') signs. After the 

Middle Kingdom four more consonants (j. w, ni, ii) could each be represented by two signs. 

P* 63* "They did not employ U (their ""alphabet^*] when they could use wurd-signs or multi-consonantal 

phonograms, and they never employed it without determinatives.^ Both statements are vvrong. They 

employed when they might have employed when they might hai c used =, and so on. As to 

employing 'alphabetk* signs without determinatives, w'e have not only dd, hff, just quoted, but also 

In the 'alphabet' given in Fig. 29, | should not have been given as A/i, nor e as kli\ nor ^ as A, nor |t 

as s-Su nor = as /. nor & as t\ nor ^ as nor should m have been given as an example of the ‘earliest 

consonantal signs"* 
'The latest hieroglyphic inscriptions belong to the sixth centur)' A.Dh (reign of Justinian)*' The latest 

liieroglyphic inscription is one of 24 .\ug. 394, reign of Theodosius L 
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Fig. 30. It is a pity that EnuanV very inaccurate tninscriptiona of the four tivords have been repro¬ 
duced here. 

P- 63, In the seventh century n.c. ■ >. the demode writing came into being* j p. 67; 'the earliest demotic 
documents belong to the seventh-sutth centuries B.c. . . . Demotic emeiged as a new' form of writing in 
the eighth century b.c.’ What is to be made of this? 

Fig. 3a, t-a. The signs here arc called ‘'word'Sigos', although 70111 of the 10 are uniconsonantal phonetic 
signs! 

P. 67. ‘Hieratic had deteriorated so much that it had become obscure.' This is only partly true; the 
business hand had become obscure, but the book hand remained very clear as long as hieratic was used. 

Fig. 34, No. a is lying on its side. No. 3 is <i4<roAru/D>, not WfdAratof’, ro:‘Usertsen’is half a century 
out of date; read SenwDsret or Sesostris, and in no case ‘Scsonchoais’, who reigned a thousand years later, 
17, h: *Khu-en-Aten’ is about 80 years out of date, 

P. 70. 'The Greet version [of the Rosetta Stone] (almost a translation).’ On the contraiy, it is now 
established that the Egyptian versions are translations (without 'almost') of the Greek. 

Pp. 70-t. Over one-third of the worts cited in this bibliography are irrelevant or unnecessary. 
Fig. 97. 1: The hieroglyphic signs are very badly copied, and the ‘phonetic values' lack all diacritica, so 

that a quite false idea of Meroitic phonology b given. 2: Only about half the signs are given. 4: The test 
b upsi^-down. 

P, 196. The controversy over the question: did the Egyptians possess an alphabet? depends, as so 
many controversies do, on definition. What b an alphabet? If. as Dr. Diringer said in Antiquity, No. 66, 
p. 77, ‘in a true alphabet each sign generally denotes one sound only, and each sound b repr«ented by 
a single, constant symbol', then 1 do not know where a true alphabet is to be found outside the groups of 
symbols devised by phoneticians for purposes of the scientific description of sounds. When he goes on 
to say that ‘in the Egyptian scripts there existed diiTerent signs for the same sound. Thus, the lamr aound 
could be written in many dificrent ways', this, as I have pointed out above, is not true before about 300 b.c. 
But the posirion b realty quite a simple one. 

(а) If possessing an alphabet means having signs to represent single sounds, then the Egyptians had 
an alphabet, but a very defective one, since no vowels were represented in it, 

(б) If it means having <wtiy signs representing each a single sound, then the Egyptians did not even 
approximate to this before the introduction of Coptic wriring, 

P. 197. Dr. Diringer b 'unable to believe that if the alphabet had originated in Egypt, the I^yptians 
would have continued to use—for so many centuries—their old and extremely complicated writing'. Has 
he considered the case of the English and French, who continue to use their old and extremely complicated 
orthographies although simplified spellings have been before them, in the forms of shorthand, phonetic 
alphabets, and spelling reforms, for a century or more past? 

P. 467, ‘Spoken Coptic, called now Zetdyak.' ZSniyji b the name not of the language but of the pbee 
in which it is said to be sdll spoken. 

Fig. 2o8, I. The name of No. 15 is (e)jri, oot The hieroglyphic original of No. 29 (f) b '— 
notj. — 

P. 470. 'The development of the Coptic script was of course entirely independent of the Greek.' On 
the contrary. Creek (in Egjpt) and Coptic writing, whether book- or business-hand, arc moat closely 
oonnected, and in a given period are often virtually identical. This b natural enough, since the same 
Egyptian scribe will often have had to write both Coptic and Greek as occasion arose. 

Pp. 470-1. Most of the works ibted in the Coptic bibliography are Irrelevant or unnecessaiy, and a 
number of works offering valuable material for the study of Coptic palaeography have been omitted. 

From the perusal of these observations, rebting to only a very small part of the book, the reader will 
perhaps form an idea as to the quality of the rest of it ; I cannot tell whether any opinion so based w'ouJd 
be a just one. Let us hope that the estimate given on p. 572 as to the total number of fanlm gives an ex¬ 
aggerated impression. Battiscombe Gu«n 
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